August 10, 2017
Mr. Chandra Yadav
Municipal Solid Waste Permit Section
Waste Permits Division
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
12100 Park 35 Circle, Building F (MC-124)
Austin, Texas 78753
Re:

City of Denton Landfill – Denton County
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) – Permit Amendment Application No. 1590B
Permit Amendment Application – Notice of Deficiency (NOD)
Tracking Nos. 21400637 and 21456799; RN102212685/CN600358890

Dear Mr. Yadav:
We are in receipt of your first Notice of Deficiency letter, dated June 8, 2017. We have reviewed
your comments and offer the following responses, on behalf of the City of Denton. Enclosed are
one (1) original and three (3) copies of the application revisions. One copy is prepared in a redlinestrikeout format to highlight the revisions. An updated Part I Form, including the signature page,
is also included.
PART II
1)
The application indicates that the following activities will exist within the proposed permit
boundary, in addition to the activities under the proposed permit. Please provide brief descriptions
regarding activities relating to the following facilities/ units, and ensure that these activities are
shown within the Facility Layout Map in accordance with 30 TAC § 330.61(d). Also, please revise
Figure II-6 (Complex Layout Plan) as appropriate.
• Home Chemical Collection Center (HCC)
• Pratt Industries
• Denton Power Landfill Gas to Energy Facility
• City Vehicle Fleet Fueling Station (Petroleum Storage Tank)
• American Bio Source LLC
Response: Part II – Section 1 has been updated to include a brief description of the above
referenced activities. Figure II-6 has been revised to include the locations of the facilities
referenced above.
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2)
Please expand Section 2.1 (Sources and Characteristics of Wastes) to specify the waste
streams, and general characteristics of the waste to be accepted at the landfill, including the
following facilities/ units in accordance with 30 TAC §330.61(b)(1).
• Construction and demolition (C&D) waste sorting area;
• Citizen collection area;
• Recyclables collection and storage area;
• Liquids solidification unit;
• Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF);
• Source separated organics (SSO) compost unit; and
• Contaminated Soil Processing Unit.
Response: Section 2.1 has been expanded to provide additional discussion of the waste streams
accepted for disposal or processing at the on-site facilities.
Please note that the City of Denton has elected to remove its request for authorization to accept
petroleum contaminated soil for processing and treatment. References to contaminated soil
processing have been removed from this Permit Application. Only soils containing concentrations
less than 1,500 milligrams per kilogram total petroleum hydrocarbons and do not exceed the
concentrations listed in Table 1, Constituents of Concern and Their Maximum Leachable
Concentration in 335.521(a)(1), will be accepted for disposal.

3)
Per 30 TAC §330.61(i), please submit recommendations from the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) regarding the adequacy and design capacity of roadways to safely
accommodate the additional volumes and weights of traffic generated, or expected to be
generated by the facility operation.
Response: It is our opinion that the requirements of §330.61(i) have been met by demonstrating
our efforts to coordinate with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). As of the date of
this letter, TxDOT has not issued a response to our correspondence. Should TxDOT choose to
respond to our communication, and provide recommendations, we will include such information
in a subsequent submittal. The delivery confirmation receipt for correspondence sent to TxDOT
has been added to Appendix II-A.

4)
Please provide the revised site layout plan to ensure that all the information required by
30 TAC §330.61(d)(1)-(9) are provided with appropriate legend, including general locations of
main interior facility roadways, and for landfill units: the general locations of main interior facility
roadways that can be used to provide access to fill areas.
Response: Figure II-6 has been updated to call out the location and surface type of main interior
access roadways, previously shown in graphical format only, and to label onsite buildings and
facilities. It should be noted, that as the landfill is developed, interior access roadways are
relocated to support ongoing operations.
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5)
Please identify sectors for landfill units to communicate the types of wastes to be disposed
of in individual sectors in accordance with 30 TAC §330.61(d)(9)(A), and ensure to revise Note
#2 from Figures II-7A, and II-7B respectively, and Note #1 from Figure II-8 relating to the types of
wastes to be disposed of in individual sectors.
Response: A discussion of the types of waste authorized for disposal in each landfill sector has
been incorporated into Part II as Section 4.2. The notes on Figures II-7A, II-7B and II-8 have been
updated to better describe the types of waste authorized for disposal in each landfill sector.
In general, Sector 6 of Unit 1 is designated as the facility’s industrial waste cell to receive Industrial
Class 1 waste, in below grade fill areas. The remainder of the landfill sectors are authorized to
receive municipal solid waste, and authorized special wastes, but not Industrial Class 1 waste.

6)
Note #3 on Figure II-7A indicates that MSW may be placed above existing Phase 0. Please
clarify if the facility intends to accept waste above portions of the existing Phase 0 (Pre Subtitle D
cell). Please note, Phase 0 has been proposed for landfill mining operations, if the facility intends
to accept waste above portions of the existing Phase 0, vertical expansions over Phase 0 must
be constructed in accordance with 30 TAC §330.331(1) or (2). Also, please ensure to revise Note
#3 on Figure II-7A accordingly.
Response: Landfill mining (Mining of Phase 0) is currently authorized under MSW permit 1590A.
The mining at the facility, which is still in the planning phase, will continue until the existing liner
system is removed and replaced with a composite liner system. However, if for some reason
mining is not completed in its entirety, additional waste will be placed above Phase 0. Figures 7A
and 7B are intended to provide each alternative layout illustrating each respective liner
configuration. Should additional waste be placed over Phase 0, a separation liner shall be
constructed, as identified on Figure II-7A, note 3. Details of the separation liner on Figure III-25
have been revised to comply with §330.331.

7)
A buffer of 1,760 feet is labelled along the northeast permit boundary does not appear to
be correct. A wastewater treatment plant appears to be adjacent to the northeast permit boundary
of the facility (see figure II-6). In accordance with §330.543(b)(2)(A), please identify the correct
buffer, and demonstrate that a 125 ft. buffer zone will be provided and maintained around the
landfill units in the vertical and lateral expansions.
Response: Figure II-6 has been revised to illustrate the 125-ft buffer zone along the city property
boundary. The minimum 125-ft buffer to waste placement, storage or processing is required to be
maintained on property owned or controlled by the owner/City of Denton.
The original intent was to illustrate the large areas of land separating the waste footprint from the
property boundary, leading to confusion regarding the prescribed buffer zone requirements.
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Part III
8)
Please address 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(A) through 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(H) relating to the
process design for generalized working plans of the overall facility that shows the following
facilities/ units, as applicable.
•
Construction and demolition (C&D) waste sorting unit;
•
Citizen collection area;
•
Recyclables collection and storage area;
•
liquids solidification unit;
•
Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF);
•
Source separated organics (SSO) composting facility; and
•
Contaminated Soil Processing Unit.
Response: Additional discussion has been added to Section 3.2.3 regarding odor control and
further information added to Section 3.2.4 regarding generalized construction details.

9)
Note #1 on Figure III-7 indicates that the stormwater from the compost processing area
will be used for dust control on adjacent roadways. Please note per 30 TAC 330.3(36), water that
has contacted compost material is considered to be contaminated water, and may not be used
for dust control. Please identify a water source and necessary equipment or other means of dust
control in accordance with 30 TAC §330.153(b), and revise the note provided on the figure as
appropriate.
Response: Note 1 on Figure III-7 has been revised to remove the reference to dust control.

10)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(H), please submit proper methods for
disposition of effluent resulting from the compost processing areas, and revise Section 3.2.7
(Disposition of Processing Effluent) as appropriate.
Response: A discussion of the disposition of effluent resulting from the SSO compost operation
has been added to Section 3.2.7.

11)
Per 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(C), please provide measures for ventilation and odor control
specific to each unit to be operated under the proposed permit, and ensure that the design and
specifications for the ventilation and odor control equipment are included in the site development
plan (Part III of the application).
Response: Part III Section 3.2.3 Ventilation and Odor Control has been revised to include facilityspecific information to more thoroughly address §330.63(b)(2)(C).
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Designs and specifications are not required by the rules. Proposed ventilation and odor control
measures for each storage, separation, processing and disposal unit are provided in Part III, or
the reader is referred to Part IV for detailed odor control measures specific to each facility/unit.

12)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(b)(4), please revise the application to include a
discussion regarding how all liquids resulting from the operation of the facility, including from the
large items storage area, compost processing area, and from reusable materials staging area will
be disposed of in a manner that will not cause surface water or groundwater pollution. Please
also revise Section 3.4 (water Pollution Control) as appropriate.
Response: Section 3.4 has been expanded to more specifically discuss the handling of liquids
resulting from the operation of the facility.

13)
The referenced figures (Figures III-8 through III-13) do not provide sufficient information
for generalized construction details of all storage and processing units and ancillary equipment
for the components of each unit. Per 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(D), please revise Section 3.2.4
(Generalized Construction Details), including relevant drawings to provide generalized
construction details of all storage and processing units and ancillary equipment (i.e., tanks,
foundations, sumps, etc.) for each of the following unit with regard to approximate dimensions
and capacities, construction materials, vents, covers, enclosures, protective coatings of surfaces,
as applicable.
•
Construction and demolition (C&D) waste sorting unit;
•
Citizen collection area;
•
Recyclables collection and storage area;
•
Liquids solidification unit;
•
Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF);
•
Source separated organics (SSO) composting facility; and
•
Contaminated Soil Processing Unit.
Response: Section 3.2.4 has been updated to include a discussion of generalized construction
details for each of the above noted units.

14)
In accordance with 30 TAC § 330.63(b)(2)(D), please provide performance data for all
storage and processing units and ancillary equipment.
Response: Part III – Section 3.2.4 has been updated to include further data for storage and
processing units, including ancillary equipment.
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15)
The referenced figures on Page 9 in Table 1 do not provide construction details of slabs
and subsurface supports for all storage and processing units. Please provide construction details
of slab and subsurface supports in accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(E).
Response: It is our opinion that the reference drawings do provide generalized construction
details of slabs and subsurface supports. Detailed construction level drawings are neither
required, nor practical for inclusion within an operating permit.

16)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(F), please submit locations and engineering
design details of all containment dikes or walls (with indicated freeboard) proposed to enclose all
storage and processing components and all loading and unloading areas, as applicable.
Response: In regards to the “Landfill Retaining Wall,” please refer to the response to Comment
17 below.
The only structure intended to protect any on-site facility from floodwater is the retaining wall
depicted on Figure III-15. The location of the wall is depicted on Figure II-6. The engineering
design details are depicted on Figure III-15. The 100-year flood elevation has been added to this
figure to illustrate freeboard. This structure shall be designed by a licensed professional engineer
prior to construction, at some point in the future.
The Liquid Waste Bulking pits are covered by a roof structure, so that rain may not fall directly in
the pits. As such a freeboard to accommodate the design storm is not necessary. An operational
freeboard of 1-ft has been added to Figure III-13. Should the bulking facility be operated over a
composite lined area, a calculation demonstrating the height of the stormwater berm was
previously provided on Figure III-13.
The Grease and Grit Trap Processing facility secondary containment calculations have been
revised to contain the volume of the largest tank, plus the volume of the design storm, with an
additional 1-feet of freeboard. This calculation is presented in Part IV – Appendix A, Section 7.
This calculation has been updated to reflect 1-feet of freeboard.

17)
The wall indicated in Section 3.2.5 (Containment Dikes or Walls) along South Mayhill Road
and adjacent areas to the proposed permit boundary has been described as screening wall, and
has been indicated as containment dike/retaining wall. Please explain if the wall has been
designed to act as a containment dike/retaining wall in accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(b)(2)(F),
and revise the section as appropriate.
Response: This wall, referred to a “Landfill Retaining Wall” is not intended to function as a
containment dike/wall for the protection against floodwater, or to contain water within. The
discussion of this wall has been removed.
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18)
It appears from Figure IIl-7 (Compost Facility Details) that a stormwater collection pond
will be located within the landfill disposal footprint.
i.
It is not clear if the proposed pond will be located over the intermediate cover. Per 30 TAC
§330.165(c) and 30 TAC §330.167, please ensure that the stormwater collection pond will
not be located over the landfill, and revise the application as appropriate.
ii.
As required by 30 TAC §330.207(b), contaminated water collection units other than
storage tanks shall have a clay or synthetic liner, and the liner shall be constructed in
accordance with 30 TAC §330.331(b). Also, one foot of freeboard for the 25-year, 24-hour
rainfall event shall be provided.
Response: The phrase “stormwater collection area” has been removed from Figure III-7. The
Stormwater collection area originally depicted on Figure III-7 is not intended to be stormwater
pond. It is a bermed area to allow excess Stormwater to collect in the event runoff is generated,
to reduce the potential of contaminated water leaving the lined area; the same concept as the
required working face berm. Stormwater which has come into contact with SSO compost on
landfill intermediate cover shall be recirculated on to the compost, allowed to evaporate, percolate
into existing waste and/or be disposed of in the leachate collection system, depending upon the
quantity present and feasibility of removing any standing water.
The City of Denton has recently elected to upgrade one of the SSO compost operations areas.
Included in this NOD response is an updated design and layout of one of the available SSO
compost operations area. This area will have a concrete lined working pad, runoff collection
system and lined pond to contain runoff from the compost operations area. Liquid from this lined
pond will be used to maintain moisture content of the compost, or disposed of in the leachate
collection system. Figure III-7 has been updated to show this change. The SSO compost area
operated over a composite lined landfill cell remains unchanged.

19)
Pursuant to 30 TAC §330.63(b)(3)(A)-(D), describe how solid waste processing
facilities/units will be designed to facilitate proper cleaning, and address the following.
A. controlling surface drainage in the vicinity of the facility to prevent surface water runoff
onto, into, and off the treatment area;
B. constructing walls and floors in operating areas of masonry, concrete, or other hardsurfaced materials that can be hosed down and scrubbed;
C. providing necessary connections and equipment to permit thorough cleaning with water
or steam; and
D. providing adequate floor or sump drains to remove wash water.
Response: Each item requested in the comment is addressed in Part III – Section 3.3 –
Sanitation, and additional discussion has been added to Section 3.3 in an effort to clarify how the
facility meets the requirements of §330.63(b)(3)(A)-(D).
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20)
Per 30 TAC §330.63 (b)(3)(A)-(D) please provide designs, including plans and cross
sections for the structural features to be used for proper cleaning of the solid waste processing
facilities/ units (e.g. grease and grit trap processing facility, liquid waste bulking facility, compost
facility, contaminated soil processing unit, etc.), as applicable.
Response: Section 3.3 of Part III specifically discusses the grease and grit trap processing facility
being constructed of reinforced concrete to facilitate proper cleaning. Figures III-11 and III-12
specifically indicate reinforced concrete construction.
Note 2 on Figure III-13 indicates that the solidification pits or tanks shall be concrete or steel,
respectively. For clarity, Figure III-13 has been updated to specifically indicate that the
solidification pits are to be constructed of reinforced concrete. Additionally, Section 3.3 of Part III
indicated that the liquid waste bulking facility tanks are to be constructed of reinforced concrete
and discusses cleaning.
The SSO compost operation over composite lined landfill cells (Figure III-7) is operated on
intermediate cover. No cleaning is necessary at this location, as the intermediate cover will be
removed prior to additional waste filling operations, or incorporated into the landfill cell.
The SSO compost operation adjacent to the landfill (Figure III-7) has been revised to include a
concrete working surface, runoff drainage control, and a lined pond to contain water that has
come into contact with SSO compost.

21)
Pursuant to 30 TAC §330.63(d)(1)(A), please describe how the solid waste management
facilities (e.g., grease and grit trap waste processing facility, liquid waste bulking facility, source
separated organics composting facility) are designed for the rapid processing and minimum
detention of solid waste. The application indicates that some of the processing units are located
at unenclosed locations (e.g. grit trap). Please explain how such wastes are managed to avoid
creating a nuisance or public health hazards due to odors, fly breeding, or harborage of other
vectors. Please expand the narratives in Sections 5.1 through 5.8, and reference the drawings as
appropriate.
Response: Sections 5.1 through 5.8 have been updated to include additional information in
response to this comment.

22)
Please provide design for the units that control and contain spills and contaminated water
from leaving the facility (e.g., grease and grit trap waste processing facility, source separated
organics composting facility). The design shall be sufficient to control and contain a worst-case
spill or release from the unit. Unenclosed containment areas shall also account for precipitation
from a 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event in accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(d)(1)(B), and reference
the appropriate drawings in the narrative.
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Response: The GGTF has secondary containment surrounding all above ground holding tanks.
The calculations demonstrating compliance with §330.63(d)(1)(B), including freeboard, are
located in Part IV – Appendix A, Section 7 as noted in the response to Comment 16. Figure III12 has been updated to reference the calculations.
As noted in the response to Comment 18, where the SSO Compost operation not located over a
composite lined landfill area, it has been modified to include a concrete working pad, and a lined
runoff/stormwater collection pond. The pond is sized to accommodate runoff from the 25-year,
24-hour rainfall event, with 1-foot of freeboard, as mentioned in Section 3.3 of Part IV Appendix
F. The pond sizing calculation is now located in Appendix IV-F.3 through IV-F.5.

23)
Appendix III-B-1 does not appear to include calculations relating to the berm height, as
referenced in Section 5.1.1 (Appendix III-B - Surface Water Drainage Report). In accordance with
30 TAC §330.305(b) and (c), please address the following:
i.
The owner or operator shall design, construct, and maintain a run-on control system
capable of preventing flow onto the active portion of the landfill during the peak discharge
from at least a 25-year rainfall event.
ii.
The owner or operator shall design, construct, and maintain a run-off management system
from the active portion of the landfill to collect and control at least the water volume
resulting from a 24-hour, 25-year storm.
Response: The working face berm calculation was inadvertently omitted from the original
submittal. It is now included in Part III-B-1.

24)
Please provide material specifications for the proposed geomembrane (FML) for drainage
channels and chutes (Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 in Appendix III-B) over the final cover, and ensure
to address the following in accordance with 30 TAC §330.305(e) . Please note the surface water
protection and erosion control practices must provide long term, low maintenance geotechnical
stability to the final cover.
i.
Please include discussions if the proposed FML material can withstand damages caused
by an exposure to the varying atmospheric temperatures, and by an expected slope
instability due to high velocity of water flow. Please ensure to consider inherent properties
of the FML into the discussions, which may include stiffness, coefficient of thermal
expansion, and low interface frictional resistance which lead to slope instability.
ii.
Please provide construction details for the geomembrane anchorage to be constructed for
the proposed drainage channels and chutes, and demonstrate that the anchorage
construction will provide adequate strength and stability for the structures.
Response: Geomembrane lined drainage chutes are commonly used in many landfills across the
State and nation. They have proven to reliably protect the integrity of the final cover system and
provide long term stability.
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Appendix III-B Section 5.1.4 and Section 5.1.5 have been updated to include the type of
geomembrane which may be used in drainage chutes to improve erosional stability.
Geomembrane may be selected in lieu of rock rip-rap based on many factors, including capital
cost. Geomembrane may provide enhanced long term slope stability by separating the high
velocity water from the underlying soil layers. Geomembrane with UV degradation inhibitors are
used in exposed conditions. Thermal expansion and wrinkles do not impact the chute’s ability to
transmit runoff.
Figure III-B.9 has been updated to include details regarding the installation of geomembrane
drainage chutes.

25)
Surface Water Drainage Report (Appendix III-B) does not appear to include designs for
contaminated water storage unit. Please provide storage areas for contaminated water that is
designed with regard to size, locations, and methods in accordance with 30 TAC §330.305(g).
Please explain if contaminated water from the facility, including from all processing facilities/units,
are recirculated into the landfill.
Response: The landfill does not have or maintain a contaminated water storage unit, because
the ELR system and on-site sewer connection provide adequate means of handling and disposal
of contaminated water that may be generated on site. Contaminated water is either recirculated
into the ELR system, or discharged directly to the sanitary sewer system.
As noted in the responses to Comments 18 and 22, the SSO Compost facility now includes a
lined pond. Pond design details have been added to Figure III-7 and storage design calculations
are provided as noted in the response to Comment 22.
The GGTF is designed with secondary containment areas to collect spills as described in the
response to Comment 16.

26)
Please submit a copy of Conditional Letter of Map Amendment (CLOMA) from Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in compliance with 30 TAC §330.63(c)(2)(D)(iii), as
indicated in the application in Section 7.0 Flood Protection (Appendix m-B) that the City is in the
process of securing a CLOMA to remove the waste footprint from the 100-year floodplain.
Response: The City of Denton has not yet received a Conditional Letter of Map Revision
(CLOMR) or Letter of Map Revision (LOMR), as the application is pending with FEMA. Upon
receipt of the CLOMR and/or LOMR, the City shall submit documentation of the FEMA
determination to the TCEQ. Additionally, no landfill development within the existing floodplain
shall occur prior to obtaining either approval.
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27)
Per 30 TAC §330.63(d)(4)(A), please identify interior access road locations, and describe
the type of surfacing.
Response: Figure II-6 has been updated to identify current interior access roads and their surface
type.

28)
Please identify the location of the wheel wash, as indicated in Section 8.1 (All Weather
Operation/ Part III) and provide for the ultimate fate of the wash-water. Please note that any
contaminated water at the site must be handled in accordance with 30 TAC §330.207.
Response: The wheel wash location is shown on Figure III-6; however the originally submitted
Figure was not completely clear. Figure III-6 has been updated to better show the wheel wash
location. Additionally, the location of the wheel wash is now shown on Figure II-6. For reference,
it is east of the Middle Entrance Scale Facility, and west of the proposed liquid waste bulking
facility.
Section 8.1 of Part III has been updated to discuss the ultimate fate of the wash water.

29)
It is stated in the application that "A geotextile filter may be shingled over the top of the
trench to minimize the infiltration of fines." Please revise the statement to replace "may" by "will,"
and include specifications for the geotextile filter shown over the top of the trench pursuant to 30
TAC §330.333(F) and (G). Also, please revise Figure III-29 as appropriate.
Response: No changes have been made in response to this comment. §330.333(F) and (G)
relate to the landfill leachate collection system. The ELR system does not function as a leachate
collection system during the active life of the landfill or during the post-closure care period;
therefore, §330.333 does not apply.

30)
Landfill Slope Stability and Settlement Assessment Report prepared by Geosyntec
Consultants (Geosyntec Report/Appendix Ill-I) is marked as "preliminary draft version," and is not
provided with the responsible engineer's seal and signature. In accordance with Texas
Engineering Practice Act and Rules §137.33, please provide the responsible engineer's seal and
signature with the date on the final version of the report.
Response: The Landfill Slope Stability and Settlement Assessment Report now bears a licensed
engineer’s seal.

31)
Geosyntec Report (Page ii) have assumed interface strengths from literature, and have
recommended that these values be confirmed by testing prior to cell development using the
specific materials that will be used at the landfill. Please include these pre-construction testing
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properties in the soil and liner quality control plan and indicate that it will be reported with the Soil
Liner Evaluation Report and/ or Geomembrane Liner Evaluation Report.
Response: The tests recommended in the Landfill Slope Stability and Settlement Assessment
Report are now included as Table 3 of the Soil and Liner Quality Control Plan (Part III – Appendix
C) and will be reported in the GLER.

32)
Please identify dedicated cells that accept Class 1 industrial solid wastes, other than
asbestos-containing material, and show that the dedicated cells meet the requirements of 30 TAC
§330.331(e)(1)-(3).
Response: As noted in the response to comment 5, a discussion of the types of waste authorized
for disposal in each landfill sector has been incorporated into Part II as Section 4.2. The notes on
Figures II-7A, II-7B and II-8 have been updated to better describe the types of waste authorized
for disposal in each landfill sector.
Figure III-22 Details A, B and C along with Note 3 illustrate a bottom liner for a Class 1 industrial
waste cell, in compliance with §330.331(e)(1)-(3). It should be noted that HDPE is a chemically
resistant liner material, Leachate Collection System strength was demonstrated in Part III,
Appendix A, and the leachate collection system must be maintained in an operable condition
throughout the closure and post-closure period of the landfill, in accordance with Part III – Section
18.2.2

33)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.337(g), please provide designs, including plan and cross
sections for the proposed dewatering system used for the liner construction and filling operations.
Please ensure to revise Section 4.0 (Appendix III-C) as appropriate.
Response: Attachment III-C-1 has been renamed Groundwater Dewatering System. Figure IIIC-1.1 has been added to Appendix III-C-1. The figure illustrates a typical layout of the proposed
groundwater dewatering system in plan and cross section.

34)
Please revise section 5.1 (Appendix III-C) to specify materials, equipment, and
construction methods for the compaction of clay soils in accordance with 30 TAC
§330.339(b)(2).
Response: Please refer to Appendix III-C Section 5.1.1, 3rd paragraph for a description of the
materials required for the construction of the soil liner. To add emphasis, a table has been
added to this section, listing the material properties.
Please refer to Appendix III-C Section 5.2 (page 14, Item 3) for the discussion of equipment and
construction methods for clay liner construction.
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35)
Please provide cross-sections of a typical cell showing the slope, widths, and thicknesses
for compaction lifts in accordance with 30 TAC §330.339(b)(2)(A).
Response: Figure III-22 shows various liner cross sections, including slope and thickness of the
liner system. Lift thickness is referred to in each section. Landfill cell widths are illustrated in
Figures II-7A, II-7B and II-8. It is our opinion that the details provided are consistent with standard
practice in preparation of TCEQ MSW Permits.

36)
Pursuant to 30 TAC §330.339(a)(2), please provide the standard test methods for
destructive seam field testing, and non-destructive seam field testing (e.g., shear and peel, air
pressure, and vacuum) in Table 1 (Standard Tests on HDPE FML Material) as appropriate. It is
also recommended to provide all methods, frequencies, and passing criteria for the tests for clay
liner in a "table" format.
Response: Part III – Appendix C, Table 2 (formerly Table 1) has been updated to include both
destructive and non-destructive liner testing information.
A new Table 1 has been added to list the methods, and passing criteria for the tests for soil liner.

37)
The proposed closure plan for the facility (Section 17.0 / Part III) indicates that the landfill
will use an exposed geomembrane solar cover on the south facing slopes of Units 1 and 2. Please
note that the program does not consider exposed geomembrane as final cover at this time.
Exposed geomembrane may be considered interim cover before installation of final cover. As
required by 30 TAC §330.457(a), please provide a composite final cover system composed of no
less than two feet of soil consisting of a clay-rich soil cover layer overlain by an erosion layer prior
to the start of post-closure care, and revise the closure plan accordingly.
Response: The City of Denton has elected to withdraw its request to utilize an exposed
geomembrane final cover system. Part III Section 17.1 has been updated to withdraw the use of
exposed geomembrane solar cover for Units 1 and 2.
Use of exposed geomembrane as an intermediate cover is now requested in Part IV Section 28.6.

38)
Per 30 TAC §330.457(b), please provide designs for cover of a Class 1 cell that consist of
a geomembrane, 4 ft. of clay with permeability not more than 1x10-7 cm/ sec overlain by 18 inches
of uncontaminated topsoil, and revise the second paragraph of Section 17.1.1.1 Infiltration Layer
(Part III), including Figure III-22 as appropriate.
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Response: An additional final cover detail has been added to Figure III-22 which illustrates the
required final cover system for a cell containing Class 1 Industrial Waste. Part III – Section
17.1.1.1 has been revised to address the comment.

39)
The third paragraph on Page 31 indicates that the compost facility will operate under the
requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 332, Subchapter B, "Operations Requiring a Notification," but,
the fourth paragraph on Page 32 indicates processing of municipal wastewater sludge or biosolids. Municipal wastewater sludge or bio-solids feedstocks are not allowed under a notification
tier. Please revise the application sections accordingly.
Response: Part III – Section 12 has been updated to indicate that the SSO Compost facility will
operate under the conditions of §332 Subchapter C “Operations Requiring a Registration.”
Section 12.3 has been updated to refer to Figure III-7 as it relates to the concrete operating pad,
meeting the requirements of §332.37(2).

Part IV
40)
Per 30 TAC §330.125(h), if the annual waste acceptance rate exceeds the rate estimated
in the landfill permit application and the waste increase is not due to a temporary occurrence, the
owner or operator shall file an application to modify the permit application, including the revised
estimated waste acceptance rate in accordance with 30 TAC §305.70(k), within 90 days of the
exceedance as established by the sum of the previous four quarterly summary reports. Please
revise Section 4.0 (Waste Acceptance Rate) accordingly.
Response: Section 4 has been revised to state “…within 90 days…” instead of 180 days.

41)
Please revise Section 12.0 (Unloading of Waste) to identify the number and types of
unloading areas, and ensure that trained staff person will be assigned at all facilities/ units (e.g.,
grease and grit trap waste processing facility, composting unit) to monitor all incoming loads of
waste in accordance with 30 TAC §330.133(a).
Response: Section 12 has been updated to list all unloading areas present at the Complex, and
to describe which facilities have staff present to direct unloading activities during operating hours.

42)
Please revise Section 13.0 (Facility Operating Hours) to specify waste acceptance and
operating hours in accordance with 30 TAC §330.135(a).
Response: This Permit Amendment Application specifically requests 24-hour per day waste
acceptance and operations to be authorized, in accordance with §330.135(a). We hope to be
granted those hours for the facility upon approval of the permit amendment or the waste
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acceptance and operating hours will be “….otherwise approved in the authorization for the
facility.”

43)
Please revise Section 18.0 (Materials along the Route to the Site) to address the following
as required by 30 TAC §330.1 45.
i. Please indicate that the facility shall take actions such as posting signs, reporting
offenders to proper law enforcement officers, adding surcharges, or similar measures.
ii. Please indicate that on days when the facility is in operation, the facility shall be
responsible for at least once per day cleanup of waste materials spilled along and within
the right-of-way of public access roads serving the facility for a distance of two miles in
either direction from any entrances used for the delivery of waste to the facility.
Response: Section 18 has been updated to address comment 43(i) above. Section 18 is also
updated to request the cleanup of materials along the route to the site be approved for an alternate
distance, less than two miles in each direction.

44)
As required by 30 TAC §330.65(d), please provide information identifying any permit
required under the TPDES and any permit requirements imposed by other agencies (e.g., local
government pretreatment, or discharge authorization requirements) for a grease, grit, and
septage processing facility.
Response: Part IV – Appendix A, Section 1 has been updated to address the requirements of
§330.65(d). The TPDES controls discharges of pollutants to surface waters, and as the GGTF
does not directly discharge effluent to surface water no further permitting is required. The
Complex is currently authorized under a City-wide TPDES Permit. This permit is updated at least
every 5 years during the TPDES renewal process.
The City of Denton has provided the City of Denton Eco-W.E.R.C.S. Complex with a contaminated
water treatment agreement, provided in Part III – Appendix A – Attachment 3.

45)
Section 30.3.18 (Contaminated Soil) indicates that soil contaminated with petroleum
products, crude oils, or chemicals in concentrations of greater than 1,500 milligram per kilogram
may be accepted for treatment. Please revise the application to provide information as required
by 30 TAC, Chapter 330, Subchapters B, E, G, H, K, and L, as applicable for obtaining an
authorization to operate a soil treatment unit at Type I landfill.
Response: As noted in the response to Comment 2, the City has elected to remove the request
to accept petroleum contaminated soil for treatment at the Complex. Only soils containing
concentrations less than 1,500 milligrams per kilogram total petroleum hydrocarbons and do not
exceed the concentrations listed in Table 1, Constituents of Concern and Their Maximum
Leachable Concentration in 335.521(a)(1), will be accepted for disposal.
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46)
Sections 10.2 (Reporting) and 13.0 (Unloading of Waste) include narratives relating to
Class 1 and Class 2 wastes. Please clarify if Class 1 and Class 2 wastes will be accepted at the
grease and grit trap processing facility, and revise the application accordingly.
Please also ensure to revise Section 5.0 (Waste Acceptance and Analysis/Appendix IV-A), and
Section 2.1 (Sources and Characteristics of Wastes) in Part II of the application in accordance
with 30 TAC §330.61(b).

Response: The City of Denton has elected to withdraw the request for accepting Class1 waste
at the Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility. Sections 5, 10.2 and 13.0 of Appendix IV-A has
been revised to remove the authorization of class 1 waste at the GGTF.
Section 2.1 in Part II refers to accepting non-hazardous Class 1 waste in a designated landfill cell.
A discussion has been added to clarify that Class 1 waste will only be accepted at the designated
cell at the landfill for industrial non-hazardous waste disposal.
Appendix IV-A (Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility Operating Plan)
47)
Please indicate in the SOP that all wastewaters generated by the facility shall be managed
as contaminated water in accordance with 30 TAC §330.207.
Response: Appendix IV A – Section 7 has been updated to address this comment.

48)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.207(b), please revise the SOP to indicate that the
contaminated water and leachate shall be collected and contained until properly managed, and
one foot of freeboard for the 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event shall be provided.
Response: Appendix IV A – Section 7 has been updated to address this comment.

49)
Please revise the SOP to indicate in the site operating plan that the facility will not
discharge to a septic system in accordance with 30 TAC §330.207(d).
Response: Appendix IV A – Section 7 has been updated to specifically state that the facility will
not discharge to a septic system.

50)
Per 30 TAC §330.209(c), processed and unprocessed waste and recycled materials shall
be stored in an enclosed building, vessel, or container. Please revise the second paragraph in
Section 8.0 (Storage Requirements) as appropriate.
Response: Section 8 has been updated to state that putrescible wastes shall be processed and
stored in closed vessels, vented to a scrubber. Non-putrescible grit trap wastes may be treated in
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the settling basins. Material recovered from the settling basin for additional processing shall be
stored in enclosed vessels.

51)
Please revise Section 9.0 (Approved Containers) to address the rule requirements of 30
TAC §330.211(1) and (2), and the liquid wastes will be stored in covered or closed containers that
are leakproof, durable, and designed for safe handling and easy cleaning.
Response: Appendix IV A – Section 9 has been revised to address the requirements of
§330.211(1) and (2).

52)
Per 30 TAC §330.221(a), please provide a description of the availability of an adequate
supply of water under pressure for firefighting purposes at the facility, and revise Section 11.0 as
appropriate.
Response: Appendix IV A – Section 11 has been revised to identify water supplied by an existing
municipal water main and fire hydrant.

53)
Please revise Section 13.0 (Unloading of Waste) to provide a description of the signs and
forced access lanes used to prevent indiscriminate dumping in accordance with 30 TAC
§330.225(a).
Response: Appendix IV A – Section 13 has been revised to provide additional detail regarding
the control of unloading of waste.
§330.225(a) does not specifically require signs or forced access lanes, as these are provided as
examples of potential controls. The facility relies on staff to monitor, direct and control unloading
activities.

54)
It is stated in Section 15.0 (Facility Operating Hours) that GGTF is authorized to accept
and process waste 24-hours per day. Please note, if this permit amendment application is
approved, it will replace all documents relating to Permit No. 1590A. Also, the operating hours
and the waste acceptance hours for the GGTF must be consistent with the proposed operating
hours and waste acceptance hours for the landfill. Please revise the section to ensure compliance
with 30 TAC §330.229.
Response: This Permit Amendment Application specifically requests 24-hour per day waste
acceptance and operations to be authorized. It is our opinion that this section complies with the
conditions of §330.135(a).
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55)
Per 30 TAC §330.241(a)(1), please provide procedure that describes how unprocessed
grease, grit, and septage will be stored up to 72 hours, and revise the Section 21.0 (Overloading
and Breakdown) as appropriate.
Response: Section 21 states that unprocessed grease trap wastes are stored in closed tanks,
and if the tanks are full, the facility will accept no more waste. Septage has been added to this
sentence to include this waste stream. It is our opinion that this statement adequately describes
how grease trap waste and septage are stored.
Grit trap waste is stored in sedimentation basins, of similar design to those authorized at the
facility with MSW Permit No. 1225D.
Section 21 has been updated to include a discussion of the addition of sodium hypochlorite to the
grit trap basins to suppress the grown of bacteria, preventing odor formation. The addition of
bleach was previously discussed in Section 24 of Appendix IV-A.

56)
Please include designs and specifications for the scrubber indicated in Section 23.0
(Ventilation and air Pollution Control), and explain if the proposed scrubber would provide
adequate ventilation for odor control and employee safety. In addition, indicate in the application
that if nuisance odors are found to be beyond the facility boundary, and the existing odor controls
fail to abate nuisance odors, the facility will suspend operations until the nuisance odors is abated
in accordance with 30 TAC §330.245(d).
Response: Section 23 has been revised to address §330.245(d).
§330.245(d) does not specifically require designs and specifications for a scrubber system. Once
the facility is designed, the permit will be modified to include the specific design of the scrubber
system chosen to adequately control odor.

57)
Per 30 TAC §330.245(e), please provide that all air pollution emission capture and
abatement equipment will be cleaned and maintained per manufacturer's recommendations and
as necessary so that the equipment efficiency can be adequately maintained.
Response: Section 23 has been revised to address §330.245(e).

58)
Please address the rule requirements of 30 TAC §330.245(g) that the process areas that
recover material from solid waste that contains putrescible will be maintained totally within an
enclosed building, and openings to the process area will be controlled to prevent releases of
nuisance odors from leaving the property boundary of the facility.
Response: Section 23 has been revised to address §330.245(g).
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Appendix IV-B (Home Chemical Collection Facility Operating Plan)
59)
Section 1.0 in Appendix IV-B (Home Chemical Collection Facility Operating Plan) indicates
that the Home Chemical Collection Center, located adjacent to the MSW Permit #1590A was
originally authorized by the TCEQ in 2008, and is currently proposed to be included within the
permit boundary of MSW Permit #1590B. Please clarify if the site operating plan included in
Appendix IV-B is the approved site operating plan for the Home Chemical Collection Center
(Registration #C88239). Please note that management of chemicals (e.g., used-oil and used-oil
filter) will not be authorized under the proposed permit. A current authorization issued under 30
TAC Chapters 324 and 328 is required for management of used-oil or used-oil filters. Please call
1-888-TX CRUDE for information pertaining to authorization(s) for management of those
materials.
Response: The Home Chemical Collection Facility is registered under C88239. The registration
will be updated/ renewed and submitted to TCEQ Registration and Reporting section, separate
from this submittal.

Appendix IV-C (Landfill Mining Operating Plan)
60)
Please revise the Landfill Mining Operating Plan to include the following, as indicated in
permit modification issued on August 10, 2016 for MSW Permit #1590A.
i.
Where processing and sorting occur over a lined area, but not over a composite liner (i.e.
Phase 0), the facility will construct at least a 2-foot layer of re -compacted soil with a
hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1 x 10-7 centimeters/second per the approved Soil
and Liner Quality Control Plan for the facility, and the constructed liner will be covered with
a material designed to withstand normal traffic from the processing operations. The facility
will submit a Soil and Liner Evaluation Report (SLER) for the constructed liner system,
including a demonstration that any liner system constructed will not undergo uplift from
hydrostatic forces during its construction or operational life and also that any existing liner
system will not undergo uplift from hydrostatic forces during mining operations in
accordance with 30 TAC §330.609.
ii.
The facility will submit quarterly analysis reports for a Toxicity Characteristic Leaching
Procedure (TCLP) of the soil analysis of each representative type of waste excavated
during the operations of the landfill mining operations for a period of two consecutive
years. Additionally, waste excavated will be analyzed for asbestos and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
iii.
The facility will update the standard air permit for the facility to account for the addition of
the landfill mining operations in accordance with 30 TAC §330.607(a).
Response: Denton is operating in full compliance with its current permit.
The following changes have been made to include additional information in response to this
comment:
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•
•

•

Section 5.1 of Part IV Appendix C has been modified to include a requirement to construct
a working surface over the recompacted clay layer.
Section 7.1.1 of has been modified to clarify that SW-846 Method 1311 (Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure) shall be the test method used. (TCLP test method is
a component of SW-846 referenced in the Permit).
The facility has an updated standard air permit to account for the addition of landfill mining
operations in accordance with 30 TAC §330.607(a).

Appendix IV-D (Special and Industrial Waste Acceptance Plan)
61)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.173(e), please indicate that the facility will not accept
Class 1 industrial solid wastes in excess of 20% of the total amount of waste (not including Class
1 wastes) accepted during the current or previous year. The amount of waste may be determined
by volume or by weight, but the same unit of measure must be used for each year, unless a
variance is authorized by the executive director.
Response: Section 1 has been updated to address §330.173(e) and to state that the quantity of
Class 1 waste accepted will not exceed 20% of the total amount of waste accepted at the facility,
during the previous year.

62)

Please address the rule requirements of 30 TAC §330.173(h).

Response: Section 6 has been updated to state that reports will be submitted on forms provided
by the commission and include all required information.

Appendix IV-E (Liquid Waste Bulking Facility Operating Plan)
63)
Please address fire protection measures specific to activities relating to liquid waste
bulking facility in accordance with 30 TAC § 330.129.
Response: A new section (Section 11) has been added to Appendix IV-E to address fire
protection at the Liquid Waste Bulking Facility.
§330.129 applies to municipal solid waste landfill facilities. The Liquid Waste Bulking Facility shall
comply with §330.221.
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64)
Please address the rule requirements of 30 TAC §330.171(b)(3) that a vacuum truck,
transporting liquid waste to a landfill that has a solidification process for sludge, grease trap, or
grit trap waste will receive prior written approval.
Response: Section 3 of Appendix IV-E has been updated to address §330.171(b)(3).

Appendix IV-F (SSO Composting Operating Plan)
65)
Please revise Section 3.1.4 (Liquids) to ensure that leachate from landfill will not be used
in composting process in accordance with 30 TAC §332.4(9).
Response: Section 3.1.4 has been updated to address the prohibition of the use of leachate in
the compost operation.

66)
Per 30 TAC § 330.209(b), please provide an onsite storage area for source-separated or
recyclable materials, and ensure that the storage area is separate process area. Also, ensure the
control of odors and vectors, and windblown waste from the storage area will be maintained.
Response: As noted in Section 3.3.1, SSO feedstock, other than woody waste, is directly
incorporated into windrows or static piles of woody waste. It is not stockpiled on site, in an effort
to prevent the formation of odors, windblown waste or the harborage of vectors. This section has
been updated to include further discussion for clarity.

67)
Please note that contaminated water resulting from the operation of the facility is not
allowed for use for dust control. Please identify a water source, and necessary equipment or other
means of dust control. Please revise Section 3.3 (Process Description) as appropriate.
Response: Section 3.3 has been updated to remove the reference to dust control noted in the
comment.

68)
Please address fire protection measures specific to activities relating to SSO Compost
Unit in accordance with 30 TAC §330.129, and revise Section 8.0 as appropriate.
Response: Section 8 has been updated to provide firefighting measures specific to the SSO
Compost facility.
§330.129 applies to municipal solid waste landfill facilities. The SSO Compost Facility shall
comply with §330.221.
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Appendix IV-H (Alternate Daily Cover Operating Plan)
69)
The application indicates contaminated soil will be utilized as an alternative daily cover
material. Per 30 TAC §330.165(d), alternative daily cover may only be allowed by a temporary
authorization under 30 TAC §305.70(m) (relating to Municipal Solid Waste Permit and
Registration Modifications) followed by a major amendment or a modification in accordance with
30 TAC §305.70(k)(l). Please remove the request to use the contaminated soil as an alternative
daily cover material from the current amendment application, and revise the application
accordingly. The facility may submit a temporary authorization request to evaluate the use of
contaminated soil as an alternative daily cover material.
Response: Section 2.3 has been removed from the Appendix IV-H to comply with 30 TAC
§330.165(d) to restrict the use of contaminated soil as an alternative daily cover material. A
temporary authorization request will be submitted under 30 TAC §305.70(m) if necessary to use
contaminated soil as an alternative daily material.
Please note that the City of Denton has elected to remove its request for authorization to accept
petroleum contaminated soil for processing and treatment as mentioned in comment 2 responses.

70)
It is stated in Section 2.3 in Appendix IV-H that the contaminated soil will be processed to
meet the rule requirements. Please explain the method of processing, and ensure to address the
rule requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 330, Subchapter E relating to Operational Standards for
Municipal Solid Waste Storage and Processing Units (see sections for Waste Acceptance and
Analysis, Facility-Generated Wastes, Contaminated Water Management, Storage Requirements,
Fire Protection, Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements, Unloading of Waste, Sanitation,
Ventilation and Air Pollution Control etc.), as applicable.
Response: Please note that the City of Denton has elected to remove its request for authorization
to accept petroleum contaminated soil for processing and treatment as mentioned in the response
to Comment 2. Section 2.3 has been removed from the Appendix IV-H to comply with 30 TAC
§330.165(d) to restrict the use of contaminated soil as an alternative daily cover material.
References to contaminated soil processing have been removed from this Permit Application.
Only soils containing concentrations less than 1,500 milligram per kilogram total petroleum
hydrocarbons and do not exceed the concentrations listed in Table 1, Constituents of Concern
and Their Maximum Leachable Concentration in 335.521(a)(1), will be accepted for disposal.
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The following comments are provided by Mr. Terance Virtue, P.G.
Part II
71)
In accordance with 30 TAC §335.584(b)(1)(A)&(B), please revise Section 18 of the
application to indicate the type of soil that underlie Class 1 waste disposal cells to show that the
underlying soil does not have a Unified Soil Classification of GW, GP, GM, GC, SW, SP or SM;
or a hydraulic conductivity greater than 1 x 10·5 cm/sec.
Response: Part II – Section 18 of the application has been revised to indicate the soil type under
the Class 1 waste disposal cell to meet the rules stated in 30 TAC §335.584(b)(1)(A)&(B), showing
the underlying soils do not have a Unified Soil Classification of GW, GP, GM, GC, SW, SP or SM;
or a hydraulic conductivity greater than 1 x 10·5 cm/sec.

Part III
Appendix III-D.5 (Laboratory Tests)
72)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.63(e)(S)(B), please revise Appendix III-D.5 of the
application to include permeability tests performed according to one of the standards on
undisturbed soil samples. All test results shall indicate the type of tests used and the orientation
of each tested sample.
Response: The results included in Attachment D, Appendix D5 are from ETTL only and are on
remolded samples to prove that native soils may be used for the compacted clay liner. The
horizontal and vertical test results from the previous investigations were also added to meet the
requirements of §330.63(e)(5)(B). The results of testing conducted by EMCON in 1996 have been
added to Appendix D5. Only the results of the tests conducted by Rone were available, not the
full calculations. Both firm's results are listed in the Geotechnical Laboratory Test Summary in the
Appendix D5 and several borings were added for all of the tests to be published. All of the Rone
test results are for vertical tests. The EMCON results are for both horizontal and vertical tests.
The type of test conducted for the Rone results is not known, but it is assumed to be the falling
head per Appendix VII of Corps of Engineers Manual EM1110-2-1906 since that is the type of
test conducted at that time by the company.
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Attachment E (Groundwater Monitoring System Design Certification)
73)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.421(d), please revise page E-9 in Section 2.5 of the
application to acknowledge that the point on the well casing for which the elevation was
determined will be permanently marked on the casing.
Response: The following sentence has been added to page E-9, Section 2.5: "The point of the
elevation datum will be permanently marked on the well casing.”

Appendix E2 (Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan)
74)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.405(b)(2), please revise page E2-2 in Section 2.2 of the
application to indicate that sampling will be performed from highest to lowest water-lower
elevations unless contamination is known to be present, in which case un-contaminated wells will
be sampled prior to contaminated wells.
Response: As requested, Section 2.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly. Additionally,
page E2-4 in Section 4.1 has been revised to indicate that purging and sampling will be performed
from highest to lowest elevations unless contamination is known to be present, in which case
uncontaminated wells will be sampled prior to contaminated wells.

75)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.405(c), please revise page E2-5 in Section 4.2 of the
application to provide that no filtering of groundwater samples will be done in the field.
Response: As requested, Section 4.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

76)
Please correct rule citation on page E2-11 of Section 5.5 from 30 TAC §330.405 to 30
TAC §330 .407(a)(1). As specified in 30 TAC §330.407(a)(l), background data for the detection
monitoring constituents will be established and updated with semiannual results.
Response: As requested, Section 5.5 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

77)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(e), please revise page E2-13 of Section 6.0 of the
application to acknowledge that the Executive Director will be notified, if concentrations are at or
below background for two consecutive sampling events before returning to detection monitoring.
Response: As requested, Section 6.0 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.
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78)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(f), please revise page E2-13 of Section 6.0 of the
application to indicate that assessment monitoring will continue if concentrations are above
background but below groundwater protection standards.
Response: As requested, Section 6.0 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

79)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330 .409(g)(l)(A, please revise page E2-13 of Section 6.0 of
the application to provide for the characterization of the nature and extent of contamination by
installing additional wells as necessary.
Response: As requested, Section 6.0 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

80)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(g)(l)(C), please revise page E2-15 of Section 7.2 of
the application to acknowledge that all persons that own or occupy the land that overlies any part
of a contaminated plume will be notified.
Response: As requested, Section 7.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

81)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(g)(l)(D), please revise page E2-15 of Section 7.2 of
the application to provide an assessment of corrective measures within 90 days of notice to the
Executive Director.
Response: As requested, Section 7.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

82)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.411 please revise page E2-15 of Section 7.2 of the
application to state that within 90 days of finding that any of the 40 CFR Part 258, Appendix II
constituents have been detected at a statistically significant level above a groundwater protection
standard, an assessment of corrective measures will be initiated.
Response: As requested, Section 7.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

83)
Please revise page E2-15 of Section 7.2 (second sentence of the third paragraph) to state
that the owner or operator will sample and analyze each affected well and the two wells adjacent
to each affected well for the full set of constituents listed in Appendix II to 40 CFR Part 258.
Response: As requested, Section 7.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.
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84)
On page E2-15 of Section 7.2 (second sentence of the third paragraph), please revise the
sentence "A minimum of one sample will be collected from each point of compliance well and
analyzed for the Appendix II..." to "A minimum of one sample will be collected from the affected
well and the adjacent wells..." on page E2-15 of the third paragraph in Section 7.2.
Response: As requested, Section 7.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly.

85)
On page E2-15 of Section 7.2 (second sentence of the third paragraph), please revise the
sentence "After sampling of all point of compliance wells for Appendix II... " to "After sampling the
wells for Appendix II... ".
Response: As requested, Section 7.2 of the GWSAP has been revised accordingly. Attachment
D, page D-26, has been revised to correct the reference for Appendix D5.

Appendix Ill F (Landfill Gas Management Plan)
86)
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.371(f), please revise Section 2.7 in the application to
indicate that post closure land use will not interfere with the gas monitoring system.
Response: Section 2.7 has been updated in accordance with 30 TAC §330.371(f) to indicate that
post closure land use will not interfere with the gas monitoring system.

Informal Comments
Part I
1.
The Supplementary Technical Report portion of the application (Attachment 1, Part 1)
indicates the total area of 402.54 acres within the permit boundary, whereas the legal descriptions
for the property provided in Attachment 2 of Part 1 indicates 404.42 acres within the permit
boundary. Please revise the application to provide consistent information.
Response: The introductions to Parts I, II, III, IV and IV-A have been updated to resolve this
discrepancy, utilizing the survey acreage.
Part III
2.
Please delete the statement “Approved in existing permit - Included for information only”
from Section 3.2.4 (Generalized Construction Details), and revise Table 1 as appropriate. Please
note, if this permit amendment application is approved, it will replace Permit No. 1590A, and
therefore, the permit amendment application for 1590B will contain all document/information
without any reference to the Permit No. 1590A.
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Response: The following sentence has been deleted from Section 3.2.4, “Approved in existing
permit - Included for information only” to address the comment.

3.
It is stated in Section 3.2.6 (Grease, Oil, and Sludge Storage Plan) of the application that
Denton Solid Waste Recycling Center is currently authorized as a used oil collector under
Registration #C88239. Please clarify if Denton Solid Waste Recycling Center, and HCC Center
are authorized under the same registration (i.e., Registration #C88239). Please provide the
correct name for the facility that is authorized under Registration #C88239, and revise Section
3.2.6 as appropriate.
Response: Denton Solid Waste Recycling Center (Pratt MRF) for recyclables (Permit No.:
100201) and HCC center for used oil recycling (C88239) are authorized under two different
registrations. The facility name for the HCC center has been revised in Section 3.2.6.

4.
Figures III-7A and III-7B, as referenced in Table 1 (Generalized Construction Detail
Locations), relating to the SSO compost unit, are not included in the application. Please include
the referenced figures in the application.
Response: References to Figure III-7A and III-7B has been revised to state Figure III-7
throughout the permit application.
5.
Please provide the basis for the data indicated for modeling on Page 3 (Attachment
1/Appendix A/ Part III) for the area allowing runoff that appears to be 70% under interim
conditions.
Response: Under interim conditions, much of the active area has either daily or intermediate
cover at very low slopes; therefore, more precipitation is likely to infiltrate into the waste mass.
Utilizing a 70% area allowing runoff is a conservative estimate for landfill intermediate cover, as
this results in the model predicting a higher level of leachate production.

6.
Please describe designs for the controlled liquid addition for raising the MSW moisture
content to 35% +/- 5%, but all times below 40% through the proposed enhanced leachate
recirculation system (ELR) system, as indicated in the application.
Response: It should be noted the ELR system is not a newly proposed operation. Part III –
Section 8.8 provides generalized design details for the means of controlled liquid addition.
Additionally, Figures II-26 through III-29 provide graphical details.
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7.
Please include the figures and documents that were used for preparing the Geosyntec
Report (i.e., listed on Page 1 and 2 as an attachment to the report) to facilitate our review process.
Response: We do not feel it is necessary to include Part II Figures II-9 through II-19, Part III
Figures III-22 and III-25 as an attachment to Appendix III-I, as they are present in Part II and III of
this application. During production of the Slope Stability Report the Geology Report to be included
in this Permit Amendment was not yet completed; therefore, the Slope Stability Report references
the prior Geology Report. The current Geology Report contains all of the pertinent information
from the previous Report (1590A). We do not feel it is necessary to provide the Geology Report
or Geotechnical Design Report from MSW Permit 1590A, as TCEQ has a copy of MSW Permit
1590A.

8.
Please revise Section 5.0 (Appendix III-C) to provide the correct figure for the cross
sectional details of the proposed liner system.
Response: Section 5.0 has been revised to provide the appropriate reference to the cross
sectional details for the constructed liner.

9.
Please provide a drawing to show liner tie-in details, as described in Section 5.2
(Construction of Clay Liners) of the proposed liner quality control plan in Appendix III-C.
Response: Figure III-24, Section 4 presents the liner tie-in details described in Section 5.2 of
Appendix III-C. A sentence directing the reader to this figure has been added to Section 5.2.
10.
Please include descriptions for the proposed anchor trench and backfilling of the
geomembrane liner (FML), and ensure to provide the anchor trench around all portions of the
FML where the leading edge(s) of the FML will not be needed for a tie-in for expansion into the
next area to be lined.
Response: A new section – Section 5.3.7 has been added to discuss anchor trench details and
backfilling of the geomembrane liner.

11.
The first paragraph on Page 32 indicates that the SSO composting operation is located
adjacent to the solid waste landfill. The compost unit is within the proposed permit boundary.
Please revise narrative as appropriate.
Response: Part III - Section 12 has been revised to indicate that the SSO composting facility will
be located within the Permit Boundary.
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12.
Please revise the first paragraph in Section 5.1 of Surface Water Drainage Report that
states “…, working face berms and stormwater berms located on the final cover,” as the working
face berms may need to be constructed during interim phase operations prior to constructing the
final cover.
Response: A comma has been added after the phrase “working face berms.” Working face berms
are only constructed during the active life of the landfill. Waste deposition and unloading is not
allowed on final cover; therefore, working face berms are not constructed on final cover. However,
stormwater berms are to be constructed on final cover in accordance with the surface water
drainage report.

Part IV
13.
Please revise the last portion of the paragraph (i.e., furthermore, because …and a grease
and grit trap processing facility,...) in Section 1.1 (Applicable Sections of Texas Administrative
Code) to clarify an ambiguity in the sentence relating to the grease and grit trap processing facility.
Response: The sentence beginning “Furthermore, because…” has been revised for clarity.

Appendix IV-F (SSO Composting Operating Plan)
14.

Please identify the correct location for Figure A, as referenced in Section 2.0 (Site Layout).

Response: Section 1, 2 and 3 have been updated to reference Figure IV-F.1 for the location of
SSO composting operation and site layout.

15.
Please revise references to MSW Facility Permit 1590A from SSO Composting Operating
Plan, including from Sections 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0, as appropriate. Please note, if this permit
amendment application is approved, it will replace Permit No. 1590A documents.
Response: References to Permit 1590A have been revised.

Appendix IV-H (Alternate Daily Cover Operating Plan)
16.
It is stated in Section 3.0 that the characteristics of the tarp and slurry materials were
provided in 1994, and 2002 permit modification submittals. Please note that the permit
amendment application for 1590B will contain all documents/information without any reference to
Permit No. 1590A. Please revise the alternative daily cover operating plan (Appendix H/ Part IV)
to include all information relating to previously approved alternative daily cover materials (i.e.,
tarps and slurry), including the letters of authorization issued in the past.
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Response: Information regarding the currently authorized Alternate Daily Cover products in use
has been added to Appendix IV-H.

Additional Items
The following additional revisions to the Permit have been made for your review.
1. On the site development Figures II-10 to II-19, III-31 and III-32 a note has been added to limit
the maximum waste height at the landfill to elevation 675 AMSL until the year 2028.
2. Correspondence received from TPWD, NCTCOG and the FAA have been incorporated into
the appropriate Appendix. Additionally, delivery confirmations for each required coordination
letter are included have been added to the appropriate Appendix.
3. Part I - Attachment I-6 has been updated to include the new Signature Authority Delegation
documentation.
Should you or your staff have further questions or comments regarding the application, please
contact me at your convenience via email: fpugsley@team-psc.com or telephone (469) 200-7363.
You may also contact Mr. David Dugger, MSW Facility Manager at (940) 349-8001.

Sincerely,
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
By
Frank E. Pugsley PE, MOLO
Senior Associate
Senior Civil Project Manager
CC:
Ethan Cox, General Manager Solid Waste and Recycling Services
David Dugger, MSW Facility Manager
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
Permittee/Registrant Name: City of Denton
MSW Authorization #:1590B
Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Part I Form

New Permit/Registration and Amendment Applications for an MSW Facility

1. Reason for Submittal
Initial Submittal

Notice of Deficiency (NOD) Response

2. Authorization Type
Permit

Registration

3. Application Type
New

Major Amendment
Major Amendment (Limited Scope)

4. Application Fees
Pay by Check

Online Payment

If paid online, e-Pay Confirmation Number: 582EA000246212
5. Application URL
Is the application submitted for Type I Arid Exempt (AE) and/or Type IV AE facility?
Yes

No

If the answer is “No”, provide the URL address of a publicly accessible internet web site
where the application and all revisions to that application will be posted.
http://www.team-psc.com/engineering-sector/solid-waste/tceq-permits/
6. Application Publishing
Party Responsible for Publishing Notice:
Applicant

Agent in Service

TCEQ-0650, Part I Application (rev. 11/20/13)

Consultant

Form - Page 1 of 10

Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

7. Alternative Language Notice
Is an alternative language notice required for this application? (For determination refer
to Alternative Language Checklist on the Public Notice Verification Form TCEQ-20244Waste)
Yes

No

8. Public Place Location of Application
Name of the Public Place: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
Physical Address: 1527 S. Mayhill Road
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76208
(Area code) Telephone Number: 940-349-8001
9. Consolidated Permit Processing
Is this submittal part of a consolidated permit processing request, in accordance with 30
TAC Chapter 33?
Yes

No

Not Applicable

If “Yes”, state the other TCEQ program authorizations requested:
10. Confidential Documents
Does the application contain confidential documents?
Yes

No

If “Yes”, cross-reference the confidential documents throughout the application and
submit as a separate attachment in a binder clearly marked “CONFIDENTIAL.”
11. Permits and/or Construction Approvals
Select all that apply

Received

Pending

Not
Applicable

Hazardous Waste Management Program under the
Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act
Underground Injection Control Program under the
Texas Injection Well Act
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Program under the Clean Water Act and Waste
Discharge Program under Texas Water Code, Chapter
26
Prevention of Significant Deterioration Program under
the Federal Clean Air Act (FCAA).
Nonattainment Program under the FCAA
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants Preconstruction Approval under the FCAA

TCEQ-0650, Part I Application (rev. 11/20/13)
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B
Select all that apply

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017
Received

Pending

Not
Applicable

Ocean Dumping Permits under the Marine Protection
Research and Sanctuaries Act
Dredge or Fill Permits under the CWA
Licenses under the Texas Radiation Control Act
Other Environmental Permits
TPDES Stormwater Permit [Permit No.
TXR05Q542]
EPA Title V Standard Air Permit [Permit No.
2059]
Type IX Landfill Gas to Energy Registration
[Permit No. 48016]
CLOMR
12. General Facility Information
Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization No. (if available): 1590B
Regulated Entity Reference No. (if issued)*: RN102212685
Physical or Street Address (if available): 1527 S. Mayhill Road
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76208
(Area Code) Telephone Number: 940-349-8001
Latitude (Degrees, Minutes Seconds): N 33° 11' 39.3"
Longitude (Degrees, Minutes Seconds): W 97° 05' 04.9"
Benchmark Elevation (above mean sea level): 609ft.
Provide a description of the location of the facility with respect to known or easily
identifiable landmarks: The City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex ("Complex")
is located approximately three miles southeast of downtown Denton,
approximately two miles west of the northern end of Lake Lewisville, and
approximately one mile northeast of Denton Regional Medical Center.
The Complex's current main entrance (middle entrance) is located at the
intersection of South Mayhill Road and Spencer Road. An additional entrance
(north entrance) located on South Mayhill Road, approximately 2,500 feet
north of the middle entrance, is proposed to serve the future expansion. An
emergency access point is located at the south end of the complex. See Part 1,
Attachment 4, Figure I-4.3 for locations of both entrances and the emergency
access point.
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

Detail access routes from the nearest United States or state highway to the facility:
From I-35E exit 463 to TX-288 Loop and travel northeast approximately
1.1 miles. Turn right onto Spencer Road and travel 0.5 miles to its intersection
with S. Mayhill Road. The current main entrance to the Complex is at this
intersection.
*If this number has not been issued for the facility, complete a TCEQ Core Data Form (TCEQ-10400) and
submit it with this application. List the Facility as the Regulated Entity.

13. Facility Type(s)
Type I

Type IV

Type V

Type I AE

Type IV AE

Type VI

14. Activities Conducted at the Facility
Storage

Processing

Disposal

15. Facility Waste Management Unit(s)
Landfill Unit(s)

Incinerator(s)

Class 1 Landfill Unit(s)

Autoclave(s)

Process Tank(s)

Refrigeration Unit(s)

Storage Tank(s)

Mobile Processing Unit(s)

Tipping Floor

Type VI Demonstration Unit

Storage Area

Compost Pile(s) and/or Vessel(s)

Container(s)

Other (Specify) Landfill Gas To Energy

Roll-off Boxes

Other (Specify) Type V Liquid Waste

Surface Impoundment

Other (Specify) Indust. Waste Acceptance

16. Description of the Revisions to the Facility
Skip this box, if “New” is selected under “Application Type”.
Provide a brief description of all revisions to the permit conditions and supporting
documents referenced by the permit. Also, provide an explanation of why the
amendment is requested.
Currently the Complex is a permitted Type I disposal facility with a Pre-Subtitle
D cell, composite lined areas, and an Enhanced Leachate Recirculation System.
This application proposes a vertical and lateral expansion to the north and west
of the existing permitted facility, onto City owned property. Additionally, the
Amendment seeks to include several new activities including, but not limited
to: (1) landfill mining; (2) Industrial non-hazardous waste processing and
disposal; (3) Liquid waste bulk solidification processing, and (4) alternative
cover systems. The additional disposal airspace and waste processing
operations will provide the City of Denton with long term solid waste
management and planning capabilities.
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

17. Facility Contact Information
Site Operator (Permittee/Registrant) Name: City of Denton
Customer Reference No. (if issued)*: CN600358980
Mailing Address: 1527 S. Mayhill Road
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76208
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (940) 349-8001
Email Address:
TX Secretary of State (SOS) Filing Number:
*If the Site Operator (Permittee/Registrant) does not have this number, complete a TCEQ Core Data Form
(TCEQ-10400) and submit it with this application. List the Site Operator (Permittee/Registrant) as the
Customer.
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

Operator Name1: Same as Site Operator (Permittee/Registrant)
Customer Reference No. (if issued)*:
Mailing Address:
City:

County:

State:

Zip Code:

(Area Code) Telephone Number:
Email Address:
TX SOS Filing Number:
If the Operator is the same as Site Operator/Permittee type “Same as “Site Operator (Permittee/Registrant)”.
*If the Operator does not have this number, complete a TCEQ Core Data Form (TCEQ-10400) and submit it
with this application. List the Operator as the customer.
1

Consultant Name (if applicable): Frank E. Pugsley, P.E., Senior Associate;
Parkhill, Smith & Cooper, Inc.
Texas Board of Professional Engineers Firm Registration Number: F-560
Mailing Address: 2600 Network Blvd. Suite 190
City: Frisco County: Collin State: Texas Zip Code: 75034
(Area Code) Telephone Number: 469-200-7363
E-Mail Address: fpugsley@team-psc.com
Agent in Service Name (required only for out-of-state):
Mailing Address:
City:

County:

State:

Zip Code:

(Area Code) Telephone Number:
E-Mail Address:
18. Facility Supervisor’s License
Select the Type of License that the Solid Waste Facility Supervisor, as defined in 30 TAC
Chapter 30, Occupational Licenses and Registrations, will obtain prior to commencing
facility operations.
Class A

Class B

19. Ownership Status of the Facility
Corporation

Limited Partnership

Federal Government

Individual

City Government

Other Government

Sole Proprietorship

County Government

Military

General Partnership

State Government

Other (Specify):
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

Does the Site Operator (Permittee/Registrant) own all the facility units and all the facility
property?
Yes

No

If “No”, provide the information requested below for any additional ownership.
Owner Name:
Street or P.O. Box:
City:

County:

State:

Zip Code:

(Area Code) Telephone Number:
Email Address (optional):
20. Other Governmental Entities Information
Texas Department of Transportation District: Dallas
District Engineer’s Name: Kelly Selman, P.E.
Street Address or P.O. Box: 4777 E. Highway 80
City: Mesquite County: Dallas State: Texas Zip Code: 75150
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (214) 320-6100
E-Mail Address (optional):
The Local Governmental Authority Responsible for Road Maintenance (if
applicable): City of Denton Streets
Contact Person’s Name: Keith Gabbard
Street Address or P.O. Box: 901-A Texas Street
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76201
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (940) 349-7166
E-Mail Address (optional):
City Mayor Information
City Mayor’s Name: Chris Watts
Office Address: 215 E. McKinney
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76201
(Area Code) Telephone Number: 940-349-7717
E-Mail Address (optional): chris.watts@cityofdenton.com
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

City Health Authority: N/A
Contact Person’s Name:
Street Address or P.O. Box:
City:

County:

State:

Zip Code:

(Area Code) Telephone Number:
E-Mail Address (optional):
County Judge Information
County Judge’s Name: Hon. Mary Horn
Street Address or P.O. Box: 110 W. Hickory St. 2nd Floor
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76201
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (940) 349-2820
E-Mail Address (optional):
County Health Authority: Denton County Health Department
Contact Person’s Name: Matt Richardson, Ph.D
Street Address or P.O. Box: 535 S. Loop 288
City: Denton County: Denton State: Texas Zip Code: 76205
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (940) 349-2900
E-Mail Address (optional): matt.richardson@dentoncounty.com
State Representative Information
District Number: 64
State Representative’s Name: Lynn Stucky
District Office Address: P.O. Box 420
City: Austin County: Travis State: Texas Zip Code: 75065
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (512)-463-0582
E-Mail Address (optional):
State Senator Information
District Number: 30
State Senator’s Name: Craig Estes
District Office Address: 2525 Kell Blvd., Suite 302
City: Wichita Falls County: Wichita State: Texas Zip Code: 76308
(Area Code) Telephone Number: 940-689-0191
E-Mail Address (optional):
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

Council of Government (COG) Name: North Central Texas Council of
Governments
COG Representative’s Name: R. Michael Eastland
COG Representative’s Title: Executive Director
Street Address or P.O. Box: 616 Six Flags Drive
City: Arlington County: Tarrant State: Texas Zip Code: 76005
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (817) 640-3300
E-Mail Address (optional):
River Basin Authority Name: Trinity River Authority
Contact Person’s Name: Fiona M. Allen, Northern Regional Manager
Watershed Sub-Basin Name: Elm Fork Trinity River
Street Address or P.O. Box: P.O. Box 60
City: Arlington County: Tarrant State: Texas Zip Code: 76004
(Area Code) Telephone Number: (817) 493-5100
E-Mail Address (optional):
Coastal Management Program
Is the facility within the Coastal Management Program boundary?
Yes

No

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
The facility is located in the following District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers:
Albuquerque, NM

Galveston, TX

Ft. Worth, TX

Tulsa, OK

Local Government Jurisdiction
Within City Limits of: Denton, Texas
Within Extraterritorial Jurisdiction of:
Is the facility located in an area in which the governing body of the municipality or
county has prohibited the storage, processing or disposal of municipal or industrial solid
waste?
Yes

No

(If “Yes”, provide a copy of the ordinance or order as an attachment):
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Facility Name: City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
MSW Authorization #: 1590B

Initial Submittal Date: 2/3/2017
Revision Date: 08/08/2017

Part I Attachments
(See Instructions for P.E. seal requirements.)
Required Attachments

Attachment No.

Supplementary Technical Report

1

Property Legal Description

2

Property Metes and Bounds Description

2

Facility Legal Description

2

Facility Metes and Bounds Description

2

Metes and Bounds Drawings

2

On-Site Easements Drawing

2

Land Ownership Map

3

Land Ownership List

3

Electronic List or Mailing Labels

3

Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) County Map

4

General Location Map

4

General Topographic Map

4

Verification of Legal Status

5

Property Owner Affidavit

7

Evidence of Competency

8

Additional Attachments as Applicable- Select all those apply and add as necessary
TCEQ Core Data Form(s)

9

Signatory Authority Delegation

6

Fee Payment Receipt
Confidential Documents
Waste Storage, Processing and Disposal Ordinances
Final Plat Record of Property
Certificate of Fact (Certificate of Incorporation)
Assumed Name Certificate
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TYPE I PERMIT APPLICATION
CITY OF DENTON ECO-W.E.R.C.S
(Waste to Energy, Recycling, Composting, and Solar Complex)

TCEQ MSW Permit Application No. 1590B
Denton County, Texas

MASTER TABLE OF CONTENTS

Prepared for:
City of Denton
1527 South Mayhill Road
Denton, Texas 76208
Prepared by:
Parkhill, Smith & Cooper, Inc.
2600 Network Blvd, Suite 190
Frisco, Texas 75034
TBPE F-560
Prepared November 2016
Revision 1- July 2017
PSC Project # 01017416

TYPE I PERMIT APPLICATION
CITY OF DENTON ECO-W.E.R.C.S.
(Waste to Energy, Recycling, Composting, and Solar Complex)

TCEQ MSW Permit Application No. 1590B
Denton County, Texas

MASTER TABLE OF CONTENTS
Submitted January 2017
Revision 1- July 2017

Prepared for:
City of Denton
1527 South Mayhill Road
Denton, Texas 76208

Prepared by:
Parkhill, Smith & Cooper, Inc.
2600 Network Blvd, Suite 190
Frisco, Texas 75034
TBPE F-560

PSC Project # 01017416

City of Denton
ECO-W.E.R.C.S. COMPLEX
TCEQ MSW Permit No. 1590B
July 2017

VOLUME 1
PART I
Part I Form –TCEQ-0650
Attachment I-1 – Supplementary Technical Report
Attachment I-2 – Property Description
Attachment I-3 – Property Ownership
Land Ownership Map
Land Ownership List
Attachment I-4 – Required Maps
Figure I-4.1 – TXDOT County Map
Figure I-4.2 – General Location Map I
Figure I-4.3 – General Location Map II
Figure I-4.4 – General Topographic Map
Attachment I-5 – Verification of Legal Status
Attachment I-6 – Signature Authority Delegation
Attachment I-7 – Property Owner Affidavit
Attachment I-8 – Evidence of Competency
Attachment I-9 – Core Data Form
PART II – Existing Conditions and Character of the Facility and Surrounding Area
Part II Figures
Figure II-1 – Wind Rose
Figure II-2 – General Location (500 Ft)
Figure II-3 – General Location (1 Mile)
Figure II-4 – General Location (6 Mile)
Figure II-5 – Complex Easements
Figure II-6 – Complex Layout
Figure II-7A – Complex Layout Landfill Unit 1 Option A
Figure II-7B – Complex Layout Landfill Unit 1 Option B
Figure II-8 – Landfill Unit 2 Layout
Figure II-9 – Complex Development Unit 1 – Existing
Figure II-10 – Complex Development Unit 1 – Phase 1
Figure II-11 – Complex Development Unit 1 – Phase 2
Figure II-12 – Complex Development Unit 1 – Phase 3
Figure II-13 – Complex Development Unit 1 – Phase 4
Figure II-14 – Complex Development Unit 2 – Phase 1
Figure II-15 – Complex Development Unit 2 – Phase 2
Figure II-16 – Complex Development Unit 2 – Phase 3
Figure II-17 – Complex Development Unit 2 – Phase 4
Figure II-18 – Complex Development Unit 2 – Phase 5
Figure II-19 – Complex Development Unit 2 – Phase 6
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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City of Denton
ECO-W.E.R.C.S. COMPLEX
TCEQ MSW Permit No. 1590B
July 2017

Figure II-20 – General Topographic Map
Figure II-21 – Aerial Photograph
Appendix II-A – TXDOT & FAA Coordination
Appendix II-B – Floodplain and Wetland Statement And Coordination
Appendix II-C – Endangered and Threatened Species Report
Appendix II-D – Texas Historical Commission Review
Appendix II-E – Council of Governments Review
Appendix II-F – Land-Use Report
Appendix II-G – Traffic Report

VOLUME 2
PART III – Site Development Plan
Part III Figures
Figure III-1 – Facility Site Entrance Locations
Figure III-2 – Middle Site Entrance
Figure III-3 – North Site Entrance
Figure III-4 – Protective Barriers
Figure III-5 – Facility Process Diagram
Figure III-6 – Facility Process Schematic
Figure III-7 – SSO Compost Facility Details
Figure III-8 – HCC Facility Layout
Figure III-9 – GGTF Processing Facility Detailed Process Diagram
Figure III-10 – GGTF Processing Facility West Site Plan
Figure III-11 – GGTF Processing Facility East Site Plan
Figure III-12 – GGTF Processing Facility Sections
Figure III-13 – Liquid Waste Bulking Facility Details
Figure III-14 – Typical Retaining Wall Details
Figure III-15 – Typical Flood Protection Wall Details
Figure III-16 – MSW Landfill Cross Sections I
Figure III-17 – MSW Landfill Cross Sections II
Figure III-18 – MSW Landfill Cross Sections III
Figure III-19 – MSW Landfill Cross Sections IV
Figure III-20 – MSW Landfill Cross Sections V
Figure III-21 – MSW Landfill Cross Sections VI
Figure III-22 – MSW Landfill Construction Details I
Figure III-23 – MSW Landfill Construction Details II
Figure III-24 – MSW Landfill Construction Details III
Figure III-25 – MSW Landfill Construction Details IV
Figure III-26 – Typical ELR Development Plan
Figure III-27 – Typical ELR Development Section I
Figure III-28 – Typical ELR Development Section II
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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City of Denton
ECO-W.E.R.C.S. COMPLEX
TCEQ MSW Permit No. 1590B
July 2017

Figure III-29 – Typical ELR Details
Figure III-30A – Mining Process Diagram and Processing Area Layout
Figure III-30B – Mining Phase I Site Plan
Figure III-30C – Mining Phase II Site Plan
Figure III-31 – Final Contour Map Unit 1
Figure III-32 – Final Contour Map Unit 2
Figure III-33 – Landfill Grid Unit 1
Figure III-34 – Landfill Grid Unit 2
Appendix III-A – Leachate and Contaminated Water Plan
Figure III-A.1 – MSW Landfill Unit 1 LSC Plan
Figure III-A.2 – MSW Landfill Unit 2 LCS Plan
Figure III-A.3 – LCS Details 1
Figure III-A.4 – LCS Details 2
Figure III-A.5 – LCS Details 3
Attachment III-A-1 – HELP Model Details
Attachment III-A-2 – LCS Design Calculations
Attachment III-A-3 – Contaminated Water Treatment Agreement
Appendix III-B – Facility Surface Water Drainage Report
Figure III-B.1 – Existing Drainage Areas
Figure III-B.2 – Proposed Drainage Areas
Figure III-B.3 – Drainage Channel Plan – Unit 1
Figure III-B.4 – Drainage Channel Plan – Unit 2
Figure III-B.5 – Drainage Channel Details
Figure III-B.6 – East Pond Details
Figure III-B.7 – South & North Pond Details
Figure III-B.8 – Stormwater Control Details I
Figure III-B.9 – Stormwater Control Details II
Attachment III-B-1 – Stormwater Calculations
Attachment III-B-1.1 – Existing Drainage Pattern
Attachment III-B-1.2 – Proposed Drainage Pattern
Attachment III-B-1.3 – Channel A Design
Attachment III-B-1.4 – Channel B, C &D Design
Attachment III-B-1.5 – Channel E, F, G & H Design
Attachment III-B-1.6 – Channel I & J Design
Attachment III-B-1.7 – Channel Cross Sections
Attachment III-B-1.8 – Chute Design
Attachment III-B-1.9 – Overland Flow Velocity
Attachment III-B-1.10 – Compost Pad Surface Water Pond Sizing
Calculations
Attachment III-B-2 – Soil Loss Calculations
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City of Denton is focused on demonstrating the advantages of implementing this
technology. The GGTF permit modification application was submitted in February 2013
and approved by the TCEQ on October 10, 2013.
In summary, the existing City of Denton Landfill is a permitted Type I MSW facility with
both a Pre-Subtitle D cell, composite lined areas, and an Enhanced Leachate
Recirculation (ELR) System. This Permit Amendment Application proposes a vertical
and lateral expansion of the waste limits, and a lateral expansion of the permit
boundary. The majority of the expansion will occur to the north of the existing landfill, all
of it onto City owned property. The expansion will result in an increase of 161.3 acres
within the permit boundary and 107.64 acres of waste footprint for total areas of 404.4
and 261.41 acres, respectively. The new permit will be part of the City of Denton ECOW.E.R.C.S. (Waste to Energy, Recycling, Composting, and Solar) Complex at Pecan
Creek (Complex). The Complex is comprised of multiple facilities and waste processing
activities working in conjunction with the landfill to serve the waste storage, processing,
and disposal needs of the entire region. The facilities include:


Landfill with Type I and Industrial non-hazardous waste units;



Home chemical collection facility and re-use store (HCC);



C&D waste sorting / Building Material Recovery (BMR);



Landfill mining;



Citizen collection area and recycling drop-off area;



Recyclables collection and storage area;



Liquids solidification;



Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF), and;



Source separated organics (SSO) composting (food waste).
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1.

Existing Condition Summary §330.61(a)

To fulfill the need for safe and proper management and disposal of municipal solid waste
(MSW) generated within the City of Denton, ETJ, and adjacent areas, city leaders
pursued permitting and development of a State-approved landfill in the early 1980s.
Subsequent to approval of Waste Permit #1590 by the Texas Department of Health (TDH)
in 1984, the City of Denton Landfill (Landfill) commenced acceptance of Type I MSW on
March 13, 1985. The original pre-subtitle D landfill design included approximately 2.4
million cubic yards of air space slated for disposal and long-term storage of municipal
solid waste (MSW). The original permit was estimated to have a life of 28 years.
In 1996, the City of Denton amended their landfill’s waste permit to include additional
space for disposal of MSW. The Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission
(TNRCC) approved MSW Permit #1590A on October 3, 1997, superseding Permit #1590
and appending 207 additional acres onto the permit limit, expanding the permitted landfill
to approximately 243.08 acres, with a 153.77 acre waste footprint. The Landfill has
continued operations under its new permit with modifications as needed since that time.
Two significant modifications to the Permit since 1997 introduced an allowance for the
staff to (1) apply Enhanced Leachate Recirculation (ELR) techniques as they managed
the disposed MSW and (2) construct and operate a grease and grit trap waste processing
facility (GGTF). The ELR permit modification application was submitted in January 2009
and approved by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) on July 8,
2009. Only the second facility in Texas to earn such approval, the City of Denton is
focused on demonstrating the advantages of implementing this technology. The GGTF
permit modification application was submitted in February 2013 and approved by the
TCEQ on October 10, 2013.
In summary, the existing City of Denton Landfill is a permitted Type I disposal facility with
both a Pre-Subtitle D cell, composite lined areas, and an Enhanced Leachate
Recirculation (ELR) System. This Permit Amendment Application proposes a vertical and
lateral expansion of the waste limits, and a lateral expansion of the permit boundary. The
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majority of the expansion will occur to the north of the existing landfill, all of it onto City
owned property. The expansion will result in an increase of 161.3 acres within the permit
boundary and 107.64 acres of waste footprint for total areas of 404.4 and 261.41 acres,
respectively. The new permit will be part of the City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. (Waste
to Energy, Recycling, Composting, and Solar) Complex (Complex). The Complex is
comprised of multiple facilities and waste processing activities working in conjunction with
the landfill to serve the waste storage, processing, and disposal needs of the entire region.
The facilities include:


Landfill with Type I and Industrial non-hazardous waste units;



Home chemical collection facility and re-use store (HCC);



C&D waste sorting (Building Material Recovery, BMR);



Landfill mining;



Citizen collection area;



Recyclables collection and storage area;



Liquids solidification;



Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF), and;



Source separated organics (SSO) composting (food waste).



Collection vehicle fleet parking



Landfill offices and administration buildings

The HCC facility collects unused residential chemicals in small quantities (limit 10 gallons
or 50 pounds) in their original containers except for used cooking oil or motor oil from
residents of the City of Denton. No chemicals from commercial entities are accepted at
this facility. The facility accepts general household cleaners, automotive fluids and fuels,
fertilizers, pesticides, fungicide, herbicide, pool chemicals, paint and related supplies, fire
extinguishers, fluorescent tubes, cooking oil, photo chemicals, thermometers,
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thermostats, all kinds of expired batteries. The facility does not accept any commercial
waste, ammunition and explosives, medical waste, pharmaceuticals, propane and butane
cylinders, radioactive waste, arsenic, unidentified chemicals or compressed gas.
In addition to the facilities and activities operated by the City of Denton, the following
facilities are operated within the proposed permit boundary.


Pratt MRF – Under standalone Municipal Solid Waste Processing Permit No.:
100201. Land is leased from the city and the facility is privately operated. Pratt
accepts curbside recycling from the City of Denton and surrounding areas, and
recyclables from commercial manufacturers, retailerer, distribution centers and
others. Pratt utilizes the paper products and produces 100% recycled paper and
packaging solutions.



Denton Power Landfill Gas to Energy Facility – Under standalone Air New Source
Permits 84247 and 84291. Land is leased from the city and the facility is privately
operated. The facility utilizes the onsite landfill gas collected from an active Gas
Collection and Control System (GCCS) at the City of Denton Landfill. Collected
gas is converted into electricity using a Caterpillar engine 3520 generator. The
current capacity of the generator is 1.6 MW.



City Vehicle Fleet Fueling Station -- Petroleum Storage Tank Registration 83785.
The station is owned and operated by the City of Denton Fleet Services. The
station is an alternative fuel Station equipped to dispense Ethanol (E85), biodiesel
fuel (B-20), unleaded and diesel fuels. The station is used by city fleet vehicles,
including 37 alternative fuel vehicles.



American Bio Source LLC – Biodiesel facility land and building are leased;
operated under a standalone Air Permit (To be issued). It is a small biodiesel
producer and yellow grease renderer and collector with a plant capacity of 3 million
gallons.
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As required by §330.61(a), the existing conditions summary shall also identify any special
site conditions requiring special consideration as identified in sections §330.61(h)-(o).
These items are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs and more fully in
subsequent sections of Part II.
1.1.

Impact on Surrounding Area §330.61(h)

No other special consideration relating to the potential impact on the surrounding area
is anticipated.
The Complex is designed and operated to minimize any impact on the surrounding
area through the use of screening walls, vegetation, and developing the landfill in a
way to block view of landfill operations from the surrounding area as much as practical.
For further information, refer to Appendix II-F – Land Use Report
1.2.

Transportation §330.61(i)

No special consideration relating to transportation is anticipated.
The Complex is located on S. Mayhill Road, which is currently under design to expand
from a 2 lane asphalt road, to a 4 lane divided concrete road with an ultimate 6 lane
divided configuration. South of the intersection with Spencer road (also the middle site
entrance) the centerline of S. Mayhill is going to be relocated approximately 175 feet
west. North of Spencer, S. Mayhill will not be realigned. See Figure II-6 – Complex
Layout for the S. Mayhill Road expansion layout.
South of Spencer Road the old S. Mayhill asphalt road surface will remain, and will
become a perimeter access road for the facility within the permit boundary (See Figure
II-6).
1.3.

General Geology and Soils §330.61(j)

There are no special design considerations relating to geology and soils.
The landfill is designed to accommodate the site specific geology. The Complex is
located on an outcrop of the Woodbine Formation, which is a formation within the
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Cretaceous system. This formation provides an adequate foundation on which to
construct composite liner systems.
1.4.

Groundwater and Surface Water §330.61(k)

Special design considerations relating to groundwater and surface water include
dewatering for construction and the use of waste-as-ballast.
The landfill is designed to accommodate the site specific groundwater conditions, as
described herein. Regional Cretaceous aquifers that supply groundwater to area wells
in the Woodbine Formation and the much deeper Paluxy Formation of the Trinity
Group are present in the area. Surface water at and near the site include Pecan Creek
to the northeast and east, two unnamed tributaries of Pecan Creek are located to the
north and southeast. Additional information pertaining to groundwater, surface water
and the Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) are located in Section
11 of this Part.
1.5.

Abandoned Oil and Water Wells §330.61(l)

There are no special design considerations related to potential impacts on abandoned
oil and water wells.
Wells located inside the permit boundary are shown on Figure I-4.3. The wells shown
to be located within the permit boundary are abandoned and will not impact the
operations of the Landfill. Any well, known or unknown, located within the waste
footprint and encountered will be properly plugged, capped, and closed in accordance
with the applicable rules and regulations of the TCEQ or other applicable state agency.
A plugging report will be submitted to the appropriate agency, and the TCEQ.
Additional information on oil and water wells can be found in Part III – Appendix D –
Section 3.2.
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1.6.

Floodplains and Wetlands §330.61(m)

Special design considerations relating to Floodplains include the retaining wall and
berm system.
There are no special design considerations relating to wetlands.
The landfill’s northeastern boundary abuts the 100-year floodplain of Pecan Creek.
This area will be protected from the 100-year flood by a retaining wall and berm. A
Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) has been prepared and submitted to the
US Army Corps of Engineers for this project.
1.7.

Endangered or Threatened Species§330.61(n)

There are no special design considerations related to potential impacts on
endangered or threatened species.
See Appendix II-C for the Biological Assessment Report for Threatened or
Endangered Species for more information.
1.8.

Texas Historical Commission Review §330.61(o)

There are no special design considerations related to potential impacts on historic
sites or structures.
The Texas Historical Commission has provided a “no survey required” approval, as
evidenced by the correspondence in Appendix II-D.
2.

Waste Acceptance Plan §330.61(b)

In accordance with §330.61(b), the waste acceptance plan shall identify the sources and
characteristics of wastes proposed to be received for storage, processing, or disposal.
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2.1.

Sources and Characteristics of Wastes §330.61(b)(1)

The landfill will accept wastes from residential, municipal, commercial and industrial
sources. The City of Denton Landfill will accept the following types of waste for
processing and/or disposal at the landfill:


Residential and commercial wastes typical of waste generated by residential
and commercial businesses in the area (Municipal Solid Waste);
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) is defined as: Any solid waste resulting from or
incidental to municipal, community, commercial, institutional, and recreational
activities, including garbage, rubbish, ashes, street cleanings, dead animals,
abandoned automobiles, and all other solid waste other than industrial solid
waste;



Commercial grease and grit trap waste;
The grease and grit trap waste accepted at the grease and grit trap processing
facility is defined as: material collected from a grease interceptor in the sanitary
sewer service line of a commercial, institutional, or industrial food service or
processing establishment, including the solids resulting from dewatering
processes; and grit trap wastes from interceptors placed in the drains prior to
entering the sewer system at maintenance and repair shops, automobile
service stations, and washes, laundries, and other similar establishments.



Construction and demolition waste;
The waste resulting from construction or demolition projects; includes all
materials that are directly or indirectly the by-products of construction work or
that result from demolition of buildings and other structures, including, but not
limited to, paper, cartons, gypsum board, wood, excelsior, rubber, and plastics.



Citizen collection area;
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Waste resulting from the residents’ drop off including white goods, furniture,
and other household bulk wastes which are permitted for disposal at the landfill.


Recyclables collection and storage area;
Waste derived from household recycling including paper, old cardboard
containers (OCC), plastics, aluminum, and metals.



Industrial non-hazardous Class 1, 2 and 3 waste;
The non-hazardous Industrial Class 1, 2 and 3 wastes accepted for disposal or
processing are characterized as/by any industrial solid waste or mixture of
industrial non-hazardous solid waste that is toxic, corrosive, flammable or
generator of sudden pressure by decomposition, heat or other means, or may
pose substantial present or potential danger to human health or the
environment when improperly processed, stored, transported or disposed.
Class 1 waste will only be accepted at the designated cell at the landfill.



Liquid wastes for solidification;
The liquid wastes accepted for solidification are characterized as/by untreated
liquid wastes which typically do not pass the paint filter test including
nonhazardous industrial waste and sludges, food and beverage byproducts
and other nonhazardous liquids originated from food and beverage processing
plants, and other commercial and industrial facilities.



Source separated organics (SSO);
Source separated organic (SSO) wastes are collected by the city and other
authorized haulers from designated locations. SSO wastes including sourceseparated meat, fish, dead animal carcasses, oils, greases, or dairy materials;
source-separated yard trimmings, clean wood material, vegetative material,
paper or manure and;



Other special wastes including but not limited to:
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Treated medical waste



Slaughterhouse waste, subject to immediate cover



Dead animals, subject to immediate cover



Regulated Asbestos Containing Material (RACM)



Non-regulated asbestos containing material (non-RACM),

avoiding

potential crumbling


Municipal hazardous waste from conditionally exempt small-quantity
generators (CESQGs), up to 220 pounds (100 kg) per month per generator



Sludge or liquid waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter Test



Grease or grit trap waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter Test



Empty

pesticide

(insecticide,

herbicide,

fungicide,

or

rodenticide)

containers, subject to limitations


Crushed used oil filters from household sources.

Industrial and special wastes are accepted and handled in accordance with Part IV –
Site Operating Plan. There are no known waste constituents that could be a limiting
parameter that may impact or influence the design or operation of the facilities within
the complex.
2.1.1.

Waste Generation Area §330.61(b)(1)(A)

The City of Denton Landfill serves as the waste repository for waste generated
throughout the City, whether the source is residential, commercial, industrial, or
institutional. Census data taken in 2010 indicates that the City’s population at the
time was 113,383. With continued growth since then, today’s estimated population
is approximately 122,300. The Landfill also accepts waste delivered by haulers
from outside the City of Denton, serving Denton County and portions of Montague,
Cooke, Grayson, Wise, Collin, Tarrant and Dallas Counties. Census figures from
2010 in those counties estimate a population of nearly 6.1 million people.
2.1.2.

Waste Acceptance Rate §330.61(b)(1)(C)
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The Complex accepted 304,658 tons of MSW in TCEQ FY 2015. Of that, 231,990
tons were disposed of in the Landfill. The remaining 72,668 tons were diverted or
composted. Recent trends in North Texas show that waste tonnages at area
landfills have fluctuated with economic indicators, generally rising through 2007
and 2008, then remaining steady and increasing since 2013. In the long term,
these ups and down gradually follow a rising curve related mostly to population
growth over time. Considering the likely economic environment in North Texas
going forward, the City of Denton estimates that growth trends in tonnages over
the next five years (shown in Table 2) will closely match those listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 – TONNAGES FOR PREVIOUS 8 YEARS
Year

MSW Tonnage Accepted at

MSW Tonnage Disposed in

2008

172,017

131,294

2009
2010

176,355
174,643

160,596
143,130

2011

185,845

147,838

2012

197,300

166,022

2013
2014

240,9713
290,6264

176,509
189,970

2015

304,658

231,990

1 Actual

tonnage from scale house receipts
2 Actual tonnage from annual reports
3 Dramatic increase in tonnage due to a C&D waste contract
4 Further increase due to expansion of the successful C&D recycling operation

TABLE 2 – ESTIMATED TONNAGES FOR NEXT 5 YEARS
Estimated MSW Tonnage

Estimated MSW Tonnage

Accepted at Complex Gates

Disposed in Landfill

2016

292,500-317,500

200,000-235,000

2017

295,000-320,000

205,000-239,000

2018

300,000-325,000

208,000-243,000

2019

305,000-330,000

212,000-247,000

2020

310,000-335,000

215,000-251,000

Year

Table 2 shows estimates of growth and is not intended to limit the facility’s waste
acceptance rate.

2.1.3.

Characteristics of the Waste Accepted §330.61(b)(1)

The complex accepts MSW, construction and demolition (C&D) waste,
recyclables, white goods, bulk liquids, grease and grit trap waste, source
separated organics (SSO) for composting and petroleum contaminated soil.
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TABLE 3 - GRIT WASTE ACCEPTANCE PARAMETERS
Analysis
pH
COD
Flame Test
Flash Point
Total Halogens

Limit
2.0 < pH < 12.5
< 15,000 mg/L
Note if Positive or Negative, and note color if positive
≥ 140°F
< 1,000 ppm

Toxicity

Below TCLP regulatory levels indicated in
30TAC§335.521(a)(1) and 40CFR§261.24(b) Table 1

Physical Appearance Similar to that listed in yearly evaluation

The GGTF will accept commercial waste generated within the City of Denton and
the surrounding areas, including all areas up to the Oklahoma border and will be
designed to treat 3,000,000 gallons (120,000 gal/day) of liquid waste, including
grease and grit, per month delivered to the facility entirely by waste transport
trucks.
3.

General Location Maps §330.61(c)

Figures II-2 through II-4 contain general location maps depicting all the features stipulated
in 30TAC§330.61(c).

Specifically, each map portrays the Complex’s proximity to,

interactions with, and/or relationships to the various items and characteristics listed in
Table 3.
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TABLE 4 – GENERAL MAPS
Regulation

Relevant feature(s) or characteristic(s)

Reference Figure

§330.61(c)(1)

Prevailing wind direction / Wind Rose

Figure II-1

§330.61(c)(2)

Known oil, gas, and water wells*

Figure II-2

§330.61(c)(3)

Structures and inhabitable buildings*

Figure II-2

§330.61(c)(4)

Schools, day-cares, churches, hospitals,
cemeteries, ponds, lakes, and residential,
commercial, industrial and recreational
areas**

Figure II-3

§330.61(c)(5)

Entry & exit road location and surface
types**

Figure II-3

§330.61(c)(6)

Latitudes & Longitudes

Figure II-2,3, and 4

§330.61(c)(7)

Area streams

Figure II-2,3 and 4

§330.61(c)(8)

Airports within six (6) miles

Figure II.4

§330.61(c)(9)

Complex property boundary

Figure II-3, 4 and 20

§330.61(c)(10)

Adjacent (including within) easements for
drainage, pipelines, and/or utilities

Figure II-5

§330.61(c)(11)

Complex access controls

Figure III-4

§330.61(c)(12)

Adjacent sites with archaeological,
historical, or exceptional aesthetic qualities

N/A, See Section 8.4

*within 500 feet of complex
**within one mile of the complex

4.

Complex Layout Maps §330.61(d)

Features required by 30TAC§330.61(d) are presented in the complex layout maps,
Figures II-6 through II-19. Specifically, each map portrays the required features as listed
Table 4.
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TABLE 5 – COMPLEX LAYOUT MAPS
Regulation

Relevant feature(s) or
characteristic(s)

Reference Figure

§330.61(d)(1)

Unit Outlines

Figures II-6, II-7A, II-7B,
II-8

§330.61(d)(2)

Interior Roadways, including
Access Roads to Fill Areas

Figures II-9 – II-19

§330.61(d)(3)

Monitor Wells

Figures E1-1 and E1-2 in
Attachment E

§330.61(d)(4)

Buildings

Figure II-2

§330.61(d)(5)

Proposed Construction
Sequence

Figures II-9 – II-19 and
Section 4.1 of this Part

§330.61(d)(6)

Fencing

Figures II-6, II-7A, II-7B,
II-8

§330.61(d)(7)

Natural Windbreak Maintenance
Provisions and Notes regarding
Plans for Visual Screening

Figure II-6

§330.61(d)(8)

Site Entrance Roads from Public
Access Roads

Figure II-6

§330.61(d)(9)(A)

Notes indicating Types of Waste
to be Disposed in each Unit

Figure II-7A, II-7B & II-8

§330.61(d)(9)(B)

Notes indicating General
Sequence of Waste Fill

Figures II-9 – II-19 and
Section 4.1

§330.61(d)(9)(C)

Notes indicating Sequence of
Earth Excavation and/or Fill

Figures II-9 – II-19 and
Section 4.1

§330.61(d)(9)(D)

Waste Cell Dimensions

Figures II-7A, II-7B, II-8

§330.61(d)(9)(E)

Maximum Elevations of Waste
and Final Cover

Figure II-13 and II-19
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4.1.

Proposed Construction Sequence §330.61(d)(5)

The Denton Landfill is comprised of eleven (11) phases. At the time of this amendment,
Phases 0, 1, 2 and 3 A/B, 4A/B and 5 have been constructed.

Throughout the development of the site where excavation is proposed, the general
excavation sequence will be as follows.
1. Construct temporary erosion controls including diversion berms, channels,
and silt fences.
2. Strip and stockpile topsoil in designated areas. Construct appropriate erosion
controls to maintain natural drainage patterns to the extent possible.
3. Excavate and stockpile soil in designated areas. Maintain stockpiles in
compliance with the Erosion Control Plan.
4. Construct a composite liner in accordance with the Soil Liner Quality

Control Plan (SLQCP) provided in Part III Appendix C.
5. Continue landfilling until the current phase has reached interim elevations.
6. Construct the next Phase in the same manner as the previous. Note:
Excavation for any phase may begin as soon as operations dictate.
7. Filling above interim elevations may occur at any time on any phase as
operations require.
Generally, the construction sequence of the landfill shall follow the phasing
designations, Phase 0, then 1, then 2 etc. However the landfill may deviate from this
due to operational requirements, e.g., Phase 8 may be constructed before phase 7
due to the location of existing landfill facilities. Ultimately, facilities located within
future landfill footprint will be removed (See Figure II-2 for Facilities that will be
removed). The landfill’s southernmost cells have been constructed out of order to
provide visual screening of the south end of the landfill from the public. This general
development sequence is represented as Figures II-9 through II-19. Should the landfill
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deviate from the proposed sequence, an appropriate Permit Modification in
accordance with 30 TAC §305.70 shall be submitted to the TCEQ.
4.2.

Waste Types By Landfill Phase

The landfill is subdivided into development phases or landfill cells. Each phase is
authorized to receive certain waste types for disposal as outlined below.


Phase 0-5, 7-11 – Municipal Solid Waste, Authorized Special Wastes



Phase 6 Below Grade – Industrial Class 1 Waste



Phase 6 Above Grade – Municipal Solid Waste, Authorized Special Wastes

Waste filling above grade in Phase 6 (above Industrial Class 1 Waste) shall be placed
over a 4-feet thick separation liner comprised of recompacted clayey soils with a
coefficient of permeability equal to or less than 1x10 -7 cm/second.
5.

General Topographic Maps §330.61(e)

Figure II-20 presents a United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7 ½ minute quadrangle
map at a scale such that 1 inch equals 2,000 feet.
6.

Aerial Photograph §330.61(f)

Figure II-21 is an aerial photograph showing the site boundary and waste fill areas at the
City of Denton Complex. One inch on the photograph corresponds to 2,000 feet, within
the range specified in §330.61(f).
7.

Land-use Map §330.61(g)

The land-use map which complies with §330.61(g) requirements is provided in Appendix
F – Land Use Report, Figure LU-3.
8.

Impact on Surrounding Area §330.61(h)

This section provides a summary of the information provided in Appendix F – Land Use
Report.
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Information regarding the potential impacts of this complex on the surrounding area,
including: cities, communities, property owners, and other individuals. To establish these
impacts, general compatibility of the site was evaluated with consideration to zoning,
surrounding land use, community growth patterns, and various other factors.
8.1.

Zoning Map §330.61(h)(1)

The existing Complex and the proposed expansion are zoned Industrial Center
General, as is the Denton wastewater plant immediately east of the landfill. Small
portions of the fringe within the existing and proposed permit boundary are zoned
Industrial, Residential, and Commercial. The Complex is a permitted use within the
Industrial Center General district, requiring a Special Use Permit. The approved copy
of the special use permit is provided in Appendix F – Land Use Report and see Figure
LU-2 for Zoning Map.
8.2.

Surrounding Land Use §330.61(h)(2)

Land area within one mile of the Complex consists of mostly vacant and
underdeveloped agricultural pasture or forested floodplain lands. Residential land
uses also exist within one mile of the landfill. Public lands, including the wastewater
treatment plant, floodplains and utilities occupy the area immediately east of the site.
Commercial property is concentrated along Interstate 35 E (south and west of the
Complex) and along Loop 288 (west of the Complex). Institutional and industrial
properties are interspersed throughout the land area within one mile of the Complex.
For a detailed description of the surrounding land uses, refer to Appendix F – Land
Use Report Section Character of Surrounding Land Uses.
8.3.

Growth Trends §330.61(h)(3)

Denton is situated at the north-northwest edge of the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan
area, equidistant from both major cities, and, as such, is influenced by the growth
trends of the area. Within five miles of the permit boundary, residential and
employment growth will continue to occur in the southern and western sectors of the
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City of Denton, whereas the more urbanized sections of Denton north and west of the
Complex have matured. For a detailed description of the growth trends within 5 miles
of the Complex, refer to Appendix F – Land Use Report section Growth Trends and
Figure LU-4.
8.4.

Proximity to Residences and Other Uses §330.61(h)(4)

The proximity to residences and other uses required by §330.61(h)(4) are presented
in Appendix F – Land Use Report.
Table 5 presents the approximate number of residences and commercial
establishments, as well as the distances and direction to these locations.
TABLE 6 – LAND USE PROXIMITY
Feature

Approximate
number within 1
mile

Distance and
direction to
nearest feature

Reference Figure

Residence

2,188 single family
2,330 multi-family

75 feet south

Appendix II-F
Figure LU-3

Commercial
Establishment

281

165 feet north

Appendix II-F
Figure LU-3

8.5.

Known Wells §330.61(h)(5)

8.5.1.

Water Wells

Biggs and Mathews Environmental conducted a comprehensive search for water
wells within one mile of the proposed permit boundary. The comprehensive search
located 54 well locations within a one mile radius of the facility. Results of this
search are presented in Part III – Attachment D – Section 3.2.
Figure II-2 - General Location 500 ft Radius, presents all known water wells within
500 feet of the proposed Permit Boundary.
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8.5.2.

Oil and Gas Wells

The Railroad Commission of Texas (RRC) lists four (4) oil and gas wells within 500
feet of the Landfill Permit Boundary.

9.



Dry Hole - RRC Surface Well Number - 799627



Dry Hole - RRC Surface Well Number - 799628



Plugged Gas Well - RCC Surface Well Number - 799630



Plugged Gas Well - RCC Surface Well Number - 799632

Transportation §330.61(i)

This section provides a summary of the information provided in Appendix II-G – Traffic
Report.
9.1.

Availability and Adequacy of Roads §330.61(i)(1)

The City of Denton Complex has operated since 1985. City waste collection vehicles
will continue to traverse the same transportation routes as they use presently to
access the site. Once inside the complex, vehicles will travel south along an unnamed
access road parallel to Mayhill Road, then east along Foster Road to the Landfill’s
scale house to weigh in. The access roads have paved, all-weather surfaces, and are
adequate to handle current and anticipated future traffic associated with the Landfill.
The City of Denton maintains all the roads except State Highway Loop 288. No
weight-restrictive or constrictive bridges, which might impede truck traffic, lie within
two miles of the Landfill along the designated access routes. Additional information
relating to the availability and adequacy of roads is located in Appendix II-G.
9.2.

Existing and Expected Traffic Volume §330.61(i)(2)

Twenty-four hour automated traffic counts were collected on the study area roadways
in the vicinity of the site. These traffic counts and population projections for the City
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of Denton and Denton County were used to calculate expected traffic volumes for the
life of the facility. Tables are provided in Appendix II-G.
9.3.

Traffic Generated by Complex §330.61(i)(3)

The existing City of Denton MSW Facility generates an average of 782 trips per day
in 2016 (trips include vehicles entering and existing the Complex). This is predicted to
increase to 964 trips per day in 2046 and 1,360 trips per day in 2089.
9.4.

Improvements and Designs §330.61(i)(4)

No changes to the surrounding roadway network are necessary to accommodate the
additional traffic generated by future operations of the City of Denton MSW Facility.
TCEQ regulations require coordination with the Texas Department of Transportation
for traffic and location restrictions.

As such, appropriate coordination has been

completed and documentation is included in Appendix II-A.
9.5.

Airport Safety §330.61(i)(5)

No large general public commercial airports lie within five (5) miles of the proposed
landfill permit boundary. There is one (1) small general service airport (Lakeview
Airport) and three (3) private fields (Hartlee Field, Myska Field, and Hidden Valley
Airpark) located within six (6) miles of the proposed landfill permit boundary. See
Figure II-4 for locations of these airports.
TCEQ regulations require notification to large general public commercial airports
located within five (5) miles and small general service airports located within six (6)
miles due to lateral expansion of a solid waste landfill. As such, notification has been
sent to the FAA and Lakeview Airport. Appendix II-A contains documentation of
coordination with the FAA.
To the best of our knowledge, no complaints have been made regarding the Denton
Landfill in relation to air traffic during its 29 year operating history. Additionally,
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correspondence with the FAA noted no objections to a 1997 lateral expansion at the
same landfill. The correspondence from 1997 is included in Appendix II-A.
In accordance with §330.545(a), Figure II.4 demonstrates there are no turbojet
runways within 10,000 ft or piston-type runways within 5,000 ft of the Complex.
Therefore, the Complex does not pose a bird hazard to aircraft.
10.

General Geology and Soils Statement §330.61(j)

This section provides a summary of the information provided in Appendix III-D – Geology
Report.
Based upon field exploration, laboratory testing, and engineering analyses, the soils and
strata at the site are geotechnically suitable for continued development as a Municipal
Solid Waste (MSW) Landfill. The Geology Report is provided in Part III – Appendix D
(Appendix III-D).
10.1. Geology and Soils §330.61(j)(1)
Table D-1 in the Geology Report presents the regional site geology.

Additional

information about the site’s geology and soils are provided in Section 1.2 of Geology
Report provided as Appendix III-D.
10.2. Fault Areas §330.61(j)(2)
No fault scarps were observed at the surface within 200 feet of the site and there was
no evidence of vertical subsidence on any outcrops of geologic materials. No vertical
displacement or stratigraphic offset indicative of faults was observed in outcrops.
There is no known active faulting within 1/2 mile of the site in Holocene time; therefore,
the site complies with §330.555(a). Additional information about fault areas near the
site can be found in Section 2.1 of Geology Report provided as Appendix III-D.
10.3. Seismic Impact Zones §330.61(j)(3)
Consistent with §330.61(j)(3) and §330.557, seismic impact zones documentation
was prepared as part of this application to demonstrate that the City of Denton
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Complex site meets the location restriction for seismic impact zones. Additional
information about the seismic impact zones at the landfill can be found in Section 2.2
of Geology Report provided as Appendix III-D.
10.4. Unstable Area §330.61(j)(4)
This site has been evaluated for susceptibility to unstable areas as defined by
§330.559 (poor foundation conditions, areas susceptible to mass movement and karst
terrain). The bottom of the waste units are founded in a clay formation just above the
Grayson Marl formation, or within the Grayson Marl formation, which provide
acceptable foundations for the proposed waste units. There are no known karst
terrain, caves, or sinkholes at or near the site. Additionally, the Landfill Slope Stability
and Settlement Assessment (Appendix III-I) demonstrates that differential settlement
or mass movement will not adversely affect the integrity of the landfill liner system.
11.

Groundwater and Surface Water §330.61(k)

§330.61(k) requires the City of Denton to submit data regarding the site specific
groundwater conditions at the site and data on surface water at and near the site. The
following sections provide the required information.
11.1. Groundwater Conditions §330.61(k)(1)
This section provides a summary of the information provided in Appendix III-D –
Geology Report and Appendix III-E – Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan.
The site is located on the outcrop of the Cretaceous Woodbine Formation. The
Woodbine consists of interbedded layers of sand, sandstone, and non-calcareous
shale. Borings drilled at the site show that the Woodbine Formation can be divided
into two sand zones: the Upper Sand Unit and the Lower Sand Unit. These strata are
described in Section 1 of Part III – Attachment E. The two sand units are separated
over much of the site by clay/shale interbeds but are in direct communication in places.
The Woodbine Formation sands and shales are underlain by the low permeability
Grayson Marl. Groundwater occurs in both sand units of the Woodbine. Shallow
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groundwater at the site occurs mainly in these two (2) transmissive zones in the
Woodbine Formation, informally called the Lower and Upper Sand units. Locally,
groundwater also occurs in surficial sand soil during heavy rainfall periods. Additional
information regarding the site-specific groundwater conditions at and near the site is
provided in Section 3 of Geology Report provided as Appendix III-D.
The site is not located over the Edwards Aquifer recharge zone; therefore, the
Complex is not subject to Chapter 213 relating to Edwards Aquifer. Further, the site
does not cause or contribute to violations of any applicable state water quality
standard.
11.2. Surface Water §330.61(k)(2)
Surface water at and near the site include Pecan Creek to the northeast and east, an
unnamed tributary of Pecan Creek to the north, and a second unnamed tributary of
Pecan Creek to the southeast.
Pecan Creek flows along the Complex boundary on the northeastern and eastern
sides. The northern tributary flows from the west to its connection with Pecan Creek,
and the southern tributary flows northeast to its connection with Pecan Creek. These
two tributaries are generally dry and only flow during rainfall events. No lakes or
ponds, other than onsite stormwater control, are located within or adjacent to the
complex boundaries.
All storm water discharge from the Complex flows into Pecan Creek, either directly or
via one of the two tributaries and ultimately into Lake Lewisville approximately 1.5
miles to the east.
The Facility Surface Water Drainage Report is included as Part III – Appendix B.
The site does not violate any applicable toxic effluent standard or prohibition under
the Clean Water Act, §307.
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11.3. TPDES Compliance §330.61(k)(3)
The Landfill maintains a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SW3P) in accordance
with the Texas Pollution Discharge Elimination System (TPDES). The complex has
operated in compliance with the TPDES Multi-Sector General Permit – TXR050000
for stormwater discharges since the inception of the program in 1998.
12.

Abandoned Oil and Water Wells §330.61(l)

Records show nine (9) abandoned water wells located within the proposed Permit
Boundary. Records do not indicate if proper plugging was performed, and a ground
survey to locate all of the wells was unsuccessful. These water wells will not be used for
supply at the landfill and will be properly plugged if encountered.
An abandoned oil/gas well casing (Well #799630) was encountered during construction
of the north stormwater pond. The well had previously been properly plugged. No other
existing or abandoned water, crude oil, or natural gas, wells are known within the
Complex.
See Figure II-2 for locations of all oil/gas wells within 500 feet of the Permit Boundary.
If any unlocated well or any other undocumented water, crude oil, or natural gas well is
encountered during normal operations, the City of Denton shall properly cap, plug and
close the well in accordance with all applicable rules and regulations of the commission
or other state agency, including the Railroad Commission of Texas. Additionally the City
of Denton shall provide the Executive Director with written certification, within 30 days
prior to construction, that all such wells have been capped, plugged, and closed in
accordance with all applicable rules and regulations of the commission or other state
agency, including the Railroad Commission of Texas.
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13.

Floodplains and Wetlands Statement §330.61(m)
13.1. 100 - Year Flood Plain §330.61(m)(1)
There are areas of land within the proposed Permit Boundary that are located within
the 100-year flood plain as defined by FEMA. However, the proposed landfill waste
footprint will be located outside the 100-year flood plain. This will be accomplished by
the construction of a retaining wall structure along the northeast boundary of the waste
footprint. As outlined in 30 TAC §301.2(3)(G), this structure is not defined as a “Levee
or other improvement” because it is an improvement located within the 100-year floodfringe area. However, the City is pursuing a Conditional Letter of Map Revision
(CLOMR) in relation to this project. Supporting documentation is provided in Appendix
II-B.
13.2. Wetlands §330.61(m)(2)
A jurisdictional wetlands determination, conducted on August 21, 2012 by a
professional biologist who has completed the USACE wetland delineation training and
maintains current training, concluded that the expansion area does not contain
jurisdictional wetlands. Supporting documentation is provided in Appendix II-B.
No areas on the site were observed that exhibited the requisite criteria to be classified
as wetlands. The unnamed tributaries of Pecan Creek and of “Pond 2” (Refer to
Appendix II-B, Figure 5) are jurisdictional under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.
No fill activities will occur within the tributaries of Pecan Creek. The tributary of Pond
2 is located within the existing boundary of Unit 1 of the landfill (Permit No.: 1590A).
The filling of this tributary was previously allowed under a Nationwide Permit 26, which
expired prior to filling of the tributary. The City has received authorization to fill this
pond and tributary from the Fort Worth Branch of the Army Corps of Engineers. Filling
is complete.
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14.

Endangered or Threatened Species §330.61(n)

This section provides a summary of the information provided in Appendix II-C –
Endangered and Threatened Species Report.
The site is not in an area designated as critical habitat for any listed threatened or
endangered species, nor does the site provide suitable habitat for any such species. The
landfill, its operation and expansion will not result in the destruction or adverse
modification of any federally designated critical habitat for neither threatened or
endangered species, nor cause or contribute to the taking of any listed threatened or
endangered species.
The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD) were contacted in relation to this permit amendment application to determine
what, if any, effect the complex will have on endangered or threatened species.
More detail regarding endangered and threatened species including correspondence with
USFWS and TPWD is provided in Appendix II-C – Endangered and Threatened Species
Report.
15.

Easements & Buffer Zones

See Figure II-5 for a map of easements that exist within and adjacent to the proposed
Permit Boundary.
There are no easements that cross or are within 25’ of the Unit 1 waste footprint. However,
there are three (3) existing easements that cross the Unit 2 waste footprint.


60’ Public Ingress, Egress, Utility & Drainage Easement is in place along Old
Foster Road. Old Foster Road and all properties it served are now City owned.
This easement will be abandoned prior to waste placement in this area.



60’ Access Easement for the middle entrance road south of Old Foster Road. This
easement will be abandoned when the middle entrance road and scales are
removed.
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16’ Waterline Easement is located north of the Middle Entrance off of Mayhill Road.
This easement will be abandoned prior to waste being placed in the area.

15.1. Easement Protection
No solid waste unloading, storage, disposal, or processing operations shall occur
within any easement, buffer zone, or right-of-way that crosses the complex. No solid
waste disposal shall occur within any easement nor within 25 feet of the center line of
any utility line or pipeline, unless authorized by the Executive Director. All pipeline
and utility easements shall be clearly marked with posts that extend at least six feet
above ground level, spaced at intervals no greater than 300 feet.
15.2. Buffer zones.
The MSW Complex has established and will maintain a minimum 125-foot buffer zone
for new waste placement. The existing and approved minimum 50-foot buffer zone
for existing wastes on the south and east limits of Unit 1 will not change as the new
buffer zone requirements shall apply only to newly permitted airspace and shall not
apply to any previously permitted airspace. The buffer zone distance for the vertical
expansion is measured from the outermost edge of the newly permitted solid waste
disposal airspace. The lateral expansion buffer zone is measured from the edge of
the horizontally expanded portion of the landfill.

Buffer zones are depicted on

Figure II-6.
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16.

Texas Historical Commission Review §330.61(o)

In accordance with the Texas Natural Resources Code, Title 9, Chapter 191, the City of
Denton is required to notify the Texas Historical Commission prior to breaking ground on
state or local public land. The Texas Historical Commission was contacted to determine
what, if any, effect this permit amendment application for a lateral expansion will have
upon historic structures and archaeologically significant sites. The THC responded that
no cultural or other surveys are required for this project. This correspondence is provided
in Appendix II-D – Texas Historical Commission Review.
17.

Council of Governments & Local Government Review §330.61(p)

Parts I and II of this Permit Amendment Application have been submitted to the the North
Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) to review for conformance with the
regional solid waste plan.
A copy of the cover letter to this submission is provided in Appendix II-E – Council of
Governments Review, and provides evidence of the required submission.
18.

Class 1 Non-Hazardous Industrial Waste Location Restrictions §335.584(b)

The Facility will accept Class 1 non-hazardous industrial waste for disposal in designated
locations.

The soil units within five feet of the base of the containment structure

(composite liner system) of the Class 1 Non-Hazardous Industrial Waste Cell are not
classified by the Unified Soil Classification system as GW, GP, GM, GC, SW, SP or SM
(Part III – Appendix D2), and the underlying structure has a hydraulic conductivity less
than 1 x 10-5 cm/sec. The Grayson Marl (lower confining unit) has permeability in the
range of 2.5 x 10-8 to about 8.0 x 10-9 cm/sec (Part III Appendix D, Section 4.3.4).
The annual evaporation does not exceed rainfall by more than 40 inches at the Complex.
Texas Water Development Board information reports average evaporation in the Denton,
Texas region to be 55.33 inches annually. The average annual precipitation for Denton,
Texas is approximately 38 inches.
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The soil unit underlying the MSW Disposal facility is sufficiently thick and laterally
continuous, as to provide a barrier to waste migration. The Grayson Marl is between 4
and 65 feet thick and underlying it, the Main Street Limestone is between 10 and 20 feet
thick (Part III Appendix D, Section 4.3.4 and 4.3.5).
The Regional Paluxy Aquifer is encountered at approximately 900 feet below ground
surface at the site.
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Aeronautical Study No.
2017-ASW-9725-OE

Mail Processing Center
Federal Aviation Administration
Southwest Regional Office
Obstruction Evaluation Group
10101 Hillwood Parkway
Fort Worth, TX 76177
Issued Date: 07/24/2017
Director of Utilities
Dr. Kenneth Banks
215 E. McKinney St
Denton, TX 76201

** DETERMINATION OF NO HAZARD TO AIR NAVIGATION **
The Federal Aviation Administration has conducted an aeronautical study under the provisions of 49 U.S.C.,
Section 44718 and if applicable Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations, part 77, concerning:
Structure:
Location:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Heights:

Landfill City of Denton Landfill
Denton, TX
33-11-34.76N NAD 83
97-05-01.03W
600 feet site elevation (SE)
214 feet above ground level (AGL)
814 feet above mean sea level (AMSL)

This aeronautical study revealed that the structure does not exceed obstruction standards and would not be a
hazard to air navigation provided the following condition(s), if any, is(are) met:
As a condition to this Determination, the structure is to be marked/lighted in accordance with FAA Advisory
circular 70/7460-1 L Change 1, Obstruction Marking and Lighting, red lights - Chapters 4,5(Red),&12.
Any failure or malfunction that lasts more than thirty (30) minutes and affects a top light or flashing obstruction
light, regardless of its position, should be reported immediately to (877) 487-6867 so a Notice to Airmen
(NOTAM) can be issued. As soon as the normal operation is restored, notify the same number.
It is required that FAA Form 7460-2, Notice of Actual Construction or Alteration, be e-filed any time the
project is abandoned or:
_____ At least 10 days prior to start of construction (7460-2, Part 1)
__X__ Within 5 days after the construction reaches its greatest height (7460-2, Part 2)
This determination expires on 01/24/2019 unless:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the construction is started (not necessarily completed) and FAA Form 7460-2, Notice of Actual
Construction or Alteration, is received by this office.
extended, revised, or terminated by the issuing office.
the construction is subject to the licensing authority of the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) and an application for a construction permit has been filed, as required by the FCC, within
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6 months of the date of this determination. In such case, the determination expires on the date
prescribed by the FCC for completion of construction, or the date the FCC denies the application.
NOTE: REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF THIS DETERMINATION MUST
BE E-FILED AT LEAST 15 DAYS PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION DATE. AFTER RE-EVALUATION
OF CURRENT OPERATIONS IN THE AREA OF THE STRUCTURE TO DETERMINE THAT NO
SIGNIFICANT AERONAUTICAL CHANGES HAVE OCCURRED, YOUR DETERMINATION MAY BE
ELIGIBLE FOR ONE EXTENSION OF THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD.
This determination is based, in part, on the foregoing description which includes specific coordinates , heights,
frequency(ies) and power . Any changes in coordinates , heights, and frequencies or use of greater power will
void this determination. Any future construction or alteration , including increase to heights, power, or the
addition of other transmitters, requires separate notice to the FAA.
This determination does include temporary construction equipment such as cranes, derricks, etc., which may be
used during actual construction of the structure. However, this equipment shall not exceed the overall heights as
indicated above. Equipment which has a height greater than the studied structure requires separate notice to the
FAA.
This determination concerns the effect of this structure on the safe and efficient use of navigable airspace
by aircraft and does not relieve the sponsor of compliance responsibilities relating to any law, ordinance, or
regulation of any Federal, State, or local government body.
If we can be of further assistance, please contact our office at (817) 222-5928, or chris.smith@faa.gov. On any
future correspondence concerning this matter, please refer to Aeronautical Study Number 2017-ASW-9725-OE.

( DNE )

Signature Control No: 337663099-338795202
Chris Smith
Technician
Attachment(s)
Case Description
Map(s)
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Case Description for ASN 2017-ASW-9725-OE
The Existing landfill will be expanded to
the north, and increase the permitted height of the landfill
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TOPO Map for ASN 2017-ASW-9725-OE
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II-A-26

II-A-27

TXDOT DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

FAA DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

II-A-28

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT DELIVERY CONFIRMATION

HIDDEN VALLEY AIRPARK DELIVERY CONFIRMATION
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Parkhill, Smith & Cooper, Inc.
2600 Network Blvd, Suite 190
Frisco, TX 75034
RE:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion (Denton County)
TPWD Project 37565

Dear Mr. Pugsley:
Parkhill, Smith & Cooper, Inc., on behalfofthe City ofDenton (City), has requested a
project review to confirm the current absence of any endangered or threatened species
or habitat within the area affected by the above-referenced project.
Please note that while the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) makes
recommendations for minimizing potential impacts to federally-listed species, which
are also listed at the state level, TPWD is not the lead authority regarding federallylisted species and TPWD does not make effects determinations pursuant to the
Endangered Species Act (ESA). It is the responsibility of the project sponsor to
coordinate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) under Section 7 or 10 of
the ESA when a project is likely to have impacts to federally-listed species at a level
higher than No Effect. The TPWD Wildlife Habitat Assessment Program (HAB)
reviews a project's potential to impact state wildlife resources, including rare,
threatened and endangered species, using information provided by the project sponsor
and publicly-available data. A TPWD review does not include determinations or
confirmations of absence of threatened or endangered species within a project area.
As the state agency with primary responsibility for protecting the state's fish and
wildlife resources and in accordance with the authority granted by Parks and Wildlife
Code §12.0011, TPWD hereby provides the following recommendations and
informational comments to minimize potential adverse impacts to the state ' s fish and
wildlife resources, including rare, threatened and endangered species, in the
construction of the proposed project.
A written response to a TPWD recommendation or informational comment received by
a state governmental agency may be required by state law. For guidance, see the Texas
Parks
and
Wildlife
Code,
Section
12.0011
at
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/PW/htm/PW.12.htm#12.0011. Please refer
to TPWD project number 37565 in return correspondence for this project.
Project Description
The City proposes to amend its Type 1 municipal solid waste permit to expand the
existing landfill. The project documents indicate a permitted area of 402 acres and a
waste disposal footprint of 261 acres. The project documents did not identify the size
of the expansion area and whether the permitted area and waste disposal footprints are

4200 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD
AUS TIN. TEXAS 78744-3291
512.389.4800

www.tpwd .texas.gov

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing
and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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existing or proposed sizes. Using the map provided and a GIS application, TPWD
calculations indicate an approximate 330-acre existing permit area and a proposed 580acre permit area, for an approximate expansion of250 acres. Waste disposal footprints
were not provided, and TPWD cannot determine the areas proposed for disturbance.
Federal Regulations

Migratory Bird Treaty Act (META)
The MBTA prohibits taking, attempting to take, capturing, killing, selling/purchasing,
possessing, transporting, and importing of migratory birds, their eggs, parts and nests,
except when specifically authorized by the Department of the Interior. The USFWS
Migratory Bird Office can be contacted at (505) 248-7882 for more information.
Within the project area, potential impacts to migratory birds may occur during site
preparation and grading activities through the disturbance of existing vegetation and
bare ground that may harbor active bird nests, including nests that may occur in grass,
shrubs and trees and on bare ground including gravel pads and roads.
Recommendation : If clearing vegetation during the nesting season is unavoidable,
TPWD recommends surveying the construction area to ensure that no nests with
eggs or young will be disturbed by construction. Any vegetation or bare ground
areas where occupied nests are located should not be disturbed until the eggs have
hatched and the young have fledged.
State Regulations

State-Listed Species
Section 68.015 of the Parks and Wildlife Code regulates state-listed species. Please note
that there is no provision for capture, trap, take, or kill (incidental or otherwise) of statelisted species. The TPWD Guidelines for Protection of State-Listed Species includes a
list of penalties for capture, trap, take, or kill of state-listed species
(http://www.tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/wild/wildlife_diversity/habitat_assessment/medi
a/tpwd_statelisted_species.pdf). State-listed species may only be handled by persons
authorized through the TPWD permits offices. For more information on wildlife
permits please visit http ://www.tpwd .texas.gov/business/permits/land/wildlife/, and for
information
regarding
permits
for
aquatic
resources,
please
visit
http ://tpwd .texas.gov/landwater/water/environconcerns/kills_and_ spills/.
The TPWD Annotated County Lists of Rare Species are available
at http ://tpwd.texas.gov/gis/rtest/. These lists provide information regarding state-listed
and rare species that have potential to occur within each county in Texas. State-listed
species could potentially be impacted if suitable habitat is present at or near the project
site. The project included a review of the TPWD county list for Denton County.
The project review request form refers to the project's Threatened and Endangered
Species Report to answer the form ' s questions regarding project area vegetation, other
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natural resources/physical features of the project site, and the potential for the site to
support rare species. Please note that the project's Threatened and Endangered Species
Report provided with your submittal does not address on-site vegetation, natural
resources/physical features, or species of greatest conservation need (SGCN). The
report only addresses federal- and state-listed species.
Recommendation: Prior to submitting future projects for TPWD review please
have your qualified biologist review the list of rare species for the project county
and provide information describing the proposed actions and proposed impacts to
vegetation.
The expansion areas depicted on the project map contain upland and riparian woodlands
associated with tributaries to Pecan Creek, which is primary creek located
approximately 200 feet from the proposed landfill permit boundary. A triangular
expansion area of approximately 35 acres is proposed to the southeast of the existing
permit area and consists of a tributary to Pecan Creek, floodplain hardwood forests and
upland post oak woodlands . The approximately 215-acre expansion area to the north of
the existing permit area contains developed areas as well as a tributary to Pecan Creek,
riparian woodlands, and post oak woodlands at the northern end of the expansion area.
The project indicates that suitable bottomland areas for the state-listed threatened timber
rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus) does not occur within the permit area. Please note that
riparian and upland woodlands are suitable habitat for the timber rattlesnake. The
riparian and upland woodlands in the proposed permit area are suitable habitat for the
timber rattlesnake and have connectivity with additional habitat along the Pecan Creek
corridor. Ofthe terrestrial species listed by TPWD as potentially occurring in Denton
County, the timber rattlesnake is more at risk for being impacted by construction
activities due to its slow cryptic behavior which gives it limited mobility to escape from
machinery.
Recommendation: TPWD encourages the City and its contractors to be informed
of the federal- and state-listed species and SGCN with potential to occur in the
project county and to take precautions avoid impacts to rare species if encountered
in the project area. Wildlife observed during construction should be allowed to
safely leave the site.
Recommendation: TPWD recommends avoiding disturbance and waste disposal
within the 35-acre expansion area proposed to the southeast of the existing permit
area and recommends conserving all of the habitat within this 35-acre expansion
area.
Recommendation: Of the expansion area to the north, TPWD recommends
avoiding any additional encroachment or tree or shrub disturbance along the wooded
riparian corridor of the tributary to Pecan Creek. TPWD also recommends avoiding
or minimizing disturbance and waste disposal within the existing upland woodlands
in the northern expansion area north of Treatment Plant Road.
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Recommendation: If disturbance to riparian and upland woodlands cannot be
avoided, TPWD recommends a biological monitor be present during clearing
activities to relocate state-listed threatened species if found. If the presence of a
biological monitor during construction is not feasible, state-listed threatened
terrestrial species observed during construction should be allowed to safely leave
the site or be relocated by a permitted individual to a nearby area with similar habitat
that would not be disturbed during construction. TPWD recommends that any
translocations of reptiles be the minimum distance possible no greater than one mile,
preferably within 100-200 yards from the initial encounter location. As a reminder,
for purposes of relocation, surveys, monitoring, and research, terrestrial state-listed
species may only be handled by persons authorized through the TPWD Wildlife
Permits
Office,
http://www.tpwd. texas.gov/business/permits/land/wildlife/research/.
Recommendation: Because snakes are generally perceived as a threat and
sometimes killed when encountered during clearing or construction, TPWD
recommends the City inform employees and contractors of the potential for the
state-listed threatened timber rattlesnake to occur in the study area. Contractors
should be advised to avoid impacts to this and other snakes. Compared to other
rattlesnakes, the timber rattlesnake is a rather docile species. Injury to humans
usually occurs when the snake becomes agitated following harassment or when
someone attempts to handle a recently dead snake that still contains its bite reflex.
Therefore, contractors should avoid contact with the species if encountered.
Recommendation : For soil stabilization and/or revegetation of disturbed areas
within the proposed project area, TPWD recommends erosion and seed/mulch
stabilization materials that avoid entanglement hazards to snakes and other wildlife
species. Because the mesh found in many erosion control blankets or mats pose an
entanglement hazard to wildlife, TPWD recommends the use of no-till drilling,
hydromulching and/or hydroseeding rather than erosion control blankets or mats
due to a reduced risk to wildlife. If erosion control blankets or mats will be used,
the product should contain no netting or contain loosely woven, natural fiber netting
in which the mesh design allows the threads to move, therefore allowing expansion
ofthe mesh openings. Plastic mesh matting should be avoided.
Recommendation : To aid in the scientific knowledge of a species' status and
current range, TPWD encourages reporting encounters of state-listed species to the
Texas Natural Diversity Database according to the data submittal instructions found
at http://tpwd.texas.gov/txndd .
State Fish and Wildlife Resources
In addition to federal - and state-threatened and endangered species, Texas contains over
1,300 species that are considered to be SGCN that, due to limited distributions and/or
declining populations, face threat of extirpation or extinction but currently lack the legal
protections given to threatened or endangered species. Information regarding SGCN
can
be
found
at
http://www .tpwd.texas .gov/huntwild/wild/wildlife_diversity/texas_rare_ species/sgcn/.
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Special landscape features, natural plant communities, and SGCN are rare resources for
which TPWD actively promotes conservation, and TPWD considers it important to
minimize impacts to such resources to reduce the likelihood of endangerment.
Based on habitat requirements, limited mobility or nesting/denning characteristics,
SGCN fauna from the Denton County list with greater potential to occur in the project
area and with greater potential to be impacted by project activities include the Western
burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia hypugaea), Plains spotted skunk (Spilogale putorius
interrupta), and Texas garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis annectens) .
Recommendation: TPWD recommends that precautions be taken to avoid impact
to SGCN flora and fauna, natural plant communities, native prairie remnants, and
native pasture when working in Denton County or if encountered during project
construction, operation and maintenance activities.
Thank you for considering the fish and wildlife resources of Texas during the design,
construction and operation of your proposed project. If you have any questions, please
contact me at Karen.Hardin@tpwd .texas.gov or (903) 322-5001.

ren B. Hardin
Wildlife Habitat Assessment Program
Wildlife Division
kbh/37565
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Background and Purpose
To fulfill the need for safe and proper management and disposal of municipal solid waste
(MSW) generated within the City of Denton, ETJ, and adjacent areas, city leaders
pursued permitting and development of a State-approved landfill in the early 1980s.
Subsequent to approval of Waste Permit #1590 by the Texas Department of Health (TDH)
in 1984, the City of Denton Landfill (Landfill) commenced acceptance of Type I MSW on
March 13, 1985. The original pre-subtitle D landfill design included approximately 2.4
million cubic yards of air space slated for disposal and long-term storage of municipal
solid waste (MSW). The original permit was estimated to have a life of 28 years. In 1996,
the City of Denton amended their landfill’s waste permit to include additional space for
disposal of MSW. The Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission (TNRCC)
approved MSW Permit #1590A on October 3, 1997, superseding Permit #1590 and
appending 207 additional acres onto the permit limit, expanding the permitted landfill to
approximately 243.08 acres, with a 153.77 acre waste footprint.

The Landfill has

continued operations under its new permit with occasional modifications since that time.
Two significant modifications to the Permit since 1997 introduced an allowance for the
Landfill staff to (1) apply Enhanced Leachate Recirculation (ELR) techniques as they
managed the disposed MSW and (2) construct and operate a grease and grit trap waste
processing facility (GGTF). The ELR permit modification application was submitted in
January 2009 and approved by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ)
on July 8, 2009. Only the second facility in Texas to earn such approval, the City of
Denton is focused on demonstrating the advantages of implementing this technology. The
GGTF permit modification application was submitted in February 2013 and approved by
the TCEQ on October 10, 2013.
In summary, the existing Denton Solid Waste Landfill is a permitted Type I disposal facility
with both a Pre-Subtitle D cell, composite lined areas, and an ELR System. This Permit
Amendment Application proposes a vertical and lateral expansion of the waste limits, and
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a lateral expansion of the permit boundary. The majority of the expansion will occur to the
north of the existing landfill, all of it onto City owned property. The expansion will result
in an increase of 161.3 acres within the permit boundary and 107.64 acres of waste
footprint for total areas of 404.4 and 261.41 acres, respectively. The new permit will be
part of the City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. (Waste to Energy, Recycling, Composting,
and Solar) Complex. The Complex is comprised of multiple facilities and waste
processing activities working in conjunction with the landfill to serve the waste storage,
processing, and disposal needs of the entire region. The facilities include:


Landfill with Type I and Industrial non-hazardous waste units;



Home chemical collection facility and re-use store (HCC);



C&D waste sorting (Building Material Recovery, BMR);



Landfill mining;



Citizen collection area;



Recyclables collection and storage area;



Liquids solidification;



Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF); and



Source separated organics (SSO) composting (food waste).

In addition to the facilities and activities operated by the City of Denton, the following
facilities are operated within the proposed permit boundary.


Pratt MRF – Under standalone Municipal Solid Waste Processing Permit No.:
100201. Land is leased from the city and the facility is privately operated.



Denton Power Landfill Gas to Energy Facility – Under standalone Air New Source
Permits 84247 and 84291 and Type IX Permit No. 48016. Land is leased from the
city and the facility is privately operated.
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City Vehicle Fleet Fueling Station. Petroleum Storage Tank Registration 83785.
The station is owned and operated by the City of Denton Fleet Services.



American Bio Source LLC – Biodiesel facility land and building are leased under
standalone Air Permit.
Site Development Plan – §330.63(a)

In accordance with 30TAC§330.63(a), this part of the permit amendment application
presents the Site Development Plan (SDP). The SDP sets criteria for site selection and
facility design intended to protect human health and the environment and provide efficient,
effective waste management services to the community. Successfully achieving these
goals requires consideration of geology, soil conditions, drainage, land use, zoning, and
transportation infrastructure, in and around the facility. The SDP presents analysis of all
those factors and any other facility-specific concerns that may arise during planning and
development of the various units at the City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex.
General Complex Design – §330.63(b)
This section includes discussions of general facility design, covering the basic principles
the facility operator intends to apply to design, construction, and operation, of the various
waste management units at the site, including those for storage, processing, separation,
disposal, and loading/unloading.
3.1.

Facility Access §330.63(b)(1)

Consideration of facility access includes both means of ingress/egress to the site and
barriers to prevent unauthorized entry. Entryways shall be adequate to allow users of
the facility to gain access to it efficiently under all expected traffic and weather
conditions. Barriers shall protect the public from exposure to potential health or safety
hazards, prevent livestock from entering the site, and deter unauthorized or
uncontrolled disposal of solid waste or hazardous materials.
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Means of Entry
The Complex will ultimately have two (2) permitted site entrances and one
emergency access point. Authorized customers currently enter the site through
the gate (middle entrance) at the intersection of Spencer Road (asphalt) and South
Mayhill Road (asphalt). See Figure III.2 for middle entrance details. Heading east
from that intersection, vehicles travel a short distance (~200 feet) along Treatment
Plant Road (asphalt) before turning south onto an unnamed landfill access road
(asphalt) parallel to Mayhill. This road turns east and brings the vehicles to the
Facility’s scale house (reinforced concrete pavement). Clear signage ensures that
customers follow the correct path to their destination within the waste management
facility. All of these roads are of sufficient width and bearing capacity to carry the
expected two-way vehicle traffic safely. Notification will be sent to the Executive
Director prior to closing the middle entrance.
The second proposed entry gate (north entrance) is located approximately 2,500
feet north of the current entrance on South Mayhill Road. See Figure III-3 for details
on the north entrance. Customers enter from South Mayhill Road and travel
approximately 700 feet along an asphalt and reinforced concrete entrance road to
the scales and scale house. Following the scales, clear signage shall ensure that
customers follow the correct path to their destination within the facility. All roads
preceding the entrance gate will be of sufficient width and bearing capacity to carry
the expected two-way vehicle traffic safely.
The emergency access point is located at the southern end of the Complex.
The City shall send notification to the Executive Director before operations begin
at a new entrance. An overview of the facility, that shows the location of both site
entrances and the emergency access point, is provided as Figure III-1 – Facility
Site Entrance Locations.
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Protective Barriers
The Facility relies on a combination of natural and artificial barriers to restrict
access to the facility, ensuring only authorized entry for legitimate disposal and
other waste management purposes and protection of public health and safety.
Each entrance described in Section 3.1.1 shall include a gate or barricade which
is closed and locked after business hours. Along the northern and southern
boundaries of the landfill, chain link fences restrict access to the landfill. In addition,
access along a portion of the southern boundary is restricted by a screening wall.
Access to the western edge of the landfill is restricted by a 6’ minimum height
screening wall and/or chain link fence. Access to the eastern boundary of the
landfill is restricted by Pecan Creek and heavily wooded terrain, plus a barbed wire
fence marking the property line. A final facility layout with protective barriers, gates,
and entrances are shown on Figure III.4.
3.2.

Waste Movement §330.63(b)(2)

A generalized process design and working plan for the Denton Facility is included in
this section.
Material Flow Narrative & Diagram(s) §330.63(b)(2)(A)
The majority of vehicles entering the Facility proceed directly to the scale house
following the path described above.

Exceptions include Denton residents

delivering household recyclables or Household Chemical Collection (HCC)
vehicles. These vehicles go directly to the on-site recycling center and HCC
facility, respectively. In addition, two entities that receive material lease property
within the proposed permit boundary: Pratt Industries, who recovers recyclables at
a MRF and Master Recycling, which produces ethanol fuel. Both facilities are
located near the intersection of Spencer and Mayhill Roads. Their customers
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bypass the Landfill’s scales en-route to those facilities, and their operations are
governed by separate operating permits.
After weighing in at the scale house, vehicles then travel to one of seven (7)
destinations within the Facility to unload their cargo, depending upon its nature.
1. Vehicles carrying clean yard waste are directed to the compost facility.
2. Vehicles carrying inert materials suitable for beneficial reuse and/or
repurposing (concrete, asphalt, clean soil, etc.) are directed to the C&D
sorting area or a stockpile area for those materials.
3. Customers delivering white goods (refrigerators, washers, stoves, etc.) are
directed to a white goods storage area. White goods will be stockpiled until
a recycling contractor periodically removes them.
4. In accordance with the Permit Modification approved by TCEQ on October
10, 2013, the Grease & Grit Trap Waste Processing Facility (GGTF) accepts
and processes grease and grit trap waste from approved haulers.
5. Vehicles delivering approved liquids to be solidified are directed to the liquid
waste bulking facility.
6. Vehicles delivering municipal solid waste (MSW), special wastes, and nonhazardous class 1, 2, and 3 industrial wastes are directed to the appropriate
working face. The Class I waste cell is identified in Figures II-7A & II-7B.
7. Vehicles delivering source separated organics (SSO) are directed to the
composting facility
All of those locations are accessible via continuous all weather access roads.
The Facility Process Diagram (Figure III-5) depicts the various incoming material
streams, their onsite destinations, and the eventual off-site flow of materials
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processed at the facility’s waste management units.

Section 3.2.7 provides

effluent disposition information for all waste processing operations.
Schematic View Diagram(s) §330.63(b)(2)(B)
The Complex Process Schematic (Figure III-6) illustrates material flows described
in Section 3.2.1 and depicted in the Complex Process Diagram (Figure III-5). It
shows the general locations where the various activities take place within the
Facility.
Ventilation & Odor Control §330.63(b)(2)(C)
Ventilation
Ventilation will be provided at the Home Chemical Collection (HCC) Facility and
Grease and Grit Waste Processing Facility (GGTF) to assist in odor and dust
control inside the buildings.
HCC - The HCC has 2 exhaust fans, one mounted on the roof of the processing
area, and the other mounted in the east wall of the processing area.
GGTF - Ducts routed to a wet scrubber provide ventilation and odor control for the
grease processing and storage areas of the GGTF.
Other waste storage and processing areas at the Landfill are located outside and
do not require ventilation systems.
Odor Control
Facility staff will work together to prevent odors from becoming a nuisance within
or near the facility. Specific methods employed to control potential odors on the
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site vary dependent upon the potential odor source and the location within the site.
General measures taken to avoid odor nuisances include:


Ensuring potential odor sources go to the appropriate facility subunit, e.g.
MSW only goes to the landfill working face, grease trap waste only goes to
the grease/grit processing unit, etc.;



Covering potential odor sources immediately or storing them indoors;



Restricting waste disposal, processing, and storage, to as small an area as
is practicable;



Promptly cleaning up spills of odorous materials;



Preventing extended exposure of waste to the atmosphere;



Minimizing ponded water where waste handling occurs; and



Properly maintaining pipelines transporting any odiferous liquids.

Specific measures to control odor are provided in the Odor Management section
of the Site Operating Plan (Part IV). The following facilities will employ more
specific odor control procedures.
Grease and Grit Trap Waste Processing Facility - Grease and grit trap waste will
be delivered in enclosed tank trucks. Incoming waste will be immediately screened
and deposited into steel tanks or concrete basins. Grease processing and storage
areas are to be equipped with ducts routed to a wet scrubber for odor control.
Residual dewatered solids from grease grit trap processing may be disposed at
the Type I working face upon passing the paint filter test. Waste will be immediately
covered with a minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 1-feet of soil if it is expected to
generate nuisance odors.
Liquid Waste Bulking Facility - Bulk liquid waste accepted and processed in
accordance with Part IV Appendix D may be disposed of at the Type I working face
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upon passing the paint filter test. Solidified waste will be immediately covered with
a minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 1-feet of soil if it is expected to generate nuisance
odors.
SSO Compost Facility – Upon receipt, SSO material will be covered with two to
three feet of woody feedstock.
Other waste storage and processing areas at the Landfill do not require odor
management systems.
Generalized Construction Details §330.63(b)(2)(D) & (E)
Generalized construction details of slab and surface supports for all storage and
processing unit components are provided as shown on Table 1.
TABLE 1 – GENERALIZED CONSTRUCTION DETAIL LOCATIONS
Storage or Processing Unit

Figure or Section

SSO Compost Facility

Figure III-7

HCC Facility

Figure III-8

Grease and Grit Processing Facility

Figure III-9, III-10, III-11, & III-12
Part IV Appendix A – Table 3.1

Liquid Waste Bulking Facility

Figure III-13
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Building Material Recovery (BMR) Facility
The BMR Facility is located and operated on an improved surface within the Permit
Boundary. The facility does not receive or process wastes containing putrescible
materials. The facility consists of an unloading area, sorting area, and recovered
materials storage areas. The sorting area is outdoors, and consists of a conveyor
system with manual sorting. The conveyor is loaded using an earthmoving-type
excavator.
Recovered metals are stored in steel roll off containers, sized from 20 to 40 cubic
yards, or enclosed steel shipping containers. Recovered wood and lumber are
stored in stockpiles for grinding or removal by a third party.
Citizen Collection Area
The Citizen Collection Area accepts non-putrescible bulky items and white goods
from residents. It is located on an improved surface adjacent to the BMR facility.
Items collected at this facility are stored either in roll off containers, sized from 10
to 40 cubic yards, or on the improved rock surface until they are removed from the
facility for recycling, or transported to the working face.
Recyclables Collection and Storage Area
The recyclables collection and storage area is placed on a paved or improved
surface. Recyclables are collected and stored in closed top steel or HDPE
dumpster containers ranging in size from 2 to 8 cubic yards.
Liquid Waste Bulking Facility
The liquid waste bulking facility (Figure III-13) is comprised of a paved vehicle
circulation area, reinforced concrete solidification pits. The solidification pits are
covered by a roof structure, to prevent precipitation from falling directly into the
pits. The facility does not use mechanical pumps or mixers in the solidification
process. Liquid waste is mixed with solidification materials in the pits using an
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earthwork-type excavator or backhoe. Solidification materials are added to the
solidification pits using a front-end loader or backhoe. The pits are emptied into
steel leak proof roll-off containers using the same type of excavator or loader. Rolloff containers are transported to the working face for disposal.
Areas around the solidification pits will be sloped away from the area to prevent
stormwater run-on.
Grease and Grit Trap Waste Processing Facility (GGTF)
Grease trap waste is drained from tank trucks into holding tanks in the receiving
area. Any spills that occur during tank truck unloading and any wash water used
for cleanup of trucks or equipment also drain into the holding tanks. The receiving
area is concrete paved and sloped to direct spillage into the holding tanks.
Grit trap waste is transferred from tank trucks in the receiving area to the coarse
screening unit. The coarse screening unit is located within a walled, concrete
containment area. If waste spills at the coarse screening unit, it is confined within
the containment area. The spilled waste flows by gravity into a sump from the
containment area and is then pumped back to the screen to be processed.
Storm water that accumulates in the paved sludge drying bed area drains into the
concrete sedimentation basins for processing.
The secondary containment walls will be designed and constructed to contain the
volume of the largest tank, the volume of the 25-year 24-hour storm, plus 1-feet of
freeboard. These calculations are presented in Part IV – Appendix A.
Tables 2 and 3 below provide generalized construction details of storage and
processing units, and ancillary equipment, including approximate dimensions,
capacities, construction materials, etc. Storage tanks which contain potentially
odor causing materials will be vented to the odor control scrubber system.
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TABLE 2 - GREASE TREATMENT FACILITY EQUIPMENT
Component
City Vehicles &
Independent Haulers

Number
(min)
N/A

Typical Size

Type

2,000–4,000 gallons
(estimated)

Waste Transport Trucks

Coarse Screens

2

3’x3’

0.25”-1” openings

Off load tank (OL-W01)

1

10,000 to 15,000
gallons

In-ground covered
concrete basin

Shaker Screen(s)

2

72” Diameter

Mesh Screen

Water Holding Tanks
(WH-W-01)

1

5,000 to 25,000 gallons

Above ground closed-top
storage tank

Dissolved Air Floatation
Unit (DAF), Optional
(DAF-W-01)

1

0.3-3.0 gpm/ft 2

Packaged above ground
system, enclosed in
building

Final Effluent Holding
Tank (FH-W-01)
Sludge Mixing Tank
(MT-S-01)
Filter Press (FPS01&02)
Heat Separation Tank
(HS-G-01)
Steam Boiler (BL-01)
Brown Grease Storage
Tank (BG-G-01&02)
Pump
Flow Meter
Conveyor
Scrubber
Air Compressor

2
1
2
1
1
2
10-15
1
2
1
1

Above ground closed-top
storage tank
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
Packaged above ground
25 ft 3
system
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
150-200 hp (Common Packaged above ground
unit with Grit Train)
system
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
1-3-inch
Diaphragm, Centrifugal
Sized as needed
Electronic
Sized as needed
Screw
Sized as needed
Screw
7.5 HP (Common unit
Electric
with Grit Train)
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
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Purpose
Transport grease trap/food-related
waste to facility
Collect large particles within the
grease waste stream
Collect and temporarily hold
material from haulers.
Removes inert solids from waste
stream
Holds liquid waste that has moved
through shaker screens
Chemicals are added to waste
stream with micro-air bubbles to
entrap & remove solids, fats, oils,
and greases
pH adjustments prior to disposal
Lime conditioning of sludge prior to
Filter Press
Dewatering of solids to permit
disposal at the landfill
Separation of solids, liquids, and
greases through heating
Used to heat water for use in heat
separate processes

Material of
Construction

Steel
Reinforced
Concrete
Steel
Steel

Steel

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Storage of liquid grease

Steel

Material Transfer
Measure Discharge Flowrate
Solids Handling
Odor Control
Provide compressed air for process
operations

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
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TABLE 3 - GRIT TREATMENT FACILITY EQUIPMENT
Component

Number
(min)

Typical Size

Type

2,000–4,000 gallons
(estimated)

Waste Transport Trucks

1

72” Diameter

Mesh Screen

1

10,000 to 15,000 gal

In-ground open-top
concrete basin

1

10,000 to 15,000 gal

In-ground open-top
concrete basin

Tertiary Mixing &
Settling Tank

1

10,000 to 15,000 gal

In-ground open-top
concrete basin

Dissolved Air Floatation
Unit (DAF), Optional
(DAF-W-02)

0

0.3-3.0 gpm/ft 2

Packaged above ground
system

City Vehicles &
Independent Haulers
Shaker Screen(s)
Primary Mixing &
Settling Tank (MT-W01)
Secondary Mixing &
Settling Tank (ST-W01)

Final Effluent Holding
Tank (FH-W-02)
Sludge Mixing Tank
(MT-S-02)

N/A

1
1

Filter Press (FP-S-02)

1

Oily Water Tank (HS-O01)

1

Steam Boiler (BL-01)

1

Oil Holding Tank (RO-O01)
Pump
Flow Meter
Conveyor
Scrubber
Air Compressor

1
10
1
1
1
1

Above ground closed-top
storage tank
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
5,000 to 25,000 gallons

25 ft 3

Packaged above ground
system

Above ground closed-top
storage tank
150-200 hp (Common Packaged above ground
unit with Grease Train) system
Above ground closed-top
1,000-5,000 gallons
storage tank
1-3-inch
Diaphragm, Centrifugal
Sized as needed
Electronic
Sized as needed
Screw
Sized as needed
Screw
7.5 HP (Common unit
Electric
with Grease Train)
1,000-5,000 gallons

Material of
Construction

Purpose
Transport grease trap/food-related
waste to facility
Removes inert solids from waste
stream
Adjust pH of liquid & coagulants
and/or flocculants added for phase
separation.
Adjust pH of liquid & coagulants
and/or flocculants added for phase
separation.
Adjust pH of liquid & coagulants
and/or flocculants added for phase
separation.
Chemicals are added to waste
stream with micro-air bubbles to
entrap & remove solids, fats, oils,
and greases
pH adjustments prior to discharge
disposal
Lime conditioning of sludge prior to
Filter Press
Pressure is used to force water
from the sludge to allow thickened
to be disposed of at the landfill
Separation of solids, liquids, and
oils through heating
Used to heat water for use in heat
separate processes

Steel
Reinforced
Concrete
Reinforced
Concrete
Reinforced
Concrete

Steel

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Store separated oil

Steel

Material Transfer
Measure Discharge Flowrate
Solids Handling
Odor Control
Provide compressed air for process
operations

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Source Separated Organics (SSO) Composting Facility
The SSO composting facility may be operated either over a composite lined landfill
cell, on intermediate cover, or on an operating pad adjacent to the landfill footprint,
within the Permit Boundary.
For operations over a composite lined area, woody feedstock will be received and
stored on intermediate cover. SSO materials will be delivered and immediately
incorporated with woody feedstock.
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For operations on an improved working pad, the compost operations,
windrow and curing area will be on a prepared surface constructed of
concrete, or a minimum of 2-feet of recompacted clayey soil with a
coefficient of permeability equal to or less than 1x10-7 cm/second. If a
clay liner system is used, a minimum of 1-feet of general soil fill will be
placed over then liner as a working surface. Runoff from the working pad
will be collected and discharged to a HDPE lined pond capable of
containing runoff from the 25-year 24-hour storm event, plus 1-feet of
freeboard. A stormwater pump will be used to transfer water from the
pond to the compost windows to maintain moisture. Should water in the
pond accumulate and is not needed in the compost operation, it shall be
pumped to the sanitary sewer, or recirculated into the landfill ELR
system. Calculations demonstrating the pond size and runoff storage
requirements are provided in Appendix IV-F.Containment Dikes or Walls
§330.63(b)(2)(F)

Flood Protection Wall
When landfill or compost operations move into the area shown as Phases 10 and
11, a flood protection wall is required to protect this area from the flooding of Pecan
Creek. A mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) or gravity retaining wall system will
be used in this location. Typical details of this wall are presented in Figure III-15.
The location is shown on Figure II-6 – Complex Layout.
More information regarding flood protection is presented in Part II – Appendix D.
Liquid Waste Bulking Facility
Processing or bulking of liquid material is typically needed to allow direct disposal
to the landfill. The liquid material will be processed in bulking pits. Bulking pits are
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and provide 1-ft of freeboard. Generalized construction details for the liquid waste
bulking pits are provided in Figure III-13. The location is shown on Figure III-6 –
Complex Process Schematic.
GGTF
All grease and grit processing activities occur either within an enclosed building or
within a containment structure with the capacity to hold the volume of the largest
storage tank, precipitation from the 25-year 24-hour storm (design storm), and 1-ft
of freeboard.

Grit trap processing may also involves outdoor drying units,

surrounded by walls sufficient to contain storm water from the design storm within
the facility. Generalized construction details show the design of the walls of the
GGTF building and the surrounding grit trap units.

Generalized construction

details for the GGTF containment structures are provided in Figures III-9, III-10,
III-11, & III-12. Also see Figure III-6 – Complex Process Schematic.
Grease, Oil & Sludge Storage Plans §330.63(b)(2)(G)
Storage of greases, oils, and sludge will occur in sealed steel tanks or concrete
basins. Greases and oils may be processed at the GGTF or third party vendors
will remove greases and oils for the purpose of recycling.
Sludge solids will be separated from liquids and disposed in the Landfill after
drying. On average, after drying, storage of these materials will be under 24 hours,
but they may remain at the facility up to a maximum of 72 hours.
Used oil collection will be provided at the HCC Facility. The City of Denton Solid
Waste Recycling Home Chemical Collection Facility is currently authorized as a
Used Oil Collector under Registration #C88239. See Figure III-6 – Complex
Process Schematic for the location of the HCC Facility.
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Disposition of Processing Effluent §330.63(b)(2)(H)
Effluent resulting from all processing operations is either properly disposed of,
transported to an approved disposal facility, recirculated to the landfill through the
Enhanced Leachate Recirculation (ELR) system, or transported offsite by an
approved third party. Accumulated storm water from the SSO compost area will be
collected and recirculated to the composting process for moisture control or
incorporated in the leachate management system. Detailed information for each
processing activity can be found in Part IV – SOP.
Grease/Grit Trap Processing Facility
The City of Denton will discharge treated effluent liquids from the GGTF to either
the Landfill’s Enhanced Leachate Recirculation (ELR) System or the municipal
sanitary sewer system. Solids from the grease and grit trap processing facility are
disposed at the working face. These options provide safe disposition of the facility’s
treated effluent, so as to protect human health and the environment. See Appendix
IV-A - GGTF SOP for further operations discussion.
3.3.

Sanitation §330.63(b)(3)

Good design of waste storage and processing units will facilitate proper cleaning once
they are in operation. All enclosed processing facilities handling putrescible wastes
shall be constructed with solid hard-surfaced walls and floors, surface drainage control
features, water or steam connections for cleaning, and floor or sump drains where
appropriate.
Construction and Demolition Sorting (BMR)
All Building Material Recovery (BMR) processing shall take place on an improved
surface which may be cleaned/cleared of loose materials by heavy equipment.
Surfaces around the BMR facility shall be sloped or bermed such that no storm water
flows onto, into or off the facility. No putrescible waste is stored or processed in this
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area; therefore, washing and scrubbing are not required. The facility shall be cleaned
with an equipment bucket as required to maintain a clean working area.
Grease/Grit Trap Processing Facility
Surfaces around the GGTF building will be sloped such that no storm water runoff
flows into the building from outside. Areas around the facility shall be graded such that
storm water does not come into contact with waste. Furthermore, facility structures
that are exposed to precipitation are graded to drain to concrete sedimentation basins
within the facility, preventing outflow.
Walls and floors in the GGTF are constructed of reinforced concrete so that they can
be conveniently pressure-rinsed and scrubbed.
Municipal water connections already in place at the GGTF facilitate cleaning of the
building and the processing equipment. Facility staff shall clean the facility at least
once each week with hot water and soap.
Floor drains provide adequate drainage throughout the GGTF. Wash waters flow
through the drains to the holding tanks (grease processing area) or the sedimentation
basins (grit processing area). From there, the liquids are pumped back into the facility
intakes for re-processing.
See Appendix IV-A - GGTF SOP for further operations discussion.
HCC Facility
Surfaces around the HCC building are sloped such that no storm water runoff flows
into the facility from outside.
Walls and floors in the HCC Facility are constructed of steel and reinforced concrete,
respectively, so that they can be pressure-rinsed and scrubbed as required.
Existing municipal water connections at the HCC Facility facilitate cleaning of the
building and the processing equipment. Cleaning is not generally required, as
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materials are containerized when they arrive, and floor drains are not present at the
facility.
Liquid Waste Bulking Facility
Surfaces around the Liquid Waste Bulking Facility area are sloped such that no storm
water flows into the facility from outside. Any rainfall or water entering the treatment

facility containment system will be managed as contaminated water and will be
solidified before disposal in the landfill. Precipitation falling on the vehicle
circulation area is considered uncontaminated, as waste is unloaded directly into
receiving pits.
The processing facility is constructed of reinforced concrete and may be pressurerinsed and scrubbed as required. Wash water will be treated as contaminated water,
solidified in the processing tanks, and ultimately disposed of in the Landfill. The facility

is outdoors and floor drains are not present.
Recycling Drop-off Center
The Recycling Drop-off Center contains multiple containers sitting outdoors on
impervious surfaces. The containers have lids that protect the stored recyclables from
precipitation. The ground around the area drains away from the facility, preventing
storm water from running onto the area. The area will be cleaned periodically with a
street sweeper or equivalent. Washing with water is not required and floor drains are
not present.
MSW Mining Units
All MSW mining sorting and recovery operations shall take place on a lined area.
Surfaces around the MSW mining processing area shall be sloped or bermed such
that no storm water runoff flows into or out of the processing area. Waste awaiting

processing will not be left uncovered overnight. The processing area shall be cleaned
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as required to maintain a clean working area. Washing the soil working surfaces with
water is not practical or necessary, and floor drains are not present.
SSO Compost Facility
All SSO compost operations shall take place on an improved surface where heavy
equipment may be used to collect loose material or compost. Surfaces around the
SSO compost facility shall be sloped or bermed such that no storm water runoff flows
into the facility from outside. Runoff from the working area will be controlled such that
it does not enter freshwater receiving streams. The facility shall be cleaned using
earthmoving equipment as required to maintain a clean working area.
White Goods Storage Area
The white goods storage area contains large recyclables on an improved surface with
a 6 inch high curb around it to prevent run-on and run-off. The white goods are
removed periodically. No putrescible waste is stored in this area. The ground around
the storage area drains away from the white goods, preventing storm water from
running onto the recyclables. The area will be cleaned periodically.
3.4.

Water Pollution Control §330.63(b)(4)

Operators of solid waste facilities must manage liquids resulting from facility
operations, including wastewater and water from washing and cleaning so as to
prevent pollution of surface waters or groundwater. The Facility Leachate and
Contaminated Water Plan that details contaminated liquids management procedures
is provided as Part III – Appendix A.
Diversion berms around the working face shall be constructed to prevent storm water
run-on from becoming contaminated. Segregation berms shall be constructed to keep
uncontaminated storm water separated from leachate in parts of active cells that are
yet to receive waste. The run-off from the working face shall be controlled, collected,
properly disposed as outlined in Part III – Appendix A. Leachate generated from the
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waste mass shall be collected in the drainage layer of the leachate collection system
(LCS). Leachate entering the drainage layer shall be discharged into leachate
collection sumps and will be extracted using submersible pumps. Collected leachate
may be recirculated, stored in an on-site ELR storage tank, or transported to an
authorized and permitted facility for treatment and disposal.
The on-site processing facilities handling putrescible wastes shall be constructed with
solid hard-surfaced walls and floors, surface drainage control features, water or steam
connections for cleaning, and floor or sump drains as appropriate. Surfaces around
the processing facilities will be sloped so that no storm water runoff flows into the
facility from outside. Any rainfall or water entering the facility containment systems will
be managed as contaminated water. Contaminated water generated from any of the
following events at facility shall be collected and properly managed by the site
personnel:


Rain water that falls on the working face, creating run-off



Water sprayed for dust suppression at the working face



Water used to fight working face fires



Water used for equipment clean up at the working face



Clean storm water that comes in contact with contaminated water



White goods storage area runoff



Source Separated Organics (SSO) composting runoff



Liquid Waste Bulking facility runoff from areas containing waste

Contaminated water shall be collected and recirculated on the waste mass, discharged
to the leachate collection system, or transported to the sanitary sewer for treatment.
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3.5.

Endangered Species Protection §330.63(b)(5)

A detailed discussion of the Facility’s potential interaction with and efforts to preclude
disturbance of any endangered species that may arrive on-site appears in Part II
Appendix E – Endangered and Threatened Species Report.
Facility Surface Water Drainage Report – §330.63(c)
The Complex design complies with the requirements of §330.303 (relating to Surface
Water Drainage for Municipal Solid Waste Facilities). The City of Denton will construct,
maintain, and operate the Facility in such a way as to effectively manage run-on and
runoff experienced at peak discharge during a 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event. Storm
water containment structures will prevent off-site discharge of waste and feedstock
materials. They will also control surface water drainage to prevent it from running onto,
into, and off the treatment area. Appendix III–B contains the Facility Surface Water
Drainage Report, which provides analyses of drainage and flood control for the proposed
facility configuration, demonstrates the sufficiency of the facility’s storm water
management plan, and fulfills the provisions of §330.63(c) and §330 Subchapter G.
Storage and Transfer Units §330.63(d)(1)
Each storage and transfer unit at the facility is designed to minimize the detention time of
solid waste. All solid waste capable of creating public health hazards or nuisances shall
be stored indoors or in a container suitable for storage. The solid waste will be processed
or transferred promptly and will not be allowed to result in nuisances or public health
hazards. The storage and transfer facilities are also designed to control and contain spills
and contaminated water from leaving the facility.
5.1.

Citizens Convenience Center

The previous Citizen Convenience Center has been made a part of the Construction
and Demolition Sorting facility (BMR). Waste received from citizens is stored in
impervious roll-off containers. Any precipitation that falls on the container will be
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contained within. Once the load is transferred to the working face, the contaminated
water will be handled by the leachate collection system. Additionally, run-on is
eliminated by site grading.
Items dropped off at the citizen’s collection area of the BMR will normally be stored in
roll off containers for less than 24 hours, but for a maximum duration not to exceed 72
hours. When a roll-off container area is nearing capacity the container shall be
transported to the working face. All solid waste capable of creating public health
hazards or nuisances shall be stored in containers intended to contain solid waste
only, and processed or transferred promptly and shall not be allowed to result in
nuisances or public health hazards.
Adequate unloading and waste storage space is provided to allow for the rapid
unloading and processing of waste. As noted above, wastes unloaded at the Citizens
Convenience Center are typically transported to the working face daily, such that
waste does not remain at the facility for longer than 24 hours.
As noted, materials are not stored for longer than 72 hours, preventing odors, fly
breeding or the harborage of vectors.
5.2.

Construction & Demolition Sorting (BMR)

Loads containing C&D material will be directed to the BMR facility. C&D material
contains no MSW solid waste capable of creating public health hazards or nuisances.
The facility will sort the material with a material recovery picking line. When enough
sorted material is collected, it will be transported to an onsite storage location.
Concrete, asphalt, soil, or other inert material that can be used at the Facility will be
stored in an appropriate stockpile. Recyclable materials will be stored at an
appropriate storage location awaiting transport.
Drainage controls, including berms and channels, around the BMR facility will prevent
stormwater run-on and any contaminated water run-off.
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Adequate unloading and waste storage space is provided to allow for the rapid
unloading and processing of waste. Material is stockpiled throughout the day and
continuously processed. Should the facility be incapable of handling the volume of
waste entering the facility, haulers will be diverted to the landfill working face for
disposal.
Construction and demolition wastes are not putrescible, and do not generate odors,
support fly breeding or the harborage of vectors.
5.3.

Grease and Grit Processing Facility

The Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility design allows rapid processing of
grease and grit trap wastes, averaging just 24 hours processing time from arrival to
final disposition. On occasion, waste may remain at the facility for up to 72 hours.
However, at no time will facility staff allow the waste materials to cause a nuisance or
public health hazard.
The facility receives wastes transported by vacuum trucks from commercial grease
and grit traps. Unloading of waste will occur within the GGTF and will be immediately
screened and deposited into steel tanks or concrete basins. Grease processing and
storage areas of the GGTF include ducts routed to a wet scrubber that provides
ventilation and odor control. The outdoor location of the grit processing units and their
very low content of oils and hydrocarbons allow operation without specific odor control
devices. The perimeter of the GGTF will be inspected daily to assess the performance
of facility operations to control odor.
Spills of wastes or contaminated waste are highly unlikely at the GGTF. Nevertheless,
on the rare occasions that a spill occurs, the facility design keeps all spilled materials
within its bounds, preventing any discharge. Containment capacities at all unenclosed
areas will be designed and constructed to contain the volume of the largest tank and
precipitation from the 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event plus 1-ft of freeboard. A detailed
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design calculation is included in Part IV Appendix A for the grease and grit
containment.
The grease trap process is contained in enclosed tanks or pits which are vented to a
wet scrubber to prevent odors. As the process vessels are generally either receiving,
or processing waste, including the addition of chemicals, there is no opportunity to
support fly breeding, or the harborage of vectors.
Grit trap waste is characterized primarily as oily waters with inert rock or soil particles,
and not putrescible waste. As noted in Part IV – Appendix A, Section 23, aqueous
sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl, bleach) is added to the basins to suppress the growth of
bacteria, and thereby eliminate odor formation
5.4.

HCC Facility

The design of the HCC facility enables all processing to take place inside. Processing
times of material accepted at the HCC facility is dependent on its type and quantity.
In most cases material will be processed and transported to an authorized recycler
within 90 days. Some material that is placed for reuse in the HCC reuse store may
reside on the shelves for longer than 90 days. At no time will facility staff allow the
materials to cause a nuisance or public health hazard.
The facility design keeps all spilled materials within its bounds, preventing any
discharge. Additionally, as mentioned before, all processing activities occur inside and
no contaminated stormwater is produced. Used oil is bulked and stored outside and
has secondary containment.
The HCC Facility does not accept waste transported by citizens or commercial
entities. The facility is sized and staffed such that the anticipated quantities of waste
received are able to be processed, and stored until a sufficient quantity is available for
removal by a third party contractor.
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The HCC facility does not accept putrescible waste; and therefore does not generate
odors, support fly breeding or the harborage of vectors.
5.5.

Inert Reuse Storage

Stockpiles for inert materials for beneficial reuse contain no putrescible MSW and will
not cause public health hazards due to odors, fly breeding, or harborage of other
vectors. The stockpiles will be stored on site for an indefinite period of time. This
material has multiple uses at the landfill and will be used as operations dictate. Since
the soil stockpiles contain only inert materials, collection of stormwater runoff is not
required.
Adequate unloading and storage space is provided to allow haulers to rapidly deposit
inert materials. As noted above, material is stored until a sufficient quantity is available
for processing.
The Inert Reuse Storage facility does not accept putrescible waste; and therefore does
not generate odors, support fly breeding or the harborage of vectors.
5.6.

Liquid Waste Bulking Facility

The liquid waste bulking facility design allows rapid processing of liquid wastes.
Accepted loads of liquids will be directed to the processing area for discharge into the
liquid holding tanks. Any potential odors will be controlled by covering the free liquid
surface using sawdust or wood chips. Processing times from arrival to final disposition
are approximately 24 hours. On occasion, liquid waste may remain at the facility for
up to 72 hours. However, at no time will facility staff allow the waste materials to cause
a nuisance or public health hazard.
The facility design keeps all spilled materials within its bounds, preventing any
discharge. Containment capacities at all unenclosed areas will be designed and
constructed to contain the volume of the largest tank and precipitation from the 25year, 24-hour rainfall event plus 1-ft of freeboard.
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The Liquid Waste Bulking facility processes wastes in a timely manner preventing the
formation of odor, fly breeding or the harborage of vectors.
5.7.

Recycling Drop-off Center

The Recycling Drop-off Center contains multiple waste containers sitting on concrete
surfaces.

The containers have lids that protect the stored recyclables from

precipitation. The ground around the area drains away from the facility, preventing
storm water from running onto the area.
Recyclables will be stored for a duration not to exceed 90 days. When the storage
area is nearing capacity or the storage duration is nearing 90 days, the recyclables
will be picked up and transported off-site to an approved facility for further processing.
Adequate unloading and storage space is provided to allow citizens to rapidly deposit
recyclable materials.
5.8.

White Goods Storage Area

Large recyclable items will be stored in a designated storage area. The storage area
shall be constructed of an improved surface protected by a berm to contain and control
run-on and run-off.
Large items and recyclables will be stored for duration not to exceed 90 days. When
the storage area is nearing capacity or the storage duration is nearing 90 days, the
large items and recyclables will be picked up and transported off-site for further
processing.
Adequate unloading and storage space is provided to allow customers to rapidly
unload white goods.
Incineration Units §330.63(d)(2)
There are no incineration units within the Complex.
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Surface Impoundment Units §330.63(d)(3)
There are no surface impoundments for the management of waste within the Complex.
Landfill Units §330.63(d)(4)
Detailed design discussion for the Landfill Units that meet the requirements of
§330.63(d)(4) is included as follows.
8.1.

All Weather Operation

Operations during inclement weather are conducted using all weather access roads
from the site entrance to the active filling area. The inclement weather fill area is
maintained as near as possible to surface grade elevations and as close to the
entrance of the site as practical. Cover soil application, site drainage control, and
contaminated water management is conducted during wet weather the same way it is
conducted during dry conditions.
8.2.

In order to minimize the tracking of mud on to public roadways, the Facility
provides an on-site wheel wash. All wash water accumulated in the wheel
wash tank is pumped into a tank vehicle for transport to the working face to
be recirculated into the landfill, and ultimately handled by the leachate
collection system, or disposed of in the sanitary sewer system. The wheel
wash removes accumulated mud from the vehicle wheels, tires, and
undercarriage. Additionally landfill traffic exits along the paved site entrance
road which provides an adequate distance for any dirty water to shed from the
vehicle and mud to be thrown off. Part IV of the Permit includes additional
provisions to minimize tracking mud onto public roads.Landfill Method

The MSW landfill at the Denton Complex operates as an area fill landfill. This method
is used for both below grade and above grade filling. The sequence of development
currently in place for the landfill will be continued with additions as necessary to
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accommodate the most current MSW rules. The sequence of development for new
units includes, as applicable:


site clearing;



dewatering of the cell area as required;



excavation of the below grade sector;



installation of the bottom liner system;



testing and certification of bottom liner system as required;



installation of the leachate collection system;



installation of protective cover;



Placement of solid waste



Placement of daily and intermediate cover; and,



Placement of final and vegetative cover.

8.3.

Elevations

The bottom elevation of the deepest excavation at the site is 544 feet mean sea level
(MSL) at the Phase 11 sump. At the same location, the floor of the waste cell will be
approximately 551 feet MSL. Should Phase 0 be mined the proposed sump will also
have an excavation limit of 544 feet MSL.
The maximum elevation of waste at the site will be 810 feet MSL. The maximum
elevation of the final cover system will be 813.5 feet MSL. These maximums occur in
Unit 1.
8.4.

Operating Life

The landfill accepted approximately 846 tons per day of Type I MSW (365 days per
year is used in the calculation) in 2015. On average, 199 tons per day of waste is
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diverted for recycling or other use (e.g. white goods, C&D sorting, brush and yard
waste, etc.). Compacted to 1,200 pounds per cubic yard, approximately 1,060 cubic
yards of waste is placed into landfill daily on an annual average. The estimated
remaining landfill life with this proposed expansion is approximately 73 years or until
the year 2089. Calculation of the estimated rate of solid waste deposition and the
operating life of the site are based on the following engineering data:


Total Tons Received in 2015 = 304,658



Net Tons Disposed After Diversion in 2015 = 231,990



Compaction density = 1,200 pounds per yd3 (actual landfill compaction of up to
1,500 pounds per yd3 has been achieved.)



Annual growth of contributing counties based on population projections in the
2011 Region C Water Plan for Texas.

Using Computer-Aided Design (CAD) techniques applied to the proposed excavation
and final cover contours as shown on Figure II-31 and II-32, the following volumes
were calculated:
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TABLE 4 – LANDFILL VOLUME

With the approval of this Permit Amendment the total permitted landfill airspace will
be increased to 56,306,445 cubic yards, and the total waste capacity will be increased
to 47,561,869 cubic yards.
TABLE 5 – LANDFILL VOLUME REMAINING

Note: Non-waste fill includes the LCS, daily cover and final cover. Volumes are based upon aerial
topography as of January 2013.
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As of January 2013, the remaining landfill airspace and waste capacity is
approximately 49,242,271 cubic yards and 43,357,263 cubic yards respectively.
TABLE 6 – LANDFILL LIFE CALCULATIONS

Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2089

Total
Population
Served

6,132,183
6,234,590
6,234,590
6,234,590
6,338,708
6,444,565
6,552,189
6,661,610
6,772,859
6,885,966
7,000,962
8,005,625
9,037,713
9,787,322
10,940,432
12,085,044
13,349,407
14,600,049

Solid Waste
Net Tonnage Total Airspace
Total Airspace
Airspace
for Disposal Consumed, cy
Remaining, cy
Consumed, cy
107,891
125,623
117,886
115,338
127,820
131,294
160,596
143,130
147,838
166,022
176,509
191,250
231,990
235,864
239,803
243,808
247,879
252,019
288,185
325,338
352,322
393,831
435,035
480,549
421,804

4,710,748
4,920,120
5,116,596
5,308,826
5,521,859
5,740,682
6,008,342
6,246,892
6,493,289
6,769,992
7,064,174
7,382,924
7,769,574
8,162,681
8,562,353
8,968,699
9,381,832
9,801,864
14,327,033
19,464,487
25,131,179
31,377,357
38,313,273
45,974,840
53,380,324

4,197,277
4,383,827
4,558,887
4,730,164
4,919,976
5,114,948
5,353,433
5,565,981
5,785,520
6,032,063
6,294,179
6,578,185
6,922,690
7,272,949
7,629,057
7,991,111
8,359,212
8,733,461
12,765,387
17,342,858
22,391,881
27,957,225
34,137,127
40,963,582
47,561,869

12,064,067
11,854,695
11,658,219
11,465,989
11,252,956
11,034,133
10,766,473
10,527,923
10,281,526
10,004,823
9,710,641
9,391,891
9,005,241
48,143,764
47,744,092
47,337,746
46,924,613
46,504,581
41,979,412
36,841,958
31,175,266
24,929,088
17,993,172
10,331,605
2,926,121

End of Year
Solid Waste
Airspace
Remaining, cy
8,874,558
8,688,008
8,512,948
8,341,671
8,151,859
7,956,887
7,718,402
7,505,854
7,286,315
7,039,772
6,777,656
6,493,650
6,149,145
40,288,920
39,932,812
39,570,758
39,202,657
38,828,408
34,796,482
30,219,011
25,169,988
19,604,644
13,424,742
6,598,287
0

It should be noted that the actual life will depend on several estimated variables, such
as population growth, use of alternate daily cover (as described in the SOP), efficiency
of compaction equipment, recycling, diversion efforts, extent of landfill mining, etc.
It is anticipated that the compost operation operated on city property, accessed via
the landfill entrance will relocate to a new operation at another location within the City
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of Denton in the year 2017, and that the currently permitted Grease and Grit
Processing Facility will commence operation in the year 2016
8.5.

Cross Sections

Fill cross sections with the information required by 30 TAC §330.63(d)(4)(E) are
shown in Figures III-16 through III-21.
8.6.

Construction and Design Details

Construction and design details for the MSW Landfill at the Denton Facility are
provided in Figures III-22 through III-25.
8.7.

Soil and Liner Quality Control Plan

A primary purpose of the Soil and Liner Quality Control Plan (SLQCP) is protection of
human health and the environment. The SLQCP is included as Appendix III-C.
8.8.

Enhanced Leachate Recirculation System

The Enhanced Recirculation System (ELR) is designed to recirculate leachate using
the following recirculation elements: recirculation manifold (RM), recirculation lateral
(RL), permeable bed (PB), vertical injection well (VIW), and surface application (SA).
Recirculation allows the facility to take advantage of such benefits as:


Increased rate of waste stabilization,



leachate storage and volume reduction within the waste,



additional leachate treatment,



accelerated landfill settlement prior to final closure,



increased LFG generation rate, and



reduced treatment costs.
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Existing Conditions
Phase 2 of the landfill is equipped with RLs which were installed during waste filling
operations. Phase 2 also has VIWs installed. Phases 3A and 3B are equipped
with PBs. The landfill will install PBs within future cells as they are developed. RL
and VIW may also be installed as needed where it is determined that moisture
distribution is poor. Typical ELR development details of Phase 2 and Phase 3 are
provided as Figures III-26 through III-29. A similar design and designation will be
used for subsequent phases.
Recirculation Laterals
RLs are perforated pipes installed within the Landfill to inject leachate back into
the landfill waste. The laterals are placed in trenches within the landfill waste pack
or imbedded in a granular material. If granular material is used, it should be larger
in size than the pipe perforations. Suitable materials include gravel, crushed glass,
tire chips, shredded tires, and crushed concrete. All of these materials are suitable
for disposal in the landfill under TCEQ regulations. Each provides a more uniform
hydraulic conductivity when compared to mixed MSW. If tire chips are used, they
shall be 12-inch nominal or smaller in size and shall not be placed within 2 feet of
any liner or final cover installation unless steel belts are removed.
The RL will be solid, fused, 6-inch diameter HDPE a minimum of 100 feet inside
any side slopes to reduce leachate seep potential. The perforated sections of the
RLs will be constructed of 6-inch diameter perforated HDPE pipe. In order to more
evenly distribute leachate, the RL design may also have variable perforation size,
with perforation diameter increasing as the distance from the inlet increases. A
pair of holes will be placed at regular intervals.
Solid sections of RLs will connect the perforated piping to the Recirculation
Manifold (Section 8.8.5 of this Plan). RLs may begin being installed at an elevation
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within the Landfill of approximately 20 feet above the liner. The perforated section
of the RL will be centered in a rectangular trench and backfilled with recycled
shredded tires, aggregate, other granular material or MSW. A geotextile filter may
be shingled over the top of the trench to minimize the infiltration of fines. The
trench will then be covered by protective cover of soil or waste. Landfill staff will
ensure that compactors not pass above RLs until at least 5 feet of waste have
been placed above them.
Clean out risers may be furnished at the ends of the RLs and will daylight either at
the waste limits or on the sideslope. Cleanouts may also provide connection for
LFG control as a horizontal gas collector. Cleanouts can be extended as future
cells piggyback over the sideslopes.
Typical RL details are provided in Figure III-29.
Permeable Beds
PBs are a second type of distribution method consisting of a 0.1 to 2-foot thick
layer of relatively high hydraulic conductivity material, placed over the waste
surface with a perforated pipe running through the center of the PB, and then
covered with a layer of waste. Thickness of the PBs will vary dependent on the
material used and the quantity of material available at the time of placement. The
PB can be made of geocomposite, gravel, crushed glass, tire chips, shredded tires,
or crushed concrete. Limitations on the use of tire chips are described above in
Section 8.8.2. All of these materials are suitable for disposal in the landfill under
TCEQ regulations but provide a more uniform hydraulic conductivity when
compared to MSW.
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The PBs have much greater surface area then the RLs. The following advantages
of PBs versus RLs may be realized:


Increased volume of leachate recirculated per unit mass of waste.



Avoided construction costs due to the lack of trenching and fewer pipes
required (e.g., distance between PBs is 2-4 times greater than RLs).



Uniform liquid distribution reducing dry zones and differential settlement.



Increased landfill gas generation rate.

The PBs are designed to not be within 100-feet from an exterior side slope. The
PBs will be approximately 350 to 450-feet long and 100-feet wide depending on
their horizontal and vertical location within each Phase.
Each PB will be installed directly on the waste surface as the waste lift in these
areas attain design grade. One main 3 to 6-inch diameter, solid HDPE header will
lead from the RM along the centerline of each of the PBs at each elevation. A
cleanout may be provided at the landfill sideslopes. Once inside the PB, the pipe
will be perforated constant diameter pipe, similar to the RLs. Like the RLs, two
holes are placed at regular intervals.
Care should be taken by the Landfill operator to avoid compactor movement over
a PB until 5-feet of waste has been placed over the constructed area.
A loop of perforated HDPE pipe may be installed around the perimeter of each PB
for LFG collection.
Typical PB details are provided in Figure III-29.
Vertical Injection Wells
Vertical Injection Wells (VIW) can be utilized in combination with or instead of PBs
and RLs to inject ELR liquids into the waste pack. A VIW shall be the same design
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as a vertical landfill gas collection well as detailed in Appendix III-F as future
connection to a LFG control system is planned at each VIW.
Typical VIW details are provided in Figure III-29.
Recirculation Manifolds and Forcemains
As described in Appendix III-A (Water Pollution Control), leachate is collected and
stored in permanent and/or temporary storage tanks. From the storage tank(s), a
recirculation forcemain discharges into various recirculation manifolds (RM) within
the Landfill. The RMs are valved to discharge to each PB and RL line in each cell.
Double wall pipe shall be used when the lines extend beyond the limits of the lined
area of the Landfill.
Recirculation Elements Designation
Each RL, PB, and VIW will be labeled using a code based on the design (RL, PB,
VIW), cell number, installation sequence and elevation, in accordance with the
following table:
Recirculation

Cell Number

Installation

Element
RL, PB or VIW

Elevation

Sequence
1-11

Numerically

Installation

beginning with 1

Elevation, MSL

Example Designation: PB-3-1-600 would be the designation assigned to the first
permeable bed to be installed in Cell 3, and at an elevation of 600 ft MSL.
Arid Exempt Landfill Units §330.63(d)(5)
The landfill does not meet the requirements for an arid exemption.
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Type V Mobile Liquid Processing Units§330.63(d)(6)
There are no type V mobile liquid processing units within the facility.
Type IX energy, material, gas recovery for beneficial use, or landfill mining
§330.63(d)(7)
Detailed design discussion of Type IX facilities that meet the requirements of
§330.63(d)(7) is included as follows;
11.1. Landfill Gas to Energy
The Denton Facility recovers gas for beneficial use. The Landfill Gas to Energy Facility
is under a Type IX Permit 48016 issued to City of Denton.
11.2. Landfill Mining
The City of Denton proposes to mine portions of their landfill. The previously approved
Landfill Mining Test Pit Evaluation Report is provided as Appendix III-H, and the
previously approved Landfill Mining Operating Plan is provided as Appendix IV-C.
These sections comply with §330.63(d)(7)(A) and §330 Subchapter N, respectively.
The first area proposed for landfill mining is the original Denton Landfill, permitted as
MSW 1590 (Phase 0). Phase 0 encompasses approximately 31 acres. Phase 0
began receiving waste on March 13, 1985 and stopped receiving waste in January
2000. Since then, the City has stockpiled approximately 20 vertical feet of soil above
its interim cover. Approximately 2,610,000 cubic yards of mixed MSW are located
within the limits of Phase 0.
A Test Pit Plan was submitted to the TCEQ and subsequently approved on August
12, 2014. This Plan is included as Appendix A to this Report.
Since 2001 four waste characterization studies have been conducted at the landfill of
both incoming and in-place waste: April 2001 incoming waste, November 2010 – inplace waste, February 2014 – in-place waste, and March 2015 – in place waste.
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The City plans to recover materials primarily including, but not limited to:
•

Corrugated Cardboard

•

Glass

•

Paper (news, magazine, office)

•

Metals

•

Plastics
Compost Units §330.63(d)(8)

The Source Separated Organics (SSO) Composting facility will operate according to all
applicable state and federal laws. All feedstock materials will be managed in accordance
with 30 TAC 332. The facility shall not cause endangerment of human health and welfare,
as well as the environment.
The SSO Compost Facility shall be operated as described in Part IV, Appendix F.
One method of achieving waste diversion is a successful city-wide recycling and waste
minimization program, which now includes (SSO) collection and processing services to
our customers.
The City completed an SSO composting pilot study in early 2011 and subsequently an
NOI to operate this facility was submitted and effective on January 9, 2012. The facility
shall operate under the requirements of 30 TAC §332 Subchapter C, “Operations
Requiring a Registration,” in an effort to impose limits on the materials accepted for
composting; although the SSO compost operation is authorized under the MSW Facility
Permit.
The City may receive SSO materials such as produce, meats, beverages, and other
vegetative materials at its organics composting facility. This SSO material is incorporated
with bulking materials such as ground wood, ground yard trimmings, and the “compost
overs” from the compost screening operation at the City’s biosolids and yard waste coPARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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composting operation. The SSO materials are aerobically composted using windrow and
static pile composting methods. The existing SSO composting operation is on a prepared
four-acre site located within the Permit Boundary. The city also proposes to conduct SSO
composting on the intermediate cover above a lined area of the landfill.
Any SSO composting unit that will be operated at the permitted landfill will always take
place entirely an improved concrete surface, or within the lined landfill disposal footprint
and within the area of active stormwater collection and management. Stormwater from
the compost area will be collected and recirculated to the composting process or
incorporated in the leachate management system.

Stormwater from the SSO

Composting area will not be discharged to surface water or groundwater (See Figure III7).
The process will provide aerobic decomposition of organic, non-hazardous feedstocks
consistent with those acceptable under provisions of Subchapter C of 30 TAC §332:
Operations Requiring a Registration. No hazardous waste or non-hazardous industrial
waste will be accepted for composting except those listed in 30 TAC Section 332.4(10).
Feedstocks will be delivered to the site and unloaded at the compost site. Sludge
byproduct from paper production will not be accepted as feedstock. Landfill leachate will
not be used on any composting process at any time. Feedstocks will include organic,
non-hazardous materials. A specific list of acceptable feedstocks is included in Section
12.3.

Any municipal wastewater sludge or biosolids accepted as feedstocks will be

processed on a constructed and maintained surface meeting the requirements of 30 TAC
Section 332.37(2). Such surface will be equivalent to at least two feet of material with a
permeability less than or equal to 1 X 10-7 cm/sec. This surface may be constructed of
compacted, density controlled soil, recycled or new asphalt, cement-stabilized soil,
concrete, synthetic material, or other engineered surface meeting the equivalent
thickness and permeability standards stated above. (Refer to Figure III-7)Operating
surfaces required to meet this standard in order to receive sludge or biosolids will be
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protected from damage by operations, and maintained as appropriate. Only compost
areas where municipal sludge or biosolids are processed will be required to meet this
design standard. Prior to the acceptance of these specific feedstocks, or if a portion of
the operation is restricted from receiving them, the applicable processing areas will not
be required to meet this design standard related to the protection of groundwater.
This SSO Compost facility is authorized under the Landfill Standard Air Permit.
12.1. Mechanical Composting Systems §330.63(d)(8)(A)
This section is not applicable to the SSO Composting Facility.
12.2. Facility Layout §330.63(d)(8)(B)
The first of two sites for the organic materials composting will be adjacent to the landfill
(MSW Permit #1590A) facility on an area of approximately four acres. This site will
be surrounded primarily on three sides by an earthen berm, with a prepared soil
surface at a minimum. The second site for organic materials composting on the lined
area of the landfill will also occupy an area of approximately four acres and will operate
on intermediate cover areas. Figure III-7 provides the general site layout for the SSO
Compost Facility for either location. The exact orientation and size of windrows and
static piles will vary depending upon the geometry of the area provided for the
operation and whether the operation is on a lined area or adjacent to the lined landfill
area on a prepared soil surface. Additionally, setback distance from all property
boundaries to the edge of the area receiving, processing, or storing feedstock or
finished product shall be at least 50 feet.
Figure III-7 illustrates the layout of feedstock stockpile and windrow configuration for
composting and in-row curing areas. It is assumed that in-row curing would only occur
when the site is operating below its maximum capacity. As the site approaches
maximum capacity, the curing piles will need to be moved to another area of the City's
property.
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Grinding of woody materials and yard waste feedstock will be conducted within the
landfill permit boundary.

Screening and stockpiling of finished compost will be

conducted within the landfill permit boundary or at the wastewater treatment plant’s
compost facility.
The general configuration shown on Figure III-7 provides for ingress and egress to the
compost area with spacing between the windrows to allow for collection truck
movement around the site and access to building, turning and moving windrow by the
heavy equipment. The layout of the compost site may be modified based on facility
needs and experience as operations develop. The site layout as presented provides
for the primary work and stockpile/windrow areas in addition to the access roads.
Since ground yard waste and other ground woody feedstock will be mixed with the
SSO at a ratio of 3:1 it is prudent to keep a stockpile of this feedstock close by. An
area of approximately 11,000 square feet (SF) is identified which could easily stockpile
more than 2,000 cubic yards (CY) of this type of feedstock.
The site layout shows pairs of windrows constructed approximately 16 feet wide next
to each other with a five-foot gap and then 20 feet of work area between the windrow
pairs. This will allow windrow construction with a front end loader and turning with a
self-propelled windrow turner or front end loader. A 50-foot break is shown within the
length of the windrow for access to the windrow during construction by the waste
collection trucks during the initial and ramp-up operations. However, at the maximum
operating capacity, the City would not need these 50 foot breaks. Therefore, there
would be approximately 2600 linear feet of windrows at maximum capacity. It is
estimated that the City could accept up to 79 tons per week of SSO based on this
maximum capacity. Under this scenario, the City would turn over the entire site every
six weeks, which is the amount of time the compost needs to be in windrows before
being moved to a curing pile.
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Based on a configuration of 16-foot wide windrow pairs with 20-foot wide spacing
between, the 50-foot breaks, a windrow height of five feet and assuming a trapezoidal
shaped windrow, the site will have a total capacity of approximately 4,300 cubic yards
of incoming material (SSO and yard trimmings combined). This increases to 5,300
cubic yards without the 50-foot breaks.
Daily operations will consist of preparing feedstock, building windrows and static piles,
monitoring active compost piles, turning windrows and static piles, moving compost to
curing piles, and then screening and stockpiling final compost for distribution.
12.3. Material Movement §330.63(d)(8)(C)
All feedstock materials will be managed in accordance with 30 TAC §332. The facility
shall not cause endangerment of human health and welfare, or the environment. The
process will provide aerobic decomposition of organic, non-hazardous feedstocks.
The feedstock to be utilized for this SSO composting process includes, but is not
limited to:


source separated meat, fish, dead animal carcasses, oils, greases or dairy
materials;



source separated yard trimmings, clean wood material, vegetative material,
paper, or manure
o Yard trimmings and clean wood material includes yard waste, brush
ground wood, stumps, and root balls;
o Vegetative material includes: liquids, and beverages which incorporate
plant based ingredients;



other organics.

Detailed information on all feedstocks is provided in Part IV, Appendix F.
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Processing Rates §330.63(d)(8)(C)(i)
The quantities and types of available feedstocks for composting and mulching will
depend on market conditions at the time. It is estimated that the City could accept
up to 79 tons per week of SSO. Additional food waste and other compostable
feedstocks generated within the City of Denton or generated elsewhere may be
available in the future.
Equipment §330.63(d)(8)(C)(ii)
Processed and unprocessed material, other than liquids, will be handled
throughout the entire process using, excavators, screening equipment, water
trucks, front-end loaders, windrow turners, similar equipment and/or manual
laborers as appropriate for the material. Pneumatic material conveyance is not
proposed at this time.
Mass Balance Calculations §330.63(d)(8)(C)(iii)
Feedstocks routinely accepted will be categorized as either high carbon-tonitrogen ratio (C:N) or low C:N based on typical C:N ratios for common compost
feedstocks as reported in the literature.

Using typically reported carbon and

nitrogen contents and typically reported feedstock densities, site operators will
determine approximate volumetric ratios to achieve a proper C:N in blended
feedstocks of approximately 30:1. The following is a formula that may be used to
estimate the C:N of feedstock blends.
((%C in wet feedstock A) X (Wet Wt. of A) X (1- %moisture in A) +
(%C in wet feedstock B) X (Wet Wt. of B X (1- % moisture in B) + …)
divided by
((%N in wet feedstock A) X (Wet Wt. of A) X (1- %moisture in A) +
(%N in wet feedstock B) X (Wet Wt. of B) X 1- %moisture in B) + …)
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Feedstocks higher in nitrogen and those higher in carbon will be blended using a
loader or other appropriate equipment in approximate volumetric proportions to
obtain a C:N weight ratio of approximately 30:1 or higher. Alternately, blending of
feedstocks may also be accomplished during grinding.
Bulking Agents, Moisture Control, and Feed Amendments
§330.63(d)(8)(C)(iv)
Adequate oxygen to maintain aerobic conditions will be maintained by periodically
turning windrows, incorporating adequate amounts of bulking agent, and avoiding
over-watering. The adequacy of moisture content will be monitored by feeling the
compost material or by laboratory analysis. Optimum moisture content during
processing is considered 40% to 70% moisture.

Liquid feedstocks may be

incorporated into piles in a similar manner as stormwater or water from other
sources. Leachate from the landfill will not be an acceptable liquid feedstock
material.
Process Monitoring Methods §330.63(d)(8)(C)(v)
Monitoring of the compost windrow or static pile provides the data necessary to
manage composting operations and to determine when compost should be moved
to another location, to a curing pile and/or when composting is completed. The
active composting period for most windrows and static piles are generally three to
six weeks followed by compost curing. The compost curing period is generally
between two to six months to achieve final compost suitable for screening and
product utilization as Grade 1 or 2 compost. The following items are monitored
during the composting process and are further described in Part IV, Appendix F.


Temperature



Moisture



Oxygen
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Density
Temperature Range and Resident Time §330.63(d)(8)(C)(vi)

Oxygen may be monitored using a hand-held oxygen monitor. Temperatures in the
windrows will be measured using a compost thermometer. The probe will be
inserted in the windrow to a depth of at one to three feet, approximately at the
center of the windrow in order to measure temperature in the core of the windrow
rather than the material on the exterior which may be affected by external
conditions. Temperatures will be recorded in the operating records along with
location or measurement, date, time, and other pertinent information.
Windrows will be actively managed to support aerobic decomposition and
disinfection based on minimum time and temperature requirements in compliance
with applicable end-product standards.
Active composting in windrows may typically require three to six weeks of active
windrow composting and curing another two to six months. However, processing
times will vary with feedstocks and operating conditions.
Windrow and Static Pile Management
Windrow management will include periodic turning with a windrow turner or frontend loader, and watering as needed using a water truck or other means of irrigating
including but not limited to hoses or overhead sprayers.
As windrows shrink in size due to the decomposition process, they may be
combined to reconstitute full-sized windrows of a size and shape compatible with
the turning equipment in use.
12.4. Post Processing §330.63(d)(8)(D)
After completion of active composting in windrows and static piles, the material will be
stockpiled on the compost area and stored while the material cures, cools, and
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stabilizes. After curing, the product will be screened using contract screening services
or City of Denton forces and equipment. The larger fractions, after screening, may be
recycled as a bulking agent, used on the landfill as mulch, or sold or distributed to the
public in bulk or in bagged form as mulch. Excess ground wood and yard waste may
be used on the landfill as mulch, or sold or distributed to the public in bulk or in bagged
form.
12.5. Product Distribution §330.63(d)(8)(E)
The final compost or mulch product may be stored on-site or off-site prior to optional
bagging and distribution for beneficial use. For further information see Section 3.5 of
Part IV, Appendix F. The volume of finished compost given a volume of feedstock is
difficult to predict, and varies based on feedstocks and processing conditions.
However, a 50% reduction by volume is typical.
Type VI Demonstration Facilities §330.63(d)(9)
There are no Type VI facilities present within the Complex.
Geology Report – §330.63(e)
Appendix III-D contains the Geology Report, satisfying the requirements of §330.63(e).
Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan – §330.63(f)
Appendix III-E contains the Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan (GWSAP),
satisfying the requirements of §330.63(f) and 30 TAC 330 Subchapter J.
Landfill Gas Management Plan – §330.63(g)
Appendix III-F contains the Landfill Gas Management Plan (LGMP), satisfying the
requirements of §330.63(g) and 30 TAC 330 Subchapter I.
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Closure Plan – §330.63(h)
The Denton Complex is comprised of multiple waste processing, storage, and disposal
units. This closure plan addresses the requirements of §330.63(h) & 30 TAC 330
Subchapter K.
17.1. MSW Landfill Closure
The landfill at the City of Denton Complex proposes to use multiple cover systems at
various locations at the site. The landfill will be covered by the prescriptive covers
described in §330.457(a) & (b).
The Closure Plan which includes information on each of the cover systems, as
required in 30 TAC 330.63(h), which satisfies all the requirements of 30 TAC §330
Subchapter K, is as follows.
Standard Final Cover System (Composite Cover System)
The final cover design will be constructed in accordance with §330.457(a) & (b).
Final cover details are found on Figures III-22 and III-25. The final cover system
consists of two layers, the Infiltration Layer and the Erosion Layer.
17.1.1.1.Infiltration Layer
In accordance with §330.457(a) the infiltration shall consist of a synthetic
membrane that has a permeability less than or equal to the permeability of any
bottom liner system. The synthetic membrane shall overlay a clay-rich soil
cover layer consisting of a minimum of 18 inches of earthen material with a
coefficient of permeability no greater than 1 x 10-5 centimeters/second
(cm/sec). The minimum thickness of the synthetic membrane shall be 60 mil
HDPE or 40 mil Linear Low-Density Polyethylene (LLDPE) or equivalent. At
minimum, the LLDPE or HDPE shall be textured on the side slopes.
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In accordance with §330.457(b) the infiltration layer for a Class 1 disposal area
shall receive 18 inches of uncontaminated topsoil overlying 4 feet of clay-rich
soil material with a coefficient of permeability no greater than 1 x 10 -7 cm/sec.
If waste is to be placed above Class 1 wastes, the Class 1 waste must first be
covered with a 4 foot layer of compacted clay-rich soil. The final cover over the
aerial fill must meet all requirements stated in §330.457, and must include a
flexible membrane component.
17.1.1.2.Geotextile
The infiltration layer shall be overlain by a geotextile drainage composite.
17.1.1.3.Erosion Layer
In accordance with §330.457(a)(3) the erosion layer shall overlay the geotextile
layer in Class 1 and MSW cells. The erosion layer will consist of a minimum of
24 inches of earthen material capable of sustaining vegetative growth on the
top slopes (≤6%) and a minimum of 36 inches of such material on the side
slopes (3H:1V or flatter).

The erosion layer shall be seeded or sodded

immediately following the application of the final cover in order to minimize
erosion. The top 6 inches or more of the erosion layer may be amended with
compost if required to support vegetation.
17.1.1.4.Installation Methods and Procedures
The following cover elements shall be placed as follows.
1. Prepare the site for final cover. Site preparation may include removal of
grass/vegetation to the root zone and grading the subgrade to a smooth
and uniform surface.
2. Place the 18 inch thick infiltration layer, compact to 95 percent dry
density at 1-4% above optimum moisture, and test each lift as described
in Section 17.1.1.5 with permeability not to exceed 1x10 -5 cm/sec. Each
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lift shall not exceed 6 inches in compacted thickness. The soil shall have
a rock or clod size of no more than 3 inches. The soil shall be free of
deleterious material and solid waste.
3. Place the geomembrane synthetic liner 60 mil HDPE, 40-mil LLDPE or
equivalent with appropriate anchor trenches.
4. Place geotextile drainage composite.
5. Place erosion layer (a minimum of 24 inches of earthen material capable
of sustaining vegetative growth on the top slopes (≤6%) and a minimum
of 36 inches of such material side slopes (3H:1V). The material shall be
free of roots, debris, vegetation, and stones over 1” maximum
dimension. The erosion layer shall be mechanically compacted in layers
from six to eight inches of loose fill. Compaction shall be at least 90
percent dry density at 1-4% above optimum moisture as defined by
ASTM 698. Testing shall be one test per acre per lift.
6. Immediately seed or sod the erosion layer to prevent erosion.
17.1.1.5.Quality Control
Construction quality control for both the compacted clay soil and the
geomembrane shall be governed by the following tables.
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TABLE 7 – COVER SOIL TESTING REQUIREMENTS
SOIL TEST
CATEGORY

Quality Control
Testing of Source
Borrow Materials

Constructed Cover
System

STANDARD TEST
METHOD

TYPE OF TEST
Unified Soil Classification

ASTM D 2487

Moisture/Density
Relationship

ASTM D 698 or D 1557

Sieve (Gradation)

ASTM D 422 or D 1140

Atterberg Limits

ASTM D 4318

Coefficient of Permeability

ASTM D 5084 or CoE
EM1110-2-1906

Field Density

ASTM D 1556, D 2167,
or D 2922

Coefficient of Permeability

ASTM D 5084 or CoE
EM1110-2-1906

Thickness

Registered Surveyor

FREQUENCY OF
TESTING

Once per soil type

1/Moisture/Density
Relationship for
infiltration layer
material
1/acre per 6-inch
parallel liftA
1/acre per 6-inch
parallel liftA for
infiltration layer
material
1/5,000 ft2 (parallel
lifts)A

Notes:
A - A minimum of one of each of the designated tests must be conducted for each unit thickness of
cover as indicated, regardless of cover area.
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TABLE 8 – FLEXIBLE MEMBRANE TESTING REQUIREMENTS
TEST
Resin

TYPE OF TEST
Specific
Gravity/Density
Melt Flow Index
Thickness

Manufacturer's
Quality
Control

Conformance
Testing by 3rd
Party
Independent
Laboratory
Destructive
Seam Field
Testing

Specific
Gravity/Density
Carbon Black
Content
Carbon Black
Dispersion

STANDARD TEST METHOD

FREQUENCY OF TESTING

ASTM D 1505

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

ASTM D 1238
ASTM D 5199 (smooth) or D 1593A
(textured)

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications
per manufacturer's quality control
specifications

ASTM D 1505
ASTM D 1603
ASTM D 3015B

Tensile Properties

ASTM D 638C

Tear

ASTM D 1004

Puncture

FTM Std. 101C Method 2065

Dimensional Stability
(Shrinkage)

ASTM D 1204 NSF 54 Modified

ThicknessD

ASTM D 5199 (smooth) or D 1593A
(textured)

per 100,000 ft2

ASTM D 1505

per 100,000 ft2

ASTM D 1603

per 100,000 ft2

Specific
Gravity/Density
Carbon Black
Content
Carbon Black
Dispersion
Tensile Properties

ASTM D 3015B

per 100,000 ft2

ASTM D 638C

per 100,000 ft2

Shear & Peel

ASTM D 4437

varies for field, lab, and archive

Air Pressure

GRI GM6

all dual-track fusion weld seams
all non-air pressure tested seams
Vacuum
ASTM D 4437
when possible
as necessary with concurrence of
Other
Commission
Notes: A - For textured liners acceptable alternative procedure in accordance with industry standard is to use
micrometer with 1/32' radius points
B - NSF 54 Modified (microtome sample preparation procedure)
C - NSF 54 Modified with 2' initial gauge length assumed for elongation at break
D - Field thickness measurements for each panel must be conducted. Use ASTM D374 and perform one series of
measurements along the leading edge of each panel, with individual measurements no greater than five feet apart.
No single measurement shall be less than 10% below the required nominal thickness in order for the panel to be
acceptable
Nondestructive
Seam Field
Testing
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Pre Subtitle D Final Cover System
The existing Phase 0 has a Pre-Subtitle D bottom liner. A compacted clay liner
with a permeability of 1 x 10-7 cm/sec was constructed prior to waste placement.
The final cover over portions of Phase 0 which will not be overtopped with a
separation liner and additional waste, and which has not already received final
cover, will be comprised of two (2) layers, the infiltration layer and the erosion layer.
For areas receiving a separation liner, see Figure III-25 for installation details. If
Phase 0 is mined and a composite liner is installed, the final cover shall follow the
requirements described in Section 17.1.1.
17.1.2.1.Infiltration Layer
The infiltration layer shall consist of 18 inches of earthen material with a
coefficient of permeability no greater than 1 x 10 7 cm/sec.
17.1.2.2.Erosion Layer
The infiltration layer shall be overtopped by the erosion layer. The erosion layer
will consist of a minimum of 6 inches of earthen material capable of sustaining
vegetative growth. The erosion layer shall be seeded or sodded immediately
following the application of the final cover in order to minimize erosion. The top
6 inches or more of the erosion layer may be amended with compost if required
to support vegetation.
17.1.2.3.Installation Methods and Procedures
The following cover elements shall be placed as follows.
1. Prepare the site for final cover. Site preparation may include removal of
grass/vegetation to the root zone and grading the subgrade to a smooth
and uniform surface.
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2. Place the 18” thick infiltration layer, compact to 95 percent dry density
at 1-4% above optimum moisture, and test each lift with permeability not
to exceed 1x10-7 cm/sec. Each lift shall not exceed 6 inches in
compacted thickness. The soil shall have a rock or clod size of no more
than 3 inches. The soil shall be free of deleterious material and solid
waste.
3. Place erosion layer, a minimum of 6 inches of earthen material capable
of sustaining vegetative growth. The material shall be free of roots,
debris, vegetation, and stones over 1” maximum dimension.

The

erosion layer shall be mechanically compacted in layers from six to eight
inches of loose fill. Compaction shall be at least 90 percent dry density
at 1-4% above optimum moisture as defined by ASTM 698. Testing
shall be one test per acre per lift.
4. Immediately seed or sod the erosion layer to prevent erosion.
Exposed Geomembrane Solar Cover Final Cover System
The City of Denton seeks approval to utilize an exposed geomembrane solar cover
(EGSC) on the south and a portion of the west facing slopes of landfill Unit 1 and
Unit 2 at its option. This final cover system is designed to eliminate infiltration and
erosion from wind and water. If the landfill chooses not to install the EGSC, the
standard cover system described in Section 17.1.1 shall be installed in this area.
The EGSC system consists of a Bedding Layer overlaid by EGSC and shall
achieve, at minimum, an equivalent reduction in infiltration as the clay-rich soil
cover required in §330.457(a)(1) and (2). Geomembranes typically have hydraulic
conductivity on the order of 1x10-12 cm/sec.
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17.1.3.1.Exposed Geomembrane Solar Cover
The EGSC shall be 60-mil HDPE, polyolefin or equivalent. Flexible thin film
solar panels will be grouped into sub-arrays and installed on the exposed
geomembrane with factory installed adhesive on the back of the panels.
17.1.3.2.Bedding Layer
The EGSC includes a bedding layer comprised of at least 18 inches of earthen
material with a coefficient of permeability no greater than 1 x 10-5 cm/sec.
Before the geomembrane is deployed the bedding layer will be graded and
compacted in order to achieve a suitable surface for the geomembrane that
conforms to the design grades. The bedding layer will be inspected for
unsuitable materials that could potentially impact the performance of the
overlying geomembrane.
17.1.3.3.Installation Methods and Procedures
The following cover elements shall be placed as follows.
1. Prepare the site for final cover. Site preparation may include removal of
intermediate cover and grading the subgrade to a smooth and uniform
surface.
2. Install bedding layer (a minimum of 18” earthen material with a
coefficient of permeability no greater than 1 x 10-5 cm/sec.).

The

material shall be free of roots, debris, vegetation, and stones over 1”
maximum dimension.
3. Place the exposed geomembrane with appropriate anchor trenches as
directed by the manufacturer and engineer, or installer. Design and
installation details to be provided by the manufacturer, engineer, or
installer prior to construction.
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4. Install the solar sub-arrays, inverter, and connect to utility.
Largest Area Requiring Final Cover §330.457(e)(2)
The largest area requiring final cover at the landfill facility is 261.4 acres, which is
equivalent to the entire final cover area for Units 1 and 2 of the landfill. This
represents the largest waste fill area that could potentially be open in the year to
follow, and those areas that have not received final cover in accordance with the
final closure plan. The Complex shall review the permit conditions on an annual
basis and verify that the current active areas match the areas on which closure
cost estimates (Appendix III-G) are based. An increase or decrease in the closure
cost estimate shall be made if changes to the final closure plan or the landfill
conditions dictate.
Maximum Waste Inventory §330.457(e)(3)
The City of Denton Landfill will accept approximately 47,561,869 CY of compacted
solid waste over the life of the site.
Closure Schedule §330.457(e)(4)
The closure schedule shall follow the timeline detailed in Section 17.1.8 of this
Part.
Final Contour Map §330.457(e)(5)
A final contour map depicting the proposed final contours, establishing top slopes
and side slopes, 100 year flood limits, and proposed surface drainage features is
shown on Figure III-31 and III-32. Fill cross sections are shown on Figures III-16
through III-21.
Implementation §330.457(f)


§330.457(f)(1) – A copy of the Closure plan shall be placed immediately
upon approval into the Operating Record.
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§330.457(f)(2) – The City of Denton shall provide written notification to the
Executive Director of the intent to close the site and place this notice of
intent in the operating record no later than 45 days prior to the initiation of
final closure activities for the site.



§330.461(a) – No later than 90 days prior to the initiation of a final facility
closure, the City of Denton shall, through a public notice in the newspaper
of largest circulation in the vicinity of the facility, provide public notice for
final facility closure. This notice shall provide the name, address, and
physical location of the facility, the permit number, and the last date of
intended receipt of waste. The City shall also make available an adequate
number of copies of the approved final closure and post-closure plans for
public access and review. The City shall provide written notification to the
Executive Director of the intent to close the facility and place this notice in
the Operating Record.



§330.457(f)(3) – The City shall begin final closure activities for each unit of
the site no later than 30 days after the date on which the unit receives the
known final receipt of wastes or, if the unit has remaining capacity and there
is a reasonable likelihood that the unit will receive additional wastes, no later
than one year after the most recent receipt of wastes. A request for an
extension beyond the one-year deadline for the initiation of final closure may
be submitted to the Executive Director for review and approval and shall
include all applicable documentation necessary to demonstrate that the site
has the capacity to receive additional waste and that the City has taken and
will continue to take all steps necessary to prevent threats to human health
and the environment from the unclosed site.



§330.459 – Any recyclable materials remaining on site at the beginning of
final closure activities will either be disposed of in the remaining waste cells,
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or transported off site as the property of a recycling contractor within 180
days of the last receipt of such materials.


§330.459 – The City shall dispose of all on site processed and unprocessed
greenwaste.



§330.457(f)(4) – The City shall complete final closure activities for the
landfill unit in accordance with the approved final closure plan within 180
days following the initiation of final closure activities as specified above. A
request for an extension for the completion of final closure activities may be
submitted to the Executive Director for review and approval, and shall
include all applicable documentation necessary to demonstrate that final
closure will, of necessity, take longer than 180 days, and all steps have
been taken and will continue to be taken to prevent threats to human health
and the environment from the unclosed site.



§330.457(f)(5) and §330.461(c)(2)

– Following completion of all final

closure activities for the MSW site, the City shall comply with the post
closure care requirements specified in §330.463(b), and submit (within ten
days after completion of final closure activities of the facility) to the
Executive Director, by registered mail, for review and approval a document,
signed by an independent registered professional engineer, verifying that
final closure has been completed in accordance with the approved final
closure plan. The submittal to the Executive Director shall include all
applicable documentation necessary for certification of final closure. Once
approved, this certification shall be placed in the operating record.


§330.461(b) – Upon notification to the Executive Director as specified in
§330.461(a), the City shall post a minimum of one sign at the main entrance
and all other frequently used points of access for the facility notifying all
persons who may utilize the facility or site of the date of closing for the entire
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facility or site and the prohibition against further receipt of waste materials
after the stated date. Further, suitable barriers or locked gates shall be
installed at all access points to adequately prevent the unauthorized
dumping of solid waste at the closed site.


§330.457(f)(6) – Following receipt of the required final closure documents,
as applicable, and an inspection report from the Agency’s regional office
verifying proper closure of the Landfill or site according to the approved
closure plan, the Executive Director may acknowledge the termination of
operation and closure of the facility or site and deem it properly closed.



§330.457(g) and §330.461(c)(1) – Within 10 days after completion of final
closure activities of the site, the City shall submit to the Executive Director,
by registered mail, a certified copy of an "Affidavit to the Public" in
accordance with the requirements of §330.19 of the TCEQ Solid Waste
Management Regulations, and place a copy of the affidavit in the operating
record. In addition, the City shall record a certified notation on the deed to
the facility or site property, or on some other instrument that is normally
examined during title search, that will in perpetuity notify any potential
purchaser of the property that the land has been used as a landfill facility
and use of the land is restricted according to the provisions specified in 30
TAC §330.465. The City shall submit a certified copy of the modified deed
to the Executive Director and place a copy of the modified deed in the
operating record within the time frame specified in this paragraph.

17.2. Waste Storage and Processing Facilities §330.459
The City of Denton owned waste storage or processing facilities within the Complex
permit boundary shall remove all waste, waste residues, and any recovered materials
in accordance with Section 459 of Chapter 330 of Title 30 of the Texas Administrative
Code [30TAC§330.459]. Facility treatment units, pumps, piping, etc. will be cleaned,
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dismantled, and removed off-site. All tipping areas, processing areas, and postprocessing areas will be decontaminated. Any facilities operated by the lease tenants
may remain open under the terms of their respective TCEQ permits for the remaining
period of any lease agreement in effect at the time of Complex closure.
Proper closing includes disposal of all wastes within the facility, decontamination of all
process equipment, together with all associated piping and fixtures, cleaning the
premises, soil sampling and analytical testing, a contingency for groundwater
sampling and analysis, and preparing the required documents of final closure for
submittal to TCEQ.
If there is evidence of a release from a municipal solid waste unit, the executive
director may require an investigation into the nature and extent of the release and an
assessment of measures necessary to correct an impact to groundwater
17.3. Specific Facility Cleanup Procedures
The following sections include specific waste storage and processing facility cleanup
procedures.
Construction & Demolition Sorting (BMR)
If the City of Denton closes the BMR, the following procedures will be performed
to rid the facility of the existing waste collected on-site:
1. All wastes currently on site will be transported to the working face and
disposed.
2. All staged dumpsters present will be returned to the supplier.
3. All process surfaces will be cleaned.
4. Upon closure, a minimum of 1 soil sample will be taken and analyzed to test
for any possible soil contamination from the waste processing. In addition,
a sample will be taken at a 2nd location to provide a background soil sample.
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Grease and Grit Trap Facility
If the City of Denton closes the GGTF, it will be closed in accordance with the
procedures outlined in Part IV - Appendix IV-A. The GGTF may remain open after
the closure of the MSW disposal facility (landfill).
HCC Facility
A recycling facility that stores combustible material outdoors, or that poses a
significant risk to public health and safety as determined by the executive director,
must comply with the following closure requirements.
Closure must include collecting processed and unprocessed materials, and
transporting the materials to an authorized facility for disposition unless otherwise
approved or directed in writing by the executive director.
Closure of the facility must be completed within 180 days following the most recent
acceptance of processed or unprocessed materials unless otherwise directed or
approved in writing by the executive director.
Inert Reuse Storage
If the City of Denton choses to remove the inert reuse soil stockpiles from the
facility, the following procedures will be performed to rid the facility of the existing
waste collected on-site:
1. All material currently stored on site will be transported to the working face
and disposed.
Upon closure, a minimum of 1 soil sample will be taken and analyzed to test for
any possible soil contamination. In addition, a sample will be taken at a 2 nd location
to provide a background soil sample.
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Liquid Waste Bulking Facility
If the City of Denton closes the liquids waste bulking facility, the following
procedures will be performed to rid the facility of the existing waste collected onsite:
1. All liquid wastes currently on site will go through the bulking process until
all liquid wastes are processed. The bulked liquids will be disposed in the
landfill. If a third party closes the facility, treatment operations will be ceased
and all liquid wastes, including all rinse waters from facility and equipment
cleaning, will be picked up and transferred to another processing facility.
2. All process surfaces will be cleansed and disinfected with bleach.
Upon closure, a minimum of 1 soil sample will be taken and analyzed to test for
any possible soil contamination resulting from leakage of the processing pits. The
samples will be obtained by coring though the concrete within the processing pit,
the area most likely have leakage and or contamination. In addition, a sample will
be taken at a 2nd location to provide a background soil sample.
Landfill Mining
If the City of Denton closes the Landfill MSW mining operation, the following
procedures will be performed to rid the facility of the existing waste collected onsite:
1. All wastes currently on sites that have been excavated and waiting for
processing will be transported to the working face and disposed.
2. Final Cover as described in Section 17 of this Part shall be installed over
the open area of the mining operation.
3. All staged dumpsters present will be returned to the supplier.
4. All process surfaces will be cleaned.
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5. Upon closure for areas outside of the waste footprint but adjacent to
processing operations, a minimum of 1 soil sample will be taken and
analyzed to test for any possible soil contamination from the waste
processing. In addition, a sample will be taken at a 2nd location to provide a
background soil sample. Waste grade soils will not be used for final cover
construction.
Recycling Drop-off Center
If the City of Denton closes the recycling drop-off center, the following procedures
will be performed to rid the facility of the existing waste collected on-site:
1. All recyclable materials will be picked up and transferred to an approved
recycling facility or disposed in the landfill.
2. All staged dumpsters present will be returned to the supplier.
3. All storage surfaces will be cleansed.
SSO Compost Facility
If the City closes the SSO Compost Facility, the following procedures will be
performed to rid the facility of the existing material.
1. Liquids will be relocated or solidified and disposed in the landfill.
2. Any material that cannot be relocated for composting or mulching at another
composting or mulching facility authorized to accept it, will be disposed in
the landfill.
3. Materials that are not appropriate to be disposed in the landfill will be
removed and disposed at a disposal facility authorized to accept it.
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White Goods Storage Area
If the City closes the white goods storage area, the following procedures will be
performed to rid the facility of the existing waste collected on-site:
1. All recyclable materials will be picked up and transferred to an approved
recycling facility or disposed in the landfill.
2. All staged dumpsters present will be returned to the supplier.
3. All storage surfaces will be cleaned.
Upon closure, a minimum of 1 soil sample will be taken and analyzed to test for
any possible soil contamination. In addition, a sample will be taken at a 2 nd location
to provide a background soil sample.
17.4

Final Complex Closure

To close the Complex the City of Denton must (1) notify various entities that the City
owned facilities are closing, (2) terminate acceptance of incoming wastes for
processing and disposal, and (3) perform necessary work to close the facility. Any
facilities operated by the lease tenants may remain open under the terms of their
respective TCEQ permits for the remaining period of any lease agreement in effect at
the time of Complex closure.
More specifically, actions required to properly carry out final closure of the City owned
facilities include:
1. Public notice for final closure will be provided in local newspapers at least 90
days prior to initiation of final closure activities for the Complex. The notice
must provide the name, address, and physical location of the Complex, the
permit number, and the last date of intended receipt of waste. Copies of this
approved final closure plan shall also be provided for public access and review.
2. The Executive Director of the TCEQ (Executive Director) will also be notified in
writing of the intent to close the Complex on the same schedule as the public
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notification. A copy of this notice of intent to close will be placed in the site
operating record. In addition, a sign stating the date of closure and that wastes
will not be accepted after the closing date will be placed at the entrance of the
facility to notify all persons who may utilize the Complex of the intention to
close. Suitable barriers will be installed at all access points to prevent
unauthorized dumping of materials at the closed Complex. After the initiation
of final closure activities, the owner or operator will complete closure within 180
days.

Then, within 10 days of completing the final closure activities,

documentation will be submitted to the Executive Director (via registered U. S.
Mail or approved electronic communication) signed by an independent
registered professional engineer certifying that final closure has been
completed in accordance with the approved Final Closure Plan.

Once

approved, the professional engineer’s certification will be placed in the site
operating record. In addition, the City will provide by registered certified mail
(or approved electronic communication) an “affidavit to the public” in
accordance with the requirements of §330.19 and §330.457(g) relating to Deed
Recordation. The City shall also record a certified notation on the deed to the
Complex property that will in perpetuity notify any potential purchaser of the
property that the land has been used as a landfill facility and use of the land is
restricted according to the provisions specified in §330.465. The City shall
submit a certified copy of the modified deed to the Executive Director and place
a copy of the modified deed in the Complex operating record.
3. The Executive Director may only acknowledge the termination of operation and
closure of the facility when the required final closure documentation and an
inspection report from the TCEQ’s district office verifying proper closure of the
Complex

according

to

the
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4. Post-closure care or maintenance is only required for the Landfill facility and
will be carried out after final closure of the Complex as approved by the
Executive Director.
If a waste storage or processing facility is closed at the same time as the
landfill Complex (For all facilities operating under the Landfill Permit
1590B) No additional information is required. If the facility is closed at a
different time, the appropriate permit modification will be submitted. Post
Closure Care Plan – §330.63(i)
The Landfill Post Closure Care Plan, as required in 30 TAC 330.63(i), which satisfies all
the requirements of 30 TAC §330 Subchapter K, is as follows. The City shall place a
copy of the post closure plan in the operating record immediately upon approval by the
TCEQ.
18.1

Post-Closure Care Maintenance Requirements §330.463(a)

Post closure care maintenance requirements for the Landfill is subject to the
applicable requirements of §330.463(a)(1), (2), and (3).
Right of Entry and Rights-of-Way §330.463(a)(1)
For a minimum of the first five years after professional certification of the
completion of closure as accepted by the Executive Director, the City of Denton
shall retain the right of entry to and maintain all rights-of-way of the closed unit(s)
to conduct periodic inspection of the closed unit(s). The City of Denton shall
correct, as needed, erosion of cover material, lack of vegetative growth, leachate
or methane migration, and subsidence or ponding of water on the unit(s). If any of
these problems occur after the five year post closure period or persist for longer
than the first five years of post closure care, the City shall be responsible for their
correction until the Executive Director determines that all problems have been
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adequately resolved. The Executive Director may reduce the post closure period
for the unit if all wastes and waste residues have been removed during closure.
Monitoring Programs §330.463(a)(2)
Any monitoring programs (groundwater monitoring, resistivity surveys, methane
monitoring, etc.) in effect during the life of the unit shall be continued during the
post closure care period.
Evidence of Release §330.463(a)(3)
If there is evidence of a release from a unit(s), the Executive Director may require
an investigation into the nature and extent of the release and an assessment of
measures necessary to correct an impact to groundwater.
18.2

30 Years Following Closure §330.463(b)(1)

After professional engineer certification of the completion of closure requirements for
a municipal solid waste management unit as accepted by the Executive Director, the
owner or operator shall conduct post-closure care for the unit for 30 years, except as
specified by §330.463(b)(2)(A) or (B). Post-closure care shall consist, at a minimum,
of the following.
18.2.1 Maintenance §330.463(b)(1)(A)
The City of Denton shall retain the right of entry to the closed unit and shall
maintain all rights-of-way and conduct maintenance and/or remediation activities,
as needed, in order to maintain the integrity and effectiveness of all final cover,
facility vegetation, and drainage control system(s), to correct any effects of
settlement, subsidence, ponded water, erosion, or other events or failures
detrimental to the integrity of the closed unit and to prevent any surface run-on and
run-off from eroding or otherwise damaging the final cover system.
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18.2.2 Leachate Collection §330.463(b)(1)(B)
The City of Denton shall maintain and operate the leachate collection system in
accordance with the requirements in §330.331 and §330.333 of this title (relating
to Design Criteria and Leachate Collection System, respectively). The Executive
Director may allow the owner or operator to stop managing leachate if the owner
or operator demonstrates to the approval of the Executive Director that leachate
no longer poses a threat to human health and the environment.
18.2.3 Groundwater Monitoring §330.463(b)(1)(C)
The City of Denton shall make semiannual visits to the site to monitor groundwater
in accordance with the requirements of Subchapter J of 30 TAC Chapter 330
(relating to Groundwater Monitoring and Corrective Action) and maintain the
groundwater monitoring system, if applicable.
18.2.4 Landfill Gas System §330.463(b)(1)(D)
The City of Denton shall make quarterly visits to the site to maintain and operate
the gas monitoring system in accordance with the requirements of Subchapter I of
30 TAC Chapter 330 (relating to Landfill Gas Management).
18.3

Post Closure Period Length §330.463(b)(2)

The length of the post-closure care period may be


decreased by the Executive Director if the City of Denton submits to the
Executive Director for review and approval a documented certification, signed
by a licensed professional engineer and including all applicable documentation
necessary to support the certification, that demonstrates that the reduced
period is sufficient to protect human health and the environment; or

18.4

increased by the Executive Director if it is determined that the lengthened

period is necessary to protect human health and the environment. If there is
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evidence of a release from a municipal solid waste unit, the executive director
may require an investigation into the nature and extent of the release and an
assessment of measures necessary to correct an impact to groundwater.
Recordkeeping §330.463(b)(3)
The City of Denton shall place a copy of the post-closure plan in the operating record.
The post-closure plan shall include, at a minimum, the following information:
After the post closure period had been completed, a certification by an independent
registered Professional Engineer will be placed in the operating record verifying that
post-closure care has been completed in accordance with the Post Closure Plan. A
copy of this Certification shall be submitted to the Executive Director.
18.4.1 Monitoring and Maintenance Activities §330.463(b)(3)(A)
A description and frequency of monitoring and maintenance activities stated in
§330.463(a)(1) are presented in Section 29.9 and 29.10 of Part IV.
18.4.2 Contact Information §330.463(b)(3)(B)
City Hall
215 E. McKinney Street
Denton, Texas 76201
In the event that there is a change of address or phone number during the active
life or post closure period, the City of Denton will notify the Executive Director of
the change.
18.4.3 Planned Use §330.463(b)(3)(C)
There are no proposed uses for the City of Denton Landfill following post closure.
Any plans for construction activities at the City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S
Complex will be in accordance with the Municipal Solid Waste Regulations and will
be submitted to the Executive Director for approval prior to implementation.
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Cost Estimate for Closure and Post-Closure Care – §330.63(j)
In accordance with §330.63(j), and §330.463(b)(3)(D) Appendix III-G contains cost
estimates to achieve the provisions of the Closure and Post-Closure Plans. Also in
Appendix III-G, the City of Denton provides documentation to demonstrate financial
assurance in accordance with Chapter 37, Subchapter R (relating to Financial Assurance
for Municipal Solid Waste Facilities) in an amount equal to or greater than the sum of the
cost estimates in the Closure and Post-Closure Care Plans. Continuous financial
assurance coverage for closure shall be provided until the facility is officially placed under
the post closure maintenance period and all requirements of the financial closure plan
have been approved as evidenced in writing by the Executive Director. In addition,
continuous financial assurance coverage for post closure care shall be provided until the
facility is officially released in writing by the Executive Director from the post closure care
period in accordance with all requirements of the post closure care plan.
TCEQ will be provided proof of financial assurance to fund the closing cost associated
with the proper closing of the City of Denton Facility. The worst-case final closure and
post closure care costs are estimated to be $6,893,163 for closure and $14,905,380 for
post closure, if an unrelated third party is contracted to complete the closure.
The owner or operator will recalculate or adjust the previous year’s final closure cost
estimate and the amount of financial assurance annually throughout the life of the
treatment facility. The annual recalculation or adjustment will be made within sixty (60)
days before the anniversary date of the establishment of the final instrument(s) for
financial assurance of final closure. If there is an increase in the closure estimate,
evidence of the additional financial assurance must be submitted to the Executive Director
within thirty (30) days after the anniversary date.
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Certification of Completion of Post Closure Care – §330.465
In accordance with §330.465(a) and (b), following completion of the post closure care
maintenance period for the Complex, the City of Denton shall submit to the Executive
Director for review and approval a certification, signed by an independent licensed
professional engineer, verifying that post closure care has been completed in accordance
with the approved post closure plan. The submittal to the Executive Director shall include
all applicable documentation necessary for the certification of completion of post closure
care. Additionally, upon completion of the post closure care period for the final unit at a
facility, the City of Denton shall also submit to the Executive Director a request for
voluntary revocation of the facility permit.
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5.1.3.

Drainage Structures

The hydraulic design and sizing of drainage structures including culverts,
spillways, ponds, channels, and chutes was conducted using the software
Hydraflow Express Extension for AutoCAD Civil 3D® 2012, version 9.0, by
Autodesk, Inc. These calculations are presented in Attachment III-B-1 of this
Report.
5.1.4.

Sideslope Drainage Chute

Sideslope drainage chutes lined with rock riprap or exposed geomembrane (60
mil textured GRI GM 13 HDPE liners with carbon black to resist UV degradation)
are provided to concentrate runoff from the top surface of the landfill and
sideslopes, and to route it away from the side slope. The decreased quantity of
flow on the sideslope helps prevent erosion and provides long term low
maintenance stability to the cover.
Sideslope Drainage Chute #6, located in Unit 1, has the anticipated greatest flow
and was used as the basis of the sideslope drainage chute design. See Figure
III-B-3 for the location of this chute. Sub-drainage areas F2 and F3 (23.40 acres
combined) contribute a maximum of 123.07 cfs to this chute.
Calculations for chute sizing are presented in Attachment III-B-1 of this Report.
The location of all sideslope drainage chutes is provided on Figures III-B.3 and
III-B.4.
Sideslope drainage chutes will be installed as shown on Figure III-B.9.
5.1.5.

Drainage Channels

Drainage channels shall be trapezoidal sections with 3:1 side slopes and various
bottom widths, and be grassed or lined with HDPE geomembrane (60 mil
textured GRI GM 13 HDPE liners with carbon black to resist UV degradation),
artificial turf lined, or other suitable material to prevent erosion under the design
conditions. The drainage channels are designed to convey runoff from the 25PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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year 24-hr storm event. A typical drainage channel cross sections is presented
in Figure III-B-5.
As noted in Section 4.3 of this Report, the typical channel lining shall be grass,
either tall (12” stand) Bermuda grass or un-mowed native grasses. The TxDOT
Hydraulic Design Manual defines tall Bermuda and un-mowed native grasses as
Retardance Class B Vegetation.

Retardance Class B Vegetation has an

allowable shear stress of 2.1 lb/ft2. Retardance Class C vegetation (6” Bermuda)
has an allowable shear stress of 1.0 lb/ft2. The maximum shear stresses of
onsite channels were evaluated using Equation 7-3 from the TxDOT Hydraulic
Design Manual. This equation is presented below:

τ = 62.4RS
Where:

τ

= Maximum shear stress at normal depth (lb/ft 2)

R = Hydraulic Radius (ft.) = Area / Perimeter
S = Channel Slope (ft./ft.)

and

The results of the evaluation are presented in Attachment III-B-1 of this Report
and summarized in Table 11 below. The calculations confirm that the channels
will perform below the maximum allowable shear stress for Retardance Class B

PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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and C Vegetation. The locations of all onsite drainage channels are provided on
Figures III-B.3 and III-B.4.
TABLE 11 – SHEAR STRESS RESULTS
Channel
A.1
A.2
A.3
B.1
C.1
D.1
E.1
E.2
F.1
F.2
F.3
G.1
H.1
I.1
I.2
I.3
I.4
J.1
J.2

y (ft)
0.89
1.28
1.87
2.34
1.71
2.76
0.81
2.58
2.05
3.10
3.37
0.95
0.79
1.03
2.16
2.66
2.66
1.76
2.78

5.1.6.

b (ft)
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
0.00

m
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Area (ft2)
2.38
4.92
29.19
16.43
8.77
36.65
1.97
19.97
33.11
59.83
67.77
2.71
1.87
3.18
14.00
34.53
34.53
9.29
23.19

Perimeter (ft)
5.63
8.10
21.83
14.80
10.81
22.46
5.12
16.32
22.97
29.61
31.31
6.01
5.00
6.51
13.66
21.82
21.82
11.13
17.58

R (ft)
0.42
0.61
1.34
1.11
0.81
1.63
0.38
1.22
1.44
2.02
2.16
0.45
0.37
0.49
1.02
1.58
1.58
0.83
1.32

Criteria: < 2.1
S (ft/ft)
τ d (lb/sq.ft)
0.017
0.45
0.019
0.71
0.012
1.04
0.013
0.87
0.006
0.31
0.007
0.74
0.007
0.17
0.010
0.74
0.009
0.82
0.009
1.20
0.009
1.18
0.020
0.56
0.025
0.59
0.005
0.15
0.005
0.32
0.005
0.49
0.005
0.49
0.021
1.07
0.015
1.27

Detention Ponds

Detention ponds shall be grass-lined trapezoidal sections with 3:1 side slopes
and various bottom widths. The detention ponds are designed to protect against
flooding and downstream erosion by detaining stormwater for a limited period of
time and releasing it at a controlled flow. There are two existing and one
proposed stormwater detention ponds within at the City of Denton ECO
W.E.R.C.S. Complex. Details of the ponds are presented in Figure III-B.6 (East)
and Figure III-B.7 (North and South).
The existing East Pond is designed to provide some retained stormwater for
various onsite uses. The ponds bottom elevation is approximately 552 feet MSL.
The flow line of the outlet pipe is 557 feet MSL. At any time there may be up to 5
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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feet of water in the East Pond. This does not affect the storage capacity, as the
pond was modeled with the full 5 feet of water in place.
The existing South Pond is similar to the East Pond as some of its volume is
used to retain stormwater for onsite use. The bottom of the pond is approximately
561 feet MSL. The flow line of the outlet pipe is 566 feet MSL. At any time there
may be up to 5 feet of water in the South Pond. This does not affect the storage
capacity, as the pond was modeled with the full 5 feet of water in place
The proposed North Pond is designed for detention only and will not be used for
storage. The pond bottom is approximately 563 feet MSL. The flow line of the
outlet pipe is 564 feet MSL. The difference in elevation is to prevent sediment
from leaving the site. At any time there may be 1 foot of water in the North Pond.
This does not affect the detention capacity, as the pond was modeled with the 1
foot of water in place.
6.

Contaminated Water §330.305(g)

Any surface water or groundwater that comes in contact with waste shall be treated as
contaminated water and collected, stored, and disposed of as described in §330.207
and Attachment III-A - Leachate and Contaminated Water Plan (LCWP).
7.

Flood Protection §330.307

Although portions of land inside the Permit Boundary are situated within the 100-year
flood boundary, the proposed waste footprint is not.

The City is in the process of

securing a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) to remove the waste footprint
from the 100-year floodplain through the construction of a mechanically stabilized earth
(MSE) wall along the northeastern boundary of Landfill Unit 2.
The flood control structures (improvements) are exempt from 30 TAC §301 and Texas
Water Code §16.236 based upon §16.236(h)(3) and (6) because the improvements are
within the corporate limits of the City of Denton and (a) plans for the construction or
maintenance or both must be approved by the city or town as a condition precedent to
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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starting the project and (b) the city or town requires that such plans be in substantial
compliance with rules and standards adopted by the commission, and the
improvements are constructed outside the 100-year floodway.
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Stormwater Calculations
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MSW PERMIT NO: 1590B

2600 Network Blvd. Suite 190
Frisco, Texas 75035
F-560

Project #

01 0174.16

Client City of Denton Landfill
Project Permit Amendment Application
Subject Working Face Berm

A Working Face Berm Calculations
Equation 5-8, 5-9, & 5-10 from TxDOT Manual
Equation 5-8
(𝑃 − 𝐼 )
𝑅=
𝑃−𝐼 +𝑆
R
P
Ia

=
=
=
S
=
RCN =

Equation 5-9
100
𝑆 = 10
−1
𝑅𝐶𝑁

Equation 5-10
𝐼 = 0.2𝑆

Accumulated Direct Runoff, in
Accumulated rainfall, in
Initial abstraction, in
Potential maximum retention, in
Runoff Curve Number

07/31/17
P
=
RCN =

7.34 in (24-hr depth v. frequency tables)
80 Assumed based on Soil Type C and Open Space, Good Condition

S
Ia

2.5
0.5

=
=

Rland =

in
in

5.01 in

B Volume Discharded to Storage Area
V
ASW

= Volume, acre-feet
= Stromwater Area, Acre

AAS

= Available Storage Area, Acre

ASW

=
=
=

V
AAS

10 acre
4.18 acre-feet
2.8 acre
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Storage Depth
Free Board
Total Berm Height

=
=
=

MSW PERMIT NO: 1590B

1.49 feet
1
feet
2.49 feet

Working Face Berm Design
Total NCRS
Runoff (in)

Land Area
contributing (ac)

Total Storage Area
Available (ac)

Storage Depth
Requirement (ft)

Minimum Berm
Height (ft)

5.01

10

2.8

1.49

2.49
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Attachment III-B-1.10
Compost Pad Surface Water Pond Sizing Calculations
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Project #
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Client City of Denton Landfill
Project Permit Amendment Application
Subject Compost Pad Surface Water Pond Sizing Calculations

07/31/17
A Stormwater Discharge Volume - NRCS Curve Number Method
The stormwater runoff volume is evaluated at the discharge points A-E, for pre-existing and
developed conditions at the proposed facility.
Runoff Curve Number Determination
The soil type at and surrounding the proposed facility is characterized by low permeability and high
runoff potential. Therefore the soils shall be assumed to belong to Soil Group D.
As described on page 4-93 of the TxDOT Hydraulic Design Manual, each CN should be adjusted for
the variation of the climate within Texas. A climactic adjustment factor CNdev for the watershed region
is provided below.
CNobs = CNpred+CNdev

TxDOT Equation 4-40

From Figure 4-22 of the TxDOT Hydraulic Design Manual, the CNdev factor for the project area is -10.
CNdev =

-10

Pavement / Roof
CNpred 98

CNobs

PARKHILL, SMITH COOPER, INC.

88

Lawns/grass, Slope 2-7%, Heavy Soil
CNpred 80
CNobs
70

1 of 3

01017416

B Stormwater Discharge Volume - NRCS Curve Number Method (continued)
Existing Composite Runoff Curve Number
Acreage by Cover Type
Drainage
Area /
PaveLawns,
CN
Discharge
ment
Grass
1
0
0.153
70
2
0.93
0
88
3
0.732
0
88
4
0.896
0
88

C Stormwater Discharge Volume - NRCS Curve Number Method (continued)
100

S=10(

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

− 1)

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 =

(𝑃𝑃 − 0.2𝑆𝑆)2
(𝑃𝑃 + 0.8𝑆𝑆)

where:
S=
Soil retention, in
Pe = Runoff, in
P=
Total depth of rainfall, in
for Denton County, P =
7.5

in as determined from Technical Paper 40

Discharge Volume
Discharge
Point

Area, ac

CN

1
2
3
4

0.153
0.93
0.732
0.896

70
88
88
88
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S

R, in

4.29 4.038
1.36 6.08
1.36 6.08
1.36 6.08
Total

Discharge
3
Volume, ft
2,243
20,526
16,156
19,775
58,699

2 of 3

Discharge
Volume, ac-ft
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.5
1.3

01017416

D Pond Volume
Slope
S =

3

Internal Radius
r =
1.75 ft

Proposed Pond Volume
Length of
Width of pond
Elevation
pond layers
Area (ft2)
layers (ft)
(ft)
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586

14
20
26
32
38
44
50
56
62
68
74
80
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110
116
122
128
134
140
146
152
158
164
170
176

1,537
2,301
3,120
3,997
4,930
5,919
6,965
8,068
9,227
10,442
11,715
13,043
Total
Total with 1-ft
of Freeboard

3 of 3

Volume (ft3)
0
1,919
2,711
3,559
4,463
5,424
6,442
7,516
8,647
9,835
11,079
12,379
73,974
61,595
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1.

Introduction
1.1.

General

The following SLQCP is based on the existing and approved SLQCP. It has been
reformatted to conform to the current regulations for reference.
This Soil and Liner Quality Control Plan (SLQCP) presents the engineering and
quality control requirements for construction of the City of Denton’s Landfill liner and
leachate collection systems in accordance with 30 TAC Chapter 330, Subchapter H.
The SLQCP shall be used in conjunction with Part III of this Permit and its Figures
and Attachments, and final construction drawings and specifications. The SLQCP
shall address the following:


A Quality Assurance Program and the Quality Assurance Procedures to be
implemented during the clay liner construction including field observation,
laboratory and field testing, and acceptance criteria for constructed work.



Recording and documenting procedures to demonstrate that the constructed
liners meet the requirements of project plans and specifications.



Lines of communication, responsibilities and role of Quality Assurance team
and other related project personnel.



Report Submittals required by the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality.

2.

Design Criteria (§330.331)

The Landfill intends to accept municipal solid waste, those special wastes allowable
under 30 TAC §330.171(c) & (d), and Industrial Class 1, 2 and 3 non-hazardous wastes
allowable under §330.173. The site will not receive regulated hazardous waste or PCB
waste for disposal as defined in 40 CFR 261 and 30 TAC §330.5. In order to protect
human health and the environment the landfill shall be designed to meet the
requirements stated in §330.331.
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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2.1.

Type 1 MSW

Existing landfill cells 1, 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, and 5 and future cells intended
for the disposal of MSW shall be designed with a composite liner, consisting of two
components; the upper component must consist of a minimum 30-mil geomembrane
liner and the lower component must consist of at least a two-foot layer of recompacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1 x 10-7 centimeters per
second (cm/sec). Geomembrane liner components consisting of high density
polyethylene (HDPE) must be at least 60-mil thick. The geomembrane liner
component must be installed in direct and uniform contact with the compacted soil
component.
2.2.

Class 1 Non-Hazardous Industrial Waste

Future landfill cells intended for the disposal of Class 1 industrial waste, other than
asbestos-containing material, shall have a composite liner system consisting of two
components. The upper component must consist of a minimum of a 30-mil
geomembrane liner and the lower component must consist of at least a three-foot
layer of re-compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1 x 10

-7

cm/sec. Geomembrane liner components consisting of HDPE must be at least 60mil thick. The geomembrane liner component must be installed in direct and uniform
contact with the compacted soil component. HDPE geomembranes are chemically
resistant to the leachate expected to be generated. Leachate collection system
strength is documented in Part III – Appendix A, Attachment 2 – “LCS Design
Calculations.” The leachate collection system shall be maintained in an operable
fashion throughout the closure and post-closure period of the landfill, in accordance
with Part III – Section 18.2.2.
2.3.

Pre Subtitle D Separation Liner

The existing Phase 0 consists of a Pre-Subtitle D bottom liner system. A compacted
clay liner with a permeability of 1 x 10-7 cm/sec was constructed prior to waste
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placement. New waste will be laid over onto the west and south faces of Phase 0
unless mined. In these areas a separation liner shall be installed between the “old”
waste and “new” waste. The separation liner layer system shall consist of a gas
collection layer; a 60 mil textured HDPE, 40 mil Linear Low Density Polyethylene
(LLDPE) or equivalent, a drainage geocomposite, and 2’ of protective cover.
The city has had in place a twenty foot soil stockpile above the “old” waste for
approximately 10 years.

This surcharge load in combination with active gas

collection has accelerated the settlement of the waste pack. This surcharge load will
be removed prior to installation of the separation liner layer system.
Leachate Collection System (§330.333)

3.

Appendix III-A Leachate and Contaminated Water Plan provides design details for the
leachate

collection system

that

satisfy the requirements of

§330.333 and

§330.331(a)(2).
Special Liner Design Constraints (§330.337)

4.

Since some portions of the landfill are below the seasonal high water table, the landfill
shall demonstrate that the liner system will not undergo uplift from hydrostatic forces
during its construction by using one or more of the following four (4) methods:


providing calculations satisfactory to the executive director that the weight of the
liner systems, including any ballast, is sufficient to offset by a factor of safety of
1.2 (1.5 if waste is used as ballast) any otherwise unbalanced upward or inward
hydrostatic forces on the liner;



incorporating an active or passive dewatering system in the design to reduce
upward or inward hydrostatic forces on the liner by a factor of safety of 1.2 and
by providing calculations satisfactory to the executive director that the dewatering
system will perform to adequately reduce those forces;
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providing evidence satisfactory to the Executive Director that the soil surrounding
the landfill is so poorly permeable that groundwater cannot move sufficiently to
exert force that would damage the liner; or;



providing evidence that the seasonal high water table is below the deepest
planned excavation.

Prior to excavating any unit below the seasonal high water table, the Engineer shall
perform calculations that demonstrate that the liner systems, including any ballast, is
sufficient to offset by a factor of safety of 1.2 (1.5 if waste is used as ballast) any
otherwise unbalanced upward or inward hydrostatic forces on the liner. Including
adjusting the water table upward, if necessary, as additional data becomes available
after the permit is issued. Example ballast calculations are provided in Appendix III-I –
Landfill Slope Stability and Settlement Assessment.
Should the ballast calculations not provide an adequate factor of safety, a dewatering
system shall be designed to reduce the upward or inward hydrostatic forces on the liner
by a factor of safety of 1.5. The Engineer shall provide calculations that demonstrate
satisfactory to the Executive Director that the dewatering system will perform to
adequately reduce those forces.

Example dewatering calculations are provided in

Attachment III-C-1.
Foundation evaluation that considers the stability, settlement, and constructability prior
to excavating below the water table is provided in the Appendix III-I – Landfill Slope
Stability and Settlement Assessment Design Report.
4.1.


Solid Waste as Ballast
The first five feet of waste placed on the liner system shall be free of brush
and large bulky items, which would damage the underlying parts of the liner
system or which cannot be compacted to the required density.



A wheeled compactor having a minimum weight of 40,000 pounds, or
equivalent equipment, shall be properly utilized to reach a compaction density
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of at least 1,200 pounds per cubic yard. For purposes of determining the
required ballast thickness, a density of compacted waste of 1,200 pounds per
cubic yard shall be used. The weight of the liner system, including any ballast,
must be sufficient to offset any unbalanced upward or inward hydrostatic
forces on the liner by a factor of 1.5 when waste is used for ballast.
4.2.

Ballast Evaluation Report

If ballasting or dewatering is used, the owner or operator shall submit a ballast
evaluation report in a format specified by the executive director in duplicate to the
executive director when the landfill determines that ballasting or dewatering is no
longer necessary. If the Executive Director provides no response within 14 days of
the date of receipt, the landfill may discontinue dewatering or ballasting operations.
The ballast evaluation report shall include:


verification that the liner did not undergo uplift during construction, using the
method identified in the liner quality control plan;



certification that ballast met the criteria established in this section and in the
liner quality control plan;



signature and seal of an independent licensed professional engineer
performing the evaluation and signature of the facility operator or his
authorized representative;



the ballast evaluation report shall also include verification that a compactor
having a minimum weight of 40,000 pounds was used or, if not, that
compaction was at least 1,200 pounds per cubic yard.



dates upon which ballast placement was initiated and completed;



method of ballast placement and compaction;



calculations of in-place ballast density and total thickness;
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calculations of static factors of safety with respect to historic "seasonal high
water table" elevations and/or water levels observed in adjacent groundwater
monitoring wells demonstrating adequate stability against hydrostatic uplift;



observations of liner system and leachate collection system performance
during ballast placement; and,



approximate percentage of daily/intermediate cover (vol daily cover / total
airspace consumed).

Liner Quality Control Plan (§330.339)

5.

The liner quality control plan is the basis for the type and frequency of quality control
testing and performance reporting. The information is included in the Soil Liner
Evaluation Report (SLER, Section 6) as required in §330.341. This plan provides
operating personnel adequate procedural guidance for assuring continuous compliance
with groundwater protection requirements.
The plan includes the following information:


Constructed liner details are depicted on Figure III-22 of a typical cell showing
the slope, widths, and thicknesses for compaction lifts.



Soil and liner quality-control testing procedures, including sampling frequency.



Provide guidance needed for testing and reporting evaluation procedures to the
professional who will prepare the soil liner evaluation reports for the facility.



Specify materials, equipment, and construction methods for the compaction of
clay soils to form impermeable liners.



Provide details for the over excavation and re-compaction of the in-situ soils, or
the compaction of soils from a borrow source, shall be depicted on crosssections of a typical cell showing the slope, widths, and thicknesses for
compaction lifts.
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Provide procedures to be followed when excavations, cells, or disposal areas
extend into or have the potential to extend into the groundwater shall be in
accordance with the provisions provided in §330.337.



Describe installation methods and quality control testing and reporting following
placement for any geomembrane liner that may be required or authorized by the
executive director.

5.1.

Constructed Clay Liner

As required by §330.339(a), all constructed clay liners shall be keyed into an
underlying formation of sufficient strength to ensure stability. Those portions of the
landfill below the water table will use a dewatering system to lower the water level
below the excavation.

Long term liner stability against hydrostatic uplift will be

provided with an operating dewatering system, waste ballast, or a combination of
both.
Prior to liner construction, a grid system shall be established in and around the
construction area. Once the area is excavated to the design grade, the subgrade
shall be observed and evaluated for soil/rock stability (soft spots, tension cracks,
high angle rock fractures) and effectiveness of groundwater control measures
(seeps, softening of excavation or liner surface, softness or sheen in secondary
features, determinations that water levels within observation holes are below
excavation grades).


In areas of observed soil/rock instability, a localized constructed soil liner will
be installed by over excavating the area in question to a minimum depth of 3feet with a stair stepped tie-in to the surrounding in-situ soil. The interface
shall be located a minimum of 10-feet from the area in question, measured
parallel to the floor or side slope to be reconstructed. This liner, if necessary,
will be constructed in accordance with this plan. The total thickness of the
reconstructed liner will consist of no less than three feet of soil with a
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permeability coefficient of no more than 1x10 -7 cm/sec. The standard clay
liner shall be installed over the localized constructed soil liner.


A dewatering system shall be installed to control groundwater during
construction in areas where groundwater is present.

The minimum constructed clay liner thickness shall be two feet as measured
perpendicular to the surface being lined. For cells that will contain disposed Class 1
Industrial non-hazardous waste the minimum constructed clay liner thickness shall
be three feet.
As detailed in Figure III-24, new liner sections shall be tied back into previous liner
sections to ensure continuous liner coverage. The surface of the finished clay liner
shall be smooth rolled and kept moist prior to installation of the remaining
components of the liner system.
For excavation surfaces with a slope of 3 Horizontal to 1 Vertical (3H:1V) or flatter,
liner construction may utilize lifts parallel to the surface.
5.1.1.

Preliminary Sampling and Testing Procedures

All liners shall be continuously inspected during construction by the professional
of record or his designated representative.
All field sampling and testing, both during construction and after completion of
the liner, shall be performed by a qualified professional experienced in
geotechnical engineering and/or engineering geology, or under his/her direct
supervision; and acting in compliance with the provisions of the Texas
Engineering Practice Act and other applicable state laws and regulations. Quality
control of construction and quality assurance of sampling and testing procedures
should follow the latest technical guidelines of the Executive Director.
Preliminary soil sampling and testing will be performed on clay soils before they
are used for construction of liners. Additional tests will be performed if the soil
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characteristics are variable. Only clayey soils which meet the minimum
requirements of a coefficient of permeability of no more than 1.0 x 10 -7 cm/sec., a
liquid limit of no less than 30, a plasticity index of no less than 15, a percent
passing No. 200 sieve of no less than 30, and a percent passing a 1 inch sieve of
no less than 100 will be used for liner construction. These properties are listed in
Table 1 below.
TABLE 1 – SOIL LINER MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Test

Test Standard

Plasticity Index
Liquid Limit
Percent Passing No. 200
Mesh Sieve
Percent Passing 1-inch
Screen

ASTM D4318
ASTM D4318

Equal to or greater than 15
Equal to or greater than 30

ASTM D1140

Equal to or greater than 30%

ASTM D422

100%

Coefficient of Permeability

ASTM D5084,
D5093 or CoE
1110-2-1906

Required Test Result

Less than or equal to 1x10-7
cm/sec

Composite samples will be obtained by collecting equal volumes of soil from a
number of locations within the soil source.

If soil characteristics appear to

change within the stockpile, one composite sample will be obtained from each
soil type. Samples will be sealed, labeled, and delivered to the laboratory for
evaluation. The laboratory will test each sample for Atterberg Limits, percent
passing the No. 40 and 200 sieves, and the moisture-density relationship. The
test procedures to be used are ASTM D4318, ASTM D422, ASTM D2216 and
ASTM D698, respectively.
Once the maximum dry density and the optimum moisture content of the soil
samples have been determined, a sample will be compacted to 95 percent of the
maximum compacted dry density at the optimum moisture content, or wetter, as
necessary to meet density requirements. A Falling Head permeability test
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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(Appendix VII of the Corps of Engineers Manual, EM 1110-2-1906, Laboratory
Soils Testing) will then be performed on this sample. A Constant Head
permeability test (ASTM D5084) or a field permeability test (ASTM D5093) may
be used as an alternative. The permeant fluid must be tap water or water with a
0.05N solution of CaSO4. The maximum acceptable coefficient of permeability
value shall not be greater than 1.0 x 10-7 cm/sec or less. When a coefficient of
1.0 x 10-7 cm/sec is achieved, the density value of the compacted sample and its
moisture content are considered the minimum acceptable for checks of that liner
material during construction. In no instance will the percentage of compacted
Standard Proctor Density be less than 95 or the moisture content be less than
optimum.
5.1.2.

Sampling and Testing for Constructed Clay Liners

All field sampling and testing, both during construction and after completion of
the liner, shall be performed by a qualified professional experienced in
geotechnical engineering and/or engineering geology, or under his/her direct
supervision. The liner quality control testing frequencies and procedures shall be
in accordance with the Executive Director’s most recent guidelines and
330.339(c)(1) to (9).
Each sidewall and floor area must be separately evaluated unless the two areas
are constructed in a continuous monolithic fashion.

All soil samples will be

visually inspected for compaction planes, permeable zones, poor compaction, or
other problems as well as to determine soil type. Any liner sections not meeting
the minimum standards on the first test will be reworked, or replaced and
retested until they meet the minimum standards. All test and sample locations
will be identified by lift number and landfill grid coordinates on a drawing of the
construction area. All quality control testing of soil liners shall be performed
during the construction of the liner. In no instance shall any quality control field or
laboratory testing be undertaken after completion of liner construction, except for
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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the testing which is required of the field constructed lift, confirmation of liner
thickness, or cover material thickness. All soil testing and clay liner evaluation will
be completed prior to installing the leachate collection system.
5.1.3.

Density and Moisture Content

For each parallel lift, one field density test shall be conducted per each 8,000
square feet, or less, of surface area of liner for each 6 inches of depth (but no
less than 3 density tests per 6 inch lift). For horizontal lifts, one field density test
shall be conducted for each 100 lineal feet for each 12 inches of thickness. The
test locations will be evenly distributed across each lift being tested. Any area
appearing to be of questionable quality will be tested.

Test procedures for

determining moisture-density relationships in the laboratory will utilize ASTM
D698 (Standard Proctor density). The density obtained in the field must be at
least 95 percent of the Standard Proctor value with a moisture content at or
above optimum. Sections of compacted soil liner which do not pass the density
and moisture requirements shall be reworked and retested until the section in
question does pass.

All holes created for density machine probes shall be

backfilled with a mixture of liner material and dry powdered bentonite.
5.1.4.

Sieve Analysis and Atterberg Limits

Bulk samples will be collected for analysis to determine the Atterberg limits and
the percent passing the No. 40 and 200 sieves. A minimum of one test sample
shall be conducted for each 100,000 square feet of surface per lift, or major
fraction thereof, but no less than one test per 6 inch lift. For horizontal lifts, a
minimum of one test sample per 2,000 lineal feet per 12 inches of horizontal
liner. Test procedures to be followed in the laboratory will be ASTM D422 for
Sieve Analysis (+40, +200, and -200) and ASTM D4318, for Atterberg Limits.
The liner soil must have a Liquid Limit (LL) of no less than 30, a Plasticity Index
(PI) of no less than 15, a percent passing No. 200 sieve of no less than 30, and a
percent passing a 1 inch sieve of no less than 100. If either the LL or PI varies
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by 10 or more points when compared against the appropriate moisture/density
curve used for that soil borrow source, the soil is considered as a separate soil
borrow source and a new test series including moisture/density, compaction
relationship, sieve analysis and coefficient of permeability shall be completed and
these results used for field construction control.
5.1.5.

Coefficient of Permeability

Undisturbed samples of the constructed liner will be collected for permeability
testing.

These samples will be collected using a 3-inch or larger diameter

sampling device. The void left by the sampling device will be backfilled with a
mixture of liner material and powdered bentonite.
For parallel lifts, a minimum of one test sample shall be collected for each
100,000 square feet of surface per lift, or major fraction thereof, but no less than
one test per 6 inch lift of parallel liner. For horizontal lifts, a minimum of one test
sample shall be collected per 2,000 lineal feet per 12 inches of horizontal liner.
Each sample shall be tested in the laboratory using a Falling Head procedure
(Appendix VII of the Corps of Engineers Manual, EM1110-2-1906, Laboratory
Soils Testing, or more recent version), or Constant Head with back pressure
permeability test (ASTM D5084). Field permeability testing, if required, shall be in
accordance with ASTM D5093 for the soil liners at the floor of the excavation and
a variation of the Boutwell STEI field permeability test approved by the Executive
Director for the sidewalls. The permeant fluid for the laboratory testing shall be
tap water or water with a 0.05 Normal solution of CaSO4. The liner coefficient of
permeability less than or equal to 1 x 10 -7 cm/sec.
Thickness Verification
Elevation of grid points taken before and after clay placement with field surveying
equipment shall be used to determine constructed liner thickness. Elevations will
be taken on a 100’ x 100’ grid (a minimum of one per 10,000 square feet of
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surface area or major fraction thereof). If the lined area under evaluation is less
than 10,000 square feet, a minimum of two reference points are required for
verification.

Probe holes that disturb finished clay liner may not be used to

determine thickness. Elevation data showing liner thickness will be included in
the documentation. This will include corrections for true thickness measured
perpendicular to sidewalls.
5.2.

Construction of Clay Liners

Construction of clay liners shall be monolithic - sidewalls and floor will be
constructed as one unit. Placement of clay liners shall be performed in accordance
with the following guidelines:
1) Prior to placement of clay liner material, the subgrade in the bottom and side
wall (3 Horizontal to 1 Vertical slope or flatter) areas shall be brought within
design lines and grades and then, if necessary, be scarified to a depth of
approximately six inches. All rocks, foreign objects and organic material shall
be removed. The scarified soils shall be re-compacted to at least 95 percent
of Standard Proctor density at or above optimum moisture content. This recompacted section is not part of the constructed liner section. Should the
subgrade be of suitable strength to support clay liner construction,
demonstrated through proof rolling with a weighted piece of equipment, no
scarifying and recompaction shall be required.
2) All soil liners must be constructed in compacted layers or lifts using a
maximum loose lift thickness of 8-inches (6-inch nominal compacted
thickness). Layers may be formed by utilizing equipment which will spread
the material as it is dumped, or the layers may be formed by spreading or
blading from piles or windrows previously dumped from excavating or hauling
equipment in such amounts that the material is evenly distributed. Water
used for moisture control must be clean and shall not have been in contact
with solid waste or other objectionable matter. Water required to bring the
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material to the moisture content necessary for maximum compaction shall be
sprinkled evenly throughout each lift so as to achieve uniform moisture
content throughout each lift. The liner soil material shall contain no rocks or
stones larger than one inch in diameter and shall not have more than 10
percent rock by weight. Rock content shall not be a detriment to the integrity
of the overlying geomembrane. The maximum clod size will be approximately
one inch in diameter. In all cases soil clods shall be reduced to the smallest
size necessary to achieve the coefficient of permeability required by the
permit (1x10-7 cm/sec) and to destroy any macrostructure present prior to the
compaction of the clods under density-controlled conditions.
3) Each constructed soil lift, or layer of liner, must not exceed eight inches of
loose depth, and must be compacted to at least 95% Standard Proctor
maximum dry density at or above the optimum moisture content. Each lift
shall be compacted with a pad/tamping-foot or sheeps-foot roller. The lift
thickness shall be controlled so that there is total penetration through the
loose lift under compaction into the top of the previously compacted lift;
therefore, the compacted lift thickness must not be greater than the pad or
prong length. This is necessary to achieve adequate bonding between lifts
and reduce seepage pathways. Adequate cleaning devices must be in place
and maintained on the compaction roller so that the prongs or pad feet do not
become clogged with clay soils to the point that they cannot achieve full
penetration during initial compaction.

The footed roller is necessary to

achieve bonding and to reduce the individual clods and achieve a blending of
the soil matrix through its kneading action. In addition to the kneading action,
weight of the compaction equipment is important.
4) New liner sections shall be properly tied back into previous liner sections to
ensure continuous liner coverage.

Continuous floor liners shall not be

constructed by "butting" the entire thickness of a new liner segment to the
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previous section with a vertical or near vertical joint between the two sections.
Proper tie-in of the two sections shall use a stair-step construction with one
foot wide steps (benches). The width of the tie-in overlap of the new and old
sections shall be at least ten (10) feet. This procedure will tie the two sections
together without superimposed construction joints. Refer to Figure III-24.
5.3.

Flexible Membrane Liner

This Section covers the work necessary to construct and test the flexible membrane
liner (FML) system, which will consist of a 60 mil High Density Polyethylene (HDPE),
textured on both sides. The overall objective is to provide an effective liner system at
the completion of the work.
5.3.1.

Submittals

The Contractor shall submit written certification by the liner Manufacturer that the
liner materials conform to the requirements of the SLQCP; are similar and of
same formulation as that for which certification is submitted; and has been
demonstrated by actual usage to be satisfactory for the intended application.
The liner Manufacturer and the Contractor, each, shall submit a complete
description of its quality control program, as applicable, for manufacturing,
handling, installing, testing, repairing and providing a completed liner system in
accordance with requirements of the SLQCP. The description shall include, but
not be limited to, polymer resin supplier, product identification, acceptance
testing, fabrication and production testing, installation testing, documentation of
changes, alterations and repairs, retests and acceptance.
The Contractor shall submit installation drawings, description of installation
procedures, and a schedule for performing/completing the Work.

Installation

drawings shall show a liner sheet layout with proposed size, number, position,
and sequence of placing of all sheets and indicating the location of all field
seams. Installation drawings shall also show complete details and/or methods
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for anchoring the liner at its perimeter, making field seams, and making
anchors/seals to pipes and structures.
The Contractor shall submit for approval by the Professional of Record samples
of liner material(s) and field seams prior to start of construction.
The Contractor shall submit a complete description of welding procedures for
making field seams and repairs. The welding procedures shall conform to the
latest procedures recommended by the liner Manufacturer and to the SLQCP.
The Contractor shall submit for approval by the Professional of Record
certification that the surface(s) on which the liner will be placed is acceptable.
Installation of the liner shall not commence until this certification is furnished to
the Professional of Record.
5.3.2.

Quality Assurance

Prior to start of work, the liner Manufacturer and the Contractor, each, shall
submit for approval by the Professional of Record documented evidence of its
ability and capacity to perform this Work.

Each shall have successfully

manufactured and/or installed a minimum of two (2) million square feet of similar
liner material in solid waste containment structures. The Contractor can meet
these criteria by teaming with a subcontractor who is identified in the bid along
with the firm's experience.
The Contractor shall submit the name and qualifications of its project
superintendent that will be on the project whenever liner materials are being
handled or installed plus the names and qualifications of senior installation
personnel on the project.
The Quality Control Plan(s) to be implemented for the Work by the liner
Manufacturer and the Contractor shall be in accordance with applicable
paragraphs of the SLQCP.
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The Manufacturer shall provide on-site technical supervision and assistance at all
times during installation of the liner system. The Manufacturer and Contractor,
as applicable to each, shall submit for approval by the Professional of Record
written certification that the liner system was installed in accordance with the
Manufacturer's recommendation, the

SLQCP,

project

specifications and

drawings, and approved submittals.
The Professional of Record will initiate a pre-installation meeting with the
Manufacturer and Contractor prior to installation of the liner system. Topics for
review/discussion shall include, as a minimum, project plans and specifications,
approved submittals, training and qualification procedures for Contractor
personnel, and demonstration of making a field welded Seam(s) including peel
and shear tests.
Prior to installation of the liner system, the Contractor shall instruct the workmen
of the hazards of installation, such as handling sheets of liner material in high
winds; use of equipment; application of solvents, adhesives and caulks; and
walking on liner surfaces. Work gloves, safety glasses, hard hats, and smoothsoled shoes are minimum safety wear requirements when working on the FML.
Safety shoes must be worn when handling heavy objects.

All work will be

performed in accordance with OSHA work standards.
The Professional of Record shall have authority to order an immediate stoppage
of work because of improper installation procedures, safety infractions, or for any
reason which may result in a defective liner.
5.3.3.

Delivery, Storage and Handling

The Contractor shall submit for approval by the Professional of Record a
method(s) for handling and storage of liner material(s) which have been delivered
to the project site.

These materials shall be stored in accordance with the

Manufacturer's recommendation.
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Liner materials delivered to the site shall be inspected for damage, unloaded,
and stored with a minimum of handling. Materials shall not be stored directly on
the ground. The storage area shall be such that all materials are protected from
mud, soil, dirt and debris. The stacking of liner shall not be higher than five rolls.
Under no circumstances shall the liner be subjected to materials, sandbags,
equipment or other items being dragged across its surface. Nor shall workmen
and others slide down slopes atop the liner. All scuffed surfaces resulting from
abuse of any kind caused by the Contractor in performance of the Work shall be
repaired at the Professional of Record's direction.
The Contractor shall be completely responsible for shipping, storage, handling,
and installation of all liner materials in compliance with the SLQCP.
5.3.4.

Products

The High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) liner materials shall be new, first quality
products designed and manufactured specifically for the purposes of the Work
and shall have satisfactorily demonstrated by prior use to be suitable and durable
for such purposes.

The flexible membrane shall be an unmodified HDPE

containing no plasticizers, fillers, chemical additives, reclaimed polymers, or
extenders. For ultraviolet resistance, the FML material shall contain not less than
2.0 percent carbon black as determined by ASTM D1603.

The only other

compound ingredients to be added to the FML resin shall be anti-oxidants and
heat stabilizers required for manufacturing. The FML shall be supplied as a
single ply continuous sheet with no factory seams and in rolls with a minimum
width of fifteen (15) feet.

The roll length shall be maximized to provide the

largest manageable sheet for the fewest field seams.
Prior to use at the site, the following tests shall be performed on the FML
materials.
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TABLE 2 – STANDARD TESTS ON HDPE FML MATERIAL
Test

Resin

Manufacturer's
Quality Control

Type of Test

Frequency of
Testing

Specific Gravity/Density

ASTM D 1505

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Melt Flow Index

ASTM D 1238

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Thickness

ASTM D 5199 (smooth)
or D 1593A (textured)

per manufacturer's quality control
specifications

Specific Gravity/Density

ASTM D 1505

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Carbon Black Content

ASTM D 1603

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Carbon Black Dispersion

ASTM D 3015B

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Tensile Properties

ASTM D 638C

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Tear

ASTM D 1004

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Puncture

FTM Std. 101C
Method 2065

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

ASTM D 1204
NSF 54 Modified

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

ThicknessD

ASTM D 5199 (smooth)
or D 1593A (textured)

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Specific Gravity/Density

ASTM D 1505

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Carbon Black Content

ASTM D 1603

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Carbon Black Dispersion

ASTM D 3015B

per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot

Tensile Properties

ASTM D 638C
per 100,000 ft2 and every resin lot
Destructive Testing
ASTM D 6392
per 500 linear feet of seam
ASTM D 6392
per 500 linear feet of seam
Non-Destructive Testing
ASTM D 5641
entire length of single wedge
fusion and extrusion weld seams
ASTM D 5820
each double fusion weld seam

Dimensional
(Shrinkage)
Conformance
Testing by 3rd
Party
Independent
Laboratory

Standard
Test Method

Stability

Seam Shear Strength
Seam Peel Strength
Vacuum Box Testing
Air Pressure Testing

Notes:
A – For Textured liners acceptable alternative procedure in accordance with industry standard is to
use micrometer with 1/32” radius points
B – NSF 54 Modified (microtome sample preparation procedure)
C - NSF 54 Modified with 2” initial gauge length assumed for elongation at break
D – Field thickness measurements for each panel must be conducted. Use ASTM D374 and perform
one series of measurements along the leading edge of each panel, with individual measurements no
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greater than five feet apart. No single measurements shall be less than 10% below the required
nominal thickness in order for the panel to be acceptable.

Extrusion resin used for fusion welding with extrudate to make field seams
between FML sheets and for repairs shall be HDPE produced from the same
source as the HDPE sheet resin.

Physical properties shall be the same as

HDPE liner sheets.
5.3.5.

Pre-Construction Testing

Preliminary soil sampling and testing shall be performed on soils and
geosynthetic samples before they are used for construction of liners for interface
shear strength parameters for soil/ geotextile, geotextile/ Geonet, geonet/
geomembrane, and geomembrane/ soil interface. Only geosynthetics that meet
the minimum requirements for the peak and residual friction angle and cohesion
shall be used for liner construction. These properties are listed in Table 3 below.
The results of these tests shall be reported in the Geosynthetic Liner Evaluation
Report (GLER).
TABLE 3 – INTERFACE STRENGTH OF DIFFERENT LAYERS FOR BOTTOM
LINER SYSTEM

Test

Test
Standard

Peak Friction
Angle
Peak
ASTM
Cohesion
D5321/
Residual
D5321M-14
Friction Angle
Residual
Cohesion

Minimum Requirements
soil/
geotextile

geotextile/
geonet

33°
0 psf
33°

Thermally
bonded

0 psf
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5.3.6.

Installation Procedures

Prior to installation of the FML, a site inspection will be conducted by the
Professional of Record and the Contractor to verify measurements, structures
and surface conditions to support the FML.
The Contractor will provide written documentation to the Professional of Record
that surfaces to receive the FML have been inspected and are acceptable for
installation of the liner.
All earth subgrade surfaces will be maintained in a smooth, uniform, and
compacted condition during installation of the liner. Excessive cracking (defined
as cracks of a least 1" in depth and at least 1' in length) of the surfaces will be
repaired as directed by the Professional of Record.

Immediately prior to

installation of the liner, any erosion or other damage to the subgrade which has
occurred since completion of earth work will be corrected. Adequate drainage of
the subgrade will be provided and maintained until installation of the liner is
completed. No vehicles which will cause damage to the completed subgrade will
be permitted to travel the completed subgrade.
Before the work begins, the Contractor will inspect all liner materials for damage
from transit. Materials that cannot be repaired will be rejected and removed from
the work area and site.
During unwrapping of liner materials for use and placement, the Contractor will
visually inspect all materials, particularly surfaces of liner sheets, for
imperfections and faulty areas. All such defective places will be marked and
repaired in accordance with approved methods.
The FML will be installed as shown on the project plans and approved installation
drawings. Placement of the FML will be done such that good fit, without bridging,
is provided on all covers and grade changes. Excessive slack will be avoided to
minimize rippling during the soil cover operation.
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Sheets of FML materials will be of such lengths and widths and will be placed in
such a manner as to reduce field seaming to a minimum.

The liner will be

anchored in accordance with details shown on approved plans and drawings.
The liner will be anchored and sealed to structures, pipes and other types of
penetrations, (if any), in accordance with details shown on approved construction
plans and drawings.

All changes in approved installation drawings and

procedures must be approved by the Professional of Record.
Extreme care will be taken during installation of the liner to be certain no damage
is done to any part of the liner. Dragging of the FML material on the subgrade
will be avoided.

Smoking by installation personnel will be prohibited.

All

handling and installation procedures will be performed by workers wearing shoes
with smooth soles. Shoes with soles that have patterns in relief shall be
prohibited.

No foot traffic will be allowed on the FML except with approved

shoes. No vehicular traffic which will cause damage to the FML will be allowed
on the FML liner. All motor driven equipment using fuel will have spark arrestors.
No gasoline driven generators or cans of gas or solvent will be placed directly on
the liner material. Under no circumstances will the liner be used as a work area
to prepare patches or to store tools and supplies.

If needed, a tarpaulin of

approved material will be spread out as a work area.
During installation, the Contractor will be responsible for protecting the liner
against adverse effects of high winds, such as uplift. Sand bags will be used as
required to hold the liner material in position during installation. Sand bags will
be sufficiently close-knit to preclude fines from working through the bottom, sides
or seams. Paper bags, whether or not lined with plastic, will not be permitted.
Burlap bags, if used, must be lined with plastic. Bags will contain not less than
40, nor more than 60 pounds of sand having 100 percent passing a number 8
screen and will be tied closed after filling, using only plastic ties. Bags that are
split, torn, or otherwise losing their contents will be immediately removed from
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the work area and any spills immediately cleaned up. Metal or wire ties will not
be used.
The FML material will not be installed under adverse climatic conditions, unless
the Contractor can demonstrate that his installation techniques adequately
compensate for such adverse conditions and quality of workmanship is not
compromised.

Adverse climatic conditions occur when the air temperature

measured 6 inches above the FML surface is less than 32°F and decreasing, or
more than 90°F; when the relative humidity is more than 80 percent; when it is
raining; or when there is frost on the ground; or during conditions of excessive
winds.
FML field seams will be lap seams as shown on approved plans and drawings.
The lap seams will be formed by lapping the edges of FML sheets a minimum of
4 inches. The contact surfaces of the sheets will be wiped clean to remove dirt,
dust, moisture, and other foreign materials. For fillet weld seams, bevel edge of
FML and clean oxidation from surfaces to receive extrudate by disk grinding or
equivalent not more than one hour before seaming.
Lap seam intersections involving more than 3 thicknesses of liner material will be
avoided, and all seam intersections will be offset at least 2 feet. No horizontal
field seams will be allowed on the slope and sheets of liner material on the
slopes will extend down slope out onto the bottom a minimum of 5 feet from the
toe of slope.
Field seams between sheets of FML material will be made using approved fusion
welding systems, equipment and techniques. Approved fusion welding systems
include fillet weld using extrudate, lap weld using extrudate, and lap weld using
single or double wedge welder. If the wedge welder is used, the free edge of the
seam of the top sheet will be removed without affecting the integrity of the seam.
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Any necessary repairs to the FML will be made with the liner material itself, using
approved fusion welding systems, equipment and techniques. The patch size
will be 4 inches larger in all directions than the area to be patched. All corners of
the patch will be rounded with a 1 inch minimum radius.
All seams and seals of the FML will be tightly bonded on completion of the work.
Any liner surface showing injury due to scuffing or penetration by foreign objects
or showing distress will be replaced or repaired as directed by the Professional of
Record.
Cleanup within the work area will be an ongoing responsibility of the Contractor.
Particular care will be taken to ensure that no trash, tools, and other unwanted
materials are trapped beneath the liner. Care will be taken to ensure that all
scraps of liner material are removed from the work area prior to completion of the
installation.
5.3.7.

Geomembrane Anchor Trench

Anchor trench will be provided around the edges of the geomembrane that will
not be needed for a tie-in for expansion into the next area to be lined. The
geomembrane anchor trench will be left open until seaming is completed.
Expansion and contraction of the geomembrane should be accounted for in the
liner placement. Prior to backfilling, the depth of penetration of the geomembrane
into the anchor trench must be verified by the CQA monitor at a minimum of 100foot spacing along the anchor trench. The anchor trench should be filled in the
morning when temperatures are coolest to reduce bridging of the geomembrane.
5.3.8.

Field Quality Control

Inspection and testing will involve the full time observation of the installation of
the FML, including the making and testing of liner seams and patches and
periodic measurement of the liner material thickness to ensure compliance. Field
thickness measurements must be taken for each panel before it is seamed. The
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material thickness shall be checked using a micrometer at a minimum frequency
of one measurement per five feet along the leading edge of each panel but at
least, at a minimum, five measurements along the leading edge of the panel. No
single measurement shall be less than 10% below the required nominal
thickness in order for the panel to be accepted.
Test seams will be made to verify that adequate conditions exist for field seaming
to proceed. For extrusion welding, each seamer and machine will produce a test
seam at the beginning of each shift to determine the peel and tensile strength of
the seam. Fusion welding only requires testing of the machine at the beginning of
each shift. The Professional of Record may require a sample field seam be
made at any time during seaming production to verify equipment/operator
performance and seam integrity. In addition, if a seaming operation has been
suspended for more than 1/2 hour or if a breakdown of the seaming equipment
occurs, a test seam will be produced prior to resumption of seaming operations.
During the field seaming operation, representative, non-destructive samples will
be made for field seams by the Contractor. These samples will be made of the
same HDPE sheet and fusion weld materials using the same installation
procedures as the FML installation itself. Samples will have a width of 12 inches
plus the seam width and length of 42 to 48 inches. A minimum of one sample
per crew each morning and each afternoon will be made. All field seams will
have a film tearing bond in peel and shear and a minimum pounds per inch width
seam strength in shear when tested as specified in the Specifications. At the
very least, the peel adhesion and bonded shear strength must be 62% and 95%,
respectively, of the strength of the parent material, but no less than 78 ppi and
120 ppi, respectively.

Sample testing will be conducted by an independent

testing agency paid for by the Owner. The independent testing agency will save
all test samples including specimens tested until notified by the Professional of
Record relative to their disposal. Test results for all specimens which have failed
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under test will be shipped immediately by express delivery to the Professional of
Record for determination of corrective measures to be taken.
During the field seaming operation, destructive samples will be removed from
field seams by the Contractor at locations selected by the Professional of
Record. Repairs to the field seams will be made in accordance with repair
procedures specified in these Specifications. The samples will have a width of
12 inches plus the seam width and length of 42 to 48 inches. A minimum of one
stratified sample per 500 feet of field seam will be made. All field seams will
have a film tearing bond in peel and shear and a minimum pound per inch width
seam strength in shear when tested as specified in the Specifications. At the
very least, the peel adhesion and bonded shear strength must be 62% and 95%,
respectively, of the strength of the parent material, but no less than 78 ppi and
120 ppi, respectively. A sufficient amount of the seam must be removed in order
to conduct field testing, independent laboratory testing, and archiving of enough
material in order to retest the seam when necessary. The archived material will
be kept at the independent laboratory. Field testing shall include at least two
peel tests (four when possible for testing both tracks on dual-track fusion welded
seams). Independent laboratory testing shall consist of five shear tests and five
peel tests (ten when possible for both tracks of dual-track fusion welded seams).
Destructive seam-testing locations shall be cap-stripped and the cap completely
seamed by extrusion welding to the FML.

Capped sections shall be non-

destructively tested. Additional destructive test samples may be taken if deemed
necessary by the Professional of Record or his representative.
All field-tested samples from a destructive-test location must be passing in both
shear and peel for the seam to be considered as passing. The independent
laboratory testing must confirm these field results.

The passing criterion for

independent laboratory testing is that four of five samples must pass in shear and
four of five must pass in peel (four of five samples from each dual track fusion
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welded seam, when possible to test each seam, must be passing) before the
seam is considered as passing.

Sample testing will be conducted by an

independent testing agency paid for by the Owner. The independent testing
agency will save all test samples including specimens tested until notified by the
Professional of Record relative to their disposal. Test results for all specimens
which have failed under test will be shipped immediately by express delivery to
the Professional of Record for determination of corrective measures to be taken,
which includes retest or repair of failed section.
For nondestructive samples which have failed the passing criterion, the
Contractor will cap all field seams represented by the failed sample and a new
test sample submitted for retest. The decision of the Professional of Record will
be final.
For field destructive samples which have failed the passing criterion, the
Contractor will reconstruct all the field seams between any two previous passed
seam locations which include the failed seam or will go on both sides of the failed
seam location (10 feet minimum), take another sample each side and test both.
If both pass, the Contractor will reconstruct the field seam between the two
locations. If either fails, the Contractor will repeat the process of taking samples
for test. In all cases, acceptable field seams must be bounded by two passed
test locations. The decision of the Professional of Record will be final.
In the event capping of a field seam is required, the Contractor will use a cover
strip of the same thickness as the liner (and from the same roll, if available) and
of 8 inches minimum width. It will be positioned over the center of the field seam
and welded to the liner using a fillet weld on each side.
All FML sheets, seams, anchors, seals, and repairs will be visually inspected by
the Contractor for defects.

In addition, all seams and repairs will be further

checked by a metal probe. Depending on seam welding equipment used, all
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seams and repairs will be tested by a vacuum testing device, a spark testing
device and/or air pressure.
A visual inspection of the liner sheets, seams, anchors and seals will be made by
the Contractor as the installation progresses and again on completion of the
installation.

Defective and questionable areas will be clearly marked and

repaired. Final approval of repairs will be given by the Professional of Record.
The Contractor will run a metal probe, such as a dull-pointed ice pick, along the
length of all seams and repairs to ensure that the seam is continuous and absent
of leak paths. Defects will be clearly marked and repaired.
If the fillet weld, extrusion lap weld or single hot-wedge fusion lap weld is used to
weld seams, the Contractor will further test all seams and repairs in the FML by
vacuum box.

All vacuum box testing will be done in the presence of the

Professional of Record or his representative.

The area to be tested will be

cleaned of all dust, debris, dirt and other foreign matter. A soap solution will be
applied to the test area with a paint roller and the vacuum of 10 inches Mercury
(Hg) will be induced and held at least 10 seconds to mark for repair any
suspicious areas as evidenced by bubbles in the soap solution.
If the fillet weld is used to weld seams, the Contractor will further test all seams
and repairs in the FML by using a high voltage spark detector. The setting of the
detector will be 20,000 volts. In order to conduct this test, all seams to be tested
will be provided with not less than gauge 24-30 copper wires properly embedded
in the seams and grounded. All spark testing will be done in the presence of the
Professional of Record. All defective areas will be marked for repair.
If the double hot-wedge is used, the Contractor will further test all seams in the
FML by using the air pressure test which consists of inserting a needle with
gauge in the air space between welds. Air will be pumped into space to 30 psi
and held for 5 minutes. If pressure does not drop more than 4 psi, then the seam
is acceptable.
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All costs of retesting of the FML including reruns of field weld tests and all repairs
will be at the Contractor's expense.
The Contractor will retain responsibility for the integrity of the FML system until
acceptance by the Professional of Record. The FML will be accepted by the
Professional of Record when:
a)

Written certification letters, including "as built" drawings, have been
received by the Professional of Record.

b)

Installation is completed.

c)

Documentation of completed installation, including all reports, is
complete.

d)

Verification of adequacy of field seams and repairs, including
associated testing, is complete.

Acceptance of the completed work will include receipt of all submittals and all
work completed to the satisfaction of the Professional of Record.
5.4.

Protective Cover

Protective cover will be placed on top of the leachate collection system in floor and
sidewall areas. If a granular drainage layer is used, the protective cover will be one
foot thick in the floor areas and two foot thick on the 3H:1V sidewalls. Should a
geocomposite drainage layer be used, 2-feet of protective cover shall be used.
The protective cover will consist of a well graded sand or sand mixture with a
permeability of 1 x 10-4 cm/sec or greater, a maximum gravel size of one inch, a
percent passing the No. 4 sieve of 80 or more, and a percent passing the #200
Sieve of five or less. As an alternate, a less permeable protective cover material
with drainage chimneys above the leachate collection pipe may be used. Preconstruction and conformance testing for the protective cover soils will include
Atterberg Limits and full gradation with a minimum conformance testing frequency of
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one grain-size analysis (ASTM D422) and Atterberg Limit (ASTM D4318) per 5,000
cubic yards of in-place material.

In addition, permeability tests (ASTM D5084,

ASTM D5093 or equivalent) will be conducted on the protective cover soils at a
frequency of one per 5,000 cubic yards if drainage chimneys are not provided. The
permeability of drainage chimney material (if used) will be tested per 5,000 cubic
yards of in-place material.
The protective cover on top of the composite liner system will be compacted but
does not require compaction density control. The lower one foot of protective cover
shall be a select material and contain no rock particles greater than 2 inches in size.
Care will be exercised in placement so as not to shift, wrinkle or damage the
underlying geosynthetic layers, and the placement methods will be documented.
Protective cover will be placed in an up-slope direction for sidewalls. Protective
cover will be placed such that the top surface, while spreading, is a least 2 ft. above
the geosynthetic layers at all times, unless low ground pressure dozers are used (i.e.
track pressure less than 5 psi). A greater thickness will be maintained to support
loaded hauling trucks and trailers and for turning areas. Drivers will proceed with
caution when on the overlying soil and prevent spinning of tires or sharp turns.
The required thickness of protective cover will be verified by survey methods on an
established grid system with not less than one verification point per 5,000 square
feet of surface area.
6.

Soil Liner and Geomembrane Evaluation Reports (§330.341)

Upon completion of all required liner construction and evaluation and prior to disposal of
solid waste on the liner section, the Professional of Record will prepare and submit the
Soils and Liner Evaluation Report (SLER), Geomembrane Liner Evaluation Report
(GLER) and Ballast Evaluation Report (BER) (if required), in accordance with the
approved liner quality control plan to the TCEQ for review and approval. Three (3)
copies of the report shall be provided. The SLER and GLER will be signed by the
Professional of Record performing the evaluation and counter-signed by the site
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operator or his authorized representative. If the executive director provides no
response, either written or verbal, within 14 days of receipt, the landfill may continue
facility construction or operation.
If the executive director determines that a report is incomplete or that the test data
provided are insufficient to support the evaluation conclusions, additional test data or
other information may be required, and use of the cell or disposal area will not be
allowed until such additional data are received, reviewed, and accepted.
The construction documentation will contain a narrative describing the conduct of work
and testing programs required by the SLQCP, "as-built" or record drawings, and
appendices of field and laboratory data. Because the volume of data for these projects
can be quite large, the documents may be subdivided for ease of review.
Specifically, the construction documentation report will contain or discuss the following
information, at a minimum:
•

The geosynthetic roll shipment and receipt information;

•

manufacturer's quality control certificates and results;

•

storage and handling information;

•

conformance test sampling and test results;

•

subgrade acceptance;

•

100 percent visual inspection for defects, damage, etc.;

•

destructive testing methods, criteria and results;

•

material properties and placement of drainage materials and protective covers;

•

seamer's names and resume of experience and qualifications;

•

anchor trench preparation and backfilling;

•

panel deployment, identification and placement;

•

panel wrinkling, fishmouthing and manufacturer's creases;
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•

seam preparation, orientation and identification;

•

weather and ambient/sheet temperatures;

•

equipment placed on the geomembrane;

•

trial seams for each combination of seaming equipment and personnel;

•

seaming methods, times, temperature, equipment shutdowns and start-ups;

•

continuous 100% non-destructive seam testing, methods, criteria and results;
and,

•

repairs including preparation procedures, failure delineation, patch size and
shape, and retesting.

The report will also include pertinent record drawings including:
•

sectorized fill layout plan;

•

location of the subject trench or cell with SLER markers;

•

previous filled and active areas;

•

as-built drawings showing elevations of protective cover to confirm its thickness;
and,

•

as-built panel layout drawings showing location of destructive test samples,
patches and repairs.

The surface of a constructed soil liner shall be covered or otherwise protected within a
period of six months to mitigate the effects of desiccation, surface erosion, and rutting
due to traffic. Liner surfaces not covered within six months shall be checked by the soil
liner evaluation report Professional of Record, who shall then submit a letter report on
the findings to the executive director. Any required repairs shall be performed promptly.
A new report shall be submitted on the new construction for all liners that need repair
due to damage. All leachate collection system test data and documentation shall be
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included in the GLER to demonstrate that the leachate collection system is constructed
as designed.
6.1.

SLER Markers

Red markers will be placed so that all areas for which Soil and Liner Evaluation
Reports (SLERs) have been submitted and approved by the TCEQ are readily
identifiable. Such markers are to provide site workers immediate knowledge of the
extent of approved disposal areas.
Red markers will be steel or wooden posts and will extend at least six feet above
ground level. Markers will not be obscured by vegetation and will be placed so that
they are not destroyed during operations. Sufficient intermediate markers will be
installed to show the required boundary. Lost markers will be promptly replaced.
Limits of the evaluated area will be referenced to the site grid system. Markers will
not be placed inside the evaluated area.
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Attachment III-C-1
Groundwater Dewatering System
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2
1
3
2

2
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7
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1
0
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0
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5
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3
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4
2
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3
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5
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1
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1
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0
3
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9
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8
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14
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16
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6
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1
5
0
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9
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Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Upper Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand

47000

56570

76440

30820

74760

43420

85300

1640

52730

18890
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Geologic Unit

UC (tsf)

UU (psf)

Total
Cohesion
(psi)

Total φ
(degrees)

Effective
Cohesion
(psi)

Effective φ
(degrees)

K (cm/sec)

Proctor

EMCON

B-100

B-101
B-102

B-103

B-104

B-105

B-106

B-107

B-108

B-109

B-110

B-111

B-112

B-113

B-114

B-115

B-116

4-6
8-10
17-19
30-32
44-46
48-50
2-4
4-6
33-35
16-18
0-2
4-6
8-10
10-12
44-46
2-4
6-8
18-20
29-31
25-27
34-36
40-42
2-4
6-8
8-10
10-12
20-22
34-36
44-46
57-59
0-2
2-4
11-13
24-26
30-32
36-38
43-45
1-3
3-5
22-24
25-27
2-4
4-6
10-12
0-2
4-6
6-8
10-12
35-37
2-4
16-18
2-4
27-29
35-37
50-52
63-65
4-6
8-10
29-31
41-43
48-50
57-59
0-2
4-6
20-22
24-26
36-38
42-44
54-56
58-60
69-71
6-8
18-20
29-31
37-39
54-56
68-70
0-2
2-4
4-6
8-10
18-20
24-26
36-38
42-44
50-52
63-65
68-70

25
25

17
20
15
13
18
16
13
22
15
18
19
17
9
18

41

16
15

20

9
10

34

129
113.2
122.3
135.9

21

44

16

28

47

20

27

82

46
113
28

12

16

47

39
27
65

18
13
22

21
14
43

64
68
87

134.2

9

12
17
21
14
11
10
19
14
8
20
17
10
24
10
13
14
16
9
17
6
13
10
25
13
10
13
13
14
16
22
17
14
11
11
15
11
13
14
12
13
26
13
16
18
17
11
11
11
11
19
10
26
12
16
12
19
8
20
19
9
16
18
9
11
16
11

116.8
107.4

110.6
32

16

16

63
96

42

16

26

71

131
113.4

134.9

140.1
120.6
65

23

42

97

104.8

34

13

21

88

128.5

40

15

25

99

125.3
121.2

51

19

32

99

116
48

17

31

97

44

15

29

80

97

129.4

56
30
21
37
22

20
12
14
14
20

36
18
7
23
2

98
79
6
94
34

52
51

21
22

31
29

98
96

42

18

24

92

119.3
119
154

111.5

Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Grayson
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay

18.3
28.8
19.6
15.8
2.2
2.6
0.8

31

20.1

36.1
2.2

46.9

27.3

1.2

1.60E-08

5.2

16.6

6.4
6.3
199

1.5
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Optimum
Moisture
Content

PI

Permabilities

Shear Strength

Max Dry
Density

PL

Dry Unit
Weight (pcf)

LL

% Retain
#4

Depth (ft)

%
Moisture

% Retain
#40

Borings

Sieve Analysis

% Pass
#200

Atterberg Limits

B-117

B-118

B-119

B-120

B-121

B-122

B-123

B-125

B-127

B-129

B-130

P-131
B-203

14
15
13
13
22
12
15

14
15
15

10
27
17

115.4
115.1

72
95
14
135
75

38

13

25

88

26

12

14

88

61
42
56

17
14
17

44
28
39

31
40

13
15

18
25

79
89
98
5
94
100

38

16

22

80

27

23

4

39

135.7
129.9

132
117

100

18
12
27
24

12
21
16
18
9
13
16
12
6
13
20
10
26
9
15
14
14
16
16
19
14
11
18
16
16
15
15
15
14
22
8
12

16

20-22
29-31
1-21
0-20

15
11

17
13
22

121.1

25

23

2

42

137
110.1
36

13

23

50

24
27

11
14

13
13

79
33

21
45

14
18

7
27

60
100

39

17

22

93

26

15

11

41

18
22
49
56

15
13
19
16

3
9
30
40

39
42
92
85

125.4

27

11

16

74

143.5

9

40
68

134.9

132.3

120.3

22

13

133.5

Geologic Unit
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Upper Clay
Lower Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Grayson
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay
Upper Clay

UC (tsf)
3.3
2.7

UU (psf)

Total
Cohesion
(psi)

Total φ
(degrees)

Effective
Cohesion
(psi)

Effective φ
(degrees)

K (cm/sec)

Proctor

8.5

25.7
11.2

7.2
2.1

3.9

8.4

1.8

7.9

3.80E-09

8.7

Lower Sand
Upper Sand
Upper Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Grayson
Upper Clay
Upper Clay

1.80E-09
4.80E-08

Lower Sand
Lower Clay
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Optimum
Moisture
Content

24
42
32

92
98

Permabilities

Shear Strength

Max Dry
Density

PI
32
31

Dry Unit
Weight (pcf)

PL
18
22

13

30-32
0-2
2-4
4-6
9-11

20-32.5
32.5-38

LL
50
53

% Retain
#4

Depth (ft)
2-4
8-10
10-12
12-14
16-18
28-30
38-40
40-42
45-47
48-50
74-76
2-4
20-22
7-9
21-23
28-30
31-33
42-44
51-53
64-66
0-2
6-8
11-13
20-22
29-31
33-35
44-46
47-49
2-4
10-12
19-21
25-27
37-39
44-46
2-4
8-10
15-17
21-23
31-33
38-40
47-49
55-57
60-62
2-4
4-6
11-13
15-17
26-28
37-39
51-53
2-4
7-9
10-12
15-17
29-31
37-39
0-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10
12-14
18-20
34-36
2-4
5-7
21-23
26-28

%
Moisture
18
18
11
9
13
14
11
12
15
17
10
10
26
11
15

% Retain
#40

Borings

Sieve Analysis

% Pass
#200

Atterberg Limits

Geologic Unit

UC (tsf)

UU (psf)

Total φ
(degrees)

Effective
Cohesion
(psi)

Effective φ
(degrees)

K (cm/sec)

Proctor
Optimum
Moisture
Content

PI

Permabilities

Shear Strength

Total
Cohesion
(psi)

Max Dry
Density

PL

Dry Unit
Weight (pcf)

LL

% Retain
#4

%
Moisture

% Retain
#40

Depth (ft)

Sieve Analysis

% Pass
#200

Atterberg Limits

Borings

78.53

15.03

RONE

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9
B-10
B-11
B-12
B-13
B-14
B-15
B-16
B-17
B-18
B-19
B-20
B-21
B-P-22
B-23
B-24
B-25
B-26
B-27
B-28
B-P-29
B-31
B-33

5-7
13-15
15-17
20-22
5-7
14-16
20-22
25-27
30-32
35-37
10-12
18-20
28-30
35-37
38-40
8-10
18-20
23-25
28-30
4-6
14-16
20-22
30-32
5-7
15-17
25-27
30-31
5-7
8-10
10-12
17-19
8-10
19-21
6-8
22-24
5-7
10-12
8-10
20-22
6-8
8-10
13-15
10-12
13-15
10-12
13-15
5-7
13-15
13-15
17-19
15-17
10-12
13-15
13-15
18-20
10-12
10-12
10-12
17-19
13-15
5-7
19-21
5-7
8-10
10-12
3-5
16-18
8-10

Avg=

37
71
42

13
21
31

24
50
11

14
21

38
42
28

12
18
22

26
24
6

20
17
18
19

34
40
59
61

16
14
21
25

18
26
38
36

11
20
15

31
61
31

12
23
15

19
38
16

14
28

32
47

12
20

20
27

81
29
23
28
51
21

22
14
13
15
26
15

59
15
10
13
25
6

22

65
23
66
54
19
38
56

21
15
27
17
19
16
21

44
8
39
37
0
22
35

9
11
14

27
28
35
36

13
12
14
18

14
16
21
18

31

13

18

13
15

40
34

13
14

27
20

12
8
13

26
27
34

13
15
13

13
12
21

17
21
19
18
19
22
21
12
22
12
14
10
9
20
11

60
63
20
58
64
79
75
36
62
36
32
28
29
66
28

22
20
19
21
22
24
28
14
25
14
13
13
19
21
11

38
43
1
37
42
55
47
22
37
22
19
15
15
45
17

14
22

16
20
21

22
26
12

14.10

39.66 16.85 22.83

77
78
43
63
67
84
51
14
86
79
97
85
64
66
69
98

82

106

108

104

75
68
96
38
92
60
54
71
99
56
22
4
99
53
95
88
62
87
89
6
29
58
72
73
87
24
65
14

105

109

107

97
121

104

123
121

76
65
92
71
73
92

115
125
115
118
110

97
88
97
96
92
71
93
54
70
70

96

116
120
119

100
66

68.00

108

7.87 2.35

122.54

Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Sand
Grayson
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
Upper Sand
Lower Sand
Lower Clay
Lower Clay
N/A
Lower Clay
Lower Sand
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

#DIV/0!

2.30E-07

7.00E-09

2.50E-08

8.00E-09

5.30E-09

2.70E-07
8.00E-09

1.60E-08

7.00E-10
1.50E-06

4.10E-07

2.50E-09
5.70E-09

2.90E-09
1.00E-07
8.70E-09
3.20E-08

33.09

48757.00

3.48

28.60

2.20

30.37

1.14E-07
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PROJECT INFORMATION

TRIAXIAL TEST PROGRAM BY GARRY H. GREGORY, P.E.

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - UNAUTHORIZED USE PROHIBITED
VERSION 1.0 - AUGUST 1998 - REVISED MARCH 24, 1999

LOCATION: Denton, Texas
PROJECT NO: L 216-11
CLIENT: City of Denton
20-Mar

THIS COPY LICENSED TO:
ETTL ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS, INC.
1717 East Erwin
Tyler, TX 75702

TEST DESCRIPTION
TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings
SAMPLE TYPE: NWD core trimmed
DESCRIPTION: Gray Sandy Lean Clay, (CL) cemented
ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL:

PL:

PI:

+ 40 Sieve
Percent -200:

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

PLATE: B.1

Number of Specimens = 2

PLATE: B.2
PLATE: B.3

Page D5-6

TRIAXIAL SHEAR TEST REPORT

70

SHEAR STRESS - PSI

60

50

40

30

20

DEVIATOR STRESS - PSI

EFFECTIVE STRESS PARAMETERS
170.00
160.00
150.00
140.00
130.00
120.00
110.00
100.00
90.00
80.00
70.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

f'=

c' =

37.3 deg

SPECIMEN NO.

1

2

4.5 psi
3

4

INITIAL
Moisture Content - %

8.6

7.2

Dry Density - pcf

134.5

137.7

Diameter - inches

1.95

1.95

Height - inches

4.00

4.00

AT TEST
Final Moisture - %

10.1

9.4

135.1

140.6

Calculated Diameter (in.)

1.95

1.95

Height - inches

3.99

4.03

Effect. Cell Pressure - psi

10.0

40.0

41.06

85.87

Dry Density - pcf

Failure Stress - psi

0.0

10.0

20.0

AXIAL STRAIN - %

Total Pore Pressure - psi

59.6

75.4

Strain Rate - inches/min.

0.00050

0.00050

Failure Strain - %

s1' Failure - psi
s3' Failure - psi

TEST DESCRIPTION

2.0

3.2

48.52

107.87

7.46

22.00

PROJECT INFORMATION

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

SAMPLE TYPE: NWD core trimmed

LOCATION: Denton, Texas

DESCRIPTION: Gray Sandy Lean Clay, (CL) cemented

PROJECT NO: L 216-11

0

CLIENT: City of Denton

ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL:

120

PRINCIPAL STRESS - PSI

110

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

0

10

10

PL:

+ 40 Sieve

PI:

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

Percent -200:

40988
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

C.U. L 216-11 B-13 38'-40' G.G. Program
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PLATE: B.1

SPECIMEN NO. 2

SPECIMEN NO. 1
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-20 0
-40
-60

5

10

15

Deviator Stress - psi

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-20 0

20

5

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

15

Deviator Stress - psi

SPECIMEN NO. 3

20

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

SPECIMEN NO. 4

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10
0

10

0

5

10

15

Deviator Stress - psi

0

20

0

10

20

Deviator Stress - psi

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

30

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

p - q DIAGRAM
90
80
70

q - psi

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

p' - psi
EFFECTIVE STRESS PARAMETERS

R2 = 1.00

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion
PROJECT NO: L 216-11
DESCRIPTION: Gray Sandy Lean Clay, (CL) cemented

a (deg) = 31.2

a (psi) = 3.6

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

C.U. L 216-11 B-13 38'-40' G.G. Program
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PLATE: B.2

TRIAXIAL SHEAR TEST REPORT

70

SHEAR STRESS - PSI

60

50

40

30

20

DEVIATOR STRESS - PSI

TOTAL STRESS PARAMETERS
170.00
160.00
150.00
140.00
130.00
120.00
110.00
100.00
90.00
80.00
70.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

f =

c=

25.3 deg

SPECIMEN NO.

1

2

8.3 psi
3

4

INITIAL
8.6

7.2

Dry Density - pcf

134.5

137.7

Diameter - inches

1.95

1.95

Height - inches

4.00

4.00

Moisture Content - %

AT TEST
Final Moisture - %

10.1

9.4

135.1

140.6

Calculated Diameter (in.)

1.95

1.95

Height - inches

3.99

4.03

Effect. Cell Pressure - psi

10.0

40.0

41.06

85.87

Dry Density - pcf

Failure Stress - psi

0.0

10.0

20.0

AXIAL STRAIN - %

Total Pore Pressure - psi

59.6

75.4

Strain Rate - inches/min.

0.00050

0.00050

Failure Strain - %

s1 Failure - psi
s3 Failure - psi

TEST DESCRIPTION

2.0

3.2

51.06

125.87

10.00

40.00

PROJECT INFORMATION

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

SAMPLE TYPE: NWD core trimmed

LOCATION: Denton, Texas

DESCRIPTION: Gray Sandy Lean Clay, (CL) cemented

PROJECT NO: L 216-11

0

CLIENT: City of Denton

ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL:

120

PRINCIPAL STRESS - PSI

110

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

0

10

10

PL:

+ 40 Sieve

PI:

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

Percent -200:

40988
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS
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PLATE: B.3

PROJECT INFORMATION

TRIAXIAL TEST PROGRAM BY GARRY H. GREGORY, P.E.

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - UNAUTHORIZED USE PROHIBITED
VERSION 1.0 - AUGUST 1998 - REVISED MARCH 24, 1999

LOCATION: Denton, Texas
PROJECT NO: L 216-11
CLIENT: City of Denton
20-Mar

THIS COPY LICENSED TO:
ETTL ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS, INC.
1717 East Erwin
Tyler, TX 75702

TEST DESCRIPTION
TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings
SAMPLE TYPE: CME Barrel
DESCRIPTION: Gray Clayey Sand, (SC) cemented
B-24 30.1'-31.4'
ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL: 23

PL: 14

PI: 9

+ 40 Sieve
Percent -200: 45

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed
Calculation based on Maximum Pore Pressure Mesurement

PLATE: B.1

Number of Specimens = 3

PLATE: B.2
PLATE: B.3

Page D5-10

TRIAXIAL SHEAR TEST REPORT
50

SHEAR STRESS - PSI

40

30

20

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

0

10

10

PRINCIPAL STRESS - PSI

f'=

DEVIATOR STRESS - PSI

EFFECTIVE STRESS PARAMETERS
380.00
360.00
340.00
320.00
300.00
280.00
260.00
240.00
220.00
200.00
180.00
160.00
140.00
120.00
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00

c' =

37.4 deg

SPECIMEN NO.

1

2

4

INITIAL
Moisture Content - %

20.8

19.7

20.5

Dry Density - pcf

107.3

109.7

105.8

Diameter - inches

2.02

1.98

2.05

Height - inches

4.01

3.86

3.91

AT TEST
Final Moisture - %

20.0

18.9

20.5

107.6

110.5

107.1

Calculated Diameter (in.)

2.02

1.98

2.05

Height - inches

4.02

3.88

3.94

Effect. Cell Pressure - psi

10.0

20.0

40.0

28.96

44.38

61.79

Dry Density - pcf

Failure Stress - psi

0.0

10.0

20.0

AXIAL STRAIN - %

Total Pore Pressure - psi

61.4

62.0

62.6

Strain Rate - inches/min.

0.00046

0.00046

0.00046

Failure Strain - %

s1' Failure - psi
s3' Failure - psi

TEST DESCRIPTION

1.0

1.5

2.9

39.14

56.04

81.92

10.18

11.66

20.13

PROJECT INFORMATION

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

SAMPLE TYPE: CME Barrel

LOCATION: Denton, Texas

DESCRIPTION: Gray Clayey Sand, (SC) cemented

PROJECT NO: L 216-11

B-24 30.1'-31.4'

CLIENT: City of Denton

ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL: 23

0.4 psi
3

PL: 14

+ 40 Sieve

PI: 9

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

Percent -200: 45

40988
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

C.U. L 216-11 B-24 30.1'-31.4'' G.G. Program
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PLATE: B.1

SPECIMEN NO. 1

SPECIMEN NO. 2

200

250

150

200
150

100

100

50
0
-50

50

0

5

10

15

20

-100

0
-50 0

5

15

20

-100

Deviator Stress - psi

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

Deviator Stress - psi

SPECIMEN NO. 3
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
-50 0
-100

10

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

SPECIMEN NO. 4
50
40
30
20

5

10

15

20

10
0

Deviator Stress - psi

0

10

20

Deviator Stress - psi

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

30

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

q - psi

p - q DIAGRAM
200
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p' - psi
EFFECTIVE STRESS PARAMETERS

R2 = 0.98

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion
PROJECT NO: L 216-11
DESCRIPTION: Gray Clayey Sand, (SC) cemented

a (deg) = 31.3

a (psi) = 0.3

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

C.U. L 216-11 B-24 30.1'-31.4'' G.G. Program
Page D5-12

PLATE: B.2

TRIAXIAL SHEAR TEST REPORT

70

SHEAR STRESS - PSI

60

50

40

30

20

f =

DEVIATOR STRESS - PSI

TOTAL STRESS PARAMETERS
380.00
360.00
340.00
320.00
300.00
280.00
260.00
240.00
220.00
200.00
180.00
160.00
140.00
120.00
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00

c=

20.4 deg

SPECIMEN NO.

1

2

7.0 psi
3

4

INITIAL
20.8

19.7

20.5

Dry Density - pcf

107.3

109.7

105.8

Diameter - inches

2.02

1.98

2.05

Height - inches

4.01

3.86

3.91

Moisture Content - %

AT TEST
Final Moisture - %

20.0

18.9

20.5

107.6

110.5

107.1

Calculated Diameter (in.)

2.02

1.98

2.05

Height - inches

4.02

3.88

3.94

Effect. Cell Pressure - psi

10.0

20.0

40.0

28.96

44.38

61.79

Dry Density - pcf

Failure Stress - psi

0.0

10.0

20.0

AXIAL STRAIN - %

Total Pore Pressure - psi

61.4

62.0

62.6

Strain Rate - inches/min.

0.00046

0.00046

0.00046

Failure Strain - %

s1 Failure - psi
s3 Failure - psi

TEST DESCRIPTION

1.0

1.5

2.9

38.96

64.38

101.79

10.00

20.00

40.00

PROJECT INFORMATION

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

SAMPLE TYPE: CME Barrel

LOCATION: Denton, Texas

DESCRIPTION: Gray Clayey Sand, (SC) cemented

PROJECT NO: L 216-11

B-24 30.1'-31.4'

CLIENT: City of Denton

ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL: 23

120

PRINCIPAL STRESS - PSI

110

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

0

10

10

PL: 14

+ 40 Sieve

PI: 9

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

Percent -200: 45

40988
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS
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PLATE: B.3

PROJECT INFORMATION

TRIAXIAL TEST PROGRAM BY GARRY H. GREGORY, P.E.

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - UNAUTHORIZED USE PROHIBITED
VERSION 1.0 - AUGUST 1998 - REVISED MARCH 24, 1999

LOCATION: Denton, Texas
PROJECT NO: L 216-11
CLIENT: City of Denton
20-Feb

THIS COPY LICENSED TO:
ETTL ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS, INC.
1717 East Erwin
Tyler, TX 75702

TEST DESCRIPTION
TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings
SAMPLE TYPE: Remolded
DESCRIPTION: Grayish Brown Lean Clay, (CL)
Bulk Smapled at B-25 19'-21', Proctor No. 10523
ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7
LL: 49

PL: 16

PI: 33

+ 40 Sieve
Percent -200: 94

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

PLATE: B.1

Number of Specimens = 3

PLATE: B.2
PLATE: B.3

Page D5-14

TRIAXIAL SHEAR TEST REPORT
50

SHEAR STRESS - PSI

40

30

20

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

0

10

10

PRINCIPAL STRESS - PSI

f'=

EFFECTIVE STRESS PARAMETERS
50.00

40.00
DEVIATOR STRESS - PSI

1

2

4

19.4

19.6

20.2

Dry Density - pcf

107.0

109.5

108.0

Diameter - inches

1.94

2.00

2.00

Height - inches

4.37

4.32

4.29

AT TEST

30.00
Final Moisture - %

23.0

20.4

18.8

107.2

111.0

112.6

Calculated Diameter (in.)

1.93

1.98

1.98

Height - inches

4.35

4.26

4.23

Effect. Cell Pressure - psi

10.0

20.0

40.0

Failure Stress - psi

9.92

16.92

30.67

Dry Density - pcf

20.00

10.00

0.0

10.0

20.0

AXIAL STRAIN - %

Total Pore Pressure - psi

63.4

65.0

67.0

Strain Rate - inches/min.

0.00050

0.00050

0.00050

Failure Strain - %

s1' Failure - psi
s3' Failure - psi

TEST DESCRIPTION

0.9

3.6

3.9

16.78

32.24

63.81

6.86

15.32

33.14

PROJECT INFORMATION

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

SAMPLE TYPE: Remolded

LOCATION: Denton, Texas

DESCRIPTION: Grayish Brown Lean Clay, (CL)

PROJECT NO: L 216-11

Bulk Smapled at B-25 19'-21', Proctor No. 10523

CLIENT: City of Denton

ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7

40959

LL: 49

1.7 psi
3

INITIAL
Moisture Content - %

0.00

c' =

16.4 deg

SPECIMEN NO.

PL: 16

+ 40 Sieve

PI: 33

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

Percent -200: 94

ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

C.U. L 216-11 B-24(24-W2), 19'-21' G.G. Program
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PLATE: B.1

SPECIMEN NO. 1

SPECIMEN NO. 2
60

40
30

40

20
20

10
0

0

5

10

Deviator Stress - psi

15

0

20

0

5

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

Deviator Stress - psi

SPECIMEN NO. 3

15

20

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

SPECIMEN NO. 4

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10
0

10

0

5

10

Deviator Stress - psi

15

0

20

0

10

20

Deviator Stress - psi

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

30

Excess Pore Pressure - psi

p - q DIAGRAM
40

q - psi

30

20

10

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

p' - psi
EFFECTIVE STRESS PARAMETERS

R2 = 1.00

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion
PROJECT NO: L 216-11
DESCRIPTION: Grayish Brown Lean Clay, (CL)

a (deg) = 15.8

a (psi) = 1.7

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings
ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

C.U. L 216-11 B-24(24-W2), 19'-21' G.G. Program
Page D5-16

PLATE: B.2

TRIAXIAL SHEAR TEST REPORT
50

SHEAR STRESS - PSI

40

30

20

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0

0

10

10

PRINCIPAL STRESS - PSI

f =

TOTAL STRESS PARAMETERS
50.00

2

4

19.6

20.2

Dry Density - pcf

107.0

109.5

108.0

Diameter - inches

1.94

2.00

2.00

Height - inches

4.37

4.32

4.29

AT TEST

30.00
Final Moisture - %

23.0

20.4

18.8

107.2

111.0

112.6

Calculated Diameter (in.)

1.93

1.98

1.98

Height - inches

4.35

4.26

4.23

Effect. Cell Pressure - psi

10.0

20.0

40.0

Failure Stress - psi

9.92

16.92

30.67

Dry Density - pcf

20.00

10.00

0.0

10.0

20.0

AXIAL STRAIN - %

Total Pore Pressure - psi

63.4

65.0

67.0

Strain Rate - inches/min.

0.00050

0.00050

0.00050

Failure Strain - %

s1 Failure - psi
s3 Failure - psi

TEST DESCRIPTION

0.9

3.6

3.9

19.92

36.92

70.67

10.00

20.00

40.00

PROJECT INFORMATION

TYPE OF TEST & NO: C.U. with pore pressure readings

PROJECT: City of Denton Landfill Expansion

SAMPLE TYPE: Remolded

LOCATION: Denton, Texas

DESCRIPTION: Grayish Brown Lean Clay, (CL)

PROJECT NO: L 216-11

Bulk Smapled at B-25 19'-21', Proctor No. 10523

CLIENT: City of Denton

ASSUMED SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.7

40959

LL: 49

1.2 psi
3

INITIAL

40.00
DEVIATOR STRESS - PSI

1
19.4

Moisture Content - %

0.00

c=

14.9 deg

SPECIMEN NO.

PL: 16

+ 40 Sieve

PI: 33

REMARKS: Both Ends & Diameter Trimmed

Percent -200: 94

ETTL ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS
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PLATE: B.3

ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM D 2850 Unconsolidated-Undrained Triaxial Compression Test on Cohesive Soils
City of Denton Landfill Expansion

Project:

ETTL Project No.:

CP&Y

Boring No.:

Denton, Texas

Depth (ft):

Client:

B-23
B

19'-21'
(trimmed)

Corrected Height:

4.000

inches

Corrected Diameter:

1.973

inches

Height / Diameter Ratio:

2.03

Initial Moisture Content:

15.4%

(trimmings)

Initial Total Unit Weight:

135.0

lbs/ft

3

Initial Dry Unit Weight:

117.0

lbs/ft

3

Specific Gravity:

2.670

(assumed)

Initial Void Ratio:

0.425

Initial Saturation:

96.8

%

Pocket Pentronmeter:

N/T

tsf

1000

Hand Torvane:

N/T

tsf

1.0

%/min

800

Chamber Pressure:

600

Location:

Specimen Trimming ID:

Material: Yellowish Brown & Gray Fat Clay, (CH) Jointed & Slickensided

Stress-Strain
1800

1600

1400

Deviator Stress (psf)

L 216-11

1200

Rate of Strain:

Peak Strain:

%

Maximum Deviator Stress:

0.822

tsf

Maximum Deviator Stress:

1640

psf

2.60E+04

psf

Secant Modulus @ 1/2 Peak Stress:

400

N/T

Atterbergs LL / PI:

N/T

Passing No. 200 Sieve:

200

0

psi

10.00
14.6

N/T
%

Sampling Method: Sample Trimmed, Shelby Tube

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Type of Specimen:
Undisturbed
Specimen Trimming ID reference:

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

E=2.8
A=2.5"
B=2.0"
C=1.4"

Axial Strain (%)
Unconsolidated-Undrained Shear Strength

0.411

tsf

Sample was saturated with a B-value of 98%
Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

This test has been run to a maximum strain of 15%.
Remarks:
Technician:

Sample was test with 60 psi cell pressure and 57 psi back pressure
Owen Sanderson

Date:

3/12/2012

N/A

Sketch of Fracture:
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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707 West Cotton Street
Longview, Texas 75604-5505
903-758-0915 Phone
903-758-8245 Fax

ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM D 3080 Direct Shear Test Report

Shear Stress (psi)

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

(Linear Fit)
Peak Stress Equation
y = 0.804x + 2.488
R² = 1.000
Peak Stress
Linear (Peak Stress)

0

10

20

30

40

50

Normal Stress (psi)

Strength Parameters

Consolidation

0.000

Deformation(in)

0.001
0.002

(psf)

2

3

20.7%
98.7
79.3%
0.995
2.50

19.9%
100.2
79.2%
0.995
2.50

20.5%
97.1
75.6%
0.994
1.001
10
10.53
0.0008

20.7%
98.2
78.2%
0.992
1.000
20
18.56
0.0008

19.4%
100.3
77.3%
0.989
0.994
40
34.64
0.0008

City of Denton Landfill Expansion

LL

PL

PI

CP&Y
On site subgrade

N/T

N/T

N/T

Light Grayish Brown Silty Sand, (SM)

-200%

10 psi
20 psi

0.005
0.006

40 psi
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Stress vs. Strain
Shear Stress (psi)

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0.000

0.050

0.100

0.150

0.200

0.250

2.5
(psi)

Cohesion

Specimen Number
Moisture Content-(%):
Dry Density-(lb/ft 3):
Degree of Saturation-(%):
Height-(in):
Diameter-(in):

Sqr. Time (min)
40

Friction
Angle

Residual
(deg)
(psi)

0.003
0.004

Peak
38.8
(deg)

0.300

Horizontal Displacement (in)

358.3
(psf)
1
Initial
20.9%
97.7
78.1%
0.995
2.50

Final
Moisture Content-(%):
Dry Density-(lb/ft 3):
Degree of Saturation-(%):
Height after consolidation-(in):
Height after shear-(in):
Normal Stress-(psi):
Peak Failure Stress-(psi):
Strain Rate-(in/min):

Project Information
Project :
Client:
Material Origin:
Material Description:
Job No:
Boring;
Depth (ft):
Date:

L 216-11
B-12
20-21.5'
February 28, 2012

Technician:

Owen Sanderson
SPT

Sample Type:
Molding Method:
Testing Device:

N/T
Remarks

Remolded
Humboldt #2

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert M. Duke, P.E.
210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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707 West Cotton Street
Longview, Texas 75604-5505
903-758-0915 Phone
903-758-8245 Fax

ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM D 3080 Direct Shear Test Report

Shear Stress (psi)

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

(Linear Fit)
Peak Stress Equation
y = 0.896x
R² = 0.991
Peak Stress
Linear (Peak Stress)

0

10

20

30

40

50

Normal Stress (psi)

Strength Parameters

Consolidation

0.000

Deformation(in)

0.002
0.004
0.006

0.012

(psf)

2

3

13.2%
98.2
50.2%
0.995
2.50

12.6%
99.9
49.7%
0.995
2.50

21.7%
98.6
83.1%
0.991
1.000
10
9.30
0.0008

22.0%
97.9
82.6%
0.990
0.999
20
16.25
0.0008

21.0%
100.3
83.7%
0.984
0.991
40
36.57
0.0002

City of Denton Landfill Expansion

LL

PL

PI

CP&Y
On site subgrade

N/T

N/T

N/T

Gray Silty Sand, (SM) cemented pockets

-200%

20 psi
40 psi

0.010

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Stress vs. Strain
Shear Stress (psi)

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0.000

0.050

0.100

0.150

0.200

0.250

Cohesion

0.0
(psi)

Specimen Number
Moisture Content-(%):
Dry Density-(lb/ft 3):
Degree of Saturation-(%):
Height-(in):
Diameter-(in):

Sqr. Time (min)
40

Friction
Angle

Residual
(deg)
(psi)

10 psi

0.008

Peak
41.9
(deg)

0.300

Horizontal Displacement (in)

0.0
(psf)
1
Initial
12.5%
99.1
48.6%
0.995
2.50

Final
Moisture Content-(%):
Dry Density-(lb/ft 3):
Degree of Saturation-(%):
Height after consolidation-(in):
Height after shear-(in):
Normal Stress-(psi):
Peak Failure Stress-(psi):
Strain Rate-(in/min):

Project Information
Project :
Client:
Material Origin:
Material Description:
Job No:
Boring;
Depth (ft):
Date:

L 216-11
B-16
33'-35.5'
March 2, 2012

Technician:

Owen Sanderson

Sample Type:

CME Barrel

Molding Method:
Testing Device:

Remolded
Humboldt #2

N/T
Remarks

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert M. Duke, P.E.
210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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707 West Cotton Street
Longview, Texas 75604-5505
903-758-0915 Phone
903-758-8245 Fax

ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM D 3080 Direct Shear Test Report
(Linear Fit)

30
Shear Stress (psi)

25

Peak Stress Equation
y = 0.585x + 1.866
R² = 0.961

20

Peak Stress

15

Linear (Peak Stress)

10
5
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

Normal Stress (psi)

Strength Parameters

Consolidation

0.000

0.004

Deformation(in)

0.002

10 psi

(psf)

2

3

6.0%
124.7
46.9%
0.995
2.50

6.6%
126.0
53.6%
0.995
2.50

13.6%
125.0
100.0%
0.992
0.997
10
6.36
0.0002

13.9%
125.6
100.0%
0.986
0.988
20
15.60
0.0002

14.0%
128.2
100.0%
0.983
0.978
40
24.58
0.0002

City of Denton Landfill Expansion

LL

PL

PI

CP&Y
On site subgrade

N/T

N/T

N/T

Yellowish Brown & light Gray Sandy Lean Clay, (CL) layered

-200%

20 psi

0.008

40 psi

0.010
0.012

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Stress vs. Strain
Shear Stress (psi)

25
20
15
10
5
0
0.000

0.050

0.100

0.150

0.200

0.250

Cohesion

1.9
(psi)

Specimen Number
Moisture Content-(%):
Dry Density-(lb/ft 3):
Degree of Saturation-(%):
Height-(in):
Diameter-(in):

Sqr. Time (min)
30

Friction
Angle

Residual
(deg)
(psi)

0.006

0.014

Peak
30.3
(deg)

0.300

Horizontal Displacement (in)

268.8
(psf)
1
Initial
6.6%
125.2
52.0%
0.995
2.50

Final
Moisture Content-(%):
Dry Density-(lb/ft 3):
Degree of Saturation-(%):
Height after consolidation-(in):
Height after shear-(in):
Normal Stress-(psi):
Peak Failure Stress-(psi):
Strain Rate-(in/min):

Project Information
Project :
Client:
Material Origin:
Material Description:
Job No:
Boring;
Depth (ft):
Date:

L 216-11
B-21
16.5-18
March 2, 2012

Technician:

Owen Sanderson

Sample Type:

CME Barrel

Molding Method:
Testing Device:

trimmed
Humboldt #2

N/T
Remarks

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert M. Duke, P.E.
210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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707 West Cotton Street
Longview, Texas 75604-5505
903-758-0915 Phone
903-758-8245 Fax

ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gary Marl
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
25.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

20.0

15.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:
Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

10.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-12
52.5'-54'
54.0
4.769
Inches
2.287
Inches
2.09
12.7%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
128.1
0.0
PSI
144.01
(PSI/min)

2.14
326

%
PSI

47000
0.005
6524
4416

PSF
PSI
PSI

13114
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/24/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gray Mudstone
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
30.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

25.0

20.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

15.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

10.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-14
52'-54'
54.0
4.266
Inches
2.018
Inches
2.11
12.1%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
126.7
0.0
PSI
170.79
(PSI/min)

2.14
393

%
PSI

56570
0.005
8301
5619

PSF
PSI
PSI

16686
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/24/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gray Mudstone
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
45.0

40.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

35.0

30.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

25.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

20.0

15.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

10.0
5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-15
42'
4.308
2.047
2.10
11.5%
130.3
0.0
241.27

42.0
Inches
Inches
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
PSI
(PSI/min)

2.05
531

%
PSI

76440
0.005
10287
6963

PSF
PSI
PSI

20679
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/27/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gray Marl
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
18.0

16.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

14.0

12.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

10.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

8.0

6.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

4.0
2.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-17
31'-32.75'
32.8
4.168
Inches
2.036
Inches
2.05
15.1%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
121.5
0.0
PSI
109.75
(PSI/min)

1.69
214

%
PSI

30820
0.005
7379
4995

PSF
PSI
PSI

14833
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/27/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gray Marl
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
40.0

35.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

30.0

25.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

20.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

15.0

10.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

L 216-11
B-18
27.5'-29'
29.0
4.237
Inches
2.034
Inches
2.08
9.0%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
135.8
0.0
PSI
206.29
(PSI/min)

2.44
519

%
PSI

74760
0.005
9826
6651

PSF
PSI
PSI

19752
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

3.0

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/27/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gray Marl
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
25.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

20.0

15.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:
Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

10.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-21
36'
4.309
2.035
2.12
11.6%
127.8
0.0
150.76

36.0
Inches
Inches
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
PSI
(PSI/min)

1.94
302

%
PSI

43420
0.005
7539
5103

PSF
PSI
PSI

15154
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/27/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Gray Marl
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
45.0

40.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

35.0

30.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

25.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

20.0

15.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

10.0
5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-22
36.5'-38.5'
38.5
4.294
Inches
2.050
Inches
2.10
8.6%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
135.5
0.0
PSI
236.95
(PSI/min)

2.25
592

%
PSI

85300
0.005
10315
6982

PSF
PSI
PSI

20735
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/27/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Dark Gray Lean Clay with sand, (CL)
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
30.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

25.0

20.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

15.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

10.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L 216-11
B-24
46.2'-47.8'
47.8
4.356
Inches
2.016
Inches
2.16
11.1%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
128.6
0.0
PSI
186.21
(PSI/min)

1.85
366

%
PSI

52730
0.005
7460
5049

PSF
PSI
PSI

14995
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

2.5

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/28/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

ASTM 7012, Compressive Strength and Elastic Moduli of Intact Rock Core Specimens
Project:
Client:
Location:
Lithologic description:

City of Denton Landfill Expansion
CP&Y
Denton, Texas
Dark Gray Mudstone
ETTL Job No.:
Boring No.:
Sample #/Depth (ft):
Initial Height:
Initial Diameter:
H/D Ratio:
Moisture Content:
Dry Density:
Confining Pressure:
Rate of Stress:

Stress-Strain
10.0
9.0

Compressive Stress (tsf)

8.0
7.0
6.0

Peak Strain:
Max Stress:

5.0

Max Stress:
Poisson's Ratio (v) :
Shear Modulus, (G):
Bulk Modulus, (K):

4.0
3.0

Method C (secant),
Young's Modulus (E) at
(1/2) Peak Stress:
Sampling Method:
Type of Specimen:

2.0
1.0
0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

L 216-11
B-25
31.8'-33.5'
33.5
4.383
Inches
2.040
Inches
2.15
13.5%
(trimmings)
lbs/ft3
112.8
0.0
PSI
53.90
(PSI/min)

2.24
131

%
PSI

18890
0.005
2344
1587

PSF
PSI
PSI

4712
PSI
NWD Coring
Native

3.0

Axial Strain (%)
Load Direction with respect to lithology:

Remarks:
Technician:

Measured Angle of Fracture from Horizontal:

Perpendicular

Moisture Content sampled prior to cutting. Unit weights affected by the wet cutting.

H. Walka

Date:

Sketch of Fracture:

2/28/2012
Picture of Fracture:

Respectfully submitted

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, Arkansas 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATION
FLEXIBLE WALL PERMEAMETER - CONSTANT VOLUME
(Mercury Permometer Test)
Project :
City of Denton Landfill Expansion
Date:
11/21/2011
Panel Number :
Project No. : L 216-11
Permometer Data
Boring No.:
Sample:
Depth (ft):

4

Set Mercury to

B-24
10523, 24 - W2
19 to 21 ft

Other Location:

Material Description :

ASTM D 5084

ap =
0.031416 cm2
Equilibrium
Pipet Rp at
aa =
0.767120 cm2
Pipet Rp
beginning
M1 =
0.030180
C = 0.000430337 Annulus Ra
M2 =
1.040953
T = 0.201511953
Grayish Brown Lean Clay (Lab molded at about 95% max density)

1.7
6.7
1.5

cm3
cm3
cm3

SAMPLE DATA
Wet Wt. sample + ring or tare :
Tare or ring Wt. :
Wet Wt: of Sample :
Diameter :
2.78
in
Length :
2.76
in
Area:
6.05
in^2
Volume :
16.69
in^3
Unit Wt.(wet):
126.91
pcf
Unit Wt.(dry):
105.16
pcf
Assumed Specific Gravity:

Calculated % saturation:

2.70
98.36

TEST READINGS
Z1(Mercury Height Difference @ t1):
Date
11/18/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011

elapsed t
(seconds)
4800
5700
6780
8100

Z
(pipet @ t)
6.1
6.05
6
5.95

556.33
0.0
556.33
7.05
7.01
39.02
273.54
2.03
1.69

g
g
g
cm2
cm
cm2
cm3
g/cm^3
g/cm^3

Before Test
Tare No.:
Wet Wt.+tare:
Dry Wt.+tare:

Tare Wt:
Dry Wt.:
Water Wt.:

% moist.:

Max Dry Density(pcf) =
% of max =
Void ratio (e) =

5.2

cm

OMC =
+/- OMC =

a

k
(cm/sec)
9.59E-09
8.84E-09
8.09E-09
7.32E-09

(temp corr)

0.889
0.889
0.889
0.889

Wet Wt.+tare:
Dry Wt.+tare:

Tare Wt:
Dry Wt.:
Water Wt.:

% moist.:

T 14
777.36
677.20
221.15
456.05
100.16
22.0

16
4.68
0.38

Porosity (n)=

Hydraulic Gradient =
temp
(deg C)
25
25
25
25

DZp
(cm )
0.5624848
0.6124848
0.6624848
0.7124848

110.4
95.3
0.60

After Test
Tare No.:

T 18
517.45
453.92
146.68
307.24
63.53
20.7

9.28
k
(ft./day)
2.72E-05
2.51E-05
2.29E-05
2.08E-05

Reset = *

SUMMARY

ka =

ki
k1 =
k2 =
k3 =
k4 =

Hydraulic conductivity
Void Ratio
Porosity
Bulk Density
Water Content
Intrinsic Permeability

Liquid Limit

LL
PL
Plasticity Index PI
- 200 Sieve
+ No 40 Sieve
+ No 4 Sieve
Plastic Limit

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, AR 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

8.46E-09 cm/sec
9.59E-09
8.84E-09
8.09E-09
7.32E-09

Vm
13.4
4.5
4.4
13.5

cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec

k=
e=
n=
g=
W=
kint =

8.46E-09
0.60
0.38
2.03
0.35
8.67E-14

cm/sec
g/cm3

cm3/cm3

cm2

49
16
33
94
2
0

Acceptance criteria =
%
%
%
%

50 %
Vm =

2.40E-05

| ka-ki |
ka

x 100

ft/day

126.9
pcf
( at 20 deg C)
( at 20 deg C)
Respectfully submitted

%
%
%

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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ETTL Engineers & Consultants Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL  MATERIALS  ENVIRONMENTAL  DRILLING  LANDFILLS

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATION
FLEXIBLE WALL PERMEAMETER - CONSTANT VOLUME
(Mercury Permometer Test)
Project :
City of Denton Landfill Expansion
Date:
11/21/2011
Panel Number :
Project No. : L 216-11
Permometer Data
Boring No.:
Sample:
Depth (ft):

3

Set Mercury to

B-25
10522, 25 - W2
26 to 28 ft

Other Location:

Material Description :

ASTM D 5084

ap =
0.031416 cm2
Equilibrium
Pipet Rp at
aa =
0.767120 cm2
Pipet Rp
beginning
M1 =
0.030180
C = 0.000433608 Annulus Ra
M2 =
1.040953
T = 0.203633132
Dark Gray Lean Clay (Lab molded at about 95% max density)

1.8
6.7
1.5

cm3
cm3
cm3

SAMPLE DATA
Wet Wt. sample + ring or tare :
Tare or ring Wt. :
Wet Wt: of Sample :
Diameter :
2.78
in
Length :
2.79
in
Area:
6.07
in^2
Volume :
16.92
in^3
Unit Wt.(wet):
126.52
pcf
Unit Wt.(dry):
106.12
pcf
Assumed Specific Gravity:

Calculated % saturation:

2.67
95.52

TEST READINGS
Z1(Mercury Height Difference @ t1):
Date
11/18/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011

elapsed t
(seconds)
3960
4680
5820
8340

Z
(pipet @ t)
6.1
6.05
6
5.9

562.05
0.0
562.05
7.06
7.08
39.13
277.21
2.03
1.70

g
g
g
cm2
cm
cm2
cm3
g/cm^3
g/cm^3

Before Test
Tare No.:
Wet Wt.+tare:
Dry Wt.+tare:

Tare Wt:
Dry Wt.:
Water Wt.:

% moist.:

Max Dry Density(pcf) =
% of max =
Void ratio (e) =

5.1

cm

OMC =
+/- OMC =

a

k
(cm/sec)
1.18E-08
1.09E-08
9.57E-09
7.78E-09

(temp corr)

0.889
0.889
0.889
0.889

Wet Wt.+tare:
Dry Wt.+tare:

Tare Wt:
Dry Wt.:
Water Wt.:

% moist.:

T3
777.32
682.94
220.69
462.25
94.38
20.4

14.4
4.82
0.36

Porosity (n)=

Hydraulic Gradient =
temp
(deg C)
25
25
25
25

DZp
(cm )
0.5607922
0.6107922
0.6607922
0.7607922

111.2
95.4
0.57

After Test
Tare No.:

T 19
389.26
356.54
186.27
170.27
32.72
19.2

9.09
k
(ft./day)
3.35E-05
3.10E-05
2.71E-05
2.21E-05

Reset = *

SUMMARY

ka =

ki
k1 =
k2 =
k3 =
k4 =

Hydraulic conductivity
Void Ratio
Porosity
Bulk Density
Water Content
Intrinsic Permeability

Liquid Limit

LL
PL
Plasticity Index PI
- 200 Sieve
+ No 40 Sieve
+ No 4 Sieve
Plastic Limit

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, AR 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1.00E-08 cm/sec
1.18E-08
1.09E-08
9.57E-09
7.78E-09

Vm
17.8
9.1
4.5
22.4

cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec

k=
e=
n=
g=
W=
kint =

1.00E-08
0.57
0.36
2.03
0.33
1.03E-13

cm/sec
g/cm3

cm3/cm3

cm2

44
16
28
88
3
0

Acceptance criteria =
%
%
%
%

25 %
Vm =

2.84E-05

| ka-ki |
ka

x 100

ft/day

126.5
pcf
( at 20 deg C)
( at 20 deg C)
Respectfully submitted

%
%
%

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

1717 East Erwin
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903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATION
FLEXIBLE WALL PERMEAMETER - CONSTANT VOLUME
(Mercury Permometer Test)
Project :
City of Denton Landfill Expansion
Date:
11/21/2011
Panel Number :
Project No. : L 216-11
Permometer Data
Boring No.:
Sample:
Depth (ft):

5

Set Mercury to

B-25
10524, 25 - W2
22 to 24 ft

Other Location:

Material Description :

ASTM D 5084

ap =
0.031416 cm2
Equilibrium
Pipet Rp at
aa =
0.767120 cm2
Pipet Rp
beginning
M1 =
0.030180
C = 0.000441384 Annulus Ra
M2 =
1.040953
T = 0.203633132
Light Gray & Gray Lean Clay w/ Sand (Lab molded at about 95% max density)

1.8
6.7
1.5

cm3
cm3
cm3

SAMPLE DATA
Wet Wt. sample + ring or tare :
Tare or ring Wt. :
Wet Wt: of Sample :
Diameter :
2.76
in
Length :
2.80
in
Area:
5.98
in^2
Volume :
16.73
in^3
Unit Wt.(wet):
129.16
pcf
Unit Wt.(dry):
108.95
pcf
Assumed Specific Gravity:

Calculated % saturation:

2.70
99.31

TEST READINGS
Z1(Mercury Height Difference @ t1):
Date
11/18/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011

elapsed t
(seconds)
3420
4200
5040
7020

Z
(pipet @ t)
6.1
6.05
6
5.9

567.44
0.0
567.44
7.01
7.11
38.57
274.15
2.07
1.75

g
g
g
cm2
cm
cm2
cm3
g/cm^3
g/cm^3

Before Test
Tare No.:
Wet Wt.+tare:
Dry Wt.+tare:

Tare Wt:
Dry Wt.:
Water Wt.:

% moist.:

Max Dry Density(pcf) =
% of max =
Void ratio (e) =

5.1

cm

OMC =
+/- OMC =

a

k
(cm/sec)
1.39E-08
1.24E-08
1.13E-08
9.41E-09

(temp corr)

0.889
0.889
0.889
0.889

Wet Wt.+tare:
Dry Wt.+tare:

Tare Wt:
Dry Wt.:
Water Wt.:

% moist.:

T6
789.20
693.39
217.35
476.04
95.81
20.1

14.7
3.85
0.35

Porosity (n)=

Hydraulic Gradient =
temp
(deg C)
25
25
25
25

DZp
(cm )
0.5607922
0.6107922
0.6607922
0.7607922

114
95.6
0.55

After Test
Tare No.:

T 20
380.34
345.90
160.25
185.65
34.44
18.6

9.06
k
(ft./day)
3.94E-05
3.52E-05
3.19E-05
2.67E-05

Reset = *

SUMMARY

ka =

ki
k1 =
k2 =
k3 =
k4 =

Hydraulic conductivity
Void Ratio
Porosity
Bulk Density
Water Content
Intrinsic Permeability

Liquid Limit

LL
PL
Plasticity Index PI
- 200 Sieve
+ No 40 Sieve
+ No 4 Sieve
Plastic Limit

210 Beech Street
Texarkana, AR 71854
870-772-0013 Phone
870-216-2413 Fax

1.17E-08 cm/sec
1.39E-08
1.24E-08
1.13E-08
9.41E-09

Vm
18.5
5.6
4.2
19.9

cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec

k=
e=
n=
g=
W=
kint =

1.17E-08
0.55
0.35
2.07
0.32
1.20E-13

cm/sec
g/cm3

cm3/cm3

cm2

42
13
29
83
3
0

Acceptance criteria =
%
%
%
%

25 %
Vm =

3.33E-05

| ka-ki |
ka

x 100

ft/day

129.2
pcf
( at 20 deg C)
( at 20 deg C)
Respectfully submitted

%
%
%

Robert M. Duke, P.E.

1717 East Erwin
Tyler, Texas 75702
903-595-4421 Phone
903-595-6113 Fax
www.ettlinc.com
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Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan
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1.0

Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan

INTRODUCTION

The Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan (GWSAP) addresses the groundwater monitoring
and sampling program to be implemented by the City of Denton Municipal Solid Waste Landfill
(MSWLF), MSW Permit No. 1590B. The GWSAP is required by the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) municipal solid waste regulations, 30 TAC Chapter 330,
effective March 27, 2006. Once approved by the TCEQ, the GWSAP will become part of the
Site Development Plan (SDP).
The proposed groundwater monitoring system consists of a total of 27 groundwater monitoring
wells. Locations of the monitoring wells are shown on Drawings E1-1 and E1-2, Appendix D,
Attachment D. At the facility, a total of two groundwater-bearing intervals are monitored. The
intervals are referred to as the “upper” and “lower” groundwater-bearing intervals.
GWSAP activities will be performed in a safe and professional manner, and will generally
follow acceptable Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) protocol.
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2.0

GROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS

2.1

Well Inspection

Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan

During routing sampling activities and as often as necessary, each well will be inspected for
damage to the well casing, condition of protective cover, lock, well cap, and concrete pad. In
addition, the ground surface around each well pad will be inspected for erosion. If a problem is
discovered, it will be repaired/replaced as soon as is practicable.
2.2

Water Level Measurements

Depth to groundwater and total well depth, where accessible, will be measured prior to well
purging using an electronic water level meter with a tape marked in one-foot increments and
intermediate intervals in 0.01 feet. The groundwater level measurement will be recorded to the
nearest 0.01 foot referenced to an established survey mark on top of the monitoring well casing
or cap. When a measurement is taken, a second measurement will be collected to verify that the
correct reading is recorded. As specified in TCEQ regulations, groundwater sampling and
groundwater level measurements will be collected from the highest groundwater elevation to the
lowest groundwater elevation wells unless contamination is known to be present, in which case
uncontaminated wells will be measured prior to contaminated wells. Groundwater level
measurements collected for each event will be converted to elevations (nearest 0.01 foot) by
subtracting the groundwater level depth from the datum elevation of the well, and will be
recorded on the required TCEQ Groundwater Sampling Report. A blank Groundwater Sampling
Report is included in Appendix B.
2.3

Protocol for Groundwater Level Measurements and Instrument Calibration

Each time groundwater levels in the wells are measured, the current measurement will be
compared to the previous reading. If a discrepancy is encountered, the groundwater level will be
measured again to ensure the measurement was read and recorded correctly. The electronic
water level meter will be properly decontaminated prior to use and between wells, as described
in Section 3.0, to reduce the potential of cross contamination.
Prior to measuring groundwater levels, the electronic tape will be checked for damage, including
bends or kinks. To maintain consistency, the same meter will be used each time groundwater
levels are measured, where practical. Periodically, the tape will be measured against a calibrated
tape to verify accuracy.
During the monitoring program, pH, specific conductivity, and temperature will be measured and
the readings recorded. Prior to commencing purging activities at each event and at least once per
day during the sampling event, the pH and specific conductivity meters will be calibrated to
ensure proper operation. Calibration of the instruments will be in accordance with the
manufacturer’s procedures for each particular instrument. At a minimum, the pH meter will be
calibrated using standard solutions consisting of an acidic solution (pH < 7) and a neutral
solution (pH = 7). The specific conductivity meter will be calibrated using standard solutions
within the range of the groundwater specific conductivities to be measured.
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3.0

Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan

DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES

Prior to beginning each sampling event, between wells, and at the end of each sampling day, all
non-dedicated equipment, including the electronic water level meter, will be decontaminated
thoroughly to minimize the potential of cross contamination. Decontamination procedures will
consist of using a non-phosphate detergent or solution for cleaning followed by rinsing with
reagent grade distilled water. The water level meter should be cleaned in a container, such as a
5-gallon bucket, so that the entire portion of the tape can be submerged in water and cleaned with
a brush. It is important that all decontamination equipment and fluids be handled and stored in
order to prevent contamination.
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4.0

GROUNDWATER SAMPLE COLLECTION

4.1

Well Purging

Prior to each sampling event, the groundwater level in each well and the total well depth, where
accessible, will be measured as described previously in Section 2.2. Sampling personnel will
wear disposable latex or nitrile gloves that will be changed between each well to reduce the
potential of cross contamination and coming into contact with potentially contaminated
groundwater. All wells at the facility will be purged and sampled using low-flow purging and
sampling techniques. Each well contains a dedicated QED Well Wizard Bladder Pump, or
equivalent, suspended within the screen interval of the well. A pump controller will be
employed to control flow rates, which allow for precise control of groundwater level drawdown
and reproduction of well-specific flow rates at future sampling events.
Field parameter measurements will be collected using an appropriate meter and flow-through
cell. The flow-through cell connects directly to the pump discharge line and will be allowed to
discharge into a graduated cylinder or container for measurement of the pumping rate. Field
measurements of specific conductivity, temperature, pH, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen will be
collected during well purging. Measurements will be taken and recorded every four to six
minutes depending upon the pumping rate during the purging process. Purging is determined to
be complete when the field parameters reach stabilization (i.e., +/- 10%) over three consecutive
measurements.
In the event a dedicated low-flow pump in any well becomes disabled during a sampling event
and the pump is unable to be immediately repaired, the following purging and sampling
procedure will be utilized. During the purging process, at least three well casing volumes of
groundwater will be removed. All purged groundwater will be handled as described in Section
4.5. During purging, temperature, specific conductivity, and pH will be measured and recorded.
The well will be considered sufficiently purged when the required well volumes of groundwater
have been removed or when the parameters have stabilized. Wells that de-water prior to
achieving three well casing volumes will be purged until dry. The calculated and actual purge
volume achieved, as well as the measured field parameters, will be recorded on the Groundwater
Sampling Report. The backup method of well purging will consist of using a disposable,
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) bailer. The bailer will be gently lowered into the upper portion of the
water column during purging. At no time will the bailer be lowered to the well bottom unless the
well goes dry. This procedure will minimize the potential for agitation of any sediment that may
have accumulated at the well bottom. While purging, the bailer rope, which will be composed of
nylon or polyethylene material, will be maintained so that it does not touch any foreign objects,
which might introduce potential contaminants into the well.
The monitoring wells will be purged and sampled in order beginning with those completed in the
lowest groundwater interval followed by the upper groundwater interval, and within each
groundwater interval from highest groundwater elevation to lowest, unless analytical data
indicates the presence of contaminants. If groundwater is impacted with contaminants, then the
order of purging will proceed from least to greatest contamination.
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During the purging operations, a record of the climatic conditions, condition of each well and
surrounding ground surface, water turbidity, color, odor, groundwater level, depth of well, and
purge rate will be noted and recorded on the Field Data Sheets. All pertinent information
required on the Groundwater Sampling Report will be submitted to the TCEQ along with the
analytical data. A copy of the Field Data Sheets will be maintained on site at the landfill and will
become part of the Site Operating Record (SOP).
4.2

Groundwater Collection and Handling Procedures

During groundwater collection, disposable late or nitrile gloves will be worn by sampling
personnel, and changed between wells and as necessary to minimize the potential of cross
contamination and coming into contact with potentially contaminated water. Prior to collecting a
groundwater sample, the monitoring wells will be purged as described in Section 4.1. The
monitoring wells will be sampled immediately upon completion of purging. Samples will be
delivered to the laboratory upon completion of the sampling event. Recommended sample
containers, preservation, and holding times for the constituents listed in Table 1 of the GWSAP
are presented in Table 3, which is included in Appendix A. The sample containers will be filled
in the following order: 1) VOCs, 2) semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), if collected, 3)
metals, and 4) inorganics, if collected.
The method of sample collection from the monitoring wells will consist of low-flow dedicated
bladder pumps, or equivalent, or PVC or Teflon bailers in the event a bladder pump is not
operable. The discharge rate on the pump will be set to allow for minimal draw down in the
well. This procedure will minimize any cascading effects of groundwater entering the well
screen, which may volatilize certain constituents in the groundwater. Generally, sampling will
be performed with the pump set at the same discharge rate as the purge rate, which is ideally
<100 milliliters per minute (ml/min). Sample containers will be held as close to the discharge
tubing as possible without touching in order to reduce the potential of volatilization. If bailers
are used, the bailer will be lowered into the well casing until at least ¾ of the bailer is
submerged. Samples will be decanted from the bottom of the bailer using a dispenser to regulate
filling of the containers. No filtering of groundwater samples will be performed in the field.
Each sample container will be labeled with the monitoring well number, date and time of sample
collection, preservatives used, if any, analytical test to be performed, and sampler’s name.
Sample containers for each well will typically include 2-40 ml VOC glass vials with
hydrochloric acid as a preservative and teflon septa screw caps for VOC analysis, 1-1 liter (L) or
500 ml glass or plastic bottle with nitric acid as a preservative for total metals analysis. Sample
containers for VOCs will be completely filled and sealed carefully to prevent air bubbles. If an
air bubble is present within the sample container, then the sample will be discarded and a new
sample collected. Container labeling for all containers will be performed as described below.
Once the samples have been properly sealed and labeled, the container information will be
recorded on a chain-of-custody (COC) form. The COC will remain with the sample until
delivery at the laboratory at which time the sampling personnel will sign and date the COC. Any
change of custody between the time of sample collection and delivery at the laboratory will be
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duly noted on the COC with corresponding signatures, dates, and time. An example COC is
presented in Appendix C of the GWSAP.
Samples will be generally delivered to the laboratory within 24 hours of completion of the
sampling event. For samples that require overnight transport to the laboratory, the COC will be
signed, including date and time received by the transporter. The COC will be attached to or
enclosed in the sample container cooler(s) and delivered to the laboratory, and a copy of the bill
of lading will be supplied by the transporter. Samples will be packed for shipment using either
ice or “blue” ice within the cooler(s) and will be maintained as close as possible to 4o Centigrade
(C). In the event “blue” ice is used, the packets must be changed as needed in order to maintain
the samples at optimum temperatures.
The sampling schedule will consist of the performance of detection monitoring on a semi-annual
basis upon completion of background sampling for those constituents listed in Table 1. The
schedule for collection of background data is further discussed in Section 5.5
4.3

Quality Assurance and Quality Control Samples

To provide screening of field procedures, additional samples will be collected for the purpose of
documenting quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC). A minimum of one trip blank per
event and one field blank per day of sampling will be collected and accompany the samples for
delivery to the laboratory. The purpose of the trip blank is to assess whether any of the sample
containers or collected samples show signs of impact as a result of transportation activities.
Whereas, the field blank is provided to evaluate whether air-borne contaminants have impacted
the samples during sampling. If non-dedicated purging and sampling equipment other than new
disposable bailers are used, one equipment blank will also be collected. The trip blank will be
collected prior to commencing the sampling event, and will be handled and transported to and
from the laboratory with the sample containers and collected samples. Typically, the field blank
will be collected at some time when conditions are representative of that day’s sampling
activities. In the event an equipment blank is collected, it will be collected after sampling the
well with the highest concentration of contaminants. If contaminants have not been previously
detected in any of the wells, the equipment blank will be collected at random.
The blank samples will be collected by filling 2-40 ml VOC glass vials (per blank) with reagent
grade water supplied by the laboratory. Additional constituent blanks, including SVOCs, metals,
and other inorganics, may be collected as deemed necessary. The blank samples will be handled
in a similar fashion as the well samples.
In addition, blind duplicate samples will be collected at a frequency of one per every ten wells
sampled in order to assess the precision of the sampling and laboratory methods. The blind
duplicates will be collected at random, but may include wells that show historical impact. The
blind duplicate samples will be collected immediately after collection of the original sample. As
with the blank samples, the blind duplicate samples will be handled in a similar fashion as the
well samples and will be labeled in such a manner that the laboratory is unable to determine from
which well it was sampled.
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Sampling in Adverse Weather

Sampling of monitoring wells will not be permitted during inclement weather (i.e., thunder
storms, rain storms, high winds, etc.) or during periods when the ambient air temperature drops
below Oo C, or 32o Fahrenheit (F). Furthermore, caution should be taken to avoid heat stress to
the sampling personnel when the ambient temperature exceeds 37.8o C, or 100o F.
4.5

Purge Water and Decontamination Rinsate Protocol

Purge and decontamination/rinsate water will be collected in 5-gallon, plastic containers with
lids, or equivalent, and stored on site for periodic disposal. Results of the analytical data will be
reviewed to determine proper disposal procedures.
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5.0

ANALYTICAL TESTING

5.1

Laboratory Performing the Analyses

A qualified analytical laboratory will be selected to perform the required analyses. At a
minimum, the selected laboratory will apply quality control procedures in accordance with EPA
SW-846, Test Methods of Evaluating Solid Waste, 3rd Edition, September 1986, as revised or
updated, and 30 TAC Chapter 330 Subchapter F, Analytical Quality Assurance and Quality
Control.
5.2

Laboratory Procedures

All samples submitted to the laboratory for analyses will be labeled with the appropriate analyses
to be performed. At a minimum, upon receipt of the samples by the laboratory, the sample lot
will be verified with the information contained on the COC. If there is a discrepancy with the
samples, the responsible party that collected the samples will be notified and the problem
resolved before the analyses are performed. The COC will be signed and dated, including time,
by the designated receiving personnel at the laboratory, and remain at the laboratory until the
analyses are completed. In turn, the COC will be included in the analytical data package
submission.
The analytical data package must contain at a minimum a laboratory date review checklist, as
presented in Appendix B, the analytical results and methods for each sample and analyte, and the
method-required quality control information needed to evaluate the analytical results of sampling
and analysis with comparison to quality control standards and corrective action upon failure.
The package will also list the practical quantitation limits for the analytes, which must be below
the established maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for drinking water or as low as is
practicably feasible. The reporting limits for data reported below the limit of detection will be
the lowest concentration of levels that can be reliably achieved (quantified) within specified
limits of precision and accuracy during routine laboratory operating conditions, in accordance
with 30 TAC §330.405(f). At a minimum, all QA/QC records will be stored in a readily
retrievable manner and be retained for five years.
5.3

Analytical Quality Assurance and Quality Control

As part of the analytical testing regiment, additional samples will be analyzed by the laboratory
for the purpose of assessing instrument calibration, precision, and adequate decontamination of
the instrument between sample batches. As a general procedure, method blanks, matrix spike
and matrix spike duplicates, laboratory control sample and laboratory control sample duplicates,
and surrogates will be analyzed during the course of the analysis.
For method blanks, the laboratory will re-process any samples associated with a contaminated
blank that exceeds a concentration greater than 1/10 of the measured concentration of any sample
in the associated batch or exceeds the concentration present in the samples and is greater than
1/10 of a specified regulatory limit for analysis or the results reported with appropriate dataqualifying codes.
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For matrix spike and laboratory control samples, such will be analyzed at a frequency of one out
of every twenty samples per matrix type. The calculated percentage duplicate recoveries and
relative percent differences will be within the established laboratory and/or method recovery
quality control limits (acceptance criteria). The laboratory will document any evidence of matrix
interference or any situation where the analysis is out of control, as well as the measures taken to
eliminate the interference or corrective action to bring the analysis back into control. If it is
necessary to dilute a sample to minimize matrix interferences or to bring an analysis back into
control, the dilution factor used by the laboratory will be the smallest needed to overcome the
problem of matrix interference.
5.3.1

Analytical Method Detection Limits and Method Performance

The laboratory will analyze all samples according to methods specified in Test Methods of
Evaluating Solid Waste, 3rd Edition, September 1986 (EPA), as revised or updated, or by other
methods accepted by the Executive Director. The laboratory will utilize test methods that
provide detection limits that are appropriate and relevant for the intended use of the data and
establish procedures to relate method detection limits with the practical quantitation limits. If the
protocol for determining detection limits is not specified in the test method, the selection of a
procedure must reflect instrument limitations and the intended application of the test method.
Whenever possible, analytical methods must have method detection levels that are 1/5 to 1/3 of
the regulatory action level.
All laboratory data and analyses will include information regarding precision, bias, and accuracy.
Data with quality control results outside of the quality control limits will be flagged in the
analytical data package with an explanation of problems encountered by the laboratory and the
corrective action(s) attempted to resolve the analytical problems.
5.3.2

Instrument and Equipment Calibration and Frequency

The laboratory will maintain equipment in proper working order and calibrate equipment and
devices that may not be the actual test instrument(s), but are necessary to support laboratory
operations and measurements as often as recommended by the manufacturer using National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable references, when available, over the
entire range of usage. Documentation of the certificate of analysis or traceability of the
standards and reagents will be maintained by the laboratory. The equipment referenced includes,
but is not limited to balances, ovens, refrigerators, freezers, incubators, water baths, and
temperature measuring devices. Calibration results will be within the specifications required for
each application or measurement for which the equipment is used. In the event corrective
actions are implemented, records which describe the action taken will be maintained by the
laboratory.
5.3.3

Laboratory Case Narrative

All analytical data submitted under the requirements of this permit will be examined by the
owner and/or operator to ensure that the data quality objectives are considered and met prior to
submittal for the TCEQ to review. The owner or operator will determine if the sample results are
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accurate and complete. The quality control results, supporting data, and data review by the
laboratory will be included when the owner/operator reviews the data. Any potential impact(s)
will be reported, such as the bias on the quality of the data, footnotes in the report, and anything
of concern that was identified in the laboratory case narrative summary.
The owner or operator will ensure that the laboratory documents and reports all problems and
observed anomalies associated with the analysis. If the analysis of the data indicates that the
data fails to meet the quality control goals for the laboratory’s analytical data analysis program,
the owner or operator will determine if the data is usable. If the owner or operator determines
the analytical data may be utilized, all problems and corrective actions identified by the
laboratory during the analysis will be included in the reported submitted to the TCEQ.
A Laboratory Case Narrative (LCN) report for all problems and anomalies observed will be
submitted by the owner or operator. The LCN will report the following information.
1. The exact number of samples, testing parameters, and sample matrix.
2. The name of the laboratory involved in the analysis. If more than one laboratory is used,
all laboratories will be identified in the case narrative.
3. The test objective regarding samples.
4. An explanation of each failed precision and accuracy measurement determined to be
outside of the laboratory and/or method control limits.
5. An explanation if the effect of the failed precision and accuracy measurements on the
results induces a positive or negative bias.
6. An identification and explanation of problems associated with the sample results along
with the limitations these problems have on data usability.
7. A statement of the estimated uncertainty of analytical results of the samples when
appropriate and/or when requested.
8. A statement of compliance and/or noncompliance with the requirements and
specifications. Exceedance of holding time and identification of matrix interferences will
be identified. Dilutions will be identified and if dilutions are necessary, they must be
done to the smallest dilution possible to effectively minimize matrix interferences and
bring the sample into control for the analysis.
9. An identification of any and all applicable quality assurance and quality control samples
that will require special attention by the reviewer.
10. A statement on the quality control of the analytical method of the permit. The analytical
recoveries information will be provided when appropriate and/or requested.
In addition to the LCN, the following information must be submitted for all analytical data.
1. A table identifying the field sample name with the sample identification in the laboratory
report.
2. Chain of custody.
3. An analytical report that documents the results and methods for each sample and analyte
to be included for every analytical testing event. These test reports will document the
reporting limit/method detection limit used by the laboratory.
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4. A release statement will be submitted by the laboratory. The statement will state, “I am
responsible for the release of this laboratory data package. This data package has been
reviewed by the laboratory and is complete and technically compliant with the
requirements of the methods used, except where noted by the laboratory in the attached
exception reports. By my signature below, I affirm to the best of my knowledge, all
problems/anomalies, observed by the laboratory as having the potential to affect the
quality of the data, have been identified by the laboratory in the Laboratory Review
Checklist, and no information or data have been knowingly withheld that would affect the
quality of the data”.
a. If it is an in-house laboratory, it will include the following statement, “This laboratory
is an in-house laboratory controlled by the person responding to the rule. The official
signing the cover page of the rule-required report (for example, the APAR) in which
these data are used is responsible for releasing this data package and is by signature
affirming the above release statement is true”.
5. If the data is from soil and/or sediment samples, it must be reported on a dry weight basis
with the percent solids and the percent moisture reported so that any back calculations of
the wet analysis may be performed.
6. A laboratory checklist. For every response of “No, NA, or NR” that is reported on the
checklist, the permittee will ensure the laboratory provides a detailed description of the
“exception report” in the summary of the LCN. The permittee will require the laboratory
to use the checklist and do the equivalent of an EPA Level 3 review regarding quality
control analysis.
5.4

Constituents to be Analyzed and Test Methods

As specified in 30 TAC §330.407, the groundwater monitoring program will consist of detection
monitoring that includes those constituents listed in 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix I. Accordingly,
the facility will perform detection monitoring for those constituents listed in Table 1.
Groundwater samples will not be field filtered prior to laboratory analysis.
The test methods to be used for the constituents are presented in Table 2 of Appendix A. If a
change in the analytical method is needed, a permit modification will be prepared and submitted
to the Executive Director for approval prior to implementing the new plan.
5.5

Establishment of Background Data

As specified in 30 TAC §330.407(a)(1), background data for the detection monitoring
constituents will be established and updated with semi-annual results. The procedure to be used
to establish background data will consist of collecting independent samples from each
monitoring well once per quarter for a period of two years resulting in a total of eight
background samples per constituent per well. If additional samples are needed for statistical
analysis, they will be collected at a frequency of no less than 30 days. This procedure should be
adequate to assess any seasonal variations in groundwater data during the background
monitoring period.
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Background data sets may be updated once every two years with semi-annual detection results.
Upon completion of background monitoring and as part of background updates, the background
data will be evaluated to ensure the data are representative of background groundwater
constituent concentrations unaffected by waste management activities or other sources of
contamination. The evaluation will be documented in a report and submitted to the Executive
Director before the next groundwater monitoring event following the updated background
period.
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STATISTICAL METHOD TO EVALUATE GROUNDWATER DATA

Groundwater monitoring data will be evaluated to determine whether there has been a
statistically significant increase over background concentrations of each constituent listed in
Table 1. Statistical analysis will be performed in accordance with 30 TAC §330.405.
Due to spatial geochemical variability of groundwater at the facility, the statistical evaluation
will be performed on an intrawell basis using control charts and/or prediction intervals.
Depending upon the individual constituent concentration distributions, the analysis will be
performed using either parametric or non-parametric tests. If necessary, the statistical method
will include procedures to control or correct for seasonal variability, as well as temporal
correlation of the data.
Once background monitoring is completed, statistical analysis will be performed in accordance
with 30 TAC §330.405(e) and (f), and 30 TAC §330.407(b). The facility will implement a
verification re-sampling program to confirm apparent significant statistical increases, or initial
exceedances. Verification re-sampling will be performed within 30 days after determination of
an initial exceedance.
If the landfill owner or operator determines the detection monitoring program to no longer satisfy
the requirements of 30 TAC §330.407, the owner or operator will submit an application for a
permit amendment or modification to make any appropriate changes to the program within 90
days of the determination.
In the event it is determined there has been a statistically significant increase over background
for one or more of the constituents listed in Table 1, assessment monitoring is required. Within
90 days of determining that a statistically significant increase has occurred in accordance with 30
TAC §330.407(b), and not less than annually thereafter, the owner or operator shall sample and
analyze the groundwater monitoring system for the full set of constituents listed in 40 CFR Part
258 Appendix II. A minimum of one sample shall be collected from each point of compliance
well and analyzed for the 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents during each sampling event.
For any new constituent(s) detected in the point of compliance wells as a result of the 40 CFR
Part 258 Appendix II analysis, a minimum of four statistically independent samples from each
background well shall be collected and analyzed to establish background levels for the additional
constituent(s). After sampling all point of compliance wells for the 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix
II constituents, the Executive Director may specify an appropriate subset of wells to be sampled
and analyzed for the 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents during assessment monitoring
and may delete any of the 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents for the municipal solid
waste unit if it can be documented that the removed constituents are not reasonably expected to
be in or derived from the waste contained in the unit. The Executive Director may specify an
appropriate alternative frequency for repeated sampling and analysis for the full set of 40 CFR
Part 258 Appendix II constituents during the active life, and the closure and post-closure care
period of the unit considering the lithology and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer and
unsaturated zone, groundwater flow rates, minimum distance of travel from the waste nearest to
any point of compliance monitoring well, resource value of the uppermost aquifer, and nature
(fate and transport) of any constituents detected. Not later than 60 days after each sampling
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event, the results from the initial and subsequent sampling events will be submitted to the
Executive Director and placed in the site operating record. Also, within 90 days of submittal of
the results from a sampling event and on at least a semi-annual basis thereafter, all wells
included in the groundwater monitoring system will be re-sampled and analyzed for all
constituents listed in Table 1 and for those additional 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents
that are detected in response to assessment monitoring. The results will be submitted to the
Executive Director within 60 days of the sampling event and will be placed in the site operating
record.
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(e), if the concentrations of all 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix
II constituents are shown to be at or below background values using the statistical procedures
listed in 30 TAC §330.405(f) for two consecutive sampling events, the owner or operator must
notify the Executive Director and the well(s) may return to detection monitoring, if approved. In
accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(f), if the concentrations of any 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II
constituents are above background values, but all concentrations are below the groundwater
protection standard established under 30 TAC §330.409(h) or (i) using the statistical procedures
listed in 30 TAC §330.405(f), the owner or operator shall continue in assessment monitoring in
accordance with 30 TAC 330.409. In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(g), not later than 60
days after each sampling event, the owner or operator shall determine whether any 40 CFR Part
258 Appendix II constituents are detected at statistically significant levels above the groundwater
protection standard in any sampling event. If the groundwater protection standard has been
exceeded, the owner or operator shall notify the Executive Director and appropriate local
government officials in writing within 7 days of the determination. Also, the owner or operator
shall characterize the nature and extent of the release by installing additional monitoring wells as
necessary in accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(g)(1)(A). At least one additional monitoring
well will be installed between the monitoring well with the statistically significant level and the
next adjacent wells along the point of compliance before the next sampling event and sample the
wells in accordance with 30 TAC 330.409(d)(1).
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7.1

Annual Reporting

Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan

Within 90 days of the facility’s last groundwater monitoring event in a calendar year, the facility
will submit an annual detection monitoring report. The report will include the following
information determined since the previously submitted annual report.
•
•

•
•
•
•
7.2

A statement regarding whether a statistically significant increase has occurred over
background constituent concentrations in any well during the previous calendar year
period and the status of any statistically significant increase event.
Results of all groundwater monitoring, testing, and analytical work obtained or prepared
under the requirements of the permit, including a summary of background groundwater
quality concentrations, groundwater monitoring analyses, and statistical calculations,
graphs, and drawings.
Groundwater flow rate and direction in the uppermost aquifer. All data and/or
documentation used to determine the groundwater flow rate and direction of groundwater
flow will also be included in the report.
A contour map of piezometric groundwater levels in the uppermost aquifer based at a
minimum upon concurrent measurements in all monitoring wells. All data and/or
documentation used to establish the contour map will be included in the report.
A recommendation for any changes, if necessary.
Any other items requested by the Executive Director.
Semi-Annual Reporting

Not later than 60 days after each sampling event, the groundwater analytical data will be
statistically evaluated to determine if there has been an apparent significant statistical increase, or
initial exceedance, over background concentrations of any constituent listed in Table 1 at any
monitoring well. If there has been an initial exceedance, verification re-sampling will be
performed within 90 days of the sampling event. Not later than 60 days after the verification resampling event, the initial exceedance will be statistically evaluated to determine if the
significant statistical increase is confirmed. If the significant statistical increase is confirmed, the
Executive Director and any local pollution agency with jurisdiction that has requested
notification will be notified in writing within 14 days of the determination.
Furthermore, if a statistically significant increase over background of any constituent listed in
Table 1 at any monitoring well has occurred, a notice will be placed in the site operating record
describing the increase. If there is reasonable cause to believe that a source other than a landfill
unit caused the significant statistical increase or the significant statistical increase resulted from
an error in sampling, analysis, statistical evaluation, or natural variation in groundwater quality,
then an Alternate Source Demonstration (ASD) may be prepared and submitted. The ASD,
which will be prepared and certified by a qualified groundwater scientist, will be submitted to the
Executive Director and any local pollution agency with jurisdiction that has requested
notification within 90 days of determining significant statistical increase. Upon approval of the
ASD, the facility will continue to monitoring groundwater in accordance with the detection
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monitoring program. If the Executive Director does not approve the ASD, the facility will
implement an assessment monitoring program meeting the requirements of 30 TAC §330.409.
No filtering of groundwater samples prior to laboratory analysis will be performed for
constituents addressed by the ASD. Additionally, the TCEQ may require the landfill owner or
operator to provide analyses of the landfill leachate to support the ASD.
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.409, assessment monitoring is required whenever the landfill
owner or operator determines there has been a statistically significant increase over background
for one or more of the detection monitoring constituents listed in Table 1. Within 90 days of
determining that a statistically significant increase has occurred, and not less than annually
thereafter, the owner or operator will sample and analyze each affected well and the two wells
adjacent to each affected well for the full set of constituents listed in 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix
II. A minimum of one sample will be collected from the affected well and the adjacent wells,
and analyzed for the 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents during each sampling event. For
any new constituent(s) detected in the point of compliance wells as a result of the complete
Appendix II analysis, a minimum of 4 statistically independent samples from each background
well will be collected and analyzed to establish background levels for the additional
constituent(s). After sampling the wells for 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents, an
appropriate subset of wells to be sampled and analyzed for the Appendix II constituents during
assessment monitoring may be submitted to the TCEQ for approval, which may include deletion
of any of the Appendix II constituents for a municipal solid waste unit if the owner or operator
can document that the removed constituents are not reasonably expected to be in or derived from
the waste contained in the unit. As such, a description of any special waste previously handled at
the facility will be provided to the TCEQ.
In the event the owner or operator determines any 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituent(s)
were detected at statistically significant levels above the respective groundwater protection
standard (GWPS) in accordance with 30 TAC §330.409(h) or (i), the owner or operator will
notify the TCEQ and appropriate local officials in writing within 7 days of the determination.
Also, the owner or operator will characterize the nature and extent of the release, including the
distribution and concentrations of the Appendix II constituent(s).
If any part of the plume of contamination has migrated off site as indicated by the well sampling,
all persons that own or occupy land that directly overlies any part of the plume will be notified in
writing in accordance with 30 TAC 330.409(g)(1)(C). Additionally, the facility will initiate an
assessment of corrective measures as required by 30 TAC 330.411 within 90 days of the notice
to the Executive Director. In accordance with 30 TAC 330.411, within 90 days of finding that
any of the 40 CFR Part 258 Appendix II constituents have been detected at a statistically
significant level above the groundwater protection standards, the owner or operator shall initiate
an assessment of corrective measures.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To support an Amendment to TCEQ Permit #1590A (Permit Amendment Application)
for the City of Denton Landfill (Landfill), Geosyntec Consultants (Geosyntec) prepared
this Slope Stability and Settlement Assessment Report (Report) to provide the results of
geotechnical analyses conducted for the vertical and lateral Landfill expansion design
being prepared by Parkhill Smith and Cooper, Inc. (PSC), Frisco, Texas. The results of
calculations presented in the Report indicate that the design advanced by PSC complies
in all cases with the requirements for slope stability, settlement, and liner system ballast
identified in Chapter 30 of Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 330 (30 TAC §
330).
The Landfill is located in the City of Denton, Texas and is currently permitted to accept
municipal solid waste (MSW) in Unit 1. The Permit Amendment application addresses
the vertical expansion of the existing Landfill (i.e., Unit 1) and the lateral expansion of
the Landfill into an area referred to as Unit 2. This Report includes: (i) a summary of
design geotechnical parameters for the analyses; (ii) results of slope stability analyses,
including back calculated minimum required liner interface strengths to achieve industrystandard target Factor of Safety (FS) values; (iii) results of settlement calculations in the
subsurface due to the waste placement; and (iv) results of liner system ballast calculations,
including the minimum required thickness of waste ballast to achieve the regulatory target
Factor of Safety (FS) value against hydrostatic uplift of the liner before the dewatering
pumps are decommissioned. Information required to perform the analyses described in
this report was provided to Geosyntec by the City of Denton (City), PSC, ETTL Engineers
and Consultants, Inc. (ETTL), and Biggs and Mathews Environmental Inc. (B&M), as
further discussed in this report.
To support the original Landfill design of Unit 1, HDR Engineering Inc. (HDR)
performed calculations for slope stability, bearing capacity, and settlement using
information obtained from the EMCON Environmental and Engineering Services (1996)
report. The results of these geotechnical analyses were submitted to the City of Denton
(City) in the HDR (1996) report. Additional field and laboratory testing has since been
conducted to support the current Landfill expansion. Based on the historical data used in
the HDR (1996) report for Unit 1 and the new data for Unit 2 provided in the B&M (2016)
report, Geosyntec developed geotechnical design parameters to be used for analyses
presented in this Report. The collective results of the index and performance tests
indicate that the foundation soils at the Landfill site are expected to be stiff to very stiff
clays and marls and medium dense to very dense sands that are relatively incompressible
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and strong. These characteristics are all considered favorable for the design of the
Landfill expansion.
Calculations to assess slope stability and settlement were performed along selected
potentially critical sections. Following standards of practice within the geotechnical
industry and precedent, the target FS value for short-term conditions is selected as 1.25
and for long-term conditions is selected as 1.5. Since site-specific liner interface strength
tests are not available because the selection of specific manufactured materials has yet to
be made, Geosyntec assumed typical conservative interface strengths from available
literature and recommended that these values be confirmed by testing prior to cell
development using the specific materials that will be used at the Landfill. The calculated
minimum FS values for the long-term slope stability of the Landfill for the assumed liner
interface strengths and selected critical cross section is 1.73 when using peak interface
strength and 1.55 when using residual strengths. The calculated FS for the final cover
veneer stability for peak interface strengths is 2.27. All of these values exceed the target
FS values. Since site-specific liner interface strength tests have not yet been performed,
minimum required liner and veneer interface strengths to reach the selected target FS
were assumed using industry-acknowledged lower-bound (i.e., conservative) estimates,
which provides greater confidence in the calculated safety of the Landfill. However,
these assumed interface strengths should be incorporated into the Liner Quality Control
Plan (LQCP) and Final Cover Quality Control Plan (FCQCP) as a specification that must
be verified by site specific testing prior to construction of Unit 2 at the Landfill.
The calculated settlement of the Landfill below the liner at selected critical cross sections
along the leachate collection and removal corridor is presented in Section 4. The
calculation results indicate that for the selected critical cross sections, the Landfill
leachate collection system will maintain positive drainage through its operational life plus
a minimum of 30 years post-closure care while exhibiting no grade reversals (i.e., positive
drainage is maintained).
Ballast load calculations are also presented in Section 5 of this Report. At locations across
the Landfill where ballast is required, waste is planned to be used as a ballast load. For
these calculations, Geosyntec used the potentiometric surface map provided to Geosyntec
by B&M (2016) that resulted in the highest water levels in the subsurface soils. These
water levels were assumed to cause a hydrostatic uplift of the Landfill liner. Waste is to
be in place as ballast to the minimum calculated thickness before decommissioning of the
dewatering pumps. The calculation results indicate that for Unit 1 the required thickness
of ballast was lower than for Unit 2. Calculation results indicate that the ballast thickness
varies from 0 to 96 ft across the Landfill. The required ballast thickness is calculated for
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each cell in both Units of the Landfill and is presented in a tabular format. These results
will be included in the construction plans for the Landfill.
In all cases, the results of analyses performed by Geosyntec indicate that the designed
Landfill will meet all requirements for slope stability, settlement, and liner system ballast
identified in the TCEQ regulations (30 TAC §330).
This Report was prepared under the direction of and has been reviewed by Dr. Robert C.
Bachus, P.E. (Georgia), D.GE and Dr. Beth A. Gross, P.E., D.GE, both of Geosyntec
Consultants. Both Dr. Bachus and Dr. Gross concur with the findings of this report.

Robert C. Bachus, PhD, PE (GA), D.GE
(Not Licensed in TX)
8/7/2017
Date

Beth Ann Gross, PhD, PE (TX), D.GE
8/7/2017
Date
GEOSYNTEC CONSULTANTS
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

1.1

Background

This Slope Stability and Settlement Assessment Report (Report) was prepared by
Geosyntec Consultants (Geosyntec) of Kennesaw, Georgia and Austin, Texas at the
request and authorization of the City of Denton, Texas (City) to support the vertical and
lateral expansion design of the City of Denton Landfill (Landfill). The results of the
geotechnical analyses conducted by Geosyntec will be used by Mr. Frank Pugsley, P.E.,
of Parkhill Smith and Cooper, Inc. (PSC), Frisco, Texas in his role as the Engineer of
Record (EOR) for the proposed Landfill expansion design included in the Permit
Amendment Application for the Landfill. The calculations presented in this Report were
prepared in accordance with industry standards and demonstrate compliance with
requirements for slope stability, settlement, and liner system ballast identified in Chapter
330 of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) regulations in Title 30
of the Texas Administrative Code (30 TAC §330).
This Type I municipal solid waste (MSW) Landfill is located in the City of Denton, Texas
and currently consists of Unit 1, which was designed by HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR)
in 1996. Documents supporting the original design were provided to Geosyntec by the
City and PSC and include:
•

“City of Denton Landfill, Denton County, Texas, TNRCC Permit No. 1590,
Attachment 4, Geology and Geotechnical Report,” prepared by EMCON
Environmental and Engineering Services (EMCON) for the City of Denton and
dated June 1996; and

•

“City of Denton Landfill Expansion, Denton County, Texas, Attachment 4,
Section A, Geotechnical Design Report,” prepared by HDR for the City of Denton
and dated June 1996; this document includes the results of the slope stability,
bearing capacity, and settlement calculations that were conducted to support the
original design of Unit 1 of the Landfill.

As authorized by the City, PSC advanced the design of the vertical expansion of Unit 1
and the lateral expansion of the Landfill into an area referred to as Unit 2. The following
proposed expansion grading plans prepared as part of the Permit Amendment Application
were provided to Geosyntec by PSC:
•

“Complex Development Landfill,” Figures No. II.10, II.13, and II.16, prepared by
PSC for the City of Denton and dated May 2016;
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•

“MSW Landfill Construction Details I,” Figure III-22, prepared by PSC for the
City of Denton and dated May 2016; and

•

excavation and top of cover topographic models for Units 1 and 2, electronic files
provided by PSC on January 6, 2014, which are essentially the same as the May
2016 topographic models.

Subsurface information and laboratory test results for recovered soil samples within the
footprint of the original Landfill (i.e., Unit 1) and the proposed expansion area (i.e., Unit
2) were provided to Geosyntec by ETTL Engineers and Consultants, Inc. (ETTL) and
Biggs and Mathews Environmental Inc. (B&M). This information included the
following:
•

“City of Denton Landfill, Denton County, Texas, TCEQ Permit Application No.
MSW 1590B, Permit Amendment Application, Part III - Site Development Plan,
Attachment D - Geology Report, and Attachment E – Groundwater Sampling
and Analysis Plan,” prepared by B&M for the City of Denton and dated August
2016; and

•

laboratory test and boring summary provided by ETTL in January 2014 as
EXCEL files [L216-11 Denton Landfill Avg of Test results by geo unit.xlx and
Complete List of All Borings (ettl,kleinfelder,emcon,rone) - Denton Landfill
Expansion.xlsx] that essentially contain the same information as presented in
Table D-4 and Appendix D5 of the B&M (2016) report.

The analyses presented in this Report are based on the subsurface and material property
characterization information obtained from the above documents.
1.2

Report Organization

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this Report is organized to provide
a summary of the material properties for the soil and geosynthetic materials used in the
design followed by calculation results for slope stability, settlement analyses, and liner
system ballast load analyses. These calculations were performed to support the expansion
design for the Landfill. Specifically, the remaining sections are identified as follows:
•

Section 2 – Material Properties;

•

Section 3 – Slope Stability Analysis;
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•

Section 4 – Settlement Analysis;

•

Section 5 – Ballast Load Calculations;

•

Section 6 – Summary and Conclusions; and

•

Section 7 – References. PSC
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2.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

2.1

Sources of Information

This section provides information regarding the source and selection of geotechnical
parameters used in the calculations for: (i) global, liner, and final cover slope stability;
(ii) liner settlement; and (iii) requisite ballast load. The results of analyses that utilized
these parameters are presented in subsequent sections of this Report.
Geosyntec reviewed and relied upon the site subsurface stratigraphy, material property
characterization, and potentiometric information from the following site-specific
documents.

2.2

•

boring summary provided by ETTL in January 2014 as an Excel file [Complete
List of All Borings (ettl,kleinfelder,emcon,rone) - Denton Landfill Expansion] that
essentially contain the same information as presented in Table D-4 of the B&M
(2016) report;

•

boring logs B-2 to B-42, B-100 through B-130, and B-1-89 to B-9-89 presented
in the EMCON (1996) report and boring logs KB-1 to KB-10 and EB-11 to EB26 presented in the B&M (2016) report;

•

geologic cross section maps, structural contour map, and sand layer occurrence
maps presented as Figures No. D3-1 to D3-15 in the B&M (2016) report;

•

material properties (i.e., Atterberg limits, soil classification, unit weights and
shear strengths) from the EMCON (1996) report and B&M (2016) report; and

•

water levels at the site based on historical potentiometric data provided in the
B&M (2016) report.
Overview of Subsurface Stratigraphy

Site subsurface conditions at the Landfill were evaluated utilizing the boring logs and
laboratory test results presented in the B&M (2016) report. The boring locations, depths,
and distances above or below the elevation of the deepest excavation (EDE) of the
Landfill (i.e., 544 ft mean sea level (msl)) are summarized in Table D-4 of the B&M
(2016) report. The boring depths ranged from approximately 30 to 150 ft and extended
up to 58 ft below the EDE.
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The Landfill is located on an outcrop of the Woodbine Formation, which overlies the
Grayson Marl (B&M, 2016). The thickness of the Woodbine Formation ranges from
about 19 to 80 ft at the site. The EMCON (1996) and B&M (2016) reports reference and
subdivide the subsurface stratigraphy at the Landfill into five general strata:
•

Stratum I: Upper Woodbine clay (Upper Clay) – This stratum comprises a stiff
to very stiff clay that, in Unit 1, was largely excavated as part of Landfill
development. Where it exists in the Unit 2 expansion area, generally on the
western side of this area, the thickness of this layer varies from approximately 5
to 20 ft.

•

Stratum II: Upper Woodbine sand (Upper Sand) – This stratum comprises a
medium dense to dense silty to clayey sand that, in Unit 1, was partially excavated
as part of Landfill development. Where present, generally on the western part of
the site, the thickness of this layer varies from approximately 2 to 28 ft. 

•

Stratum III: Lower Woodbine clay (Lower Clay) – This stratum comprises a stiff
to very stiff clay and clayey shale that exists over a majority of the site. The
thickness of this layer generally varies from approximately 2 to 10 ft, but is more
than 20 ft thick in some locations.

•

Stratum IV: Lower Woodbine sand (Lower Sand) – This stratum comprises a
dense to very dense sand that is absent in portions of Unit 1 and the central portion
of Unit 2. Where present, the thickness of this layer varies from approximately 5
to 25 ft.

•

Stratum V: Grayson Marl – This stratum comprises a very stiff to moderately hard
marl (calcareous shale), mudstone, and fossiliferous limestone that is found across
the entire site and is considered the lowermost stratum of interest for this project.
The total thickness of this layer was not established locally as part of this study
because the thickness of this very stiff stratum does not influence results for
stability, settlement, or ballast loading. Further, the Grayson Marl is underlain at
the site by the Main Street Limestone, which is characterized in the B&M (2016)
report as being harder than the Grayson Marl.
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2.3

Summary of Subsurface Material Properties

Summary of Geotechnical Investigation Programs
Geotechnical investigations have been conducted at the site by, among others, ETTL,
Kleinfelder, EMCON and Rone Engineering Services. The work of these firms included
advancing borings, collecting samples, and performing laboratory tests on materials from
different depths in Units 1 and 2. The type of test, testing procedure, and the number of
laboratory tests presented in the B&M (2016) report include:
•

sieve analysis – passing No. 200 sieve (ASTM D 1140) [213 tests];

•

water content (ASTM D 2216) [305 tests];

•

Atterberg limits (ASTM D 4318) [192 tests];

•

dry unit weight (ASTM D 2937) [97 tests];

•

saturated hydraulic conductivity (with ETTL tests conducted on remolded
samples in accordance with ASTM D 5084) [20 tests];

•

unconfined compressive strength (ASTM D 2166) [51 tests];

•

unconsolidated undrained (UU) compressive strength (ASTM D 2850) [1 test];

•

consolidated undrained (CU) compressive strength with pore water pressure
(PWP) measurements (ASTM D 4767) [3 tests];

•

direct shear strength (ASTM D 3080) [3 tests]; and

•

one-dimensional consolidation testing (ASTM D 2435) [2 tests].

Collectively, these represent a significant number of tests results that have been used to
characterize the subsurface soils at the Landfill.
Index Tests
The distribution of water content, Atterberg limits, and dry unit weight for the various
strata are shown in Figures 1 to 6 and tabulated in Table 1. A discussion of the test
results is provided in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 1 presents the distribution of water content and Atterberg Limits of the Upper
Clay with respect to depth below ground surface. From this figure, it is observed that in
general, the measured water contents are lower than the liquid limit (LL) and are close to
the plastic limit (PL). The measured LL for the Upper Clay (Stratum I) generally varies
from 20 to 60, while the measured water contents generally vary from 5 to 25 percent.
The PL varies from 10 to 22. The low in situ moisture content values, particularly in
consideration of the LL and PL values, result in relatively high strength and low
compressibility values that are beneficial to the expansion design.
Figure 2 presents the distribution of water content and Atterberg Limits of the Upper
Sand (Stratum II) with respect to depth below ground surface. From this figure, it is
observed that water contents of the Upper Sand are similar to that of the Upper Clay and
vary from 5 to 25 percent. The LL for this layer varies from 20 to 42. The PL varies
from 10 to 18.
Figure 3 presents the distribution of water content and Atterberg Limits of the Lower
Clay (Stratum III) with respect to depth below ground surface. From this figure, it is
observed that the water content for the Lower Clay varies from 7 to 30 percent, while the
LL generally varies from 25 to 80. The PL for this layer is close to the natural in situ
water content and varies from 10 to 30.
Figure 4 presents the distribution of water content and Atterberg Limits of the Lower
Sand (Stratum IV) with respect to depth below ground surface. From this figure, it is
observed that the water content varies from 5 to 25 percent. The LL varies from 18 to
55. The PL varies from 10 to 25.
Figure 5 presents the distribution of water content and Atterberg Limits of the Grayson
Marl (Stratum V). The water content of this layer varies from 3 to 20 percent. The LL
generally varies from 30 to 60. The PL varies from 11 to 25.
Figure 6 presents the distribution of the dry unit weight of the various soils encountered
at the site. From this figure, it is observed that the dry unit weights of the soils are
generally in the range of 100 to 140 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) and are fairly uniform
with respect to depth.
Table 1 presents a summary of the unit weights, water content, and Atterberg Limits
values performed on samples obtained from the various soil layers. From Table 1 it is
observed that in general, the average water contents for the various subsurface soils at the
existing and proposed Landfill expansion sites (i.e., Unit 1 and 2) are much less than the
average LL and are close to the average PL. In addition to the water content and index
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properties, the dry unit weight of the various strata is also summarized in Table 1. The
dry unit weights of the Lower Clay and Lower Sand are lower than the dry unit weights
of the Upper Clay and Upper Sand. Table 2 presents the calculated average total unit
weight obtained from the average unit weight and average water content for each stratum.
The calculated average total unit weights of the Upper and Lower Clays are 140 and 127
pcf, respectively. The corresponding calculated total unit weight values of the Upper and
Lower Sands are 145 and 133 pcf, respectively. The Grayson Marl had a calculated
average total unit weight of 149 pcf. The results of these index tests indicate that the
foundation soils at the Landfill site are expected to be quite stiff, relatively
incompressible, and relatively strong. These characteristics are considered beneficial to
the design and performance of the Landfill.
Consolidation Tests
Two consolidation tests were performed on specimens obtained from the Upper Clay in
Unit 1 of the Landfill, and the results of these tests are included in Appendix D5 of the
B&M (2016) report. Figure 7 presents a plan view of the site and shows the two boring
locations where the consolidation test samples were obtained. The results of the
consolidation tests, summarized in Table 3, indicate that the soil is overconsolidated, but
at different values of overconsolidation ratio (OCR). To assess the spatial variability of
the OCR across the Landfill, Geosyntec computed the liquidity index (LI) of the soils
within the various strata. The LI defines the relative consistency of a soil in the natural
state and is often used to correlate performance properties (i.e., geologic history, OCR,
sensitivity etc.) of the soil (Terzaghi, Peck, and Mesri, 1996). The variation of LI for the
different strata in Units 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 8. From this figure, it is seen that the
calculated LI values are generally less than 0, and in many case less than -1.0, indicating
that the soils vary from lightly to highly overconsolidated. Since the LIs from different
samples obtained from various boring logs that are spatially distributed across Units 1
and 2 are generally consistent, the OCRs of the various soils are anticipated to be similar
across the site. Further, since the LI is less than one, the foundation soils at the Landfill
are not considered to be sensitive (Sabatini et al., 2002). The combination of low
sensitivity and high OCR values in the subsurface soils are beneficial to the landfill
design.
Field and Laboratory Shear Strength Tests
To estimate the shear strength of the subsurface soils at the site, Standard Penetration Test
(SPT) blow counts were obtained from the soil strata and laboratory tests were performed
on relatively undisturbed samples recovered during the field investigation programs. This
section provides an overview of the shear strength testing program conducted for the site.
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SPT tests were performed on the Upper and Lower Sands during previous investigations.
Geosyntec reviewed the boring logs and the SPT summary test results provided in the
B&M (2016) report. The results from the SPT tests indicate that the average SPT blow
count (N) for the Upper Sand and the Lower Sand are approximately 35 and 50,
respectively. In addition to the SPT tests, direct shear tests were performed on one sample
of the Upper Sand and two samples of the Lower Sand obtained from different borings.
Most of the Upper Clay will be excavated during Landfill development. Therefore, no
shear strength tests were performed on Upper Clay. For the Lower Clay, undisturbed
Shelby tube samples were obtained. Specimens were recovered from depths of 20 to 39
ft, and the following triaxial shear strength tests were performed: (i) three consolidated
undrained (CU) tests with pore water pressure (PWP) measurements; and (ii) one
unconsolidated undrained (UU) test.
2.4

Design Soil Properties

As previously discussed, the measured natural moisture contents of the various soil strata
across Units 1 and 2 are on average less than the PL and are fairly uniform within a given
stratum across Units 1 and 2. Based on this information as well as the general consistency
of other soil parameters for a stratum, Geosyntec concludes that the design properties for
geotechnical analysis can be assumed to be approximately the same for both Units 1 and
2.
Based on the field investigation and laboratory testing results, the Upper and Lower Clays
generally can be considered as insensitive, low plasticity clays (CL) based on the Unified
Soil Classification System (USCS). The consolidation testing results indicate OCR
(Table 3) values of 6.7 and 3.2 for the Upper Clay. The lower value of 3.2 was selected
for the Upper and Lower Clays for subsequent settlement analyses because use of this
value predicts higher calculated settlements than would be calculated if the higher OCR
value was used.
The Upper and Lower Sands can be classified as poorly graded sands (SP) with some
zones of silty sands (SM). Based on an industry-accepted correlation between SPT blow
count (N) and drained friction angle (Figure 9(a)) and the average N-values for the Upper
Sand and the Lower Sand of approximately 35 and 50, respectively, the estimated drained
friction angles of the Upper Sand and Lower Sand are approximately 38° and 42°,
respectively.
Table 4 summarizes the results of the direct shear tests on the Upper and Lower Sands,
and Figure 9(b) presents the results from the direct shear test performed on the Lower
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Sand. The drained friction angle measured for the Upper Sand is 38.8°, and the best fit
line through the direct shear test data for the Lower Sand indicates a drained friction angle
of 37.6°. These values are generally consistent with the SPT-value correlation results.
To provide a level of conservatism for the slope stability analysis, Geosyntec assumed
the drained friction angle of both Upper and Lower Sands to be 35°. This selected value,
while being conservative, is representative of the competent and stable soils that underlie
the Landfill.
Figure 10 presents the Mohr-Coulomb shear strength envelope for the drained parameters
of the Lower Clay developed by Geosyntec from the available CU triaxial test data. The
lower bound line through the laboratory test data points from the CU tests shown in
Figure 10 is selected as the representative drained shear strength envelope of the Lower
Clay considered by Geosyntec for design. Thus, the Lower Clay is assumed to have
drained cohesion of 300 psf and a drained friction angle of 17.5° over the range of 1,500
to 9,000 psf normal stress. These normal stress values coincide with the range of normal
stress anticipated in the expansion design. Although it is acknowledged that much of the
Upper Clay will be removed as part of the expansion, the strength of Upper Clay is
assumed to be the same as the Lower Clay because of the similarities in the index
properties. The selected drained shear strength values are considered conservative since
they represent the lower bound values from the laboratory tests. These selected values,
while being conservative, are representative of the competent and stable soils that
underlie the Landfill.
The undrained shear strength of the Lower Clay is calculated by Geosyntec using the
SHANSEP procedure described in Ladd and Foote (1974) and Ladd (1991). The
SHANSEP procedure involves calculating the undrained strength ratio from the CU tests.
The undrained shear strengths obtained from the CU tests are shown in Figure 11. For a
comparison, the result from the UU test is also shown on this figure. The average
excavation depth at the landfill is about 20 ft. In calculating the OCR to be used in the
SHANSEP calculation for estimating the design undrained shear strength, it is assumed
that 20 ft of the material is excavated from the original ground surface. Figure 11
presents the Geosyntec-selected design undrained strengths. Table 5 summarizes the
calculated undrained shear strength values and the undrained strength ratios for Lower
Clay. For stability analysis, Geosyntec estimated the undrained shear strength of the
Lower Clay below the average excavation depth by dividing the entire lower clay layer
into three, approximately 10-ft thick zones. From 0 to 10 ft below the average excavated
cell grade (i.e., from 20 to 30 ft below the original ground surface), the undrained strength
of the Lower Clay is assumed to be 2,000 psf. From 10 to 20 ft below the excavated cell
grade, the undrained strength is assumed to be 4,500 psf. For depths greater than 20 ft
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below the excavated cell grade, the undrained strength is assumed to be 5,000 psf. Clays
present above the average excavation grade are assumed to have a constant undrained
shear strength of 600 psf. These selected values, while being conservative, are
representative of the competent and stable soils that underlie the Landfill.
Table 4 summarizes the strength test results obtained from various tests conducted on
soils from the site. Table 9 presents the selected design shear strength values for analysis.
As a general rule and as mentioned previously, Geosyntec selected design values of shear
strength that are conservative. These conservative values are still indicative of materials
that are relatively strong. Strong soils are beneficial to the design.
2.5

Assumed Design Waste Properties

The waste properties selected for stability and settlement analyses represent industryaccepted parameters. Design values are selected in this manner in lieu of measuring
actual Landfill-specific waste properties, a common practice by landfill designers.
Previous Geosyntec experience has shown that unit weight of waste has the largest
influence on the calculated settlement of the foundation soils, but does not significantly
impact slope stability calculation results. Shear strength of waste has the largest influence
on slope stability calculations for potential critical surfaces that pass through the waste
mass.
Unit Weight of Waste
The City of Denton Landfill primarily accepts MSW. Figure 12 shows variation of
measured MSW unit weights reported in the literature for landfills. As shown on this
figure, a typical average unit weight of MSW was assumed to be 13 kN/m3 (83 pcf) at all
depths across the site for the foundation settlement and waste slope stability analyses.
Geosyntec experience indicates that calculation results for foundation settlement and
static slope stability are relatively insensitive to the unit weight of MSW over the range
of values considered for design at the Landfill.
For the ballast load calculations that incorporate MSW, a unit weight of 44 pcf was used
in accordance with TCEQ regulations. This relatively low unit weight it considered to
provide a conservative estimate of the ballast thickness.
Shear Strength of Waste
In the slope stability analysis calculations that involve the waste mass, the shear strength
parameters of the waste were selected based on published information regarding the shear
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strength of MSW waste (Kavazanjian et al., 1995). Accordingly, the shear strength
envelope is defined as: (i) a cohesion of 500 psf and a friction angle of zero degrees for
normal stresses up to 770 psf; and (ii) a cohesion of zero and a friction angle of 33 for
normal stresses greater than 770 psf. These values represent lower-bound (i.e.,
conservative) estimates of the MSW shear strength. Therefore, calculated factor of safety
(FS) values for slope stability that use this shear strength envelope are expected to be
lower than FS values calculated using the Landfill-specific waste strength.
2.6

Assumed Liner System and Final Cover System Material Parameters

Strengths for Liner System Interfaces
The liner system for future Landfill cells will consist of (from top to bottom): (i) 2-ft thick
protective soil cover, (ii) double-sided geonet/geotextile drainage composite; (iii) 60-mil
thick double-textured, high density polyethylene (T-HDPE) geomembrane; and (iv) 2-ft
thick compacted clay liner. Figure 13 shows a schematic representation of the proposed
liner system. The drainage composite in the liner system comprises a geonet that is
thermally bonded to non-woven geotextiles to avoid a potential shear plane at the geonetgeotextile interface. PSC indicated that, except for Unit 1, Cell 1, the proposed liner
system configuration for Unit 2 was also used for Unit 1. The configuration of the Unit
1, Cell 1 liner system is shown in Figure 13 and according to B&M (2016) incorporated
a smooth geomembrane.
For slope stability calculations, interface strengths were obtained from representative
reported in the literature, and these values were used in the analyses. Interface shear
testing should be performed as part of the Liner Quality Control Plan (LQCP) to confirm
that the selected liner system materials meet the values considered in the design. For the
designed liner system, the following three potentially critical interfaces were identified
by Geosyntec (from top to bottom):
•

cohesionless soil (i.e., protective cover) over the (assumed) non-woven, needlepunched (NW-NP) geotextile component of the drainage composite;

•

NW-NP geotextile over T-HDPE geomembrane; and

•

T-HDPE geomembrane over saturated compacted clay liner.

Table 6 presents the typical liner interface strengths reported in the literature for these
various interfaces. From this table, it is observed that the interface between the T-HDPE
geomembrane over the saturated clay is the weakest interface. Thus, the strength for this
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interface was selected for slope stability calculations that involved potentially critical
surfaces that pass along the geosynthetics in the base and/or sidewall liner system.
In general, limited movements are anticipated along the liner system. However, in this
report, calculations are performed to assess the stability of the Landfill using both the
peak and residual (i.e., large displacement) interface strengths in the unlikely event large
displacements occur along the T-HDPE geomembrane/compacted clay interface.
Interface Strengths for Final Cover System Components
A cross-section of the proposed final cover system to be used at the Landfill is shown in
Figure 14. Similar to the liner system, the cover system incorporates a double-sided
drainage composite. Using the design cross-section incorporated in the PSC design, the
geomembrane used in the final cover will be a 40-mil thick double-textured linear low
density polyethylene (T-LLDPE) geomembrane. For the designed final cover system, the
following three potentially critical interfaces were identified by Geosyntec (from top to
bottom):
•

cover soil over geotextile (assumed to be NW-NP) component of drainage
composite;

•

NW-NP geotextile over T-LLDPE geomembrane; and

•

T-LLDPE geomembrane over saturated compacted clay layer.

Table 7 presents the typical cover interface strengths reported in the literature. Based on
the typical interface strengths for these materials, the critical (i.e., weakest) interface in
the final cover system is along the T-LLDPE geomembrane and compacted clay interface.
The strength for this interface was selected for slope stability calculations that involved
potentially critical surfaces that pass along the geosynthetics in the final cover system.
In general, limited movements are anticipated along the final cover system. However, in
this report, calculations are performed to assess the stability of the Landfill using both the
peak and residual (i.e., large displacement) interface strengths in the unlikely event large
displacements occur along the T-LLDPE geomembrane/compacted clay interface.
Shear Strengths of Compacted Soils in the Liner and Final Cover Systems
In addition to the interface strengths referenced above, the shear strength of the
compacted clay layers and cover soils in the liner and final cover systems need to be
considered. It is assumed that the compacted clay is obtained from the surrounding
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borrow areas, which have clays with a USCS classification of CL (discussed earlier).
Table 8 is derived from Duncan et al. (1989) for drained and undrained strengths of
compacted clays with USCS soil classifications of CL and CH. From this table, drained
strengths used for the compacted clay in slope stability analyses are conservatively
assumed to be c’ = 250 psf and ’ = 25°. From Table 8, the undrained shear strength of
the compacted clay (CL soils) generally can be expected to range from about 1,780 to
2,420 psf. For the analyses performed herein, the undrained shear strength of the
compacted clay is assumed to be 1,600 psf, somewhat lower than the range of values
presented in Table 8. Again, the selection of a lower value of shear strength for the
compacted clay will result in a lower calculated FS value than would be calculated if the
lower-end boundary of the values in Table 8 were used during design. This practice of
assuming conservative strength parameters provides an enhanced confidence regarding
the performance/stability of the Landfill.
It is assumed that the protective cover for the liner system will be a cohesionless soil with
engineering properties similar to the sands encountered at the site, and it is assumed that
the cover soil for the final cover soil will be a cohesive soil with engineering properties
similar to the clays encountered at the site. Thus, the liner system protective cover soil is
assumed to have a total unit weight of 120 pcf and a drained strength of c’ = 0 and ’ =
35° (i.e., same strength parameters as Upper and Lower Sand). The final cover system
cover soil is assumed to have a total unit weight of 120 pcf, an undrained strength of 600
psf and a drained strength of c’ = 300 and ’ = 17.5° (i.e., same strength parameters as
Upper Clay).
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3.

SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS

3.1

Methodology

The calculated static slope stability FS was evaluated along cross sections that represent
critical combinations of Landfill geometry and foundation soil shear strength for a variety
of potential stability mechanisms. Specifically, the potentially critical slopes at the
Landfill would be the steepest and/or the tallest slopes. Slope stability analyses were
performed for potential sliding surfaces passing through MSW, the liner system,
foundation soils, and final cover system veneer.
Duncan (1996) and EPA (2004) recommend considering the uncertainty of strength
measurements and the consequences of failure in the selection of the target FS. Therefore,
minimum acceptable target FS values for Landfill slope stability depend on projectspecific conditions and uncertainties. Selected target FS values in the slope stability
analyses are based on the most stringent recommendations by Duncan (1996) and EPA
(2004). Accordingly, the target calculated FS for short-term conditions (i.e., foundation
slopes prior to liner system construction, liner system veneer, and interim Landfill slopes
during operation) was selected to be 1.25. The target calculated FS for long-term
conditions (i.e., final cover veneer and final Landfill slopes at the end of operations) was
selected to be 1.5. In addition, the target calculated FS for shear surfaces that extend
along liner system and final cover system interfaces is at least 1.0 when largedisplacement interface strengths are used, consistent with TCEQ guidance. The selection
of these FS values for the specific analysis conditions identified herein have been found
to be appropriate by TCEQ in previous submittals by Geosyntec to the agency.
Static slope stability analyses were performed considering both shallow (i.e., veneer) and
deep-seated (i.e., circular and block) potential slip surfaces. Simplified figures
conceptually depicting the sliding/stability scenarios that were analyzed are illustrated in
Figures 15 through 19 and summarized as follows:
•

foundation excavation slopes after construction but prior to waste placement
(Figure 15a for shallow circular slip surface and Figure 15b for deep-seated
circular slip surface);

•

liner system veneer prior to waste placement (Figure 16 for veneer stability);

•

interim landfill slopes during operation (Figure 17(a) for circular slip surfaces in
MSW and Figure 17(b) for block stability in foundation soils and/or along liner
system);
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•

final cover system slopes (Figure 18 for final cover system veneer stability); and

•

final landfill slopes after completion of waste placement (Figure 19 for a deepseated circular failure surface and Figure 17(b) for block stability in foundation
soils and/or along liner system).

The veneer stability of the liner system and final cover system was evaluated using an
analytical method presented by Giroud (1995a,b). All other potential slip surfaces were
evaluated using a method of slices coded in the computer program SLIDE, Version 6.028
(Rocscience, 2014). The computer program was used to generate circular and noncircular (i.e., block-type) shear surfaces and to calculate the FS of each potential slip
surface using the Spencer (1967) method. The slip surface optimization technique
available in SLIDE was also used to obtain the calculated critical block surfaces
exhibiting the lowest calculated FS.
3.2

Summary of Material Properties and Shear Strengths Used in Slope Stability
Analysis

Section 2 provided a discussion of the results of field and laboratory tests as well as the
technical literature used to assess the material properties for the soils used in the Landfill
design. Section 2 also presented the geotechnical design parameters of the subsurface
strata and the materials used for Landfill construction. A summary of the relevant
material properties used in the slope stability calculations is provided in Table 9.
3.3

Selected Critical Cross Sections

Slope stability analyses were performed for various Landfill cross sections to evaluate
the potentially critical configurations of the Landfill for the applicable stability modes.
Critical cross sections for analyses were selected based on consideration of when and
where the steepest and/or tallest slopes would occur. The base grade (i.e., bottom of liner
system), final grade (i.e., top of final cover), and geologic section data for the Landfill
were considered in developing the critical cross sections. Electronic (i.e., AutoCAD)
files showing the base grades and final grades for Unit 1 and Unit 2 were obtained from
PSC.
During the construction of the liner grades, it is assumed that the water table will be
lowered to below the base of the excavation through the use of dewatering wells to
facilitate construction of the Landfill cells. Ballast load calculations were performed to
estimate the height of any additional soil or waste ballast that is needed to be placed on
top of the liner system before the groundwater extraction system pumps are turned off
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and the groundwater table (GWT) is allowed to recover. The ballast load calculations are
presented in Section 5. For the final overall Landfill configuration, the potentiometric
surface is assumed to be the maximum measured GWT elevation from historical data
(Figure 20).
Figures 21 through 26 present plan view representations of the Landfill to indicate the
critical cross sections used for assessing slope stability in Units 1 and 2. The cross section
designations (i.e., B-B’, I-I’, J-J’, etc.) for the slope stability cross sections correspond to
the nearest geologic cross section identified in the B&M (2016) report.
The slope stability cross sections are as follows:
•

Figure 21 – The selected critical cross section B-B’ for foundation excavation
and liner system veneer slope stability in Unit 1 is shown on this figure. This is
the longest and tallest excavated slope in Unit 1, Cells 3 to 6, and has already been
constructed and covered with waste fill (see Figure 20, which shows May 2013
topography).

•

Figure 22 – The selected critical cross section B-B’ for interim landfill slope
stability in Unit 1 is shown on this figure. From the Landfill development plan,
provided to Geosyntec by PSC, the critical interim cross section in Unit 1 occurs
at the south end of the Landfill during the filling of Cell 3B. As shown on the
PSC figures, the interim waste slope in the Landfill during construction is limited
to 4H:1V.

•

Figure 23 – The location of the selected cross sections for final landfill slope
stability in Unit 1 is shown on this figure. The sections are designated as B-B’, II’ and J-J’.

•

Figure 24 – The selected critical cross section G-G’ for foundation excavation
and liner system veneer slope stability in Unit 2 is shown on this figure. This is
the longest and tallest (i.e., approximately 45-ft) excavated slope in Unit 2. This
cross section is also the most critical for liner system veneer stability.

•

Figure 25 – The selected critical cross section G-G’ for interim landfill slope
stability in Unit 2 is shown on this figure. From the Landfill development plan,
provided to Geosyntec by PSC, the critical interim cross section in Unit 2 occurs
at the west side of the complex during the filling of Cell 9B. As shown on the
PSC figures, the interim waste slope in the Landfill during construction is limited
to 4H:1V.
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•

3.4

Figure 26 – The location of the selected cross sections for final landfill slope
stability in Unit 2 is shown on this figure. The sections are designated as B-B’
and G-G’.
Slope Stability Analysis Results

Foundation Excavation Slopes
The critical sections for the foundation slope stability analyses occur along the tallest
and/or steepest slopes. The overall base grading plan for Units 1 and 2 incorporates 3
horizontal to 1 vertical (3H:1V) sideslopes excavated into native ground. From a
comparison of the cross section geometry for Units 1 and 2 in Figures 21 and 24, the
Unit 2 cross section is taller and more critical with respect to slope stability. Therefore,
only the Unit 2 cross section needs to be evaluated (i.e., if the target FS is met for the
Unit 2 cross section it will also be met for the less critical Unit 1 cross section). For these
analyses, which represent an interim condition during construction, it is assumed that the
groundwater dewatering system is operational and the water table has been lowered to
the top of the Lower Sand layer.
The selected critical foundation slope in Unit 2 was evaluated for undrained conditions
that exist after foundation excavation and drained conditions that may be reached over
time prior to placement of waste against the foundation slope. A summary of the
calculated values for FS for the excavated foundation sideslopes is presented in Table
10. The analysis results for all potentially critical foundation excavation slopes indicate
that the calculated minimum FS for the foundation slopes is 2.02, and it occurs as a
circular failure surface in Unit 2 along cross section G-G’ under drained conditions. All
calculated values of FS are well above the target FS value of 1.25.
An example of the calculation output from SLIDE that shows the critical circular failure
surface for Unit 2 under undrained conditions is shown in Figure 27(a). Figure 27(b)
presents the corresponding critical surficial failure surface for Unit 2 under undrained
conditions.
Liner System Veneer
The critical sections for the liner system veneer slope stability analyses occur along the
tallest and/or steepest slopes. The term “veneer” is often used to reference a failure mode
owing to a shallow planar nature of the failure surfaces in soil and/or along planar
geosynthetic interfaces when small overburden stresses are applied. The stability of liner
system components comprised of geosynthetic materials is often governed by the
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interface strength of the materials. Figure 16 presented a typical slip surface for the liner
system components placed on the excavated sideslopes. Shallow failures for the
excavated soil slopes were discussed in the previous section. Final cover veneer stability
will be addressed in a subsequent section.
A summary of the calculated FS for the liner system components placed on the excavated
sideslopes is provided in Table 11. Analysis results indicate that the calculated minimum
FS for the critical veneer stability mode along the liner is 4.67, a value that is >>1.5. This
critical condition occurs in Unit 2 along cross section G-G’. An example of the
calculation output from SLIDE that shows the critical liner system veneer failure surface
for Unit 2 under undrained conditions using peak interface shear strengths is shown in
Figure 28.
Interim Landfill Slopes
The critical case for stability of the interim Landfill slope occurs where the interim waste
slope during filling of the Landfill is the tallest and/or steepest, and has the least amount
of buttressing/support at the toe of the interim slope. The situation typically occurs after
waste placement in one cell while excavation/construction is occurring in an adjacent new
cell.
From the Landfill development plan, provided to Geosyntec by PSC, the critical interim
cross section in Unit 1 occurs at the south end of the Landfill during the filling of Cell
3B. The interim waste slope in the Landfill during construction is limited to 4H:1V.
Figure 29 shows the location of the selected critical interim cross section B-B’ in Unit 1.
For Unit 2, the critical interim slopes occur on the west side of the complex after Cell 9A
is built to El. 675 ft and during the filling of Cell 9B. Figure 30 presents the location of
this selected critical interim cross section G-G’ in Unit 2. For the interim condition, the
water table is assumed to be below the base of the excavation.
Potential slip surface scenarios considered for the interim Landfill slopes include:
•

circular shear surfaces with surficial or partial slope failure surfaces through
MSW;

•

circular shear surfaces through MSW and base liner;

•

circular shear surfaces through MSW, base liner, and foundation soils;

•

block-type shear surfaces through MSW;
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•

block-type shear surfaces through MSW and base liner; and

•

block-type shear surfaces through MSW, base liner, and foundation soils.

The evaluated shear surface scenarios and calculated values of FS for the interim landfill
slope conditions using peak and residual interface strengths are presented in Table 12.
For the interim slopes, the selected target minimum calculated FS is 1.25, even in
conditions that model large deformations when TCEQ guidelines would suggest that a
calculated FS of at least 1.0 using residual strengths would be acceptable. In all cases,
Table 12 shows that the minimum computed FS for the interim landfill slopes is greater
than the target minimum FS. Figures 31 and 32 present calculated output schematics of
critical failure surfaces for an interim circular and block failure mode, respectively.
Final Landfill Slopes
As discussed earlier, the potentially critical cross sections for global stability of the
Landfill at final grades in Unit 1 were shown in Figure 23. For Unit 2 the potentially
critical sections were shown in Figure 26. Table 6 (discussed earlier) presented a
summary of the shear strengths for the various interfaces along the base liner. Comparing
these base liner strengths to the drained shear strengths of MSW and foundation soils, it
is seen that the weakest zone was the interface between the geomembrane and clay.
Hence, the shear surface scenarios included in the analyses are block-type shear surfaces
at this interface. Slope stability is calculated for final landfill slopes with respect to both
peak and residual interface shear strength values.
Following conventional practice, the target FS with respect to peak interface shear
strength was selected as 1.5, while the target FS with respect with respect to residual (i.e.,
large-displacement) interface shear strengths was selected as 1.25. For both these
conditions, the drained shear strengths of the materials are selected for analysis, as these
analyses consider long-term conditions. The results of the final landfill global slope
stability analyses are summarized in Table 13. Results from this table demonstrate that
the computed FS values are greater than or equal to the target minimum calculated FS.
In Unit 1, for the final Landfill configuration, the most critical calculated FS values using
the peak and residual base liner strengths are along cross section B-B’. Figures 33 and
34 present the calculated critical block slip surfaces for cross section B-B’ (shown
previously in Figure 23) using the peak and residual interface strengths, respectively. In
Unit 2, for the final Landfill configuration, the most critical calculated FS using the peak
and residual base liner strengths are along cross section B-B’ (shown previously in Figure
26). Figures 35 and 36 present the calculated critical block slip surfaces for cross section
B-B’ using the peak and residual interface strengths, respectively.
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Final Cover System Veneer
The final cover grading plans for Unit 1 and Unit 2 were obtained from PSC in June 2016.
Geosyntec selected a critical cross section for the final cover veneer stability. The
steepest and longest slope in the final cover system is shown in Figure 37.
The static slope stability of a final cover system veneer can be analyzed by modeling the
veneer as a block failure mode and using a computer solution or by using a “closed-form”
equation that considers a veneer failure surface along a slope of finite length. The finite
slope method considers soil strength above or below the slip plane and accounts for the
potential toe-buttressing effect. The evaluations presented in this section have been
performed using a finite slope method, incorporating the following equations developed
by Giroud et al. (1995a,b):
  (t  t w )   b t w  tan 
a / sin 
FS   t
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=
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It should be noted that while the above equation is specifically for an interface above a
geomembrane layer, it can also be applied to interfaces below the geomembrane by
changing the coefficient of the first term, (i.e., the multiplier of tan  / tan  ) to 1.0. The
slope geometry used to derive the above equation is shown in Figure 38.
The final cover system will be placed incrementally upon closure of a given area at the
Landfill. For these conditions, analyses are performed to represent a long-term condition.
As discussed earlier, the target FS is selected as 1.5 considering peak interface strengths
and 1.25 considering residual interface strengths. Analyses of veneer stability are
performed along interfaces above and below the geomembrane using the proposed final
cover system shown previously in Figure 14 and consider that the weakest interface is
between the geomembrane and clay layer (previously presented in Table 7). The depth
of soil above the critical interface (t) was considered to be the total depth of soil above
the geosynthetics (i.e., t = 3 ft) on the 3H: 1V slope.
The critical cross-section for final cover stability is expected to occur for the longest and
steepest slope. The final cover grading plan incorporates 3H:1V sideslopes. From the
final cover grading plans for Unit 1 and Unit 2, the longest slope shown in Figure 37 was
identified in Unit 1 and represents a maximum height of 215 ft. The final cover system
to be used at the Landfill facility incorporates a drainage composite. To provide a
conservative solution, it is assumed that the drainage layer flows full of infiltrated water,
resulting in an average liquid head above the geomembrane at the liner interface of tw =
t*= 0.033 ft.
The calculations for final cover stability considering interface both above and below the
geomembrane were performed using Microsoft Excel. The geomembrane/compacted
clay interface below the liner was found to be the most critical. The calculated FS results
for peak and residual interface shear strengths are presented in Table 14. The calculated
FS values are greater than 2.0, exceeding the target FS values of 1.5 considering peak
interface strengths and 1.25 considering residual interface strengths.
3.5

Back-Calculated Strengths for Liner System and Final Cover System

It is noted that with respect to base liner and final cover strength parameters, the slope
stability analyses previously discussed were performed using relatively conservative
strength properties as reported in the technical literature for the types of soil and
geosynthetics designed for use at the Landfill. To provide an estimate of the minimum
strength for the base liner and final cover materials, a “back analysis” was performed and
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used as a basis for interpreting the site-specific parameters that are obtained from future
recommended laboratory tests. Back-analyses are performed on the critical cross sections
for interim and final slopes that yielded the lowest calculated FS. The shear strength of
the base liner and/or the final cover is varied iteratively for each scenario until the lowest
allowable strength is identified that produces a calculated FS equal to the target minimum
calculated FS.
The back-calculated base liner peak strengths are presented in Table 15. Analysis results
indicate that the base liner interface should have a minimum friction angle of 15°
(assuming no cohesion intercept) to reach the selected target FS of 1.5. The backcalculated final cover interface (i.e., veneer stability) strengths are presented in Table 16.
Analysis results indicate that the final cover system should have minimum peak and
residual friction angles (assuming no adhesion) of 26° and 22°, respectively, to reach the
selected target FSs of 1.5 and 1.25, respectively. These minimum required backcalculated interface strengths will be incorporated into the LQCP and Final Cover Quality
Control Plan (FCQCP) as specifications that must be verified by site-specific testing prior
to construction.
3.6

Stability Analysis of Landfill Slopes with the Smooth HDPE (S-HDPE)
Geomembrane in Unit 1

PSC reported to Geosyntec that Unit 1 has a smooth HDPE (S-HDPE) geomembrane on
the northwestern side (i.e., Cell 1 of Unit 1) of the Landfill (see Figures 39 and 40). The
Landfill development plan received from PSC indicates that the existing elevation of
MSW in Cell 1 is 675 ft. The maximum target final cover elevation of Unit 1 at the end
of Landfill construction is 813.5 ft. Slope stability analyses were performed along
selected critical cross sections in Unit 1 to calculate the FS under the existing conditions
(i.e., the interim MSW elevation of 675 ft) and after completion of construction of Unit 1
to verify that the calculated FS exceeds the target value.
For the interim and final conditions, slope stability analyses that involve the base liner
were performed using peak and residual interface strengths. For the S-HDPE
geomembrane liner system, the critical interface of the base liner is between the S-HDPE
geomembrane and the compacted clay. The GWT is assumed to be at the maximum
recorded elevations at the Landfill location because this will result in the more critical
case for slope stability analysis. Typical interface shear strength values between the SHDPE geomembrane and the saturated clay layer interface from literature indicate 12°
for peak friction and 150 psf for adhesion (Koerner and Narejo, 2005). For residual
interface strengths, the friction angle reported was 12° and zero cohesion.
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For interim conditions (i.e., existing conditions), the target FS is selected as 1.25 for both
peak and residual interface strength parameters. For slope stability analyses on final
Landfill slopes, the target FS is selected to be 1.5 using peak interface strengths and 1.25
using residual interface strengths. Figure 39 shows the selected critical cross sections II’ and B-B’ for interim conditions, while Figure 40 shows the selected critical cross
sections I-I’ and B-B’ for final conditions.
Table 17 presents the calculated FS values for the interim and final slope conditions. For
the interim configuration, the minimum calculated FS value using the peak interface
strengths is 1.63 (along cross section B-B’) and using the residual interface strengths is
1.55 (along cross section I-I’). Considering both peak and residual shears strength values,
the calculated FS for both of these selected potentially critical cross sections exceed the
target FS of 1.25. For the final configuration, the calculated FS values for the selected
cross sections using the residual strengths are greater than the selected target FS of 1.25.
The minimum calculated FS using peak interface strengths is 1.53 and it occurs along
cross section B-B’. Since the calculated FS values are dependent on the assumed
interface strengths, minimum required peak liner interface strengths to meet the selected
target FS are also back calculated, as explained in the previous section. Table 18 presents
a summary of the back calculated required minimum interface strengths to achieve the
target FS. Analysis results indicate that the minimum peak interface strength to achieve
the target FS for the final slopes is 13.5°. As this minimum interface strength is lower
than values typically acknowledged in the literature (Koerner and Narejo, 2005),
Geosyntec believes that the current and final design conditions in Cell 1 of Unit 1 meet
the minimum stability requirements identified previously in this document. Therefore,
Geosyntec believes that the proposed final design grading in Cell 1 of Unit 1 is
appropriate and will result in a safe design.
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4.

SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS

4.1

Purpose

Settlement analyses of the Landfill liner system were performed to estimate the postsettlement grades for the liner system along selected leachate collection corridors to
ensure a positive drainage along these relatively flat design slopes throughout the life of
the Landfill. This section presents the analysis methodology, identifies the selected cross
sections, and presents the results of the settlement calculations. By accounting for the
anticipated settlement of the base liner system in the final design, the leachate collection
system will be designed to remain operational and fully functional through all phases of
operation and throughout the post-closure time period.
4.2

Methodology

Consolidation Settlement
Settlements of the liner system and subsurface soils are calculated using equations for
conventional one-dimensional (1-D) consolidation theory used in geotechnical
engineering. Settlements are caused by the following mechanisms (Holtz and Kovacs,
1981):
•

elastic settlement (i.e., immediate settlement) that occurs during waste placement;

•

primary compression that is due to overburden loading imposed by the liner
system, MSW, and the final cover system; and

•

secondary compression that is the result of realignment of the soil fabric (i.e.,
creep) under the sustained loading from the closed landfill.

The elastic and primary settlements are calculated using the equations below that have
been incorporated into the computer program SETTLE3D, Version 2.019. The secondary
settlement is calculated by coding the appropriate equations in an Excel spreadsheet. The
settlement equations are given below:
Elastic or Immediate Settlement
Si  ( Ms ) H ............................................................................................................ (2)
Ms 

E s (1   s )
....................................................................................................(3)
(1   s )(1  2 s )
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Primary Settlement
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      v'
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Secondary Settlement

t
S s  C H log  2
 t1


 .....................................................................................................(6)


Total Settlement
S  Si  S p  S s ..............................................................................................................(7)
Where,
Δσ
M
Es
υs
Si
Sp
Ss
S
Cc
Cr
C
H

 vo

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

 p

= pre-consolidation pressure;

increment of vertical stress;
constrained modulus
elastic soil modulus;
Poisson’s ratio of soil;
elastic settlement;
primary settlement;
secondary settlement;
total settlement;
modified compression index;
modified recompression index;
modified secondary compression index;
initial thickness of compressible layer;
initial effective overburden stress;

  v' = increase in effective stress due to the loadings;
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t1
t2

4.3

= time for completion of primary compression (assumed to be 1 year after closure
in this analysis, as commonly assumed by designers); and
= time when settlement due to secondary compression is computed (assumed to
be 30 years after closure in this analysis to account for post-closure care
monitoring period).
Selected Cross Sections for Analysis

The cross sections considered for the settlement analyses were obtained from electronic
(i.e., AutoCAD) files that presented the base grading plan and the final cover grading plan
provided to Geosyntec by PSC and referenced previously. The selected critical cross
section for Unit 1 is along the leachate collection corridor, as shown in Figure 41 (cross
section B-B’). In Unit 2, analyses were performed on two potentially critical cross
sections, sections F-F’ and G-G’ as shown in Figure 42. These cross sections were
selected because they were located along the leachate collection corridor, had the
maximum loading from the MSW, and were underlain by a relatively thick layer of Upper
or Lower Clay. These locations were also used to compute the post-closure Landfill
settlement. The leachate collection corridors were selected for analysis because the
slopes along the leachate collection corridors are significantly longer and flatter than the
effective slopes along other portions of the base liner. The rationale follows that if
calculated grade reversals can be shown to not occur along the corridor, reversals are not
anticipated at any other portions of the cell floor where the slopes are steeper and more
tolerant of differential settlements that may cause grade reversals.
4.4

Consolidation Properties used in Analysis

Information regarding the native subsurface soils at the location of the analysis cross
sections was obtained from the geologic drawings provided to Geosyntec by B&M.
Section 2 of this Report previously provided a description of the subsurface stratigraphy.
Table 19 presents a summary of the consolidation parameters that were used for the
settlement analyses. In this table, the modified compression index (Cce) and modified
recompression index (Cre) were obtained from the consolidation tests performed on the
Lower Clay. Since the index properties of the Lower Clay and Upper Clay are similar,
the same value for the compression parameters were used for both clay layers. The
modified secondary compression index (C) was estimated using typical values reported
in the literature that are correlated to the measured index properties, as reported in Table
20. The values reported in Table 20 are more typically associated with soft clays, which
are not encountered at the Landfill location. Hence these values provide a conservative
estimate of the C for the Upper and Lower Clay encountered at the Landfill. The
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average C from the values reported in Table 20 was selected for the secondary
settlement analysis calculations.
The Young’s modulus (E) values reported in Table 21 for the Upper and Lower Sand
were used to calculate the immediate settlements in the sand units. These values were
estimated using SPT blow count (N) correlations that are presented in EPRI (1990) and
reproduced in Figure 43. As indicated in this figure, the Young’s modulus can be
estimated using the following:
𝐸
𝑃𝑎

= 5𝑁60

...................................................................................(8)

where:
E = Young’s modulus;
Pa = atmospheric pressure = 2117 psf; and
N60 = SPT blow count normalized to 60% hammer energy.
The SPT blow count values for the Upper and Lower Sand are discussed previously in
Section 2.3. Table 21 provides a summary of the site-specific blow counts and the
selected Young’s modulus values used for settlement analyses of the sand layers.
4.5

Results of Settlement Calculations

The calculated total settlements along the selected cross sections range from 0.1 to 3.03
ft. In the case of the maximum calculated settlement, the settlement calculation results
for the foundation soils along selected critical cross section B-B’ indicate that the
maximum calculated primary settlement was 2.85 ft, while the maximum calculated
secondary settlements after a 30-year post-closure care period was 0.18 ft. The
constructed grades along the leachate collection corridor and the grades after 30 years of
post-closure care for the selected critical cross sections are presented in Figures 44 (cross
section B-B’), 45 (cross section F-F’), and 46 (cross section G-G’).
For cross section B-B’ in Unit 1, the initial liner grades along the leachate corridor are at
a slope of 0.5 %. The calculated slope along the leachate drainage corridor at the end of
the 30-year post-closure care period varies from 0.28 to 0.74 %, thus maintaining positive
drainage over the long term. Figure 44 presents the results of the settlement analysis to
show the relative amount of differential settlement.
In Unit 2, the maximum settlement is calculated along two selected critical cross sections
F-F’ and G-G’ and results are presented in Figures 45 and 46, respectively. The initial
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liner grades along the leachate collection corridors are at a slope of 1.5%. Calculation
results indicate that the settlements along cross section F-F’ are larger than those along
G-G’. Specifically, the calculated slope along the leachate drainage corridor at the end
of the 30-year closure period for section F-F’ varies from 0.96 to 1.48%, thus maintaining
positive drainage over the long term. The calculated slope along the leachate drainage
corridor at the end of the 30-year closure period for section G-G’ varies from 1.46 to
1.49%, thus maintaining positive drainage over the long term.
Based on results of the settlement analyses along the selected cross sections, the central
leachate collection corridors of Unit 1 and Unit 2, and thus all portions of the base liner
system, are expected to maintain positive drainage and are not expected to cause any
grade reversal during the post-closure care period. These results indicate that leachate
collection system is designed to remain operational and maintain a positive drainage
during the entire design life of the Landfill.
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5.

BALLAST LOAD CALCULATIONS

5.1

Purpose

As discussed previously, the highest recorded water level in the foundation soils is above
the base excavation grades (see previously referenced Figure 20), thus creating an inward
gradient at the Landfill site during operations. During construction of the base liner
system and until sufficient waste is placed in each cell as ballast to avoid uplift,
dewatering pumps need to remain operational to lower and maintain the water level in
the foundation soils to levels that are below the excavation grades.
Ballast load calculations were performed to assess the amount of MSW that needs to be
placed on top of the base liner to counter-balance the uplift caused by the highest recorded
potentiometric surface before the dewatering pumps are decommissioned. Since the
waste will be used as the ballast, a target FS of 1.5 regarding uplift is required in
accordance with 30 TAC §330.337(h)(2). If soil were used as ballast (i.e., the weight of
the liner system and any extra soil placed for ballast), TCEQ requires a minimum FS of
1.2 (30 TAC §330.337(b)(1).
5.2

Methodology

From the proposed base grading plan and detail provided to Geosyntec by PSC, the base
liner system will consist of a two-foot thick compacted clay layer, overlain by
geonet/geotextile drainage composite, and a two-foot thick protective soil cover. The
proposed bottom liner system was shown previously in Figure 13. For the calculations
presented in this Report, the uplift FS is initially calculated both at the bottom of the
geomembrane and bottom of the compacted clay.
The required thickness of ballast on the liner system to achieve the target FS can be
calculated by using the following steps:
•

Select critical points for evaluation of a cell (based on local groundwater
conditions with respect to landfill base and/or side slope elevations), top of liner,
and critical subsurface strata. Evaluate the elevations of the seasonal high
groundwater table (SHGT) (synonymous with the “historical high” groundwater
levels). Or, use observed groundwater levels if conditions are intermittent and not
represented by a continuous water table.

•

Calculate the maximum hydrostatic uplift force (per unit area), UN, acting normal
to the liner at each evaluation point:
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UN = γw ×Hwt …………………………………(9)
where: w = unit weight of water; Hwt = vertical distance from the liner to the
seasonal high groundwater table.
•

Evaluate the unit weight of the soil ballast materials (soil and/or waste):
Waste – For municipal solid waste, TCEQ requires in 30 TAC §330.337(h)(2)
that the unit weight of waste used as a ballast material be selected as 1,200 pounds
per cubic yard, or 44 pounds per cubic foot.
Protective Cover – Since no measured unit weights for the protective cover are
available, a value of 100 pcf is selected to be a conservative but representative
value for the protective cover soils.

•

Calculate the resisting force, RN, provided by the recompacted clay liner and
protective cover soils acting normal to the liner at each point:
R N = Σ(γi ×Ti )× cos β……………………………(10)
where: RN = normal resisting force; i = total unit weight of the ith ballast
component above the liner; Ti = vertical thickness of the ith ballast component
above the liner; and  = the slope of the liner system.

•

Calculate the provided FS without ballast at each point:
FS = RN/UN …………………………………(11)
If the provided FS is greater than or equal to FSmin, then no ballast is required. If
FS is less than FSmin, then ballast is required.

•

If ballast is required, calculate the required thickness, Tb, of the ballast materials:
Σ(γb ×Tb )× cos β = ((FStarget ×UN ) − R N )………….(12)
where: b = total unit weight of the ballast material; and Tb = required vertical
thickness ballast above the liner.

The highest recorded potentiometric surface map at the Landfill facility provided to
Geosyntec by B&M (Figure 20) indicates that the highest recorded water elevations
generally vary from about 560 to 610 ft across the Landfill footprint. For each cell, the
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highest recorded water elevation and the lowest excavation elevation are assigned as
representative values for use in the ballast load calculations. Based on the bottom of
excavation grades provided to Geosyntec by PSC, the liner side slopes are inclined at 3
horizontal to 1 vertical (3H:1V) and the leachate collection sumps are not recessed. The
hydrostatic uplift was therefore evaluated along the 3H:1V liner side slopes for each cell
of the Landfill.
5.3

Results

Table 22 presents the maximum unbalanced water loading (calculated as the maximum
GWT elevation minus the lowest base grade elevation in the specific cell) for each cell in
Units 1 and 2 as reported in the B&M map and the initial calculated FS values against
uplift on the 3H:1V liner side slopes for both the bottom of the compacted clay layer and
the bottom of the geomembrane. Results from this table indicate that the calculated uplift
FS is lower at the bottom of the geomembrane than at the bottom of the compacted clay
layer. Hence, the waste ballast thickness that is required to obtain a calculated target FS
of 1.5 is based on the geomembrane uplift pressures. The results of the calculated ballast
thickness indicate that, except for cells 2B and 2C in Unit 1, all the other cells in Unit 1
and Unit 2 require ballast to achieve the regulatory requirement for minimum FS against
uplift. From Table 22 it is seen that in Unit 1, the thickness of the required waste ballast
layer varies from 0 to 38 ft. In Unit 2, the thickness of the waste ballast layer varies from
30 to 96 ft. A map that shows the minimum required ballast for each cell during
construction will be provided as part of the construction documents.
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6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Geosyntec developed design geotechnical parameters and performed slope stability,
settlement, and ballast load calculations for Units 1 and 2 of the City of Denton Landfill.
The design geotechnical parameters were developed based on historical and relatively
recent field investigation and laboratory testing results provided to Geosyntec by B&M
(2016). The subsurface soils at the Landfill site are composed of distinct layers of sands
and clays of varying thickness. The clay materials are characterized as being
overconsolidated and relatively stiff, while the sands are characterized as being relatively
dense. These materials provide an excellent foundation for the Landfill.
Slope stability analyses results indicate that the design proposed by PSC meets acceptable
calculated target FS values for the selected potentially critical cross sections considering
both interim and long-term conditions when using representative (but conservative)
values of interface shear strengths. Since site-specific liner interface strength tests have
not yet been performed, minimum required interface shear strengths were back calculated
and reported herein. These back calculated interface strengths should be incorporated
into the QC plans for the project and these values should be used to confirm that the
minimum acceptable strengths for these materials are achieved by performing sitespecific testing prior to construction.
Landfill cover veneer stability was also performed using typical (but conservative) peak
interface strengths reported in the literature for the soil and geosynthetic materials
anticipated for use at the Landfill. For the assumed typical interface strengths, the
calculated FS values for veneer stability along the excavated sideslopes and the final
cover sideslopes are greater than the selected target FS of 1.5. The potentially critical
interface occurs below the geomembrane at the soil/geomembrane interface. Since the
interface strengths used in this analysis might be different from the assumed values, the
minimum required interface strengths to obtain the target FSs were also calculated. These
back-calculated interface strengths should be incorporated into the QC plans for the
project and these values should be used to confirm that these minimum values are
exceeded by the results of site-specific testing prior to construction.
Slope stability analyses along selected critical cross sections in Cell 1 along the
northwestern side of Unit 1 indicate that the calculated FS for the existing conditions, as
well as for the final Landfill development grades, is greater than the target FS when using
conservative values of interface strength between the smooth geomembrane and the
compacted clay.
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Settlement calculation results for the foundation soils along the selected critical cross
sections indicate that the maximum calculated total settlement is about 3 ft. The
maximum calculated primary consolidation settlement was 2.85 ft, while the maximum
calculated secondary settlements after a 30-year post-closure care period was 0.18 ft.
Furthermore, calculation results indicate that for the selected potentially critical cross
sections, no grade reversal beneath the liner is anticipated in the long term for any portion
of the base liner system.
Ballast load calculations were performed on Units 1 and 2 assuming the uplift is caused
by the highest recorded potentiometric surface at the site. A table summarizing the
required ballast height is provided. The required ballast load thickness was in general
larger in Unit 2 compared to the thickness required in Unit 1.
In summary, the results of the stability and settlement calculations considering the
grading presented by PSC indicate that the Landfill is designed to meet or exceed all
requirements for slope stability, settlement, and liner system ballast identified in the
TCEQ regulations (30 TAC §330). The calculation results presented in this Report and
the design grading presented in the PSC design indicate that the subsurface conditions at
the site are favorable for the proposed design and that once constructed, the Landfill
performance will be maintained throughout its operational life and through the postclosure care period.
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Table 1. Summary of Unit Weight, Water Content and Atterberg Limits
of the Various Subsurface Strata in the Location of the Landfill Site
Dry Unit Weight
Stratum
No.
I
II
III
IV
V

Soil
Type
Upper
Clay
Upper
Sand
Lower
Clay
Lower
Sand
Grayson
Marl

Water Content

Liquid Limit (LL)

Plastic Limit (PL)

Plasticity Index (PI)

No. of
Tests

Avg
(pcf)

Std
Dev
(pcf)

No.
of
Tests

Avg
(%)

Std
Dev
(%)

No. of
Tests

Avg

Std
Dev

No. of
Tests

Avg

Std
Dev

No.
of
Tests

Avg

Std
Dev

18

122

9

68

15

5

42

39

3

42

15

3

42

24

3

3

128

7

16

13

6

16

27

7

16

14

2

16

14

6

13

111

15

83

15

4

59

44

4

59

18

5

59

27

11

8

117

11

41

14

5

18

27

8

18

17

4

18

10

9

43

131

11

66

14

4

12

42

14

12

19

4

12

23

11

Notes:
Avg = Average
Std Dev = Standard Deviation
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Table 2. Calculated Unit Weights from Site Investigations

Name

Average Dry Unit
Weight
(pcf)

Average Water
Content
(%)

Average Total Unit
Weight
(pcf)

I

Upper Clay

122

15

140

II

Upper Sand

128

13

145

III

Lower Clay

111

15

127

IV

Lower Sand

117

14

133

V

Grayson Marl

131

14

149

Stratum
No.
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Table 3. Estimated Consolidation Parameters [from EMCON (1996) report]
Calculated PreConsolidation
Pressure (2)
(psf)

Calculated
OCR (2)

Boring No.

Depth
bgs (1)
(ft)

B-116

16.9

602

0.68

6,600

3.2

B-102

16.5

571

0.708

13,800

6.7

Elevation of
Initial Void Ratio
Sample (ft)

Notes:
1.
2.

bgs = below ground surface
Calculated using Casagrande construction technique
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Table 4. Results of Laboratory Shear Strength Tests
Stratum
No.

Layer
Description

I

Upper Clay

II

Upper Sand

III

Lower Clay

IV

Lower Sand

V

Grayson Marl

Total Stress
Effective Stress
Parameters
Parameters
Boring ID
Type of Test
c (psf)
c' (psf)

'
Most of this layer is or will be excavated. Shear strength assumed to be the same as Lower Clay
EB-12
Direct Shear
21
360
38.8
Value used in slope stability calculations
0
35
EB-13
CU w/PWP
39
1195
25.3
648
37.3
EB-24
CU w/PWP
31
1008
20.4
57.6
37.4
EB-25
CU w/PWP
20
172.8
14.9
244.8
16.4
EB-23
UU
20
Su = 820 psf
Assumed drained shear strength for slope stability
300
17.5
calculations
Su = 600 psf for 0 to 20 ft bgs
Assumed undrained shear strength for slope stability
Su = 2000 psf from 20 to 30 ft bgs
calculations
Su = 4500 psf for 30 to 40 ft bgs
Su = 5000 psf for depths > 40 ft bgs
EB-16
Direct Shear
34
0
41.9
EB-21
Direct Shear
17
268.8
30.3
Value used in slope stability calculations
0
35
Unconfined Compression, Mean Su = 29,190 psf [8 tests; Std Dev = 9400 psf]
Average Depth
bgs
(ft)

Notes:
1.
bgs = below ground surface (at time of boring)
2.
Average excavation depth is assumed to be 20 ft below original ground surface.
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Table 5. Calculated Undrained Shear Strength of Lower Clay from CU Tests

Boring
ID

Soil
Depth
(bgs)
(ft)

Assumed
GWT
depth1
(ft)

EB-13

39

0

EB-24

31

EB-25

20

0

0

'1-F
(psi)2

'3-F
(psi)3

48.52

7.46

107.87

'deviator at

Anisotropic
Correction
Factor7

Su
(psi)5

'confining
(psi)6

Su/'confining

41.06

20.53

10

2.05

0.67

1.38

22

85.87

42.94

40

1.07

0.67

0.72

39.14

10.18

28.96

14.48

10

1.45

0.67

0.97

56.04

11.66

44.38

22.19

20

1.11

0.67

0.74

81.92

20.13

61.79

30.90

40

0.77

0.67

0.52

16.78

6.86

9.92

4.96

10

0.50

0.67

0.33

32.24

15.32

16.92

8.46

20

0.42

0.67

0.28

63.81

33.14

30.67

15.34

40

0.38

0.67

0.26

failure

(psi)4

Su/'confKocorrected

Approximate
Insitu stress
(psf)8

OCR

Approximate
Calculated
PreConsolidation
Pressure
(psf)

0.72

2776

3.2

8884

20

19

1624

5.5

2.8

4554

0.74

2237

3.2

7157

20

11

1085

6.6

3.35

3631

0.28

1292

3.2

4134.4

20

0

140

29.5

4.20

588

Assumed
Su/'confkocorrected

for
analysis

9

Approximate
Average Depth
of Excavation
at Landfill
Facility10
(ft)

Approximate
Depth of
sample below
excavation
(ft)

Vertical
Insitu
effective
stress after
excavation
(psf)

Estimated
OCR after
excavation

Undrained
Shear
Strength
Ratio,
Su/’v

Undrained
Shear
Strength,
Su (psf)

Notes:
1.



5.


The ground water table (GWT) is conservatively assumed to be at the ground surface.
’1-F is the major principal stress at failure.
’3-F is the minor principal stress at failure.
'deviator at failure is the maximum deviatoric stress.
Su is the maximum shear stress during testing.
'confining is the confining pressure during the test.

7.

The anisotropic correction factor corrects the shear strength ratio accounts for the anisotropy in the field. Anisotropic correction factor =

8.
9.
10.

The insitu stress is estimated from the soil description provided in the bore log summary table provided to Geosyntec.
This is the estimated OCR from the 1-D consolidation lab test on boring B-116. This is the OCR before excavation.
The undrained shear strength ratio is calculated as Su / ('vertical insitu) = (S’u/'conf-Kocorrected) (OCR)0.8.

1+2(1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙′ )
3

. ' is assumed to be 30°.
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Table 6. Assumed Shear Strength of Liner System Interfaces
[Source: Koerner and Narejo (2005)]
Friction Angle

Cohesion (psf)

Interface

Protective Cover Soil over Geotextile (assumed to be NWNP)

Peak

Residual

Peak

Residual

33

33

0

0

NW-NP Geotextile over Geonet
Thermally bonded
Geonet over NW-NP Geotextile
NW-NP Geotextile over T-HDPE Geomembrane

25

17

167

0

T-HDPE Geomembrane over Saturated Clay

18

16

209

0

Notes:
1.
The protective cover soil is assumed to be a cohesionless soil.
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Table 7. Assumed Shear Strength of Final Cover System Interfaces
[Source: Koerner and Narejo (2005)]
Friction Angle

Cohesion (psf)

Interface

Cover Soil over Geotextile (assumed to be NW-NP)

Peak

Residual

Peak

Residual

30

21

104

0

NW-NP Geotextile over Geonet
Thermally bonded
Geonet over NW-NP Geotextile
NW-NP Geotextile over double-textured
LLDPE Geomembrane

26

17

169

198

Double textured LLDPE Geomembrane
over Saturated Clay

21

13

121

146

Notes:
1.
The cover soil is assumed to be cohesive.
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Table 8. Shear Strength Properties of Compacted Soils
[Source: Duncan et al. (1989)]

USCS Symbol

CL

CH

Soil Type
Inorganic clays
of low to
medium
plasticity
Inorganic clay
of high
plasticity

Typical Strength Characteristics
Drained
Undrained
c’ (psf)
c (psf)
’ (deg)
 (deg)
285

28 ± 2

2100 ± 320

1-3

245 ± 120

19 ± 5

1800 ± 980

0-2
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Table 9. Summary of Shear Strengths Used for Stability Analysis

Stratum/
Material

Soil
Type


(pcf)

Undrained
Strength

Drained Strength

Su
(psf)

Strength
Envelope
Type

c'
(psf)

'
(°)

Linear

300

17.5

I

Upper Clay

140

600 (d< 20 ft)
2000 (d ≤ 30ft)
4500 (30ft < d ≤ 40ft)
5000 (d ≥ 40ft)

II

Upper Sand

145

-

Linear

0

35

III

Lower Clay

127

same as
Upper Clay

Linear

300

17.5

IV

Lower Sand

133

-

Linear

0

35

V

Grayson Marl

149

29,190

Linear

-

-

Protective Cover Soil

120

-

Linear

0

35

T-HDPE Geomembrane –
Compacted Clay Interface

-

-

Linear

209 (peak)
0 (residual)

18 (peak)
16 (residual)

Compacted Clay

120

1600

Linear

250

25

Cover Soil

120

600

Linear

300

17.5

T-LLDPE Geomembrane –
Compacted Clay Interface

120

-

Linear

-

83

-

Bilinear

121 (peak)
146 (residual)
c' = 500 psf at σ' < 770 psf
c' = 0 psf at σ' ≥ 770 psf

21 (peak)
13 (residual)
ϕ' = 0° at σ' < 770 psf,
ϕ' = 33° at σ' ≥ 770 psf

Liner
System

Final Cover
System
MSW

Note:  = total unit weight (for soil strata average from Table 2, for compacted clay and cover soil - assumed, for MSW from Figure 12); Su = undrained shear strength (for
soil strata from Table 4 and for compacted clay based on Table 8); d = depth below excavation grades; and c’ = effective cohesion and ’ = effective-stress friction
angle (for soil strata from Table 4, for compacted clay from Table 8, for cover soil assumed, for interfaces from Tables 6 and 7, and for MSW from Kavazanjian et
al. (1995)).
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Table 10. Summary of Calculated FS for Foundation
Foundation Slopes using Short Term (Undrained) Strengths Calculated Factor of Safety
( if ≥ Target)
Shear Surface Scenario
West Foundation Slope in Unit 2 (Cross-section G-G’) – Undrained Conditions
Circular failure

2.17

Surficial failure

2.07

West Foundation Slope in Unit 2 (Cross-section- G-G’) – Drained Conditions
Circular failure

2.02

Surficial failure

2.08
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Table 11. Summary of Calculated Liner System Veneer FS

Liner System Veneer Shear Surface Scenario

Calculated Factor of
Safety ( if ≥ Target)

South Foundation Slope in Unit 1 (Cross-section B-B’)
Veneer stability of compacted clay on double-textured HDPE
geomembrane interface (short-term or undrained strengths)

5.73

Veneer stability of compacted clay liner on foundation interface
(short-term or undrained strengths)

15.32

West Foundation Slope in Unit 2 (Cross-section- G-G’)
Veneer stability of compacted clay on double-textured HDPE
geomembrane interface (short-term or undrained strengths)

4.67

Veneer stability of compacted clay on foundation interface
(short-term or undrained strengths)

13.24
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Table 12. Summary of Calculated Interim FS for Selected Critical Cross-Sections
Interim Landfill Slope
using Short Term Strengths
Shear Surface Scenario
Circular shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW
Circular shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW
and base liner
Circular shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW,
liner and foundation soils
Block-type shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW
Block-type shear surface Through the liner system and
MSW
Block-type shear surface –
Through the foundation soils,
MSW and liner

Calculated Factor of Safety
using Peak Liner Strengths
( if ≥ Target)
Unit 1: Cross-section B-B’

Calculated Factor of Safety
using Residual Liner
Strengths ( if ≥ Target)

2.84

2.84

2.74

2.70

2.57

2.57

2.87

2.87

2.11

1.97

2.45

2.44

Unit 2: Cross-section G-G’
Circular shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW
Circular shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW
and base liner
Circular shear surface –
Slope failure through MSW,
liner and foundation soils
Block-type shear surface Slope failure through MSW
Block-type shear surface Through the liner system and
MSW
Block-type shear surface Through the foundation soils,
MSW and liner

2.90

2.90

2.74

2.70

2.84

2.83

2.88

2.88

2.15

2.15

2.32

1.95
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Table 13. Summary of Calculated FS for Final Grades

Scenario

Unit 1

Unit 2

CS D-D’ East block failure
through liner
CS K-K' West block failure
through liner
CS B-B' North block failure
through liner
CS B-B' South block failure
through liner
CS H2-H2' East block failure
through liner
CS H2-H2' West block failure
through liner
CS B2-B2' North block failure
through liner
CS B2-B2' South block failure
through liner

Calculated Factor of Safety ( if ≥ Target)
Peak Liner Residual Liner Strength (large
Strength
displacement)
1.75

1.56

2.14

1.95

1.84

1.66

1.89

1.70

1.78

1.60

2.06

1.89

1.93

1.72

1.73

1.55
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Table 14. Summary of Calculated FS for Final Cover with Assumed
Interface Strengths and Landfill Geometry
FS Below GEOMEMBRANE
Input Parameters: (Peak Strengths)
 t (Moist soil unit weight):
 sat (Saturated soil unit weight):
 w (Unit wt of water):
 b (Buoyant unit wt of soil):
tw (water depth above critical interface):
t* (water depth at slope toe):
d (interface friction angle):
 (soil internal friction angle):
a (interface adhesion intercept):
c (soil cohesion intercept):
h (vertical height of slope):
t (depth of cover soil above critical interface):
b (slope inclination):
FS:

120
120
62.4
57.6
0.000
0.000
21.0
17.5
121.0
300
215
3.00
18.4
2.27

pcf
pcf
pcf
pcf
ft
ft
deg
deg
psf
psf
ft
ft
deg

 t (Moist soil unit weight):
 sat (Saturated soil unit weight):

120
120

pcf
pcf

 w (Unit wt of water):

62.4

pcf

57.6
0.000
0.000
13.0
17.5
146.0
300
215
3.00
18.4
2.03

pcf
ft
ft
deg
deg
psf
psf
ft
ft
deg

FS Below GEOMEMBRANE
Input Parameters: (Residual Strengths)

 b (Buoyant unit wt of soil):
tw (water depth above critical interface):
t* (water depth at slope toe):
d (interface friction angle):
 (soil internal friction angle):
a (interface adhesion intercept):
c (soil cohesion intercept):
h (vertical height of slope):
t (depth of cover soil above critical interface):
b (slope inclination):
FS:
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Table 15. Summary of SLIDE Results for Back-Calculated Liner Strengths

Back-Calculated Liner and Final Cover System Strength Properties
Shear Surface Scenario

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 1

Unit 2

Interim Slope
Block-type shear surface (Cross Section B-B') - Seated in the liner
system and through the Waste. Friction angle, , of liner (peak
strength) was reduced until FS = 1.25
Block-type shear surface (Cross Section G-G’) - Seated in the liner
system and through the Waste. Friction angle, , of liner (peak
strength) was reduced until FS = 1.25
Final Slope
Block-type shear surface (Cross Section J-J’) - Seated in the liner
system and through the Waste. Friction angle, , of liner (peak
strength) was reduced until FS = 1.5
Block-type shear surface (Cross Section B-B' North) - Seated in
the liner system and through the Waste. Friction angle, , of liner
(peak strength) was reduced until FS = 1.5
Block-type shear surface (Cross Section G-G’ East) - Seated in the
liner system and through the Waste. Friction angle, , of liner
(peak strength) was reduced until FS = 1.5
Block-type shear surface (Cross Section B-B' South) - Seated in
the liner system and through the Waste. Friction angle, , of liner
(peak strength) was reduced until FS = 1.5

BackCalculated
Minimum
Interface
Strength
Required (Peak
Strengths)

7°

6°

15°

14°

13.5°

15°
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Table 16. Summary of SLIDE Results for Back Calculated Cover for Selected Critical
Cross Section (Final Cover Veneer Stability)
Peak Strength

Residual
Strength

Friction Angle

26°

22°

Cohesion (psf)

0

0
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Table 17. Summary of Calculated FS for S-HDPE Cell in Unit #1
Calculated Factor of Safety
Scenario

Peak Interface
Strengths

Residual Interface
Strengths

Interim Slope Conditions (Target FS = 1.25 for both peak and residual)
Cross Section I-I’ Block Failure passing through
MSW and liner
Cross Section B-B’ Block Failure passing
through MSW and liner

1.80

1.55

1.63

1.62

Final Slope Conditions (Target FS = 1.5 for peak and 1.25 for residual)
Cross Section I-I’ Block Failure passing through
MSW and liner
Cross Section B-B’ Block Failure passing
through MSW liner

1.64

1.56

1.53

1.42

Notes:
1.
Based on the data presented in Koerner and Narejo (2005) for the interface between a S-HDPE
geomembrane and clay layer , the peak interface shear strength was estimated to be ’ = 14° with a c’ = 0
psf..
2.
Based on the data presented in Koerner and Narejo (2005) for the interface between a S-HDPE
geomembrane and clay layer , the residual interface shear strength was estimated to be ’ = 12° with a c’ =
0 psf.
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Table 18. Summary of SLIDE Results for Back-Calculated
Smooth Liner Interface Friction Angles

Scenario
Interim (Target FS = 1.25)
Cross Section I-I’ Block Failure passing through MSW
and seated in the liner
Cross Section B-B’ Block Failure passing through
MSW and seated in liner
Final Slope (Target FS = 1.5)
Cross Section I-I’ Block Failure passing through MSW
and seated in the liner
Cross Section B-B’ Block Failure passing through
MSW and seated in liner

Back-calculated Friction
Angles ()
Peak Interface Strengths

8.5°
6.5°

11.5°
13.5°
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Table 19. Summary of Assumed Properties for Settlement Calculation

Material

Unit
Weight

OCR

(pcf)

Young’s
Modulus
(ksf)

Compression Properties
Ccε

Crε

Cαε

Cover Soil

120

-

-

-

-

-

MSW

83

-

-

-

-

-

Upper Clay

140

3.2

-

0.098

0.032

0.0041

Upper Sand

145

3.2

370

-

-

-

Lower Clay

127

3.2

-

0.098

0.032

0.0041

Lower Sand

133

3.2

530

-

-

-

Grayson
Shale

Negligible Settlement
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Table 20. Modified Secondary Compression Index for Subsurface Soils
Equation1

Region of applicability

C

C = (0.03 ~ 0.04)* Cc

Whangmarino Clay

0.0034

C = (0.025 ~ 0.06)* Cc

Leda Clay

0.0042

C = (0.026)* Cc

Soft Blue Clay

0.0025

C = (0.025 ~ 0.055)* Cc

Portland Sensitive Clay

0.0039

C = (0.04 ~ 0.06)* Cc

San Francisco Bay Mud

0.0049

C = (0.03 ~ 0.06)* Cc

New Liskeard Varved Clay

0.0044

C = (0.032)* Cc

Silty Clay

0.0031

C = (0.055 ~ 0.075)* Cc

Nearshore Clays and Silts

0.0069

C = (0.03 ~ 0.035)* Cc

Mexico City Clay

0.0032

C = (0.03 ~ 0.06)* Cc

Hudson River Silt

0.0044

AVG =
MIN =
MAX =
STDEV =

0.0041
0.0025
0.0069
0.0012

Notes:
1.
These equations are summarized in Das (2002), Holtz and Kovacs (1981), and NAVFAC (1986)
and presented in Mesri and Godlewski (1977).
2.
The C values reported in this table are typical of soft clays and hence are a conservative estimate
of C at the Landfill location as soft clays are not encountered in any of the bore holes.
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Table 21. Assumed Modulus for Immediate Settlement of Sand Layers
Stratum

N60

E/Pa

E (ksf)

Upper Sand

35

5 N60

370

Lower Sand

50

5 N60

530
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Table 22. Estimated Ballast (Waste) Thickness to Obtain a Target FS of 1.5 for each Landfill Cell

Unit

Unit 1

Unit 2

Cell #

2A
2B
2C
1
3A
3B
3C
3D
4A
4B
4C
4D
5
6
0
7B
8B
9B
10B
11C
7A
8A
9A
10A
11B
11A

Lowest
excavation
elevation in
Cell
(ft)

Highest recorded
potentiometric
surface elevation
(ft)

Recorded
maximum height
of water above
excavation grades1
(ft)

Average uplift
pressure at bottom
of compacted clay
due to water
surface1
(psf)

574.0
576.0
580.0
580.0
560.0
563.0
564.5
568.0
557.0
559.0
564.5
568.0
557.0
557.0

580.0
580.0
580.0
591.0
575.0
570.0
575.0
590.0
570.0
570.0
572.5
585.0
565.0
565.0

6.0
4.0
0.0
11.0
15.0
7.0
10.5
22.0
13.0
11.0
8.0
17.0
8.0
8.0

374.4
249.6
0.0
686.4
936.0
436.8
655.2
1372.8
811.2
686.4
499.2
1060.8
499.2
499.2

249.6
124.8
0.0
561.6
811.2
312.0
530.4
1248.0
686.4
561.6
374.4
936.0
374.4
374.4

575.0
570.0
565.0
560.0
562.0
562.0
557.0
552.0
547.0
554.0
548.0

606.1
606.1
606.1
606.1

31.1
36.1
41.1
46.1

1941.3
2253.3
2565.3
2877.3

1816.5
2128.5
2440.5
2752.5

Calculated normal
resisting force on
3H:1V liner side slopes
(bottom of compacted
clay) due to the 2-ft
protective cover and 2ft compacted clay2
(psf)
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
Pre-Subtitle D Landfill
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4

592.0
600.0
601.0
601.0
590.0
575.0
566.0

30.0
38.0
44.0
49.0
43.0
21.0
18.0

1872.0
2371.2
2745.6
3057.6
2683.2
1310.4
1123.2

1747.2
2246.4
2620.8
2932.8
2558.4
1185.6
998.4

417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4
417.4

Average uplift
pressure on
geomembrane
due to water
surface
(psf)

Calculated normal
resisting force on
3H:1V liner side
slopes (bottom of
geomembrane) due to
the 2-ft protective
cover2
(psf)
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7

Calculated FS on
sidewall liner (bottom
of compacted clay)
due to uplift without
ballast ( if ≥ 1.2)

Calculated FS on
sidewall liner (bottom
of geomembrane) due
to uplift without
ballast ( if ≥ 1.2)

Calculated ballast
layer thickness to
achieve a target FS
= 1.53

1.1
1.7 
>1.2 
0.6
0.4
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.8

0.8
1.5 
>1.2 
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5

4
15
23
6
14
38
19
15
8
28
8
8

189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7
189.7

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2

58
68
79
90
55
72
85
96
83
36
30

Notes:
1. The liner system (top to bottom) includes a 2-ft protective cover, a geomembrane and a 2-ft compacted clay layer.
2. The protective cover is conservatively assumed to have a unit weight of 100 pcf (a unit weight of 120 pcf was assumed for the veneer stability analysis). The compacted clay layer is assumed to have a unit weight of 120 pcf.
3. The ballast layer is assumed to have a unit weight of 44.0 pcf consistent with 30 TAC §330.337(h)(2).
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Figure 1. Variation of Water Content and Atterberg Limits of Upper Clay
with Respect to Depth below Ground Surface.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

bgs = below ground surface
WC = water content
LL = liquid limit
PL = plastic limit
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Upper Sand
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Figure 2. Variation of Water Content and Atterberg Limits of Upper Sand with
Respect to Depth below Ground Surface.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

bgs = below ground surface
WC = water content
LL = liquid limit
PL = plastic limit
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Lower Clay
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Figure 3. Variation of Water Content and Atterberg Limits of Lower Clay
with Respect to Depth below Ground Surface.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

bgs = below ground surface
WC = water content
LL = liquid limit
PL = plastic limit
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Lower Sand
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Figure 4. Variation of Water Content and Atterberg Limits of Lower Sand
with Respect to Depth below Ground Surface.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

bgs = below ground surface
WC = water content
LL = liquid limit
PL = plastic limit
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Grayson Marl
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Figure 5. Variation of Water Content and Atterberg Limits of Grayson Marl
with Respect to Depth below Ground Surface.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

bgs = below ground surface
WC = water content
LL = liquid limit
PL = plastic limit
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Figure 6. Dry Unit Weight of the Various Strata.
Notes:
1. Depth is measured from ground surface.
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Location
of
Consolidation
Test Samples

Figure 7. Consolidation Test Sample Locations.
[Base Map Source: B&M (2016)]
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Figure 8. Variation of Liquidity Index for Soils below Units 1 and 2.
Notes:
1. Depth is measured from ground surface.
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Figure 9(a). Shear Strength of Upper and Lower Sands from Correlation between
SPT Blow Count and Friction Angle (Triaxial Compression)
[Source: Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn (1974)]
6000
EB-16 (33 to 35.5 ft; Lower
Sand)
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Figure 9(b). Results of Direct Shear Test Performed on Lower Sand with
Best Fit Line through Data.
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Figure 10. Drained Shear Strength Envelope of Lower Clay.
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Calculated Undrained Shear Strength of Lower
Clay, S'u (psf)
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Figure 11. Calculated, Selected and Design Undrained Shear Strength Profile in
Lower Clay.
Notes:
1. It is assumed that on an average about 20 ft of foundation soil is excavated
across the landfill footprint.
2. In locations where the excavation is less than 20 ft, the shear strength of the
Lower Clay is assumed to be 600 psf.
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Figure 12. Assumed Unit Weight of MSW for the Landfill.
[Source: Zekkos et al. (2006)]

Figure 13. Proposed Bottom Liner.
[Source: PSC (2016)]
Note: The geonet/geocomposite drainage composite is double-sided with geotextile.

Figure 14. Proposed Final Cover System.
[Source: PSC (2016)]
Note: The geonet/geocomposite drainage composite is double-sided with geotextile.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Example (a) Shallow and (b) Deep-Seated Circular Slip Surfaces after
Foundation Excavation and Installation of Liner System, and Before Waste
Placement.

Figure 16. Example Liner System Veneer Slip Surface Prior to Waste Placement.

(a
)

(b
)
Figure 17. Example (a) Circular and (b) Block Slip Surfaces during Interim Landfill
Conditions.

Figure 18. Example Final Cover System Veneer Slip Surface

Figure 19. Example Deep-Seated Circular Failure Surface through the Waste Mass and
Foundation Materials.
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Figure 20. Highest Recorded Potentiometric Surface at the Landfill Facility.
[Source: B&M (2016)]
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Figure 21. Excavation Grades for Unit 1 Showing the Location of Critical Cross Section
B-B’ for Foundation and Liner System Veneer Slope Stability Analyses.
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B’

B

Figure 22. Location of Selected Critical Cross Section for Interim Landfill Slope Stability
Analysis in Unit 1 (Figure also provides Key Map and Cell Numbers (see circles on figure)).
[Based Map Source: PSC (2016)]
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B’

J

I’

J
’

B
Figure 23. Final Cover Grades for Unit 1 Showing the Location of Critical Cross Sections
B-B’, I-I’, and J-J’ for Final Landfill Slope Stability.
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Figure 24. Excavation Grades for Unit 2 Showing the Location of Selected Critical Cross
Section G-G’ for Foundation and Liner System Veneer Slope Stability Analysis.
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G’

Figure 25. Location of Selected Critical Cross Section for Interim Landfill Slope Stability
Analysis in Unit 2 (Figure also provides Key Map and Cell Numbers (see circles on
figure)). [Base Map Source: PSC (2016)]
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B’

G

G’

B
Figure 26. Top of Final Cover in Unit 2 Showing the Location of Selected Critical Cross
Sections B-B’ and G-G’ for Final Landfill Slope Stability Analysis.
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Figure 27(a). Typical Circular Failure Surface for Foundations Slopes Under Undrained
Conditions (Cross Section G-G’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 27(b). Typical Shallow Surficial Failure Surface for Foundations Slopes Under
Undrained Conditions (Cross Section G-G’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 28. Typical Veneer Block Failure Surface for Sideslope Stability
(Cross Section G-G’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 29. Critical Interim Cross Section in Unit 1
(Cross Section B-B’ in Figure 22).
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Figure 30. Critical Interim Cross Section in Unit 2
(Cross Section G-G’ in Figure 25).
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Figure 31. Calculated Critical Circular Failure Surface through Waste and along Liner
System (considering Liner Interface Peak Shear Strengths) for Interim Condition
(Cross Section G-G’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 32. Calculated Critical Block Failure Surface through Waste and along Liner
System (considering Liner Interface Residual Shear Strengths) for Interim Condition
(Cross Section G-G’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 33. Calculated Critical Block Failure Surface through Waste and along Liner
System (considering Liner Interface Peak Shear Strengths) for Final Conditions
(Cross Section B-B’ in Unit 1).
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Figure 34. Calculated Critical Block Failure Surface through Waste and along Liner
System (considering Liner Interface Residual Shear Strengths) for Final Conditions
(Cross Section B-B’ in Unit 1).
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Figure 35. Calculated Critical Block Failure Surface through Waste and along Liner
System (considering Liner Interface Peak Shear Strengths) for Final Conditions
(Cross Section B-B’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 36. Calculated Critical Block Failure Surface through Waste and along Liner
System (considering Liner Interface Residual Shear Strengths) for Final Conditions
(Cross Section B-B’ in Unit 2).
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Figure 37. Location of the Steepest and Longest Slope of the Final Composite Cover System
[Source: Parkhill, Smith and Cooper, Inc. (2016)]
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Figure 38. Slope Geometry for Veneer Slope Stability Analysis
[from Giroud, et al., 1995a]
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Figure 39. Location of Selected Critical Cross Sections for Interim Slope Stability Analyses in Cell 1 of Unit 1
(Location considers use of S-HDPE Geomembrane).
[Source: Parkhill, Smith and Cooper, Inc. (2016)]
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Figure 40. Location of Selected Critical Cross Sections for Final Slope Stability Analyses in
Cell 1 of Unit 1
(Location considers use of S-HDPE Geomembrane).
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Figure 41. Location of Selected Cross Section for Settlement Analysis in Unit 1.
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Figure 42. Locations of Selected Cross Sections for Settlement Analyses in Unit 2.
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Figure 43. Modulus Correlation for Sands used in Settlement Analyses.
[Source: EPRI, 1990]
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Figure 44. Calculated Total Settlements and Grades along Liner
(Cross Section B-B’ in Unit 1).
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Figure 45. Calculated Total Settlements and Grades along Liner
(Cross Section F-F’ in Unit 2).
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Background and Purpose
The City of Denton Landfill (Facility), Municipal Solid Waste Facility Permit 1590B, is
located east of Mayhill Road between Spencer Road and Edwards Road and is west of
Pecan Creek. This site is located within the city limits of Denton. The City owns over
900 contiguous acres at this location. A portion of the property is used for the City's
wastewater treatment facility.

Several different city functions take place on this

property.
This Permit Amendment Application proposes a vertical and lateral expansion of the
waste limits, and a lateral expansion of the permit boundary.

The majority of the

expansion will occur to the north of the existing landfill, all of it onto City owned property.
The expansion will result in an increase of 161.3 acres within the permit boundary and
107.64 acres of waste footprint for total areas of 404.4 and 261.41 acres, respectively.
The new permit will be part of the City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. (Waste to Energy,
Recycling, Composting, and Solar) Complex (Complex) at Pecan Creek. The Complex
is comprised of multiple facilities and waste processing activities working in conjunction
with the landfill to serve the waste storage, processing, and disposal needs of the entire
region. The facilities include:


Landfill with Type I and Industrial non-hazardous waste units;



Home chemical collection facility and re-use store (HCC);



C&D waste sorting (Building Material Recovery, BMR);



Landfill mining;



Citizen collection area;



Recyclables collection and storage area;



Liquids solidification;



Grease and grit trap waste processing facility (GGTF);
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Source seperated organics (SSO) composting (food waste);



Collection vehicle fleet parking; and



Landfill offices and administration buildings

In addition to the facilities and activities operated by the City of Denton, the following
facilities are operated within the proposed permit boundary.


Pratt MRF – Under standalone Municipal Solid Waste Processing Permit No.:
100201. Land is leased from the city and the facility is privately operated.



Denton Power Landfill Gas to Energy Facility – Under standalone Air New
Source Permits 84247 and 84291. Land is leased from the city and the facility is
privately operated.



City Vehicle Fleet Fueling Station. Petroleum Storage Tank Registration 83785.
The station is owned and operated by the City of Denton Fleet Services.



American Bio Source LLC – Biodiesel facility land and building are leased under
standalone Air Permit. The facility is privately operated.
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Per the requirements of Paragraph §330.65(a), this Site Operating Plan (SOP) presents
instructions and procedures for the daily operation of the Landfill within the Complex.
Operating plans for other waste processing units are provided as follows.
Facility

Operating Plan Location

Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility

Part IV – Appendix A

Home Chemical Collection Facility

Part IV – Appendix B

Landfill Mining

Part IV – Appendix C

Special and Industrial Waste

Part IV – Appendix D

Liquid Waste Bulking Facility

Part IV – Appendix E

Source Separated Organics Facility

Part IV – Appendix F

Additional processing activities located within the proposed permit boundary of the
Complex are listed below. No operating plans are included for the listed facilities as
they are operated by third parties under standalone permits.
Activity

Standalone Permit

Pratt Cardboard Recycling

Municipal Solid Waste Processing Permit No.:
100201

Denton Power Landfill Gas to Energy
Facility

Air New Source Permits 84247 and 84291

Denton Biofuels, LLC. Bio Diesel

Air New Source Registration 142933
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The site does, or will in the future include a scale facility, offices, citizens' drop-off areas
for recyclables and waste to be disposed in the landfill, a maintenance area, and
additional City operations and support facilities, all of which are located on property
owned by the City.

Buffer areas, storm-water management/drainage structures,

landscaping and fencing and other structures and support facilities are, or will be,
located on City owned and controlled property on, and off, the permitted acreage. Any
additions, beyond those identified above, will be preceded by a notice to the TCEQ in
the form of a modification, registration or amendment, whichever is appropriate.
Per the requirements of Paragraph §330.65(a), this Site Operating Plan (SOP) presents
instructions and procedures for the daily operation of every component of the Complex.
Specifically, this SOP covers the MSW disposal units at the City of Denton ECOW.E.R.C.S. Complex, including personnel & equipment requirements, record keeping,
safety, disposal procedures, facility access, waste movement, sanitation, and pollution
controls.
Upon approval of this permit application, the Complex will include multiple waste
management units, each serving a unique purpose at the site. Each unit will operate
according to a different set of Texas regulations related to its classification.

For

example, Subchapter D of 30TAC§330 governs SOPs for disposal facilities, while
Subchapter E is applicable to storage and/or processing units.
1.1.

Applicable Sections of Texas Administrative Code

In accordance with §330.65(a), this part of the permit amendment application
presents the Site Operating Plan (SOP) for the MSW Landfill Units at the City of
Denton Complex.

The SOP provides instructions and procedures for the daily

operation of every component of the Facility and addresses all sections of
Subchapter D of §330.

These instructions and procedures become operational

requirements and shall be considered a part of the operating record of the Facility.
Furthermore, because leachate and/or gas condensate are recirculated into the
landfill disposal units via the Enhanced Leachate Recirculation System, and a
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grease and grit trap processing facility is operated onsite, this SOP is written to
comply with §330.65(c) and (d). Any deviation from the permit and incorporated
plans or other related documents associated with the permit may be a violation of
Subchapter D of §330.
1.2.

Clarification of Terms & Rule Citations

Throughout the SOP, the terms Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ) and Executive Director refer to the current Executive Director of the TCEQ
or the Executive Director’s designated representative.

References to the permit

refer to the most current version of the permit, including any approved amendments
or modifications.
Specific rule citations will occur in the form of “§330.SectionNumber (Subsection
Indicator[s]),’” meaning a section and/or paragraph of Chapter 330 of Title 30 of the
Texas Administrative Code, unless otherwise noted.
1.3.

Implementation Responsibility

The General Manager of Solid Waste of the City of Denton shall have general
responsibility for implementation of this SOP.
Pre-Operation Notice §330.123
Prior to placing waste in a newly developed and lined disposal cell/area, the City of
Denton will provide notice to the TCEQ in the form of a soil liner evaluation report
(SLER) as described in §330.341. For cells with a synthetic liner the City of Denton will
also submit a geomembrane liner evaluation report (GLER) for review and approval.
The Executive Director shall have 14 days to review and provide a response to the
report(s) from the time that the TCEQ receives it (them). If the Executive Director does
not respond within this 14 day period, the City may begin placing waste in the newly
developed area.
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Operating Record & Recordkeeping Requirements §330.125
The Complex will maintain an Operating Record containing all plans, submittals, and
correspondence required by Chapter 330. Unless the Executive Director approves an
alternate location, the Operating Record will reside in the Administrative Office for the
entire life of the Complex including its post-closure care period. Facility managers will
keep the Operating Record in an organized fashion, allowing easy location and retrieval
of information. Upon request, they will provide any information in the Operating Record
to the Executive Director and make it available for his or her inspection. The Operating
Record will include copies of the following documents in accordance with §330.121 &
125:


Complex’s Permit;



Approved Site Development Plan (SDP – Part III);



Site Operating Plans (SOP);



Soil and Liner Quality Control Plan (SLQCP);



Landfill Gas Management Plan (LGMP);



Leachate and Contaminated Water Plan (LCWP);



Final Closure Plan (CP);



Post-Closure Care Plan (PCP);



Erosion Control Plan (ECP);



Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan (GWSAP);



Pecan Creek Water Reclamation Plant Commitment to Treat Leachate and
Contaminated Water;



Registration for the City of Denton Landfill Gas Recovery Project; and



Any other plans or related documents required by local, state or federal laws or
regulations.

Note: Records may be kept in paper or electronic format.
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The Operating Record will also include current files documenting the information shown
in Table 1. Records of the events in Table 1 and related analytical data will appear in
the Operating Record within seven (7) working days of their completion or receipt.
These files and information will remain with the Operating Record for the life of the
Complex. The Executive Director may set alternative schedules for recordkeeping and
notification requirements as specified in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 – RECORDKEEPING SCHEDULE
Records Needed

Recordkeeping
Required?

Rule Citation

Frequency of Submittal

Location Restriction
Demonstrations

Required

330.125(b)(1)

Permit Application – Part II –
no additional submittal
required unless permit is
amended.

Prohibited Waste Inspection
Records, Training and Receipt
Notification Procedures

Required

330.125(b)(2)

Per occurrence

Gas Monitoring Results

Required

330.125(b)(3)

Quarterly

Remediation Plans for Explosive
& Other Gases, if applicable

Required

330.125(b)(3)

Per occurrence

Unit Design Documentation for
Leachate or Gas Condensate
Placement

Required

330.125(b)(4)

As required

Groundwater Monitoring and
Corrective Action
Demonstration, Certification,
Findings, Monitoring, Testing &
Analytical Data

Required

330.125(b)(5)

Monitoring – semi-annual
Corrective action as required

Closure and Post-Closure Plans

Required

330.125(b)(6)

Permit Application

Post-Closure Monitoring, Testing
and Analytical Data

Required

330.125(b)(6)

Groundwater monitoring –
semi-annual inspections

Cost Estimates and Financial
Assurance Documentation for
Closure & Post-Closure

Required

330.125(b)(7)

Annually

Small Community Exemption
Criteria Compliance
Documentation

Not applicable

330.125(b)(8)

Not applicable

Required

330.125(b)(9)

Per occurrence

Required

330.125(b)(10)
& 330.173(h)

Monthly, prior to the 25th day
of the month

Required

330.125(b)(11)

Daily when used

Facility Operation, Permit
Modification, Approvals, &
Technical Assistance
Correspondence & Responses
Special Waste Manifests, Trip
Tickets and All Other
Documents Relating to Special
Waste
Application Rate and Total
Amount of Spray-Applied
Alternative Daily Cover
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Recordkeeping
Required?

Rule Citation

Frequency of Submittal

Required

330.125(b)(12)

As required

Required

330.125(e)

Annually

Required

330.125(f)

Annually – revised when
licenses are secured

Annual Waste Acceptance Rate
Documentation including
Quarterly & Annual Solid Waste
Summary Reports required by
330.675

Required

330.125(h)

Annually and quarterly

Unauthorized Material Removal

Required

330.133(b)

Per occurrence

Alternate Operating Hours

Required

330.135(c)

Per occurrence

Landfill Marker Inspections

Required

330.143(a)

Monthly

Landfill Gas Management Plan
Required Reports & Submittals

Required

330.159

Records Needed
Other Documents Specified in
the Permit or by the Executive
Director
Personnel Training Records 335.586(d) & (e)
Personnel Operator Licenses –
Chapter 30, Subchapter F
relating to Municipal Solid Waste
Facility Supervisors

Quarterly
Daily cover – Daily
Intermediate Cover –
Monthly
Final Cover – Quarterly

Cover Inspection Record

Required

330.165(h)

RACM Acceptance Records, if
applicable

Required

330.171(c)(3)(B)

Ignition or Reaction of Class 1
Waste Precaution Compliance

Required

330.588(c)

As required

Recommended

N/A*

As Needed

Recommended

N/A*

Quarterly

Access Control Breach and
Repair Notices

Per occurrence

Access Control Inspection and
Maintenance
Daily Litter Pickup (onsite and 2
miles along Spencer Road and
on Mayhill Road between
Colorado and McKinney)
Fire Incident Notices

Recommended

N/A*

Daily

Recommended

N/A*

As Needed

Final Cover Records

Recommended

N/A*

As Needed

Waste Inspections and
Unauthorized Waste Reporting

Recommended

N/A*

As Needed

Air Criteria Reporting and
Records Title V Permit

Recommended

N/A*

Every 5 Years
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Recordkeeping
Required?

Rule Citation

Ponding Prevention Plan
Compliance Documentation

Recommended

N/A*

As Needed

Testing and Monitoring
Requirements for Enhanced
Leachate Recirculation

Recommended

N/A*

As Noted in the Leachate
and Contaminated Water
Plan, Section 8.7

Records Needed

Frequency of Submittal

*See Guidance Document
In the event that it is desirable to modify any of the attachments listed above, the City
will request a permit modification from the Executive Director and will not make such
change until it receives authorization. All information contained in the Operating Record
will be provided upon request to the Executive Director and will be made available at all
reasonable times for inspection by the Executive Director or Agency staff. The City will
retain, at the permitted facility, all information contained within the Operating Record
and the various plans required for the life of the facility and the post-closure care period.
The operating record as described in this section, plus any other related operational
plans, or documents will be maintained at the permitted facility.

Operating records

which may be maintained as an electronic document will be backed up offsite.
All submittals and reports shall be submitted in accordance with §330.675 to the
Executive director.

Reports that are to be submitted to the regional TCEQ office will be mailed to the
following address:
TCEQ Regional Executive Director
2309 Gravel Dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76118-6951
817/588-5800 FAX: 817/588-5700
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Reports that are to be submitted to the Austin TCEQ office will be mailed to the
following address:
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality MC: 124
P.O. Box 13087
Austin, Texas 78711-3087
3.1.

Breach Related Reporting & Records

In the event of an access breach, notice will be given to the TCEQ's regional office
to document when a breach is determined and when a repair is completed, if a
repair is necessary, and if the repair is not completed within eight hours. The
TCEQ's regional office will be notified of the breach within 24 hours of detection. The
breach will be temporarily repaired within 24 hours of detection and will be
permanently repaired by the time specified to the TCEQ regional office when it was
reported in the initial breach report. If a permanent repair can be made within eight
hours of detection, no notice will be submitted. A copy of these notices will be
retained in the operating record in accordance with 330.131.
3.2.

Fire Incident Reporting & Records

After any waste related fire occurs on-site that cannot be extinguished in ten
minutes, the City will notify the TCEQ regional office. The notification will include:
contact by telephone as soon as possible, but no later than 4 hours following fire
discovery, and a written description of the cause and extent of the fire and the
resulting fire response within 14 days of fire detection.
The following agencies or personnel will be contacted:


Fire - 911



MSW Facility Manager - Office - 940-349-8001, or a posted 24 hour phone
number such as a cell phone



TCEQ Region 4 in Fort Worth - 817-588-5800
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3.3.

Final Cover Reporting and Records

As final cover is applied to the landfill, a log will be maintained of area covered, date
applied, thickness and activities and management practices. Any damage to the
cover, including anticipated repairs, will be reported to the TCEQ Regional Office.
Repairs will be scheduled and made as materials are available.
3.4.

Waste Inspections and Unauthorized Waste Reporting

The MSW Facility Manager will maintain and include in the site operating record the
following reports: (1) load inspection reports, (2) records of regulated hazardous or
PCB waste notifications, and (3) personnel training records. The report will include
the date and time of the inspection, the name of the hauling company and driver, the
type of vehicle, the size and source of the load, contents of the load, indicators of
prohibited waste and the results of the inspection.
A record of any removal of unauthorized material will be maintained in the site's
operating record.
3.5.

Air Criteria Reporting and Records

The City's Title V air permit will be submitted and renewed every five years or as
required by regulation.
In addition, the federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) regulations
within 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart WWW require that the landfill maintain certain
records, so these records will be maintained at the permitted facility. These records
relate specifically to the landfill, gas system flare, and the biodiesel production
facility.
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Landfill Documents


Updated design capacity information for the landfill



Recent Tier 2 NMOC test data/report of estimated emissions



Annual soil usage



Annual waste acceptance rate



Number and type of vehicles that entered the facility

Flare Documents


Daily flare log indicating the time of day the flare is checked and the
determination if it is smoking or not (opacity limitation of 20% averaged over 6
minutes), and if it is smoking, a note explaining what remediation procedures
were followed to correct the problem



Hours of operation



Flow rate and temperature

The City has established tables for identifying equipment and labor for determining
needs under varying waste acceptance rates; therefore, the City will not be required
to submit a permit modification when the waste acceptance rate changes over the
course of the facility's life. The City will maintain quarterly waste acceptance records
and based on the rolling average as defined by the TCEQ, adjust equipment and
labor requirements accordingly.
3.6.

Enhanced Leachate Recirculation Records and Reporting

The MSW Facility Manager will maintain and include in the site operating record, the
test results and analysis of the monitoring of recirculation of leachate, gas
condensate, reuse water, surface water, ground water, and effluent from the GGTF.
The requirements are outlined in the Site Development Plan, Attachment 15 -
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Section 8.0 - Recirculation Management Plan. The specific monitoring and reporting
plan requirements are presented in Section 8.7 of Attachment 15.
TABLE 2 – ELR MONITORING SCHEDULE
Leachate
Parameter
Interval

Solid Waste
Parameter
Interval

Leachate
Generation

Daily*

Waste
Settlement

Temperature

Recorded
Monthly

SemiAnnually

BOD, COD,
NH3-N, pH,
VOCs, TDS,
SO4, Cl,
Alkalinity

Gas
Parameter

Interval

Annually

Landfill Gas
Flow/Production
at each LFG
Well head

Monthly

Airspace
Utilization
Factor (AUF)

Annually

NMOC

Per Air
Permit

Moisture
Content
Average wet
based

Quarterly at
working
face and
Annually in
waste pack

HAPs, Surface
Emissions, etc.

Per Air
Permit

* - Days that the Landfill is open.

Waste Acceptance Rates §330.125(h)
The Facility Operating Record will include records documenting the annual waste
acceptance rates at the facility to aid in providing the correct balance of available on-site
equipment, personnel, and other provisions related to implementing this SOP. The
waste acceptance rate reports show total waste in tons and include all waste accepted
for disposal at the site.
The range of waste accepted at the site is between 250 tons per day and 900 tons per
day.
At the GGTF (design capacity of 3.00 million gallons per month, or an average of
120,000 gallons per day), the facility accepts grease and grit trap wastes.

The

quantities of waste accepted at the site are anticipated to increase with increases in
both population and economic activity.
PARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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The facility permit does not establish a maximum waste acceptance rate, nor does it
restrict acceptance. Table 3 shows the amount of waste disposed at the Landfill site in
each of the past four TCEQ Fiscal Years. TCEQ Fiscal Years run from September 1 st to
August 31st. The table also includes projected waste acceptance rates for each of the
next five years. Daily tonnage is calculated on an annual average basis (Annual total ÷
operating days).
In the event that four consecutive quarterly tonnage reports (see Table 1 for reporting
requirements) show that the annual waste acceptance rate exceeds the projections in
Table 3, facility management will determine if the unexpected increase is due to a
temporary occurrence.

If not, they will submit an application within 90 days of

exceedance as established by the sum of the previous four quarterly summary reports,
to modify the permit proposing any alterations to the SOP necessary to protect public
health and the environment, as outlined in §330.125(h).
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TABLE 3 – WASTE ACCEPTANCE RATES
MSW Tonnage Accepted at

MSW Tonnage Disposed

Complex Gates

in Landfill

2010

174,643

143,130

2011

185,845

147,838

2012

197,300

166,022

2013

240,9713

176,509

2014

290,6264

189,970

2015

304,658

231,990

2016

292,500-317,500

200,000-235,000

2017

295,000-320,000

205,000-239,000

2018

300,000-325,000

208,000-243,000

2019

305,000-330,000

212,000-247,000

2020

310,000-335,000

215,000-251,000

Year

Note: Table 3 shows estimates of growth and is not intended to limit the facility’s waste
acceptance rate.

The City operates and maintains sufficient equipment for the current amount of waste
accepted. The site's labor force is also sufficient to meet the requirements of the site
operating plan. Any future increases in waste quantities will be managed with
equipment and staffing levels described in this SOP.
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Landfill Personnel §330.127(1)
Responsibility for overall management and operation of the Complex rests with
Denton’s General Manager of Solid Waste and Recycling Services.

At least one

employee who supervises or manages the operations at the Landfill will have a Class A
MSW License, as required by §30.213(a).

Table 3 shows the minimum staffing

requirements at the Landfill to process incoming waste tonnages in the amounts shown.
Other activities/processes located on the site will require additional personnel for their
operation. The additional personnel requirements are discussed in each of the
Appendices of this Part IV SOP. The General Manager will ensure that the appropriate
number of staff for each category are available to operate the landfill and other facilities
at all times. Denton is fully staffed and this staff will be appropriate for approximately the
next 30 years.
TABLE 4 – LANDFILL DISPOSAL OPERATIONS STAFFING REQUIREMENTS
Personnel

Daily Waste Tonnage (Daily Average per Year)
1-100

101-1000

1001-2000 2001-3000 3001-4000

General Manager

1

1

1

1

MSW Facility Manager

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Permit and Regulatory Compliance
Manager
Scalehouse Operations Manager

1*

1*

1

2

2

Heavy Equipment Operators

1

3*

3

3

4

Field Service Worker/ Spotter / Laborer

1*

1

2*

2*

3*

* If there is not this type of personnel onsite; other personnel types may perform the functions of this
position as long as they have the proper training.
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Organizational Chart
The Organizational Chart (Org Chart) in Figure 1 graphically illustrates the chain of
command for personnel involved in the day-to-day operation of the Landfill. Personnel
and job titles are subject to change based on particular assignments, operational
conditions, and/or personnel turnover.
FIGURE 1 – LANDFILL ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

General Manager
Solid Waste & Recycling Services

MSW Facility
Manager

Landfill Manager

Household Hazardous Waste
Supervisor

Landfill Gas
Technician

Environmental Compliance &
Technical Operations Manager

Information
Management
Systems Manager

LFGTE Plant Operator

Permit & Regulatory
Compliance Manager

Scalehouse
Operations Manager

ELR Operations
Technician

Processing Services
Manager

SCADA Technician

Landfill Mining
Manager

Special Waste
Technician

Construction & Site
Operations Manager

Organics Composting
Supervisor
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5.1.

General Manager of Solid Waste and Recycling Services

The General Manager of Solid Waste and Recycling Services (General Manager),
who is responsible for overall MSW disposal, processing, storage, treatment, and
collection. As such, this individual serves as the contact person for matters related to
regulatory compliance at the Landfill. The Director is responsible for providing
adequate personnel and sufficient equipment to support facility operations in
accordance with the Site Development Plan (SDP), the Site Operating Plan (SOP),
and the TCEQ Municipal Solid Waste Management Regulations.
The General Manager must be an individual with certain minimum solid waste
qualifications and credentials. Specifically, he or she must


Have a minimum of five (5) years of experience in the field of solid waste
management,



Possess a Class A MSW License (issued by the TCEQ) or be able to obtain
one within one (1) year of commencement of employment, and


5.2.

Understand and be able to implement the Landfill’s SDP and SOP.
MSW Facility Manager

The MSW Facility Manager is responsible for the Facility’s daily operations, under
the general supervision of the General Manager. The Manager will monitor the
facility to ensure operations comply with the requirements of the SOP. Either the
MSW Facility Manager or a Licensed designated Manager or supervisor will be onsite at least ninety percent (90%) of the time that the facility is in operation.
The MSW Facility Manager must be an individual with certain minimum solid waste
qualifications and credentials. Specifically, he or she must


Have a minimum of five (5) years of experience in the field of solid waste
management,



Possess a Class A MSW License (issued by the TCEQ) or obtain one within
one (1) year of commencement of employment,
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Successfully complete training in site safety, fire prevention & protection,
waste screening,



Earn certification through the Solid Waste Association of North America
(SWANA) as a Manager of Landfill Operations (MOLO), and



Understand and be able to implement the Landfill’s SDP and SOP.

Based on the amount of waste received, in addition to the supervisory staff, the City
of Denton will employ an adequate number of personnel responsible for waste
materials inspection and the other operating requirements of the SOP. The staffing
levels will vary depending on the waste acceptance rate. To meet the operational
needs of the facility, the General Manager will secure sufficient staffing to meet the
varying waste acceptance rates as defined later in this SOP.
5.3.

Permit and Regulatory Compliance Manger

The Permit and Regulatory Compliance Manger is responsible for implementing the
waste screening program described in this SOP, and reports to the MSW Facility
Manager.
The Permit and Regulatory Compliance Manger must be an individual with certain
minimum solid waste qualifications and credentials. Specifically, he or she must:


Have a minimum of three (3) years of experience in the field of solid waste
management, environmental engineering, or related regulatory experience,



Possess a Class B MSW License (issued by the TCEQ) or obtain one within
one (1) year of commencement of employment, and



Successfully complete training in site safety, fire prevention & protection,
waste screening.

5.4.

Scalehouse Operations Manager

The Scalehouse Operations Manager is primarily responsible for maintaining
complete and accurate records of vehicles entering and leaving the Facility and the
Landfill, as well as recording waste quantities received. The Scalehouse Operations
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Manager or their staff will also maintain a Visitors Log to record visitors to the
Facility. The Scalehouse Operations Manager or their staff will visually inspect
incoming waste hauling vehicles disposing of waste at the Facility and in the landfill,
checking for properly secured loads and prohibited or unauthorized waste to the
extent waste is observable. The Scalehouse Operations Manager or their staff will
direct customers to the appropriate waste disposal or unloading area.
5.5.

Heavy Equipment Operator

Equipment Operators are responsible for the safe operation of the site equipment.
As the personnel most closely involved with the actual landfill disposal operation,
these employees must remain vigilant and work to avoid any potentially dangerous
conditions and careless or improper actions on the part of non-employees and
others while in the disposal area premises. They will report any unauthorized waste
directly to the MSW Facility Manager, the designated supervisor, or other designated
on-site authority.
5.6.

Field Service Worker/ Spotter/ Laborer

Supplemental personnel will be on site as necessary for construction, litter control,
and the operation and maintenance of the leachate management system,
groundwater monitoring, landfill gas monitoring, LFG collection system, and other
site management responsibilities.
All on-site personnel are responsible for visually observing unloading to attempt to
detect unacceptable wastes. A designated individual is responsible for directing
vehicles in the unloading area. Additional responsibilities may be assigned by the
Landfill Manager as necessary.
Table 5 summarizes the minimum qualifications for employees filling the various
positions at the Landfill.
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TABLE 5 – MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF WASTE DISPOSAL PERSONNEL
Position
Solid Waste General
Manager
MSW Facility Manager

TCEQ "A" TCEQ "B"
Course

Course

Waste

SWANA "MOLO"

Screening

Course

X

X

Compliance Manager
Scalehouse
Operations Manager

X

Heavy Equipment
Operator
Field Service Worker /
Spotter / Screener

Fire

Safety Training Protection
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Permit and Regulatory

General Site

Laborer

X

Landfill Equipment §330.127(2)
Equipment requirements for MSW disposal and site support will vary in accordance with
the method and scope of activities on site at any given time. The minimum quantities of
front-line equipment will be provided to support MSW disposal operations at the facility.
Sizes will vary with types and amounts of waste and work conducted on-site. Landfill
equipment will undergo routine preventative maintenance intended to keep it running
efficiently and prevent breakdowns. The following generally describes the functions of
the heavy equipment listed below.


Dozer/loader – removing, replacing, moving daily and intermediate cover soils;
repair levees and berms, building and repairing roads, excavation and
construction
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Excavator– general excavation work; excavating for cover soil (daily and interim)



Dump trucks – transporting cover soil



Compactor – compacting waste and cover



Water truck – dust control; transporting leachate; supplemental watering



Scraper –moving gravel and soils for daily and intermediate cover soils, levees
and berms.



Water Pump – operating leachate collection system, recirculation and for
managing areas where water ponding may occur on the site.

Table 6 sets forth minimum equipment requirements for Landfill operations dependent
upon waste acceptance rate in tons per day (tpd). This table represents anticipated
equipment needs under normal operations. As operations evolve, there may be
variances in the number and types of equipment maintained on site at a specific time.
Special circumstances, such as a significant weather or other event may result in waste
handling spikes that will result in equipment having to be used longer hours during the
day to meet unexpected higher waste acceptance rates. The City will maintain minimum
equipment in order to meet the requirements of the SOP.
6.1.

Minimum Equipment

At a minimum, Landfill Management will ensure the availability of the types and
numbers of equipment, including, but not limited to those listed in Table 5, during
operating hours at the facility.

The number, types and equipment manufacturers of

the heavy equipment and miscellaneous vehicles and equipment may vary during
the operations of the site based on operational needs and availability. The facility
has made arrangements for routine equipment maintenance and repairs and has
identified sources to obtain additional equipment as necessary to avoid interruption
of waste services. Additional backup equipment may be maintained at the facility or
will be available from other city operations or equipment rental vendors. Equipment
and vehicles may be owned, rented, leased or loaned.
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TABLE 6 – LANDFILL MINIMUM EQUIPMENT NEEDS
Equipment
Landfill Compactor > 55,000
pounds

Up to 100
tpd

101-1000
tpd

10012000 tpd

20013000 tpd

30014000 tpd

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

3

Landfill Compactor > 85,000
pounds
Dozer or Loader 120
horsepower or greater

1

1

2

2

Scraper, Excavator, or
Articulated Dump Truck (15
cubic yard heaped capacity)

1

2

2

2

Water truck > 1000 gallons

1

1

1

1

2

Water pump 3 inch or greater

1

1

1

1

1

In addition to the equipment listed in Table 5, the Solid Waste Department, Fleet
Services and other city departments will provide a variety of other operations,
service, and support vehicles and equipment at the facility to conduct the day-today operations of the integrated solid waste management system. These may
include pickups, vans, and other light utility vehicles, as well as various pumps and
instruments. Safety and training equipment will be available at the facility as
necessary to support the various operations.
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Instructions for Compliance with the Rules §330.127(3)
The City of Denton will provide adequate management supervision of the Landfill and its
operations to ensure compliance with the TCEQ Rules and Regulations, the SLQCP,
the GWSAP, the Gas Management Plan, and the Site Operating Plan. Section 5 of this
SOP, Landfill Personnel, outlines the duties and responsibilities of management
personnel.
This SOP contains the procedures necessary for effective day-to-day landfill operations.
It also includes a general set of instructions that the operating personnel will follow to
fulfill operational requirements.

Detailed procedures can be found in subsequent

sections of this SOP.
Personnel Training §330.127(4)
Table 4 lists the qualifications and training requirements for various supervisory and
operator positions as currently established by the City. All landfill personnel will receive
appropriate training regarding City policies.
The training requirements and license requirements for all positions will meet TCEQ
rules. At a minimum, the MSW Facility Manager will obtain an A license or its equivalent
within 12 months of job assignment or in the timeframe provided in the appropriate
TCEQ rules.

Landfill personnel are encouraged to receive training in Solid Waste

Management for the appropriate A and B License level.
The General Manager is responsible for determining the appropriate training for specific
landfill personnel. A training log is maintained and monitored on an annual basis to
demonstrate that staff is receiving the appropriate levels of training. Each employee
undergoes an annual review of the initial training required in §335.586(a), and this
review will identify the anticipated training levels for the coming year.

A written

description of the type and amount of both introductory and continuing training that will
be given to each person filling a position will be provided.
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Training and safety meetings shall be scheduled at least once per month. If a regular
monthly meeting is cancelled, it shall be rescheduled or combined with the scheduled
meeting the next month. Training sessions shall be scheduled to allow site operations
to continue uninterrupted. Records of personnel attending each training session and the
topics covered will be maintained at the site in accordance with §335.586(d). Topics for
training may vary each month but must be conducted at least annually for: (1) fire
protection, prevention and evacuation, (2) emergency response, (3) Storm water
program, (4) HAZCOM, and (5) personnel protective equipment.
Facility personnel must successfully complete a program of classroom instruction or onthe-job training that teaches them to perform their duties in a way that ensures the
facility's compliance with the requirements of this SOP, specifically emergency
procedures.

The General Manager will ensure that this program includes all the

elements described in the SOP. This program is directed by the MSW Facility Manager
and will include instruction that teaches facility personnel proper waste management
procedures (including contingency plan implementation) relevant to the positions in
which they are employed. At a minimum, the training program must be designated to
ensure that facility personnel are able to respond effectively to emergencies by
familiarizing them with emergency procedures, emergency equipment, and emergency
systems, including where applicable: (a) procedures for using, inspecting, repairing, and
replacing facility emergency and monitoring equipment; (b) communications or alarm
systems, (c) response to fires or explosions; (d) response to groundwater contamination
incidents, and (e) shutdown of operations.
The training program will also include information sessions related to the identification of
prohibited waste, hazardous waste and PCB waste. Site personnel will be trained on
what are acceptable and unacceptable wastes, how to perform a random inspection,
how to control site access, and what to do should unacceptable waste arrive at the site.
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Detection and Prevention of Disposal of Prohibited Waste, Hazardous
Waste, and PCBs §330.127(5)
The Landfill’s permit limits disposal at the facility to only municipal solid waste, nonhazardous industrial wastes, and those special solid wastes allowable under 30 TAC
§330.171 and described in Section 30 of this SOP. The site is not authorized to receive
regulated hazardous waste or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) waste for disposal, as
defined in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations Parts 261 and 761 [40CFR261 &
761], respectively. In addition, a sign at the entrance displays the facility rules for waste.
9.1.

Surveillance of Incoming Wastes

The first level of control is conducted by the City collection vehicle drivers. These
individuals are informed of the typical visible characteristics of special and
hazardous wastes and which of their customers are likely to be generators of these
wastes. Such materials when identified by waste haulers are not collected and
notice is given to the generator what appropriate disposal options are available for
unacceptable materials. Non-city haulers will be provided information related to
acceptable and unacceptable wastes, as well as their responsibilities if unacceptable
waste is delivered to the site.
The second level of control is provided by a CSR through the waste screening
process. The CSR will be trained to recognize unauthorized wastes and in the
proper methods of traffic control, and analysis and documentation of special waste
manifests. The CSR will be alert for indications that unauthorized wastes may be
present and be familiar with the rules and regulations governing what can and
cannot be accepted into this facility. This includes a thorough knowledge of
applicable sections of the state and federal regulations and a basic understanding of
both industrial and hazardous waste generators and their associated transportation
and disposal requirements. Particular things to look for are special waste manifests,
barrels, liquids, TCEQ transporter numbers on trucks, or company names on trucks
which could be industrial or hazardous waste generators or generators of nonPARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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allowable special wastes. In addition to the monitoring provided by the CSR, a
security camera system will also provide recorded surveillance of vehicles entering
and leaving the Facility.
The third level of control is random inspections of incoming vehicles provided by the
Regulatory Compliance Specialist. A Regulatory Compliance Specialist trained to
identify wastes that are unacceptable at the landfill will randomly select vehicles,
including compactor vehicles, to be screened for inspection prior to disposal. See
Section 10.3 for further explanation.
Should any unacceptable or prohibited waste be observed or suspected, the
material will be isolated if possible from the landfilled material. Once a suspected
unacceptable waste has been isolated and secured, the MSW Facility Manager or
designee will be notified to determine the proper course of action.
9.2.

Unauthorized Discharge

In the event of a discharge of unauthorized wastes; regulated hazardous waste or
PCB; or wastes in an unauthorized location within the landfill, the City will employ
equipment, personnel, and materials as necessary to control those discharged
wastes and to remove them for disposal onto the active working face or other proper
disposal location. Unauthorized wastes shall be removed from the working face
immediately upon discharge and returned to the transporter/generator, if the
transporter/generator is unknown, the waste will be stored in a suitable location to
await proper disposal.
Upon determination of an unauthorized discharge for regulated hazardous waste or
PCB waste, the Executive Director will be notified within two weeks of the discharge.
Any unauthorized discharge will also be included in the facility's annual report.
In the event that regulated hazardous waste or PCB waste is detected the following
provisions are in place for remediation.
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Waste may be approached and handled only by trained staff wearing the
appropriate personal protective equipment.



If the waste can be safely handled, then it will be segregated from the working
face and placed in a secure area for proper disposition.



If the generator of the waste is known, then immediate contact, by phone or
other means, shall be made for the pick-up and proper disposal of the waste.



If the generator of the waste cannot be identified then the transporter shall be
held accountable for the pick-up and disposal of the waste.



If the generator or transporter cannot be identified, then the landfill shall
facilitate the proper disposal of the waste.



The party picking up and disposing of the waste shall be recorded in the
operating record.



If the waste cannot be safely segregated from the working face, the area shall
be quarantined until the appropriate emergency response team has been
called, arrived and picked up the waste for proper disposition.


9.3.

Emergency contact numbers shall be posted at the scale house.
Random Inspections

To maintain the random nature of the inspection program, these inspections will be
conducted at various times and days during the week. The method for determining
which trucks are randomly selected shall include, but not be limited to the use of a
computer generated random number selector, pulling a number out of a jar or any
other mathematically valid random number generator currently acceptable and
available to the scientific community.
Random inspections are required as per 30 TAC 330.127(5)(A). A Regulatory
Compliance Specialist trained to identify wastes that are unacceptable at the landfill
will randomly select vehicles, including compactor vehicles, to be screened for
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inspection prior to disposal. The City does have the ability to target its inspection
program in a manner that allows it to use "profiling" as a means of prioritizing its
screening program. No specific timetable will be followed to maintain the random
nature of these inspections. The Regulatory Compliance Specialist will direct a
randomly selected truck to discharge its entire waste load adjacent to the working
face. The City will exercise its ability to focus the random inspection program on
those vehicles with the greatest potential for hauling unacceptable wastes including
compacter vehicles. Waste will be carefully spread using suitable equipment. If
unacceptable waste is identified, procedures defined in the waste screening
requirements of the SOP will be followed.
The functions of the landfill staff involved with waste screening include the following:


The Scalehouse Operations Manager or their designee reviews the items
restricted from the landfill with the customer. Scalehouse personnel also view
the uncontainerized loads for any restricted materials.



The Permit and Regulatory Compliance Manager or their designee inspects
the randomly selected loads.



The compactor operator views all loads as they are broken apart for
compaction.



The MSW Facility Manager is available to view any restricted materials and
will advise on what appropriate remedial actions are needed.

9.4.

Record Keeping

The following records will be kept at the site to document load inspections.


The date and time wastes were received for inspection



Source of the wastes



Vehicle and driver identification
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All observations made by the inspector



Final disposition of waste after inspection

Fire Protection §330.129
The City of Denton has established the following fire protection procedures for the
Facility. Additional fire protection information for individual activities within the Complex
are specified in the each appendix.
10.1. Fire Prevention and Control
Fire Prevention
The following measures are taken by all landfill personnel to prevent fires.


Incoming "hot loads" are identified, if possible, prior to being unloaded at
the active face. The CSR and equipment operators must be alert for signs
of hot loads, such as smoke, steam, or heat being released from incoming
waste loads.



The "no smoking" rule is rigidly enforced by all personnel and applies to
anyone at the site.



Fuel spills are contained and cleaned up immediately.



Open burning is not allowed.



The City will use limited amounts of high pressure hot water or steam to
remove combustible waste and caked material that may cause equipment
overheating and increase the threat of fire. Use of water or steam for
equipment used on the working face will be limited to equipment
specifically designed for landfill operations.
Fire Control

The City of Denton Fire Department will be contacted any time a fire which
cannot be extinguished in ten minutes occurs on-site.
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General Rules for Fires
The following rules will be posted at the scalehouse and maintenance building.


Immediately call the Fire Department at 911.



Do not attempt to fight a fire alone.



Be familiar with the use and limitation of firefighting equipment.



Alert other facility personnel.



Assess extent of fire and possibilities for the fire to spread.



Attempt to contain or extinguish the fire until arrival of the Fire Department
if it appears that the fire can be safely fought with available firefighting
devices.
Specific Fire-Fighting Procedures



If the fire is contained within a vehicle or piece of equipment, the first step
is to bring the vehicle or equipment to a safe stop, away from fuel
supplies, uncovered solid wastes, and other vehicles. The engine will be
shut off and the brake engaged or other methods will be used to prevent
subsequent movement of the vehicle;



Fire-fighting methods include smothering with soil, separating burning
material from other waste, and spraying with water from a water truck. If
detected soon enough, a small fire may be fought with a hand-held
extinguisher; and



If the fire is in the working face, the burning area should be isolated or
pushed away from the working face quickly before the fire can spread. If
this is not possible or is unsafe, efforts to cover the working face with earth
must be initiated immediately to smother the fire.
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The site is provided with fire extinguishers as recommended by the local
Fire Department. Each piece of heavy equipment has a fire extinguisher.
Fire extinguishers are regularly inspected and will be fully-charged and
ready for use at all times. The MSW Facility Manager shall be notified
when any fire extinguisher is discharged so that it may be refilled.



The biodiesel facility has a fire alarm, and sprinkler system.



The maintenance building has fire extinguishers inside designed
specifically for the materials managed. A fire monitoring system has been
installed in the facility that can report fires to the service center and to the
fire department directly.



The fuel storage area has fire extinguishers and an emergency shut-off
system.
Stockpiling Fire-Fighting Materials

Generally, the fire-fighting technique that can be quickly employed to fight a
landfill fire is smothering with soil. The faster stockpiled soil can be placed over
the fire, the more effective this method will be in controlling and extinguishing the
fire. Enough cover soil will be stockpiled within 1,750 feet of the working face as
an aid to fighting fires.
A typical fire control stockpile is made up of one day's worth of daily cover
material. Based on the anticipated operating area typically less than 11,250 ft 2, a
total of approximately 210 cubic yards of soil will be available within 1,750 feet.
This amount of soil will vary depending on the quantities of waste accepted at the
site. Only one area of the landfill will be open at any given time. During wet
weather conditions, a wet weather operating area will be maintained, but the
normal working area will not be open at that time. During cell transition periods, it
will be necessary to operate two areas at the same time. This will be a short-term
condition. Trained staff will be located at both areas. Each quarter, the Manager
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will evaluate waste acceptance at the site, and based on the largest quantities
accepted per day, establish a stockpile quantity for the next quarter. The
calculation will be active working face area times 0.5 feet divided by 27 cubic feet
to determine cubic yards of stockpile. The landfill water truck should also be
available on-site for fire fighting.
Sufficient equipment is available on site to provide a minimum of six inches of
soil over the working face in the event of a fire; however, this is not always
deemed to be the most appropriate method for fire control. Under most
circumstances, when the fire is limited to a small area of the site, material that is
on fire will be removed from the working face to limit the size of the fire. Once
removed, the fire can be extinguished using soil, fire extinguishers, or water from
the water truck. If the fire becomes too large for control using these methods, the
fire department will be notified, immediately. Below is a calculation of the City's
ability to place six inches of material over the normal working face which is
typically less than 11,250 ft2 as described in Section 12.3 – Working Face.
Calculation Assumptions:
Amount of soil required = surface area (11,250 ft2) * cover thickness (.5')
=210 cubic yards 15 cubic yards per load = 14 loads
10 miles per hour = 880 feet / minute
14 loads @ 1,750 ft * 2 way = 49,000 ft / 880 ft per minute = 55.7 minutes
which is less than the required 60 minutes.
Sufficient material will be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for fire
prevention and to assist in extinguishing a fire if one should occur. The projected
maximum size of the working face will vary with throughput. The working face
sizes will be limited to the size listed in Section 12.3, under normal site
operations.
Sufficient equipment shall be available on site to provide a minimum of six inches
of soil over the working face within one hour of the event of a fire; however, this
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is not always deemed to be the most appropriate method for fire control. Under
most circumstances, when the fire is limited to a small area of the site, material
that is on fire will be removed from the working face to limit the size of the fire.
Once removed, the fire can be extinguished using soil, fire extinguishers, or
water from the water truck. If the fire becomes too large for control using these
methods, the fire department will be notified, immediately.
10.2. Notification Requirements
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) requires landfills to notify
their appropriate regional office of any fire that burns longer than ten (10) minutes
after detection. The initial report must be made immediately after detection (within 4
hours by telephone). A written description of the fire and the resulting response
must follow within 14 days. In the event that landfill staff discover a fire and are
unable to extinguish it within 10 minutes, they will notify the Waste Division of the
Fort Worth regional office by telephone at (817) 588-5706. The Landfill Manager will
then follow up with the written description of the fire and the resulting response
within 14 days.
10.3. Training
Landfill Management will provide training for all new employees covering all the
information in this Fire Protection Plan before commencement of work at the Landfill.
In addition, Landfill management will schedule Fire Protection Plan “refresher”
courses at least once each year. Training records will remain in the operating record.
Access Control §330.131
Customers will access the Facility from S. Mayhill Road. Customer Service
Representatives will control entry to the Facility at the scale house. Access controls will
provide for the safety of non-Landfill personnel; facility managers have designed site
security measures to prevent unauthorized persons from entering the Facility, to protect
the facility and its equipment from possible damage caused by trespassers, to prevent
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unauthorized waste disposal and illegal dumping, and to prevent disruption of facility
operations caused by unauthorized site entry.
11.1. Control Measures
The Facility relies on a combination of natural and artificial barriers to restrict access
to the facility, ensuring only authorized entry for legitimate disposal and other waste
management purposes and protection of public health and safety. Each of the two
entrances described below shall include a gate or barricade which is closed and
locked after business hours. Along the northern and southern boundaries of the
landfill, chain link fences restrict access to the landfill. Access to the western edge
of the landfill is restricted by a 6’ to 15’ concrete block screening wall and/or 6’
(minimum) chain link fence.

Access to the eastern boundary of the landfill is

restricted by Pecan Creek and heavily wooded terrain, plus a barbed wire fence
marking the property line.
City of Denton staff will inspect the access control measures at least on a quarterly
basis. The Facility will maintain a written log documenting these inspections as a
part of the site's operating record.
During site operating hours, Facility personnel, who are regularly in the vicinity of the
operational area and the entrance, can observe any unauthorized persons in these
areas. Outside normal operating hours, the gate to the site will be closed and
secured.
A card-reader access system restricts entry to the Facility by personnel not directly
associated with the landfill operation. Only authorized individuals receive access
cards to the facility; the General Manager or his designee authorizes issuance of the
cards.
Only designated personnel, approved waste haulers, and properly identified
personnel whose entry is authorized by the General Manager or the Landfill
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Manager, may enter the active portions of the Facility. Visitors are allowed on the
site only when accompanied by a site representative.
11.2. Access Breach
In the event of an access breach, Facility staff will attempt to permanently repair the
breach within eight (8) hours of discovery. If permanent repair is not possible within
this time frame, they will install temporary repair measures. The TCEQ regional
office will be notified of access breaches according to the schedule indicated in
Table 7. As noted in this table, if a breach can be permanently repaired within eight
(8) hours of discovery, notification to the TCEQ is not required. The Facility will
retain records indicating all repairs and copies of any notifications in the site’s
operating record.
TABLE 7 – ACCESS BREACH ACTIONS

Requirements

Access Breach Not
Permanently repaired within
8 hours

Notify regional office of
breach and repair
schedule

Within 24 hours

Make temporary repairs

Within 24 hours

Make permanent repairs

Within schedule submitted to
regional office in initial notice

Notify regional office
when permanent repair
completed

Within schedule submitted to
regional office in initial notice
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11.3. Vehicle Access
Access to the site is from Mayhill Road via two entrances, the Middle and North
Entrances. These lead to a private access road maintained by the City. The public
access roads to the landfill are paved, all-weather roads. An additional emergency
access point is provided at the southern end of the Complex. Two or more roll-off
containers will be available near the primary site entrances (when in operation) at
the citizen's drop-off area, as an alternative disposal location for private residents.
Additional working face(s) may be operated to segregate small private vehicles from
larger waste transport vehicles at the cell working face.
All waste-hauling vehicles deposit their loads at the working face. Only vehicles
authorized by the General Manager or MSW Facility Manager, landfill construction
vehicles, landfill personnel vehicles, and authorized haul vehicles have access
beyond the scale house/entrance facility. Only vehicles authorized by the Manager
or designee, and authorized haul vehicles are allowed access to the working face.
Signage will provide direction to customers and the public to the public entrances of
the landfill. Additional signage within the facility will provide direction to public
unloading areas.
Vehicles transporting solid waste arriving at the waste disposal working face will be
directed to an unloading area by on-site personnel or signage. Operations at the
working face will be conducted in a manner that allows the prompt and efficient
unloading of waste. The approach to the unloading area will be wide enough to
safely unload at least two vehicles side-by-side.
11.4. All-Weather Access
The existing Middle Entrance is a paved-asphalt driveway that transitions into a
crushed stone road. Site personnel maintain the crushed stone on-site roads for allweather access. The entrance to the facility, and all interior access roads leading to
the active face, are all-weather roads. If conditions prohibit access to the active fill
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face during inclement weather, an all-weather access area will be constructed near
the working face of the active area.

A separate wet-weather area may be

designated by the Manager and continually maintained for this purpose. Haulers will
dump waste at the edge of the designated wet weather area and allow the
Equipment Operators to push the waste into the fill. During the period when waste is
being placed in the initial waste layer below-grade in newly constructed cells, a wet
weather disposal area will be maintained.
11.5. Traffic Control
The Scalehouse Operations Manager, other staff, and appropriate signs will direct
vehicles to a special unloading area near the site entrance for the unloading of white
goods for recycling. Similarly, trucks hauling yard waste and other materials which
may be composted at the City's Facility will be directed to the area designated for
composting operations located on Water Reclamation Plant property (not part of this
permit).

Trucks hauling “compost overs,” and ground wood; along with source-

separated organics (SSO) materials such as produce, meats, beverages, and other
vegetative materials will be directed to the SSO composting facility. Furthermore,
signage will direct grease and grit trap waste disposal trucks to the GGTF.
Solid waste transportation vehicles arrive at the working face at random intervals.
Operations at the working face will be conducted in a manner which encourages the
efficient movement of transportation vehicles to and from the working face, and to
expedite the unloading of waste.
The approach to the working face will be maintained so that two or more vehicles
may safely unload side-by-side. A vehicle maneuvering area to allow vehicles to
arrive and turn around safely will be provided adjacent to the unloading area. The
vehicles will be directed back into an unoccupied area at the bottom of the working
face area to unload. In the first lift on the Leachate Collection System protective
cover, trucks will unload at the top of the face. After unloading, the vehicle will
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immediately leave the working face area. No scavenging, loitering, or salvaging will
be permitted at the working face. Metals and white goods recovered as part of the
on-site recycling program will be stored away from the working area in order to
reduce interference with vehicles or disposal operations.
On-site roads will be constructed of asphalt, crushed rock, gravel, recycled shingles
(no nails), or other suitable all-weather material, and maintained so that access is
available to the normal operating area at all times. On-site roads will be free
draining, passable in two directions, and free of excessive ruts.
Unloading of Waste §330.133
Trained personnel will monitor and observe all incoming loads. They will identify and
control prohibited waste as outlined in Section 9 of this SOP.
Signs with directional arrows and traffic barricades will facilitate restricting disposal to
the designated locations. These will be placed conspicuously along the access route to
the working face of the Landfill or other designated areas which will be established for
the general public with small loads. The Scalehouse staff and working face Landfill
personnel will direct Landfill patrons to the proper area. Waste shall only be unloaded in
the designated areas:


Landfill working face



Citizen Collection Area



Recycling drop-off area (un-manned)



Source Separated Organics (SSO) compost facility



Grease and Grit Trap Facility (GGTF)



Liquid Waste Bulking facility



Home Chemical Collection (HCC) and
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Construction & Demolition Waste (Building Materials Recovery) Facility (C&D).

The unloading of waste in unauthorized areas is prohibited. Any waste deposited in an
unauthorized area will be promptly collected and disposed of properly at the working
face. A trained staff member will be on duty during operating hours at each unloading
area, as noted above, to direct and observe the unloading of the waste, except at the
recycling drop off area and HCC. The HCC does not accept waste delivered from
residents or customers, and only schedules curb-side pickup. Residents unload
recyclables at the recycling drop off area in closed containers.
The unloading of unauthorized wastes is prohibited as stated in §330.133(c). Landfill
personnel shall have the authority to reject unauthorized loads, have unauthorized
material removed by the transporter and/or assess appropriate surcharges, and have
the unauthorized material removed by on-site personnel or otherwise properly managed
by the facility. A record of unauthorized material removed will be maintained in the
operating record.
At the end of each day’s operation Landfill personnel will compact and cover the
working face. During daily operations, Landfill staff will keep the width and length of the
working face as small as practicable in order to maintain the appearance of the site,
control windblown waste potential, and minimize the amount of cover soil, or alternate
daily cover material required each day. Maximum working face areas are presented in
Table 7.
This Waste Surveillance Plan provides instructions and procedures for the regular
surveillance of incoming waste loads with the goal of detecting unauthorized wastes
delivered by any customer at the Landfill.

Landfill staff applies the Plan to aid in

prevention of disposal of those wastes at the site. In addition, implementation of the
Plan works to ensure that any waste requiring special handling goes to the proper
location at the facility where Landfill staff will provide the appropriate care. The main
avenue of detection and prevention is random inspection of incoming loads, rejection of
any loads containing unauthorized wastes, and rerouting of acceptable loads delivered
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to the incorrect location at the site. This Plan includes procedures by which Landfill staff
conduct those random inspections, direct wayward customers to the correct location,
reject unauthorized loads, and record inspection results.

The plan also includes

provisions for training the personnel who are responsible for inspecting or observing
loads to recognize prohibited waste and remedial procedures in the event that disposal
of prohibited waste is discovered after the fact.
12.1. Authorized Wastes
Permit 1590B will authorize the City of Denton Landfill to receive and dispose
municipal solid waste (MSW), Industrial Nonhazardous Waste, and certain Special
Wastes.
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
The Texas Administrative Code §330.3(88) defines municipal solid waste as solid
waste resulting from or incidental to municipal, community, commercial,
institutional, and recreational activities, including garbage, rubbish, ashes, street
cleanings, dead animals, abandoned automobiles, and all other solid waste other
than industrial solid waste.
The majority of MSW disposed at the Landfill arrives on City of Denton sanitation
trucks picking up at residential (single-family) sources, consisting mostly of
everyday items such as product packaging, grass clippings, furniture, clothing,
bottles, food scraps, and newspapers. The Landfill also accepts waste from
private waste haulers operating within Denton’s city limits who pay a tipping fee
to use the facility. This stream of commercial MSW from small commercial and
residential sources is similar to residential MSW and is generally treated as an
equivalent type of waste.
Industrial Nonhazardous Waste
Industrial nonhazardous waste falls into three (3) classes depending upon its
source, characteristics, and/or constituents. As stated in §330.173(i) & (j), the
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City of Denton Landfill’s Type I MSW permit allows acceptance of industrial
wastes designated as Class 2 or Class 3 according to the provisions of Texas
regulations in §335.506, 507, or 508. The landfill can accept Class 1 industrial
nonhazardous waste, as well, but only for disposal in special “Class 1 Areas” of
the landfill lined and operated as described in §330.331(e) and subject to the
limitations prescribed in §330.173(a) through (h).
Special Wastes
Special wastes are items that merit special attention to ensure proper disposal
that is protective of human health and the environment. Texas regulations define
special wastes in §330.3(148), which contains a list of nineteen (19) types of
waste that require some extra measure of care during handling and disposal.
§330.5(a) allows approved Type I, IV, V, and VI MSW facilities to “receive special
wastes if handled properly and safeguarded in the facility.” Later sections of
Chapter 330 (§330.15 & 171) divide special wastes into several categories:


Allowable without written authorization



Allowable with written authorization



Prohibited
Allowable Without Written Authorization


Treated medical waste



Slaughterhouse waste, subject to immediate cover



Dead animals, subject to immediate cover



Regulated Asbestos Containing Material (RACM)



Non-regulated asbestos containing material (non-RACM), avoiding
potential crumbling
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Municipal hazardous waste from conditionally exempt small-quantity
generators (CESQGs), up to 220 pounds (100 kg) per month per
generator



Sludge or liquid waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter
Test



Grease or grit trap waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter
Test



Empty pesticide (insecticide, herbicide, fungicide, or rodenticide)
containers, subject to limitations



Crushed used oil filters from household sources
Allowable With Written Authorization



Class 1 industrial nonhazardous waste



Untreated medical waste



Septic tank pumpings



Commercial or industrial wastewaters



Air pollution control facility waste



Drugs or contaminated foods/beverages not in normal household
waste



Incinerator ash



Petroleum contaminated soil

This proposed Permit Amendment includes provisions for acceptance of most of
the allowable special wastes in the list above, including those requiring written
authorization. Further discussion of Special Wastes is provided in Section 30 of
the SOP.
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12.2. Prohibited Wastes
Texas waste regulations include sections specifically prohibiting disposal of certain
wastes at MSW landfills.

Staff at the Landfill implements the provisions of this

Waste Surveillance Plan in order to prevent disposal of any prohibited wastes at the
facility. Any prohibited waste must be returned immediately to the transporter or
generator of the waste or otherwise properly managed by the landfill.
General Prohibitions §330.15
Paragraph (e) of §330.15 lists three items that MSW facilities may not
intentionally or knowingly accept for disposal in a landfill or incinerator. These
materials are


Lead acid storage batteries;



Do-it-yourself used motor vehicle oil, unless it is incidentally and
unavoidably commingled with waste from shredding of motor vehicles,
appliances, or scrap metal; and



Used oil filters from internal combustion engines.

The same paragraph prohibits six other materials from disposal at landfills,
including


Whole used or scrap tires;



Refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners, and other items with chlorinated
fluorocarbons (CFCs) still in them;



Liquid wastes, with some exceptions;



Regulated hazardous waste;



Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) waste; and



Radioactive materials,
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Special Wastes §330.171
Texas regulations allow disposal of many types of special wastes at MSW
landfills—some with permission, others by rule—as long as they are handled
properly upon arrival. Section 30 of this Part contains procedures by which the
City of Denton ensures proper handling of their authorized special wastes.
Industrial Wastes §330.173
There are 4 categories of industrial wastes; hazardous and one of three classes
of nonhazardous (Class 1, 2 & 3). MSW landfills may not accept any hazardous
industrial wastes nor any Class 1 nonhazardous wastes, unless their permit
specifically allows it, and they follow the provisions of §330.173 and §330.331(e).
Section 30 of this Part contains procedures by which the City of Denton ensures
proper handling of their authorized class 1 nonhazardous industrial waste.
Authority of Waste Acceptance Plan §330.61(b)
Regardless of any allowances or restrictions in the Texas regulations, each MSW
facility includes with its permit application (in Part II) a Waste Acceptance Plan
(WAP) in which they identify “sources and characteristics of waste proposed to
be received for storage, processing, or disposal.” Any wastes indicated in the
WAP as unacceptable become restricted, superseding any allowances
elsewhere in the regulations.
12.3. Working Face
Solid waste entering the landfill will be directed to the working face by the Complex
personnel. Small loads will be directed to the Citizen's unloading area near the scale
house. The Scalehouse personnel is able to observe this unloading operation.
Portable signs and/or barricades will be positioned to direct vehicles from the
entrance area to the active area. Solid waste unloading at the working face is
directed by trained landfill personnel to prevent disposal in locations other than those
specified. This person will be on duty during waste acceptance hours to direct and
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observe the unloading of waste.
The MSW Facility staff will attempt to confine the working face to a minimum width,
yet allow safe and efficient operations in order to maintain the appearance of the
site, and to minimize windblown litter, stormwater infiltration, and the amount of daily
cover required. The typical size of the working face will increase proportionally if the
quantity of vehicles unloading per hour of operation increases. Normally, only one
working face will be active on any given day, with all the deposited waste in other
areas covered by daily, intermediate, or final cover, as appropriate.

Maximum

working face size is provided below in Table 8.
TABLE 8 – MAXIMUM SIZE OF WORKING FACE
Average vehicles per hour in peak 3 hours

Maximum Working Face Size

1-10

5,625 ft2

11-20

8,450 ft2

21-30

11,250 ft2

31-40

14,050 ft2

Under conditions caused by extraordinary events, the working face may increase in
size in excess of the sizes in Table 8, but landfill staff will work to maintain the
working face as small as possible or the General Manager may seek additional staff
and equipment to properly manage the waste stream. When additional operating
hours are required, TCEQ regional staff will be noti fied.
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Facility Operating Hours §330.135
The Complex is authorized to accept waste 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Initially,
operating hours shall be within the hours of 5:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday through
Sunday.
The Complex may adopt alternate operating hours for the following days: two working
days following Christmas, two working days following Thanksgiving weekend and July
5th. Operating hours for these days shall be 5:00 a.m. through 11:00 p.m.
The TCEQ's regional office may allow additional temporary waste acceptance or
operating hours to address disasters, other emergency situations, or other unforeseen
circumstances that could result in the disruption of waste management services in the
area. All approvals of any changes in the operating hours will be documented in the site
operating record, along with the dates and times when alternate or additional operating
hours are utilized.
In accordance with 30 TAC §330.137, both the waste acceptance hours as well as
hours of operation will be posted at the site entrance. The Facility is not required to
notify the TCEQ regional office on days during which the facility will be closed.
Site Sign §330.137
The Facility will have signs conspicuously displayed at all entrances through which
wastes enter the site; signs will be readable from outside of the entrance gate(s). The
signs will measure at least four feet square (4-ft x 4-ft) with at least three inch (3-inch)
lettering. At a minimum, the signs shall state the following:


Operating hours and days,



Landfill type,



Landfill permit number,



Surcharge for improperly covered loads or secured loads, and



24 hour contact phone number, with instructions to dial 911 for emergencies.
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Anyone observed violating the site rules will be immediately contacted by site
personnel, who will secure their compliance or cause their eviction from the site.
Control of Windblown Solid Waste and Litter §330.139
The Landfill will implement a combination of several measures to control windblown
wastes.
First, all waste transportation vehicles using the Facility and the Landfill will be required
to have in place adequate covers or other means of containment for the wastes they
transport, in accordance with City Code. The adequacy of covers or containment of
incoming wastes will be checked at the facility entrance. Signs will be posted and
offenders will be reported to law enforcement officials. Appropriate surcharges and
fines will be levied for non-compliance.
To reduce windblown wastes from vehicles dumping at the landfill working face, staff
will promptly incorporate each load into the waste mass. Landfill equipment will be
positioned to spread and compact the waste as rapidly as practicable. This will minimize
the amount of time the waste remains exposed to the wind and thereby minimize the
potential for windblown wastes. Also, soil cover or other cover will be placed on the
deposited wastes as needed during the day's operation to prevent the material from
becoming airborne. The size of the working face will be kept as small as practical for
solid waste operations.
To further minimize scattering of windblown wastes, the facility will provide litter control
fences, as necessary, at appropriate locations near the working face and elsewhere.
The litter control fences are constructed of a mesh material attached to a free-standing
metal frame. The individual litter control fence sections will be located as close as
practical to the active area.

The screens are transported by Landfill equipment or

pickup trucks and can be deployed by hand. Multiple sections will be used as required.
The perimeter fence and screening barriers such as the temporary berms and trees will
serve as additional wind breaks.
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During extremely windy periods, additional temporary litter control fences will be erected
as needed. Also, on days when prevailing winds are from a certain direction, it may be
possible to locate the working face operation in a protected or semi-protected area of
the site.
Facility personnel shall inspect the site daily, and collect and return to the working face
any windblown waste that has been scattered about the site or has accumulated on
fences, gates and access roads on days when the facility is in operation. Litter shall be
collected from Site Access Roads as described in Section 18 – Materials Along the
Route to the Site and Section 22 – Site Access Roads.
The Landfill Manager is responsible for securing the labor force required to meet the
litter control requirements of the MSW regulations and shall consult with the Texas
Department of Transportation, county, and/or local governments with maintenance
authority over the roads concerning cleanup of public access roads and rights-of-way.
A log of litter inspection and control activities will be maintained in the site operating
record to demonstrate compliance.
Easements and Buffer Zones §330.141
Any easements or rights-of-way within the Facility will be visually marked to minimize
potential danger to site personnel from damage to the utility. No solid waste unloading,
storage, disposal or processing operations shall occur within any easement, buffer
zone, or right-of-way. In addition, no waste disposal is allowed within 25-feet of the
centerline of any easement. To assure non-interference with the utility functions, the
easements will be marked in the field in accordance with the TCEQ Rules &
Regulations using posts extending above the ground at least six feet and spread at
intervals no greater than 300 feet. See Figure II-5 for a map of easements that exist
within and adjacent to the proposed Permit Boundary.
There are no easements that cross or are within 25’ of the Unit 1 waste footprint.
However, there are three (3) existing easements that cross the Unit 2 waste footprint.
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60’ Public Ingress, Egress, Utility & Drainage Easement is in place along Old
Foster Road. Old Foster Road and all properties it served are now City owned.
This easement will be abandoned prior to waste placement in this area.



60’ Access Easement for the middle entrance road south of Old Foster Road.
This easement will be abandoned when the middle entrance road and scales
area removed.



16’ Waterline Easement is located north of the Middle Entrance off of Mayhill
Road. This easement will be abandoned prior to waste being placed in the area.

Additionally, the existing on-site utility easements that do not cross or existing within 25
feet of the proposed waste footprint include:


Two utility easements located north of the Unit 2 waste footprint. Two 8” diameter
subsurface gas lines operated by Atmos Pipeline Texas located within a 50’ utility
easement and a 10” diameter subsurface gas line operated by NGG Gathering
Company, LLC located within a 20’ gas line easement.



Two sewer lines east of the Unit 1 disposal area are located within 2 parallel
sewer easements, each 20 feet. At least 25 feet will be maintained from the edge
of waste to the centerline of the closest sewer line.



There are multiple small drainage easements, visibility triangle easements, utility
easements and water line easements on or adjacent to the site. These
easements are possessed by the City of Denton.

All easements possessed by the City of Denton and located within the waste footprint
will be abandoned or released prior to construction activities.
A buffer zone of at least 125 feet currently exists between all solid waste unloading,
storage, disposal and processing operations and the Facility boundary.

This buffer

zone will be maintained as to allow the safe passage of firefighting and emergency
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vehicles and shall be clearly marked as discussed in Part IV - Section 17, Landfill
Markers and Benchmark.
Landfill Markers and Benchmark §330.143
17.1. Landfill Markers
Landfill markers have been installed to mark significant features of the landfill
clearly, in compliance with the appropriate solid waste regulations and the Executive
Director’s requirements.

The markers were installed at locations visible during

operating hours. Should the existing markers become damaged, lost, or do not
meet regulatory requirements, they will be repainted or replaced within 15 days of
discovery of the issue, to retain visibility.

New markers will be installed in

accordance with 30 TAC §330.143. The marker system is generally described
below. Markers will be inspected monthly and records of all inspections shall be
placed in the site operating record.
All markers shall be steel, wooden or fiberglass posts and shall extend at least six
feet above ground level and shall not be obscured by vegetation. Markers are color
coded as described below.


Black - facility boundary markers. The boundary markers are placed at each
corner of the site and along each boundary line at intervals no greater than
300 feet. Fencing is placed within these markers as required.



Yellow - buffer zones. The buffer zone markers are placed along each buffer
zone boundary, at all corners and between corners at intervals of no more
than 300 feet.



Green - easements and rights-of-way. Easement and Right-of-way markers
are placed along the centerline of an easement and are along the boundary of
a right-of-way at each corner within the facility and at the intersection of the
facility boundary.
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White - landfill grid. A landfill grid system shall be installed unless written
approval from the Executive Director has been received, and the markers
shall be installed three years prior to waste placement. Markers are spaced
no greater than 100 feet apart, measured along perpendicular lines.
Intermediate markers shall be installed if necessary to allow visibility from
opposite boundaries. The landfill grid for the MSW Facility is provided on
Figures III.33 and III.34.



Red - approved SLER areas. The SLER or GLER markers will be placed so
that all areas for which a SLER or GLER has been submitted and approved
by the Commission are readily determinable. These markers will be located
so that they are not destroyed during operations or until operations extend
into the next area, and will provide site workers immediate knowledge of the
extent of approved disposal areas. The location of the markers will be tied
into the landfill grid system and reported on each SLER or GLER submitted.
Area markers must not be placed inside constructed areas.



Blue - 100 year flood protection. Flood protection markers will be installed at
the edge of the 100-year flood limit within landfill permit boundary, at spacing
not greater 300 feet or closer if necessary to retain visual continuity.

17.2. Site Benchmark
A permanent benchmark has been established at State Plane Zone 2 TX-N Central
7119421.3 Northing, 2401552.9 Easting, at an elevation of 602.23 feet above MSL.
The permanent benchmark is a bronze survey marker set in concrete and have the
benchmark elevation and survey date stamped on it. This monument is located near
the northwest corner of Unit 1. The benchmark is in an area that is readily accessible
and visible, and will not be used for disposal.
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Materials Along the Route to the Site §330.145
Facility staff will employ the measures detailed in Section 15 – Control of Windblown
Solid Waste and Litter to ensure vehicles using the site have properly secured loads
through the use of tarps, nets, or enclosed vehicles. The facility shall take actions such
as posting signs, reporting offenders to proper law enforcement officers, adding
surcharges, or similar measures. Facility staff will conduct daily scheduled inspections
of the route that vehicles use to transport waste to the site on the dates that the facility
is open and ensure cleanup of waste materials along that route.
Specifically, on operating days, City of Denton crews are responsible for daily litter
collection along Spencer Road between Mayhill and Loop 288, and South Mayhill Road
between Colorado Boulevard and McKinney Street. These are the established primary
routes into the landfill facility. This is the designated route for both public and private
haulers, and this is the basis for establishing this roadway for collecting litter. Roads
within a two mile radius from the City of Denton Landfill Facility includes major highway
and arterial roads. Facility will maintain the access roads to the facility, an alternate
distance (less than two-miles in either direction from any entrances) in accordance with
§330.145. The Facility will maintain a log indicating the date and time of these
inspections and cleanup activities.
Disposal of Large Items §330.147
Items classified as large, heavy, or bulky can include, but are not limited to, white
goods, air conditioner units, metal tanks, large metal pieces, and automobiles. Large
items collected at the site will be removed and recycled as demand warrants, and care
will be taken to not create nuisance conditions and to prevent the discharge of
pollutants. Large items that are not recycled will be disposed of at the working face. If
disposed, they will be reduced in size at the working face to the extent practicable.
Large and bulky items, including brush will be disposed near the bottom of the fill face.
Special care will be taken to achieve the maximum practical compaction of these items
prior to placement of the next layer of waste in the lift.
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Any item (refrigerator, freezer, air conditioner, etc.) containing chlorinated fluorocarbons
(CFCs) must be handled in accordance with 40 CFR §82.156(f), as amended. It is
preferred that all CFCs present have been removed, captured and sent to an approved
CFC disposal or recycling facility.

In this case, the generator or transporter must

provide written certification that CFC removal has been conducted prior to acceptance
or disposal of the item. If the item contains CFCs upon delivery to the site, it will be
placed in a designated location for CFC removal and the CFCs will be properly handled
at the site. A certified contractor or properly trained and certified staff member will
remove the CFCs.
Odor Management Plan §330.149
Specific methods to control potential odors on the site will vary dependent upon the
potential odor source.
20.1. Landfill
The main source of landfill odors originate from fugitive landfill gas. To combat this,
the City of Denton Landfill utilizes an active Gas Collection and Control System
(GCCS) to collect and use it at its onsite Landfill Gas to Energy Facility (LFGTE).
The City will also employ the following measures to prevent odors from becoming a
nuisance.


Identify potential odor sources at the scalehouse and alert working face
personnel prior to discharge of the waste



Immediately cover the odorous waste with other waste or earthen cover.



Minimize the size of the working face



Spills of odorous materials should be immediately cleaned up or properly
covered, and



Repair areas where soil cover has eroded by placing additional cover
material.
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20.2. Leachate
Leachate will be recirculated back into the landfill or discharged to the City’s
Wastewater Treatment Plant, in accordance with §330.207. The use of pipes to
recirculate leachate and other approved liquids will limit the exposure of the leachate
to the open air, limiting the potential for odor generation. The leachate system will be
inspected on a monthly basis. Repairs of any damage will be performed within
seven working days. Only reuse water and clean surface water will be surfaceapplied to the landfill. The recirculation of leachate and gas condensate in any
mining process is prohibited.
20.3. Ponded Water
Any ponded water on the site shall be controlled to prevent the occurrence of
nuisance odors as discussed in Section 29 – Ponded Water.

If ponded water

produces objectionable odors, the area will be drained or pumped dry, and the low
area filled with soil and re-graded to promote proper drainage.
20.4. Special Wastes
Specific procedures to minimize objectionable odors from the disposal of approved
special waste are detailed in the Section 30 of this Part.
20.5. Grease and Grit Trap Waste
Specific procedures to minimize objectionable odors from the disposal of grease and
grit trap waste are detailed in Part IV Appendix A, Grease and Grit Trap Waste
Processing Facility. The Grease and Grit Trap Facility (GGTF) receives wastes
transported by vacuum trucks from commercial grease and grit traps, and processes
them to separate liquids from solids. Incidental odors may be noted and described
for comparison to incoming waste loads. Unloading of waste will occur within the
GGTF and the waste will be immediately screened and deposited into steel tanks or
concrete basins. Grease processing and storage areas of the GGTF include ducts
routed to a wet scrubber that provides ventilation and odor control. The outdoor
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location of the grit processing units and their typically very low content of oils and
hydrocarbons allow operation without specific odor control devices. The perimeter
of the GGTF will be inspected daily to assess the performance of facility operations
to control odor.
20.6. Landfill Mining
The City will employ the following measures to prevent landfill mining odors from
becoming a nuisance.


Excavate only the amount of waste to be process in one day. No waste shall
be left uncovered overnight at the working face or at the processing area



Minimize the size of the mining face



If required, use an approved odor treatment method.

20.7. Sludge and Septage
To the extent practical, sludge and septage will not be disposed at the end of the
day. This sludge will be disposed in a manner that allows for immediate covering by
other MSW.

If sludge or septage is disposed as one of the final loads for the day,

soil will be used as cover for the sludge, even if an alternative daily cover material is
used for the other wastes.
20.8. Medical Waste
Only treated medical wastes are accepted at the landfill. When they are accepted,
the material will be disposed in a manner that allows for mixing with other MSW. To
the extent practical, medical wastes will not be disposed at the end of the day. Daily
cover will be applied over all of the waste, including medical waste at the end of the
day. If medical wastes are disposed as one of the final loads for the day, soil will be
used as cover for the treated medical wastes if an alternative daily cover material is
used.
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20.9. Odor Filters, Neutralizers and Masking Agents
Several specific actions for reducing and eliminating odors at the Landfill are
described in this section of the Odor Management Plan. The activities are intended
to prevent odors from being generated and represent the City's primary method for
maintaining air quality at the site. When obnoxious odor sources originating from the
landfill are identified, the source will be treated using a method listed below to
prevent the odor from moving off the permitted area.

Treatment methods and

materials selected to treat or eliminate the odor will be based on the type or
characteristics of odor generating source, the availability of treatment materials on
site and the atmospheric conditions:
1. Biometabolizing Products
o Biometabolizing products include but are not limited to: compost
products, screened compost "overs", ground mulch, selected soils and
combinations of these products.
o Biometabolizing products may be used to filter or treat potential odors.
Application of this material will be placed over the area determined to
be the cause of the odor.

These products utilize the indigenous

bacterial population to metabolize and treat the odor source and the
off-gases to eliminate obnoxious odors from escaping the applied
product cover. The quantities required to be applied will be determined
based on the degree of the odor problem at the time of application.
The compost material will be secured from the City's compost program
operated by the City's wastewater utility. Generally, a layer of 3 to 6
inches of material will be applied to the area causing the odor. A frontend loader, scraper or dump truck will be used to deposit the material
in the affected area. The MSW Facility manager, or his designee will
be responsible for monitoring the area for a period of three days, or
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until the odor is eliminated, to determine if additional product is
necessary, or if the odor problem has been resolved.
o If biometabolizing products are not available or may not be considered
the product which will provide the best treatment for the odor source to
be treated, odor neutralizing products will be applied the odor source
and its immediate perimeter via pressurized spray application
equipment such as is available on hydromulchers, portable tank
sprayers and water trucks in application amounts specified by the
product manufacturer.
2. Odor Neutralization Products.
o These commercially available products1 may include liquid solutions
that are designed to attack odors through either chemical or biological
processes and eliminate the odors that are generated.
o The application of liquid odor control materials, such as odor
neutralizers, masking agents, slurries and biological metabolizing
agents, will be dispensed on the area that is the source of the odor
and, if necessary, around the perimeter of the odor source. Prior to
use of any of these products, with the exception of biometabolizing
materials as described above, the City will seek TCEQ approval. A
copy of the product's MSDS sheet will be submitted to TCEQ with a
description of the City's application plan.
o Neutralizers and masking products will be mixed to produce the
application concentration appropriate for the odor in accordance with
and not to exceed rates in the product's application instructions. The
daily application quantity use will not exceed the manufacturer's limits.

A copy of commercially available product's MSDS used for odor control on the landfill will be included in
the Site Operating Record.
1
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o Perimeter odor treatment may be used to supplement point source
treatment if point source treatment does not achieve elimination or
containment of the odor.
3. Odor Masking Products
o These commercially available products are applied to the areas where
odors are generated and use scented oils, or other compounds to
mask landfill odors.
4. Slurry ADC Products
o Slurry products that are commercially available including alternative
daily cover materials that are sprayed onto the area that is creating the
odor problem may be used. The application of a slurry ADC can
reduce odor generation by providing a cap over the odor generating
area and assisting in chemical reactions. TCEQ approved ADC
products and application procedures will be utilized to apply these
materials.
o Liquid odor control products and slurries dispensed in hydromulch
equipment will follow product and equipment application guidelines of
the manufacturer's.
A variety of application equipment may be used in the dispensing of odor treatment
and management materials on the site. These may include, but not be limited to:
water tanker sprayers; automated or manual misters; steam cleaner/generators;
small portable or mobile sprayers; hydromulch spray applicators; or manual
dispensers. Misters will be used in accordance with the requirements of rules in
effect at the time of their use. Materials will only be applied to areas where the odors
are being generated and the immediate surrounding areas. The quantities applied
will vary with the degree of odor generation at that location.
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Several factors must be considered in the treatment or control of odors on the landfill
site. These include, but are not limited to: wind speed, weather conditions, ambient
temperature, and type of odor. These factors may determine the type of product and
the application method that will be used to treat or manage the odor. The City will
rely on area specific odor control measures and not use a perimeter system unless
specifically approved by the TCEQ through a modification. In other words, odor
management controls shall be implemented as close to the source as possible to
eliminate odors as close to the source as possible.
The Facility will record in the operating record application rate and total amount of
ADC materials applied to the working face on days in which any spray-applied ADC
is used to control odor.
Disease Vector Control §330.151
Landfill staff will minimize the need for extensive vector control (control of rodents, flies,
and mosquitoes) through proper site operation, including on-going compaction;
appropriate application and maintenance of daily, intermediate, and final cover; and
minimizing the size of the working face. Site personnel will check the integrity of the
cover each day, looking for insects and rodents and reporting any problems to a
supervisor. If insects or rodents become a nuisance, Landfill staff will eliminate the
problem through appropriate use of insecticides and/or pesticides. If necessary, they
will procure the services of a licensed pest control professional. Currently, birds are not
a problem at the Landfill. If the incidence of birds at the Landfill increases to the point
that a program to control birds becomes necessary, management will ensure
implementation of an appropriate bird deterrence plan using accepted landfill bird
control techniques.
Site Access Roads §330.153
Facility staff will maintain on-site access roads to keep them freely draining, passable by
transportation vehicles in two directions, and free from excessive debris, depressions,
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ruts, and/or potholes. They will construct roads leading to the wet-weather disposal
areas using a stable material, such as asphalt, crushed rock, gravel, or another suitable
material, so that they remain usable in any weather condition (so-called “all-weather”
roads). This will facilitate movement of traffic into and out of the Facility during waste
acceptance hours. Tracked mud and associated debris at the access to the facility on
the public roadway shall be removed at least daily when applicable conditions arise.
Facility staff will inspect roadways at least weekly to determine the need for
maintenance and re-grading. When inspections indicate the need, Landfill staff will
perform re-grading or repairs to minimize ruts, potholes, or other depressions which
may affect vehicle traffic.

Documentation of the roadway inspections and any re-

grading or repair activities will become a part of the Facility’s operating records. Litter
and any other debris located on the on Spencer Road between Mayhill and Loop 288,
along Mayhill between Colorado Boulevard and McKinney Street, and on-site roadways
will be picked up daily and taken to the working face by facility staff.
The Facility will control dust, as needed, by spraying the unpaved haul roads and
frequent equipment routes with water using the on-site water truck.

Additionally,

vehicular speeds on all non-paved roads shall not exceed ten miles per hour within the
SSO Composting Facility. The water truck will be filled at the wash water recycling tank
fill stations, reuse water fill station, or pumped from uncontaminated stormwater ponds.
In order to minimize the tracking of mud on to public roadways, the Facility provides an
onsite wheel wash.

The wheel wash removes accumulated mud from the vehicle

wheels, tires, and undercarriage. Additionally landfill traffic exits along the paved site
entrance road which provides an adequate distance for any residual mud and dirty
water to be shed from the vehicle. On days when mud and associated debris are
tracked onto the access road and public roadway, facility staff will remove such mud
and debris at least once per day.
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Salvaging and Scavenging §330.155
23.1. Salvaging
Salvaging refers to the controlled diversion of certain items with the intent to recycle
these items. Only Facility personnel or City-authorized agent will conduct salvaging
operations, confined only to predetermined areas.

Only organized salvaging

activities will occur, if such activities do not interfere in any way with the safe and
efficient operation of the Facility and do not create a public health nuisance. Class 1
Industrial and other special wastes; and pesticide, fungicide, rodenticide, or
herbicide containers shall not be salvaged.

Salvageable items at the Facility

include:


Recyclable Materials (metals, plastics, glass, etc.)



Inert Materials suitable for repurposing (concrete, brick, lumber, etc.)



Yard Debris and/or green materials



White Goods (refrigerators, washers, dryers, etc.)



Electronics Waste



Building materials

The quantities of salvageable materials collected at the site will vary considerably
from time to time. The City will ensure removal of salvageable materials as often as
required to prevent nuisances, preclude the discharge of pollutants, and prevent
excessive accumulation of materials in accordance with §330.155.
23.2. Scavenging
Scavenging refers to the uncontrolled, unauthorized diversion or removal of waste in
the system by humans. Scavenging is strictly prohibited at the Landfill. Clear notice
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will relay this policy to all customers. Individuals violating this policy will receive a
reprimand and must return any scavenged waste to the working face for disposal.
Endangered Species Protection §330.157
A survey of the project area was conducted to assess the potential impact of the
proposed project on threatened and endangered species.

Qualified environmental

specialists surveyed areas adjacent to and within the project limits. They concluded
that the site is not in an area designated as critical habitat for listed threatened or
endangered species, nor does the site provide suitable habitat for any such species.
The landfill, its operation and expansion will not result in the destruction or adverse
modification of any federally designated critical habitat for any threatened or
endangered species, nor cause or contribute to the taking of any listed threatened or
endangered species. This survey is included in Appendix II-E.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Texas Parks and Wildlife Department were
contacted to determine the effect of the facility on endangered species or threatened
species, as required by §330.61(n)(2). Copies of these letters are included in Appendix
II-E.
Landfill Gas Control §330.159
The Landfill Gas Management Plan (LGMP) is found in Part III – Appendix III-F. It has
been developed in accordance with 330.371 and will be adhered to during the operation
of the landfill.

The LGMP also identifies specific operating practices for managing

landfill gas. The required reports and other submittals must be included in the operating
record of the facility.
Oil, Gas, and Water Wells §330.161
Upon discovery of any existing or abandoned water wells during development of the
Landfill, the Executive Director shall be notified within 30 days of discovery and be
provided a written certification that such wells have been capped, plugged and closed in
accordance with all applicable rules and regulations of TCEQ or other state agency.
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No producing oil or gas wells are located within the permit boundary.

Known

abandoned and plugged wells are identified on Figures I-4.2 and I-4.3. If an abandoned
oil or gas well is discovered during the continued development and operation of the
Landfill, the Executive Director shall be notified in writing within 30 days. The well shall
be capped, plugged and closed in accordance with the TCEQ and/or Railroad
Commission of Texas Rules and Regulations. Within 30 days of the well plugging, the
facility operator shall notify the Executive Director in writing that the well has been
properly capped, plugged and closed in accordance with all applicable rules and
regulations of the TCEQ and/or Railroad Commission of Texas. Additionally, a copy of
the well plugging reports will be submitted to the Executive Director.
Any water or other type of wells under the jurisdiction of TCEQ must be plugged in
accordance with all applicable state requirements or additional requirement imposed by
the Executive Director. A copy of the well plugging report shall be submitted to the
appropriate state agency and the Executive Director within 30 days after the well has
been plugged.
If a well is encountered, abandoned, and plugged, it will be necessary to submit a
permit modification to the Executive Director for approval if such well abandonment will
cause any changes to the liner installation plan. A water well used for supply may
remain in use as long as it is located outside the waste footprint, it is not impacted by
landfill operations, it is designed and installed to prevent cross-contamination from the
waste management unit to the water well production zone and between any water
bearing zones, and an approved sampling plan to include frequency and parameters is
in place. The Executive Director must approve any well used to supply water at the
facility that is located within the permit boundary, prior to use.
Compaction §330.163
Landfill staff will achieve optimal compaction of the waste by repeated passages of a
landfill compactor over the waste material.

Adequate compaction minimizes future

differential settlement and provides for the efficient application of daily cover. The
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equipment operators' training will provide instruction on techniques for achieving good
compaction, including optimizing compaction equipment, spreading of solid waste in thin
layers prior to compacting, and maintaining the working face on relatively flat slopes.
Brush or similar marginally compactible materials should be placed at the bottom of a lift
when possible and evenly distributed across the disposal area rather than concentrated
in given locations. Operators will be given periodic feedback regarding compaction
performance. Data on density ratios will be determined periodically during the year and
reports will be provided to the equipment operators. Part of the overall training program
is also intended to inform equipment operators of best practices for achieving maximum
compaction.
Landfill Cover §330.165
As required by §330.165 landfill operators are required to ensure that they apply
appropriate cover materials to waste disposed at their facilities. The regulations specify
requirements for daily cover (and alternatives), intermediate cover, final cover, and
inspection of all covered areas. Records resulting from actions in support of the Plan
become part of the Landfill’s operating record and will be retained as described in
§330.125(b)(6).
28.1. Introduction
This Landfill Cover Plan provides instructions and procedures intended to ensure
that all waste at the landfill is covered appropriately in such a way as to protect
human health and the environment. Landfill staff applies the provisions of the Plan
to ensure placement and long-term integrity of the landfill cover. The Plan includes
provisions regarding the various kinds of cover, their thicknesses, and their desired
characteristics.
28.2. Summary of Cover Requirements
Type I landfills in Texas must cover the waste disposed at the facility each day.
Landfill operators commonly achieve this task by applying a six-inch (6”) layer of onPARKHILL, SMITH & COOPER, INC.
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site soils to the working face at the end of the work day, though other options exist,
including use of alternative daily cover (ADC). Anytime a section of the landfill will
lay inactive, e.g. not receive more waste, for at least 180 days, the landfill operator
must provide intermediate or final cover. Table 8 summarizes the various cover
requirements for the Landfill.
TABLE 9 – LANDFILL COVER SUMMARY
Cover Type

Frequency of
Application

Material

Thickness

Notes

Daily - (Type I)

Daily

Clean Soil1

Six inches

Daily - (Type IV)

Weekly

Clean Soil1

Six inches

Segregated Type IV
material only

Alternate Daily
Cover

Same as Daily

Approved
Material2

Approved
Thickness2

In place of Daily Cover

Intermediate

For inactive areas3

Clean Soil1

Twelve inches
above Daily Cover

Top six inches must
support native vegetation
and be seeded or sodded

Final

See MSW Landfill
Closure Plan4

See MSW
Landfill
Closure Plan4

See MSW Landfill
Closure Plan4

1Clean

soil is “well-compacted earthen material not previously mixed with garbage, rubbish, or other solid
waste.” §330.165(a)
2Refer

to §330.165(d) for instructions to gain TCEQ approval for ADC.

3Inactive
4Part

means “received waste but will be inactive for longer than 180 days.” §330.165(c)

III – Section 17

28.3. Daily Cover
To control disease vectors, fires, odors, windblown debris, and scavenging, facility
operators will apply a six-inch (6”) soil cover over the working face at the end of each
operating day. If the landfill beings operating on a 24 hour basis, cover shall be
placed over the working face or active disposal area at least once every 24 hours. A
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readily available stockpile of soil cover material will be maintained on-site. Landfill
management will ensure that a stockpile of earthen material not previously mixed
with garbage, rubbish, or other solid waste is readily available every day.

The

earthen material stockpile(s) will be in sufficient quantities to achieve placement of
six inches (6”) of well-compacted daily cover. Landfill managers may choose to use
approved alternative daily cover (ADC) in place of soil (refer to Section 28.5 of this
Plan), at their discretion.
Equipment operators will transport the appropriate amount of material to the working
face and spread it across the day’s exposed MSW.

They will ensure proper

compaction by passing over it with heavy equipment, making at least two (2) passes,
thereby minimizing potential storm water infiltration. Before completing daily cover
placement, equipment operators will ensure that no waste protrudes visibly through
the in-place material.
Stormwater runoff from areas that have intact daily cover is not considered as
having come into contact with the working face or leachate and qualifies as clean
stormwater.
28.4. Daily Cover (Type IV)
For convenience of disposal, Landfill operators may on occasion segregate brush,
wood, masonry, etc., from normal MSW. These and other relatively inert materials
fall into a category of waste called Type IV MSW. TCEQ regulations makes a
special allowance for areas where only Type IV MSW has been disposed.
Specifically, landfill operators must cover the Type IV materials according the same
daily cover requirements as Type I, but can do so once each week rather than each
operating day.
Per management discretion, the City of Denton Landfill will sometimes take
advantage of this extended daily cover schedule allowance by disposing Type IV
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materials in a special location separate from normal Type I MSW. Cover records will
indicate when the Landfill has invoked this provision.
Stormwater runoff from areas that have intact daily cover is not considered as
having come into contact with the working face or leachate and qualifies as clean
stormwater.
28.5. Alternate Daily Cover
The use of alternate daily cover (ADC) will be limited to a 24-hr period after which
waste or daily cover will be placed unless authorized by the Executive Director. ADC
utilized at the site includes;


Tarps



Slurries



Contaminated soils.

An ADC Operating Plan is included as Part IV - Appendix-H and if the ADC is
contaminated soil, those soils shall not contain constituents that exceed the
limitations imposed on waste authorized for disposal at the landfill.
28.6. Intermediate Cover
As required in §330.165(c), Landfill staff will add an additional intermediate cover
layer to areas of the facility that have received waste but will be inactive for more
than 180 days. The landfill proposes the option to use an exposed geomembrane as
intermediate cover on Unit 1 and 2. The compacted soil intermediate cover will
measure at least twelve inches (12”) thick and will consist of clean earthen material
(not previously mixed with solid waste). Six inches of the intermediate cover must be
earthen material capable of sustaining native plant growth and must be seeded or
sodded following its application to control erosion, or must be a material approved by
the Executive Director that will otherwise control erosion. Equipment operators will
grade the intermediate cover so as to prevent ponding of water, and landfill staff will
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provide and maintain appropriate erosion control measures, as discussed in
Appendix III-B – Facility Surface Water Drainage Report, until the area becomes
active again. Before reactivation of an inactive area, landfill staff may remove
intermediate cover prior to placement of new wastes. If the area is to receive final
cover before reactivation, landfill staff may choose to remove the intermediate cover
or leave it in place.
28.7. Stormwater runoff from areas that have intact intermediate cover is not
considered as having come into contact with the working face or leachate and
qualifies as clean stormwater. Final Cover
Landfill Final Cover placement shall be performed in accordance with Part III –
Section 17 and 30 TAC §330, Subchapter K (relating to Closure and Post Closure).
28.8. Temporary Waivers
If extreme seasonal climatic conditions preclude the application of daily,
intermediate, or alternative daily cover, Landfill managers may seek a temporary
waiver from the cover requirements from the TCEQ.
28.9. Erosion of Cover
The integrity of landfill intermediate cover and final cover will be inspected on the
next working day, or next day when the area is accessible, following any significant
rainfall event occurring at the site, and at a minimum monthly during the active fill life
and post closure period.

Erosion gullies or washed out areas deep enough to

jeopardize the final or intermediate cover (4 inches in depth or greater) must be
repaired within five days of detection by restoring the cover material, grading,
compacting and seeding unless otherwise approved by the TCEQ Regional office.
The date of detection of erosion and the date of completion of repairs, including any
reasons for delays, must be documented in the cover inspection record.
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Inspections of intermediate and final cover shall be conducted during the entire
operational life and for the post-closure maintenance period. Post closure care and
inspection procedures are outlined in the Post Closure Plan.
28.10. Cover Inspection Record
The landfill shall keep a cover application record on site readily available for
inspection by TCEQ representatives and authorized agents or employees of local
governments having jurisdiction. This record must specify the date cover (no
exposed waste) was accomplished, how it was accomplished, and the last area
covered. This applies to daily, intermediate, and alternative daily cover. For final
cover, this record must specify the area covered, the date cover was applied, and
the thickness applied that date. Each entry must be certified by the signature of the
on-site supervisor that the work was accomplished as stated in the record. The
cover inspection record must document inspections required under Section 28.9, the
findings, and corrective action taken when necessary.
28.11. Stockpiles and Soil Management
The operation will generate a soil surplus of approximately 3,282,000 cubic yards.
Temporary stockpiles will be established in various areas the facility to provide daily
and final cover all phases of the landfill.
Temporary excess soil will be stockpiled in the buffer areas, on filled areas and on
side slopes for future use on the site or for removal from the site. All stockpiles will
be maintained in conformance with the Erosion Control Plan. Stockpiles will be
oriented generally parallel to the direction of surface drainage in any given area and
will not alter drainage patterns nor block the use of the buffer areas by fire and
emergency equipment.
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Ponded Water §330.167
29.1. Prevention
Landfill staff will maintain proper cover and grades on waste filled areas so as to
preclude the ponding of water on daily, intermediate, or final cover. The Landfill
Closure Plan (Part III, Section 17) and Post-Closure Care Plan (Part III, Section 18)
outline, in detail, the requirements for maintaining cover so as not to allow ponding.
29.2. Inspection
Following major storm events, the City will undertake an assessment of the site to
identify areas of potential or actual ponding. In addition, the City will conduct at least
monthly reviews of the entire site to identify possible depressions as locations of
possible future ponding.
29.3. Corrective Actions
Should the inspection identify areas of potential ponding, City crews will be
dispatched to these locations to re-grade the area to reduce the potential for future
ponding.
Ponded water that occurs in the active portion of a landfill or on a closed landfill will
be eliminated and the area in which the ponding occurred will be filled in and regraded within seven days of the occurrence.
Water ponded within the excavation, which has not come in contact with waste or
leachate may be allowed to evaporate, be drained into the natural water courses, or
separately pumped into the natural water courses.
Water that has come into contact with leachate or gas condensate will be considered
contaminated and disposed of properly.
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29.4. Record Keeping
As a part of the overall site review, records will be maintained to identify areas where
ponding has occurred. Documentation of work completed will also be placed in the
site's file.
Disposal of Special and Industrial Wastes §330.171
The Landfill will accept Special Wastes for disposal and recycling. Specific information
concerning the acceptance of Special and Industrial wastes is presented in Appendix
IV-D – Special & Industrial Waste Acceptance Plan.
The Special Waste Plan enables landfill staff to ensure that special wastes arriving at
the facility garner the elevated level of attention necessary to properly dispose of them
without endangering human health or the environment. The Plan includes provisions for
identification of incoming special wastes and material-specific instructions for each
identified item, including required protective equipment for operating personal and onsite emergency equipment if required.

The Special Waste Plan ensures that any

special wastes accepted at the Landfill will be handled in accordance with TCEQ Rules
& Regulations and any specific conditions required under any letter(s) of authorization,
and only when appropriate provisions have been made at the site for proper disposal.
The Executive Director may revoke the authorization to accept special waste if the
Complex does not maintain compliance with the Special Waste Plan and any applicable
TCEQ rules or conditions imposed in the authorization to accept special waste.
Chapter 330 divides special wastes defined in §330.3 into three categories:
1. Allowable only with specific written authorization §330.171(b)
2. Allowable without specific written authorization §330.171(c)
3. Prohibited for Disposal §330.15I
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30.1. Waste Allowable Without Specific Written Authorization §330.171(c)
The Landfill will accept the following Special Wastes which do not require specific
written authorization:


Treated medical waste



Slaughterhouse waste, subject to immediate cover



Dead animals, subject to immediate cover



Regulated Asbestos Containing Material (RACM



Non-regulated asbestos containing material (non-RACM), avoiding potential
crumbling



Municipal

hazardous

waste from

conditionally exempt

small-quantity

generators (CESQGs), up to 220 pounds (100 kg) per month per generator


Sludge or liquid waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter Test



Grease or grit trap waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter Test



Empty pesticide (insecticide, herbicide, fungicide, or rodenticide) containers,
subject to limitations



Crushed used oil filters from household sources

30.2. Wastes Allowable Only With Specific Written Authorization §330.171(b)
The Landfill will accept the following Special Wastes which do require specific
written authorization:


Class 1 industrial nonhazardous waste



Untreated medical waste



Septic tank pumpings



Commercial or industrial wastewaters
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Air pollution control facility waste



Drugs or contaminated foods/beverages not in normal household waste



Incinerator ash



Petroleum contaminated soil

The approval of this permit amendment will serve as written authorization to accept
the listed special wastes.
30.3. Handling and Disposal of Special and Industrial Wastes
As referenced above, further detail regarding the acceptance is provided in
Appendix IV-D – Special & Industrial Waste Acceptance Plan.

The following

discussion presents the disposal requirements for the wastes listed above.
Treated Medical Waste
Treated medical waste accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix D shall be
disposed of at the Type I working face.
Slaughterhouse Waste & Dead Animals
Slaughterhouse waste and dead animals accepted in accordance with Part IV
Appendix D shall be disposed of at the Type I working face. The materials shall
be immediately covered with a minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 2-foot of earthen
material to prevent nuisance odors.
Regulated Asbestos Containing Materials (RACM)
The site intends to accept RACM as defined in 40 CFR Part 61 for disposal in the
Type I landfill cells. Initially Phase 5 of the landfill shall serve as the designated
disposal area of RCAM. In the future additional areas may be designated as
RCAM disposal areas by providing written notice to the Executive Director.
Prior to disposal of any RCAM the disposal location shall be surveyed and
marked by a registered professional land surveyor and identified on a current site
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diagram that is maintained at the landfill. A copy of the diagram identifying the
RACM area must be submitted to the Executive Director immediately upon
completion of the diagram. The operator shall maintain a record of each load of
RACM accepted as to its location, depth, and volume of material.
Upon closure of the unit that accepted RACM, a specific notation that the facility
accepted RACM must be placed in the deed records for the facility with a
diagram identifying the RACM disposal areas. Concurrently, a notice of the deed
recordation and a copy of the diagram identifying the asbestos disposal areas
must be submitted to the executive director.
Delivery of the RACM to the landfill unit must be coordinated with the on-site
supervisor so the waste will arrive at a time it can be properly handled and
covered.
RACM must only be accepted at the facility in tightly closed and unruptured
containers or bags or must be wrapped with at least six-mil polyethylene.
The bags or containers holding the RACM must be placed below natural grade
level. Where this is not possible or practical, provisions must be made to ensure
that the waste will not be subject to future exposure through erosion or
weathering of the intermediate and/or final cover. RACM that is placed above
natural grade must be located in the landfill unit such that it is, at closure of the
landfill unit, not less than 20 feet from any final side slope of the unit and must be
at least ten feet below the final surface of the unit.
The bags or containers holding the RACM must be carefully unloaded and
placed in the final disposal location. The RACM shall be immediately covered
with a minimum of 3-feet of solid waste containing no asbestos or 1-foot of
earthen material to prevent crumbling into a friable state. Care must be exercised
in the application of the cover so that the bags or containers are not ruptured.
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Non-RACM
Non-regulated asbestos materials accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix
D shall be disposed of at the Type I working face.

The materials shall be

immediately covered with a minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 1-foot of earthen
material to prevent crumbling into a friable state.
CESQG Waste
Waste from conditionally exempt small quantity generators (CESQG) as defined
in §335.78(a), accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix D shall be disposed
of at the Type I working face or in the Class 1 waste cell. The CESQG shall be
accepted without further approval from the Executive Director provided the
amount of waste does not exceed 220 pounds (100 kilograms) per calendar
month per generator. Alternatively, the landfill may store these wastes and
contract for their treatment and/or disposal by an appropriate, licensed third
party.
Sludge or Liquid Waste
Sludge or liquid waste that are accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix D
which pass the paint filter test may be disposed of at the Type I working face.
These wastes should be spread in a thin layer and covered with a minimum of 3feet of MSW or 1-foot of earthen material to prevent any nuisance odors or
operational issues.
Sludge or liquid waste that are accepted which do not pass the paint filter test
will either be treated at the Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility or the Liquid
Waste Bulking facility, as appropriate.
Grease or Grit Trap Waste
Grease and grit trap waste delivered in vacuum trucks shall be treated at the
Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility in accordance with the Grease and Grit
Trap Waste SOP (See Part IV - Appendix A).
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Residual solids from grease and grit trap processing which pass the paint filter
test may be disposed of at the Type I working face. If the waste is expected to
generate nuisance odors, these wastes shall be immediately covered with a
minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 1-foot of earthen material.
Empty Pesticide Containers
Empty pesticide containers which are accepted in accordance with Part IV
Appendix D shall be disposed of at the Type I working face. These containers
must be processed by the generator or transporter as described in Appendix D
prior to acceptance and subsequent disposal.
Used Oil Filters
Crushed used oil filters which are accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix
D shall be disposed of at the Type I working face.

Prior to acceptance for

disposal they must be processed to remove all free flowing oil.
Class 1 Industrial Nonhazardous Waste
Class 1 industrial nonhazardous wastes which are accepted in accordance with
Part IV Appendix D shall be disposed of at the Class 1 working face in the
designated Class 1 waste cell. These wastes will be disposed of only in below
grade areas. Class 1 waste shall be covered by a minimum of 1-foot of earthen
material. These wastes shall not be subject to future exposure due to erosion or
weathering of cover soils.

The following precautions to prevent accidental

ignition or reaction of wastes that are ignitable or reactive shall be employed, in
accordance with §335.588:


the waste shall be separated and protected from sources of ignition or
reaction including, but not limited to: open flames, smoking, cutting and
welding, hot surfaces, frictional heat, sparks (static, electrical, or
mechanical), spontaneous ignition (e.g., from heat-producting chemical
reactions), and radiant heat; and
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while ignitable or reactive waste is being handled, the owner or operator
shall confine smoking and open flame to specially designated location,
and “No Smoking” signs must be conspicuously placed where there is a
hazard from ignitable or reactive waste.

Precautions shall be taken to prevent reactions which:


generate extreme heat or pressure, fire or explosions, or violent reactions;



produce uncontrolled toxic mists, fumes, dusts, or gasses in sufficient
quantities to threaten human health or the environment;



produce uncontrolled flammable fumes or gases in sufficient quantities to
pose a risk of fire or explosions;



damage the structural integrity of the device or facility; or



through other like means threaten human health or the environment.
Untreated Medical Waste

Untreated medical wastes may be accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix
D (to protect human health in the event of a natural or man-made disaster).
These wastes shall not be subject to future exposure due to erosion or
weathering of cover soils. They shall be disposed of at the Type 1 working face
and immediately covered by 3-feet of MSW or 1-foot of earthen material.
Septic Tank Pumpings
Septic tank pumpings that are accepted at the landfill shall be disposed of at the
Type 1 working face. These wastes must pass the paint filter test to demonstrate
the absence of free liquids prior to disposal. They should be spread in a thin
layer to minimize operational issues. If the wastes are expected to generate
nuisance odors, they should be covered with a minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 1foot of earthen material.
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Commercial or Industrial Wastewaters
Commercial or industrial wastewaters that are accepted in accordance with Part
IV Appendix D shall be processed at the Liquid Waste Bulking Facility to remove
all free liquids. Once bulking operations are complete and the wastes pass the
paint filter test, they may be disposed of at the Type 1 working face. No further
special handling is required.
Air pollution Control Facility Waste
Air pollution control facility waste that is accepted in accordance with Part IV
Appendix D shall either be stockpiled for liquid waste bulking operations or
disposed of at the Type 1 working face.
Should the waste be of a nature as to produce airborne dust, a section of the
active working face will be excavated to provide an area to contain the waste.
Following unloading the waste shall be covered with a minimum of 3-feet of MSW
or 1-foot of earthen material to prevent any fugitive dust or operational issues.
Drugs
Drugs that are accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix D shall be
disposed of at the Type 1 working face and immediately covered by a minimum
of 3-feet of MSW or 1-foot of earthen material.
Contaminated Foods & Beverages
Contaminated foods and beverages that are accepted in accordance with Part IV
Appendix D may be handled in one of two ways:


Consumer sized packaged waste may be disposed of at the Type 1
working face and shall be covered by a minimum of 3-feet of MSW or 1foot of earthen material to prevent any nuisance odors or operational
issues.
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Bulk deliveries of contaminated food and beverages may be processed in
two ways:
o They may be processed at the Liquid Waste Bulking Facility. Once
bulking operations are complete and the wastes pass the paint filter
test, they may be disposed of at the Type 1 working face.

No

further special handling is required.
o They may be incorporated into the SSO Compositing operation
(Refer to Part IV-Appendix F)
Incinerator Ash
Incinerator ash that is accepted in accordance with Part IV Appendix D shall
either be stockpiled for liquid waste bulking operations or disposed of at the
Class 1 working face.
Should the waste be of a nature as to produce airborne dust, a section of the
active working face will be excavated to provide an area to contain the waste.
Following unloading the waste shall be covered with a minimum of 3-feet of MSW
or 1-foot of earthen material to prevent any fugitive dust or operational issues.
Contaminated Soil
Disposal of contaminated soils must be in dedicated cells that meet the
requirements for Class 1 Industrial Nonhazardous waste disposal cells detailed in
330.331(e). Only soils containing concentrations less than 1,500 milligram per
kilogram total petroleum hydrocarbons and do not exceed the concentrations
listed in Table 1, Constituents of Concern and Their Maximum Leachable
Concentration in 335.521(a)(1), will be accepted for disposal.
Visual Screening of Disposed Waste §330.175
Natural screening is provided by trees along the east, west, north, and south perimeter
of the Facility. A retaining wall with heights varying from 6 to 15 feet will extend from
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the southern boundary to the middle (Spencer Road) entrance along the west permit
boundary. The new expansion area will have a buffer zone of at least 125 feet along
the permit boundary. Berms which surround portions of the site also screen Landfill
operations from view. The site has been developed by constructing the exterior slopes
along South Mayhill Road initially.

This provides additional screening of daily

operations at the working face. The Executive Director may require additional visual
screen, if deemed necessary.
Enhanced Leachate Recirculation §330.177
32.1. Purpose and Introduction
Enhanced Leachate Recirculation (ELR) refers to the recirculation of leachate and
landfill gas condensate generated at the landfill with controlled additions of other
approved liquids, described below.
The previously approved Enhanced Leachate Recirculation Management Plan
(Plan) outlines the background, design, operation, and monitoring programs for the
Enhanced Leachate Recirculation (ELR) Landfill system at the Denton Landfill
(Landfill).
Also included are the proposed sampling and analysis of leachate, safety
procedures, reporting requirements and operation associated with leachate
management at the Landfill.
32.2. Definitions
An ELR Landfill incorporates purposeful, controlled addition of liquids to the waste
mass, facilitating more rapid stabilization of decomposable organic materials.
32.3. Allowable Liquids
Liquid recirculation may include leachate from the leachate collection system, gas
condensate, uncontaminated surface water, reuse water, groundwater, treated
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GGTF effluent, and bulk aqueous based liquids from the food and beverage industry
that would be acceptable for disposal at the working face, if containerized.
32.4. Background
The City of Denton has operated an ELR landfill since July 2009. Preliminary results
include increased landfill gas generation, enabling the onsite generator to run more
efficiently, and an increase in settlement rates in the areas that recirculation has
occurred.
32.5. ELR Process
The ELR process implements methods of leachate recirculation to maintain moisture
content of the in-place waste at 35% ± 5% moisture-by-weight, accounting for
variations in the waste pack, but to remain below 40% moisture-by-weight.
The basic process is to first combine stored leachate with other liquids, then
recirculate

the

combined

liquid

into

landfill

through

permeable

beds

or

horizontal/vertical injection laterals. The ELR systems is designed to recirculate up
to 50,000 gallons per day over areas lined with a composite liner, as required by
§330.331(b).
The HELP model runs (Part III, Appendix A, Attachment 1) account for liquids
injection associated with ELR operations.

The results of the HELP model runs

confirm that head conditions on the liner will remain below the thickness of the
drainage layer under normal operating conditions with the recirculation of 50,000
gallons per day of leachate and other water into the waste pack.
If leachate generation rates do increase, indicating that areas of the Landfill are
reaching field capacity, the leachate collection system is sized to handle the
additional flow of moisture. The revised HELP model calculations are provided in
Part III, Appendix A, Attachment 1 of this Permit.
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32.6. Design
The recirculation system is designed to recirculate leachate using recirculation
laterals (RLs), permeable beds (PBs), vertical injection wells (VIW), and surface
application (SA). Recirculation allows the Landfill to take advantage of such benefits
as:


Increased rate of waste stabilization,



Leachate storage and volume reduction within the waste,



Additional leachate treatment,



Accelerated landfill settlement prior to final closure,



Increased LFG generation rate, and



Reduced treatment costs.
Existing Conditions

Phase 2 of the landfill is equipped with RLs which were installed during filling
operations. Phase 3 is equipped with PBs. The City will install RLs, PBs and
VIWs within future cells as they are developed. A typical development detail of
Phase 3 is provided as Figure III-26. A similar design and designation will be
used for subsequent phases.
Recirculation Laterals
RLs are perforated pipes installed within the Landfill to inject leachate back into
the landfill waste. The laterals are placed in trenches within the landfill waste
pack, or imbedded in a granular material. If granular material is used, it should
be larger in size than the pipe perforations. Suitable materials include gravel,
crushed glass, tire chips, shredded tires, and crushed concrete. All of these
materials are suitable for disposal in the landfill under TCEQ regulations, but
provide a more uniform hydraulic conductivity when compared to mixed MSW. If
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tire chips are used, they shall be 12-inch nominal or smaller in size and shall not
be placed within 2 feet of any liner or final cover installation unless steel belts are
removed.
The RL will be solid, fused, 6-inch diameter HDPE a minimum of 100 feet inside
any side slopes to reduce leachate seep potential. The perforated sections of
the RLs will be constructed of 4-inch or larger diameter perforated HDPE pipe. In
order to more evenly distribute leachate, the RL design may also have variable
perforation size, with perforation diameter increasing as the distance from the
tank and pump increases. A pair of holes will be placed at approximately 5-foot
intervals and increase in size as distance from the inlet increases to provide
more equal distribution of recirculated liquids.
Solid sections of RLs will connect the perforated piping to the Recirculation
Manifold (RM). RLs may begin being installed at lift thickness of no less than 20feet. The perforated section of the RL will be centered in a rectangular trench
and backfilled with recycled shredded tires, aggregate, other granular material or
MSW. A geotextile filter may be shingled over the top of the trench to minimize
the infiltration of fines. Landfill staff will ensure that compactors not pass above
RL’s until at least 5 feet of waste have been placed above them.
Clean out risers will be furnished at the ends of the RLs and will daylight either at
the waste limits or on the sideslope. Cleanouts may also provide connection for
LFG control as a horizontal gas collector. Cleanouts can be extended as future
cells piggyback over these sideslopes.
Typical RL details are provided in Figure III-29.
Permeable Beds
PBs are a second type of distribution method consisting of a 0.1 to 2-foot thick
layer of relatively high hydraulic conductivity material, placed over the waste
surface with a perforated pipe running through the center of the PB, and then
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covered with a layer of waste. Thickness of the PB’s will vary dependent on the
material used and the quantity of material available at the time of placement.
The PB can be made of geocomposite, gravel, crushed glass, tire chips,
shredded tires, or crushed concrete. Limitations on the use of tire chips are
described above.
The PBs will be located not less than 100-feet from an exterior side slope. The
PBs will be approximately 350 to 450-feet long and 100-feet wide depending on
their horizontal and vertical location within each Phase.
Each PB will be installed directly on the waste surface as the waste lift in these
areas attain design grade. One main 3 to 6-inch diameter, solid HDPE header
will lead from the RM along the centerline of each of the PBs at each elevation.
A cleanout will be provided at the landfill sideslopes. Once inside the PB, the
pipe will be perforated constant diameter pipe, similar to the RLs. Like the RLs,
two holes are placed at approximately 5-foot intervals.
Care should be taken by the Landfill operator to avoid compactor movement over
a PB until 5-feet of waste has been placed over the constructed area.
Future connection to a LFG control system is planned at both cleanouts on each
PB. Additionally, a loop of perforated HDPE pipe may be installed around the
perimeter of each PB for LFG collection.
Typical PB details are provided in Figure III-29.
Vertical Injection Wells
Vertical Injection Wells (VIW) can be utilized in combination with or instead of
PB’s and RL’s to inject ELR liquids into the waste pack. A VIW shall be the same
design as a vertical landfill gas collection well as detailed in Appendix III-F as
future connection to a LFG control system is planned at each VIW. Additionally,
existing vertical landfill gas collection wells may be used as ELR VIW’s if
operational needs dictate.
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Recirculation Manifolds and Forcemains
As described in Part III – Appendix A, Leachate and Contaminated Water Plan,
leachate is collected and stored in permanent and/or temporary storage tanks.
From the storage tank(s), a recirculation forcemain discharges into various
recirculation manifolds (RM) within the Landfill.

The RM’s are valved to

discharge to each RL, PB and VIW line in each cell. Double wall pipe shall be
used when the lines extend beyond the limits of the lined area of the Landfill.
Designation
Each RL, PB, and VIW will be labeled using a code based on the design (RL, PB,
VIW), cell location, elevation and location laterally. For example, the southernmost RL installed in Phase 3 at elevation 640 ft will be labeled, “RL-3-640-1”, the
RL located immediately to the north of RL-3-640-1 will be labeled, “RL-3-640-2”,
etc. Similarly, the southern-most PB installed in Phase 3 at elevation 580 ft will
be designated PB-3-580-1 and the PB installed immediately north of PB-3-580-1
will be designated “PB-3-580-2”, etc.
32.7. Operation
Leachate will be pumped from the storage tank(s) through the recirculation
system(s) to a RL, PB or VIW when recirculation is scheduled for that cell. This is
considered a dosing event. The daily average dosing event will be 50,000 gallons
per day with an annual maximum of 18,600,000 gallons for each Phase. Refer to
Appendix III-A-1 for quantities listed by landfill Phase, and the equivalent volume in
inches per year (in/yr). A flow meter will be used to determine recirculation volumes.
Recirculation Lateral and Permeable Bed Dosing
Experience gathered during the operation and review of other recirculation
projects indicates that, to encourage optimum conditions, RLs should be dosed
between 25 and 50 gallons per dosing event/foot of perforated trench, that one
trench should be dosed at a time, and that trenches should be rested between
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doses in order to develop uniform wetting fronts. With this in mind, the following
criteria are proposed for dosing the RLs:


Each RL will be dosed at the 25-50 gallon/foot of trench up to a maximum
of 50 gallons per dosing event/foot of trench during each dosing event.
This means that each RL will not be dosed more than 50 gallons for each
perforated foot within the trench independent of time unless the daily
maximum is reached.



Dosing will rotate to the next RL when the maximum volume is reached.



RLs will be rested a minimum of one day between dosing events.

For the perforated pipe designed for each RL, a dosing volume per dosing event
is estimated to be between 7,500 to 15,000 gallons, based upon a 300-ft section
of perforated pipe.
Research indicates infiltration rates into waste ranging between 0.5 and 12.5
gallons/day/square foot (Ayres, 1996; and Khire and Haydar, 2003). PBs will be
loaded at a conservative 1 to 3.5 gallons/dosing event/square foot. Dosing, at
flows varying between 38,000 to 157,500 gallons/dosing event on average, will
rotate to each PBs similar to the RLs.
Operation of the recirculation system requires monitoring of the flow meter and
pump hour meters on days when the recirculation system is operated. The flow
meter panel totalizer at the leachate storage tank(s) will be used to determine
when proper dosing quantities are achieved.
Vertical Injection Well Dosing
VIW dosing of ELR liquids may be utilized at any dedicated VIW.


VIW dosing shall utilize a permanent recirculation lateral connected to the
VIW or a water wagon or other temporary water delivery method.
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Dosing may continue until the well is full and refuses additional ELR
liquids, but no more than 50,000 gallons.



Care shall be taken when dosing to avoid overfilling as damage to the
well, well plug, or well casing may occur.



VIW shall be rested a minimum of one day between dosing events.

If the VIW is connected to a permanent recirculation lateral, monitoring of the
flow meter and pump hour meters shall occur on days when the recirculation
system is operated. The flow meter at the leachate storage tank(s) will be used to
determine the volume of ELR liquids dosed.
Should a temporary water delivery method be used, such as a water wagon, the
dosing volume of the ELR liquids shall be determined based on the known
volume of the delivery tank and the number of full tanks dosed. In the event the
well refuses a complete tank, a dip stick or other measuring device will be used
to determine the quantity of liquids injected.
Surface Application
Surface application (SA) of ELR liquids may be utilized on the Landfill crown area
or level areas (i.e. not side slopes) as needed. Reuse water or clean surface
water may be applied to the Landfill intermediate cover or working face,
depending on the method or procedure chosen. Surface controls will be put in
place to prevent runoff from the surface applied areas.

During surface

applications, Landfill operators will take care to ensure no more than 50,000
gallons of reuse water or clean surface water will be land-applied per day.
Surface application methods may include:


Direct mixture of the reuse water or clean surface water with the Landfill
waste loads in the working face.



A spray irrigation system.
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Driving an irrigation or water dispensing tank truck or water wagon with a
spreader bar or liquid dispensing nozzle over the site.



Excavating trenches for direct reuse water or clean surface water deposit
with subsequent backfilling of trenches.

The surface application procedure used will be dependent on the properties of
the liquid, and the cost, maintenance and ease of use of the process.
32.8. Monitoring
Monitoring of the Landfill is critical in determining how the Landfill responds to the
ELR. Table 9 contains the monitoring parameters and their frequency. Parameters
are further described below.
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TABLE 10 – SOLID WASTE MONITORING SCHEDULE
Solid Waste Monitoring Schedule
Parameter

Interval

Waste Settlement

Quarterly

Airspace Utilization Factor (AUF)

Annually

Waste Moisture Content Average

Quarterly

Liquids Monitoring Schedule
Leachate Generation (Non ELR Cells)

Monthly

Leachate Generation (ELR Cells)

Monthly

Leachate Level on Liner

Monthly

Precipitation (rainfall and snowfall)

Daily

Volume of leachate and landfill gas
condensate recirculated

Daily*

Volume water and other liquids recirculated

Daily*

Gas Monitoring Schedule
Landfill Gas Flow/Production at each LFG
Wellhead

Monthly

NMOC

Per Air Permit

HAPs, Surface Emissions, etc.

Per Air Permit

* On days when injection occurs
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Waste Settlement
One of the ELR process goals is to increase waste settlement rates. To
determine where settlement is occurring in the landfill, an annual survey shall be
conducted. This information will enable the landfill to place additional waste in
areas of settlement and reclaim that airspace.
Airspace Utilization Factor
The calculated airspace utilization factor (AUF) is an important factor for the
evaluation of the ability to increase waste settlement, providing more airspace.
AUF increases from 20 to 50 percent have been calculated at leachate
recirculation and bioreactor landfills.

AUF is not a measure of in-place

compaction, but a measure of air space utilization efficiency.
The AUF is calculated based upon the tonnage of waste placed in the Landfill
and the total airspace consumed (including cover soil) during a fixed period of
time.

For example, if top of waste topographic surveys were conducted in

January 2013 and January 2014, and the tonnage of waste disposed between
those dates is known, one can compute the AUF between January 2013 and
January 2014. For each survey, the volume of waste and cover soils between
the top of waste and the top of protective layer is determined. The difference
between these two volumes is the airspace consumed between the two survey
dates.

By dividing the tons of waste landfilled between the survey dates

(converted to pounds) by the airspace consumed, AUF in pounds per cubic yard
is calculated.
AUF will be monitored at the frequency indicated in Table 9.
Waste Moisture Content
Monitoring the moisture content of the waste is necessary to determine how
much and where to recirculate liquid. Monitoring the waste moisture content can
be achieved in multiple ways.
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Working face sampling to determine initial moisture content. Sampling
should occur quarterly, until a statistically significant average is
determined.

A large sample size is important to avoid inaccurate waste

laboratory analysis. A minimum of ten samples should be collected and
analyzed.


Composite waste samples may be collected annually from one boring,
within a previously filled phase, to determine in place moisture content.
The composite sample will contain waste collected from every 20 vertical
foot boring interval.



Resistivity surveys may be used to calculate overall moisture content and
determine where recirculation needs to occur.



Moisture content of the waste will be tracked using the EPA Moisture
Mass Balance Calculations presented in the EPA document “Example
Moisture Mass Balance Calculations for Bioreactor Landfills,” [EPA-456/R05-004, August 2005] the EPA describes appropriate methods to
determine moisture content at MSW Landfills. This document presents
two methods for monitoring waste mass moisture content, “Method A” and
“Method B.”

Method B has been selected as the most appropriate

procedure for monitoring waste mass moisture content
The EPA publication states, “The NESHAP allows moisture content to be
determined using a variety of methods, as long as the procedures and
assumptions are documented and appropriate. A range of appropriate
methods exist.

For example the landfill owner/operator can perform a

simple mass balance calculation. The calculation must take into account
the waste mass, moisture content of the incoming waste, mass of liquids
added to the bioreactor (including recirculated leachate), precipitation
falling on the bioreactor surface, and mass of water removed as leachate.
The landfill can perform more complex mass balances using models that
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take into account additional factors such as surface runoff, landfill cover
types that reduce the amount of precipitation entering the waste mass,
and water loss mechanisms such as evapotranspiration. Another possible
method for an established bioreactor would include sampling the moisture
content of the waste at multiple locations within the bioreactor, and
performing statistical calculations to determine the average percent
moisture. However, it is expected that in most cases, a mass balance
approach will be adequate to determine whether the moisture content is
above or below 40 percent and comprehensive sampling will not be
needed.”
Method B: The Landfill will use the Advanced Set of Calculations in the
EPA’s Water Balance Method to determine the moisture content and to
calculate the appropriate quantities of leachate, gas condensate, and
other liquids to add into the waste mass. The Water Balance Method
performs calculations in sequence on a monthly time basis to estimate the
average moisture content. See Part IV Appendix G.
Using a combination of these methods, a waste moisture content value can be
calculated. This value will then be used to determine the volume of liquids to be
added to the waste through the ELR system. The target moisture content is 35%
plus or minus 5% by weight, but less than 40% by weight.
Liquids Monitoring
Monitoring of the liquids introduced to and generated by the Landfill will be
monitored and the data will be used for developing a relationship between
recirculation and waste degradation.

Additionally, the liquid quantities are

required input variables to the moisture monitoring procedure.
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Landfill Gas Monitoring
An ELR landfill is designed to increase the rate of waste decomposition. This in
turn increases the rate of LFG production. Monitoring of the landfill gas collection
system will be necessary to measure the percentage of the methane and oxygen
in the LFG and determine if the ELR process is functioning correctly. The Landfill
Gas Collection and Control System will be monitored in accordance with the
Landfill Gas Management Plan, Part III, Appendix III-F.
Operational Standards for Class 1 Industrial Solid Waste Management at a
Municipal Solid Waste Type I Facility §330.179
Refer to Section 31 – Disposal of Special Wastes, of this Site Operating Plan, and
Appendix IV-D – Special & Industrial Waste Plan.
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1.

Introduction

The following Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility SOP was approved on October
10, 2013. Minor changes have been made to be consistent with the proposed permit
amendment application.
The City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. (Waste to Energy, Recycling, Composting, and
Solar) Complex (Complex), Municipal Solid Waste Permit 1590B, is located east of
Mayhill Road between Spencer Road and Edwards Road and is west of Pecan Creek.
This site is located within the city limits of Denton. The City owns over 900 contiguous
acres at this location. Several different city functions take place on this property. The
total permitted area is 404.42 acres. In 1997, the landfill original permit 1590, which
included 32 acres, was amended to increase its capacity through both a vertical and
horizontal expansion (1590A). Other solid waste services and support operations are
located both on and off the permitted acreage on city owned property.
This Operating Plan addresses operations at the proposed Grease and Grit Trap Waste
Processing Facility (GGTF) and includes information required by Title 30, Texas
Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter 330, Subchapter E: Operational Standards for
Municipal Solid Waste Storage and Processing Units, 30 TAC §330.201 – §330.249.
The GGTF is located at the City of Denton Landfill (Permit No. MSW1590A) facility,
within the permit limit, which is owned by the City of Denton (City). The City is
responsible for day-to-day landfill operations using City personnel. Certain support
activities are contracted to outside personnel on an as-needed basis.
This SOP is intended to provide guidance to the site management and operating
personnel for the operation of the GGTF. It will facilitate site management and operation
in compliance with applicable TCEQ regulations and current standards of practice in the
industry, compatible with the design of the facility. The operations reflect current
standards of practice in the grease and grit industry and is compatible with the facility's
permitted design. This Plan will also serve as a reference source and is to be used as a
training tool for GGTF personnel.
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In accordance with §330.65(d), the TPDES controls discharges of pollutants to surface
waters, and as the GGTF does not directly discharge effluent to surface water no further
permitting is required. The Complex is currently authorized under a City-wide TPDES
Permit. This permit is updated at least every 5 years during the TPDES renewal
process.
The City of Denton has provided the City of Denton Eco-W.E.R.C.S. Complex with a
contaminated water treatment agreement, provided in Part III – Appendix A –
Attachment 3.
2.

Personnel Functions & Training Requirements

The personnel operating the GGTF at the City of Denton landfill will consist of a
minimum of four people. The responsibilities for each operating personnel are listed in
Table 1. The Plant Manager should have a minimum of five years of experience in the
operation and maintenance of a liquid waste processing facility and operators should
have a minimum of 6 months experience in equipment operation or on the job training.
The operators shall maintain operator licenses in accordance with 30 TAC, Chapter 30,
Subchapter F. The Plant Manager shall ensure all personnel are properly trained and
are operating the liquid waste dewatering facility in accordance with this SOP and the
TCEQ requirements. Training meetings will be scheduled and conducted for all
employees at least every three months. The personnel training program will be directed
by a person trained in liquid processing systems, and other appropriate disciplines.
Topics for employee training will include treatment procedures, fire protection, and
safety plan implementation relevant to the positions in which they are employed.
Facility personnel will take part in an annual review of their training. In addition, an
annual all-employee training program will take place and will include the following:


Safety



Fire protection, prevention, and evacuation



Fire extinguisher use
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Emergency response



Prohibited waste management



Incoming Waste inspection procedures



Odor management

Topics and personal training records for each training session will be maintained at the
facility as stated in §330.219(b)(2) and personnel operator licenses will be issued in
accordance with §30, Subchapter F, Municipal Solid Waste Facility Supervisors, and will
be maintained as required.
New employees will complete a new employee orientation and receive a comprehensive
overview of all aspects of operations, focusing on information that is necessary to
protect the health and welfare of the new employees and enable them to perform their
duties in accordance with this SOP and operational standards required by the permit
and TCEQ regulations. Initial training subject matter will include applicable requirements
found in Part III - Site Development Plan (SDP), attachments to the SDP, the SOP, and
other plans such as the Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan and general
safety procedures.
TABLE 1 - EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
Title
Plant Manager

Responsibilities
Manage and oversee daily operations of the waste processing facility
Assist plant manager in managing daily operations of the waste
Assistant Plant Manager /
processing facility, oversees operation in absence of plant manager,
Maintenance Supervisor
and in charge of the equipment maintenance program.
Handles sludge and solids, and operates filter presses. Monitor water
quality of combined effluent the waste processing facility and effluent of
Process Equipment Operator(s)
each process unit (if necessary), and operates all process units at the
waste processing facility
Receives the waste shipments and assists in equipment operation and
Waste Receiving Operator /
maintenance
Maintenance Technician
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3.

Description Of Equipment

The GGTF will be designed to treat up to a total of 3.00 million gallons of waste per
month, comprised of an average of 100,000 gal/day of grease and 20,000 gal/day of
grit. Equipment used in each treatment facility is listed in Tables 2 and 3.
TABLE 2 - GREASE TREATMENT FACILITY EQUIPMENT
Component

Number
(min)

City Vehicles &
Independent Haulers

N/A

Typical Size

Type

2,000–4,000 gallons
(estimated)

Waste Transport Trucks

Coarse Screens

2

3’x3’

0.25”-1” openings

Off load tank (OL-W01)

1

10,000 to 15,000
gallons

In-ground covered
concrete basin

Shaker Screen(s)

2

72” Diameter

Mesh Screen

Water Holding Tanks
(WH-W-01)

1

5,000 to 25,000 gallons

Above ground closed-top
storage tank

Dissolved Air Floatation
Unit (DAF), Optional
(DAF-W-01)

1

0.3-3.0 gpm/ft 2

Packaged above ground
system, enclosed in
building

Final Effluent Holding
Tank (FH-W-01)
Sludge Mixing Tank
(MT-S-01)
Filter Press (FPS01&02)
Heat Separation Tank
(HS-G-01)
Steam Boiler (BL-01)
Brown Grease Storage
Tank (BG-G-01&02)
Pump
Flow Meter
Conveyor
Scrubber
Air Compressor

2
1
2
1
1
2
10-15
1
2
1
1

Above ground closed-top
storage tank
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
Packaged above ground
25 ft 3
system
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
150-200 hp (Common Packaged above ground
unit with Grit Train)
system
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
1-3-inch
Diaphragm, Centrifugal
Sized as needed
Electronic
Sized as needed
Screw
Sized as needed
Screw
7.5 HP (Common unit
Electric
with Grit Train)
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
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Purpose
Transport grease trap/food-related
waste to facility
Collect large particles within the
grease waste stream
Collect and temporarily hold
material from haulers.
Removes inert solids from waste
stream
Holds liquid waste that has moved
through shaker screens
Chemicals are added to waste
stream with micro-air bubbles to
entrap & remove solids, fats, oils,
and greases
pH adjustments prior to disposal
Lime conditioning of sludge prior to
Filter Press
Dewatering of solids to permit
disposal at the landfill
Separation of solids, liquids, and
greases through heating
Used to heat water for use in heat
separate processes

Material of
Construction

Steel
Reinforced
Concrete
Steel
Steel

Steel

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Storage of liquid grease

Steel

Material Transfer
Measure Discharge Flowrate
Solids Handling
Odor Control
Provide compressed air for process
operations

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
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TABLE 3 - GRIT TREATMENT FACILITY EQUIPMENT
Component
City Vehicles &
Independent Haulers

Typical Size

Type

2,000–4,000 gallons
(estimated)

Waste Transport Trucks

1

72” Diameter

Mesh Screen

1

10,000 to 15,000 gal

In-ground open-top
concrete basin

1

10,000 to 15,000 gal

In-ground open-top
concrete basin

Tertiary Mixing &
Settling Tank

1

10,000 to 15,000 gal

In-ground open-top
concrete basin

Dissolved Air Floatation
Unit (DAF), Optional
(DAF-W-02)

0

0.3-3.0 gpm/ft 2

Packaged above ground
system

Shaker Screen(s)
Primary Mixing &
Settling Tank (MT-W01)
Secondary Mixing &
Settling Tank (ST-W01)

Final Effluent Holding
Tank (FH-W-02)
Sludge Mixing Tank
(MT-S-02)

N/A

1
1

Filter Press (FP-S-02)

1

Oily Water Tank (HS-O01)

1

Steam Boiler (BL-01)

1

Oil Holding Tank (RO-O01)
Pump
Flow Meter
Conveyor
Scrubber
Air Compressor

4.

Number
(min)

1
10
1
1
1
1

Above ground closed-top
storage tank
Above ground closed-top
5,000 to 25,000 gallons
storage tank
5,000 to 25,000 gallons

25 ft 3

Packaged above ground
system

Above ground closed-top
storage tank
150-200 hp (Common Packaged above ground
unit with Grease Train) system
Above ground closed-top
1,000-5,000 gallons
storage tank
1-3-inch
Diaphragm, Centrifugal
Sized as needed
Electronic
Sized as needed
Screw
Sized as needed
Screw
7.5 HP (Common unit
Electric
with Grease Train)
1,000-5,000 gallons

Material of
Construction

Purpose
Transport grease trap/food-related
waste to facility
Removes inert solids from waste
stream
Adjust pH of liquid & coagulants
and/or flocculants added for phase
separation.
Adjust pH of liquid & coagulants
and/or flocculants added for phase
separation.
Adjust pH of liquid & coagulants
and/or flocculants added for phase
separation.
Chemicals are added to waste
stream with micro-air bubbles to
entrap & remove solids, fats, oils,
and greases
pH adjustments prior to discharge
disposal
Lime conditioning of sludge prior to
Filter Press
Pressure is used to force water
from the sludge to allow thickened
to be disposed of at the landfill
Separation of solids, liquids, and
oils through heating
Used to heat water for use in heat
separate processes

Steel
Reinforced
Concrete
Reinforced
Concrete
Reinforced
Concrete

Steel

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Store separated oil

Steel

Material Transfer
Measure Discharge Flowrate
Solids Handling
Odor Control
Provide compressed air for process
operations

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Facility Inspections & Maintenance

The following items are required to be inspected periodically by the facility supervisor to
maintain the treatment facility. The inspection documentation will be recorded and
retained at the facility. Table 4 lists the items and frequency of inspection.
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TABLE 4 - INSPECTION & MAINTENANCE ITEMS
Item
On-Site Facility
Access Road
Facility Signs
Odor
Storage Tanks
Equipment

5.

Task

Inspect facility access road for damage from vehicle traffic,
erosion, or excessive mud accumulation and maintain as
necessary.
Inspect all facility signs for damage, general location, and
accuracy of posted information.
Inspect perimeter of facility to assess the performance of
facility operations to odor control.
Inspect for general condition, including exterior coating,
structural integrity, and check for leaks.
Inspect facility equipment to verify proper operation and
function.

Frequency
Daily
Weekly
Daily
Monthly
Weekly

Waste Acceptance & Analysis (§330.203)

The Denton GGTF will collect and treat grease and grit trap waste and other appropriate
non-hazardous municipal waste (see Section 5.1 below). No Class 1 non-hazardous or
hazardous waste will be accepted or treated at the facility. The treatment facility is
designed to separate the solid phase from the liquid phase of liquid and semi-liquid
wastes by removing solids through physical or chemical treatment.

In addition,

recyclable materials (grease and oils) will be reclaimed, acids or bases will be
neutralized, and the treated liquid effluent will be reused in the landfill’s enhanced
leachate recirculation system or discharged to the City’s wastewater treatment plant
when necessary.
5.1.

Grease Trap Waste

Sewer lines are subject to clogging if grease waste is not trapped and removed from
the waste stream generated from food related facilities such as restaurants, hotels,
and food processing plants. A grease trap is designed to intercept and trap the
grease waste that would otherwise be discharged into the sanitary sewer from
restaurant/hotel dishwashers, washdowns in a food processing plant, etc. These
traps help to eliminate high oil and grease levels, suspended solids, trash, food
particles, and BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) in the wastewater stream. The
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grease traps are periodically cleaned and the waste material from the grease traps is
transported in a vacuum truck to a GGTF to remove the oil, grease and solids.
5.2.

Grit Trap Waste

Grit trap waste is composed of mud, sand, gravel, water, and other heavy particles.
Grit waste is generated from car washes, service stations, repair and maintenance
shops, transport firms, car dealerships, or any facility that washes dirt and grime
from equipment. A grit trap is designed to intercept the grit waste from the sewer
line from these grit waste generating facilities. These traps can also collect light oils,
such as engine oils, at the top of the trap. Periodically, the grit traps are cleaned and
the waste is transported to a GGTF to remove the oil and solids. The facility can
accept all municipal grit trap wastes.
5.3.

Waste Processing Time

The GGTF will receive and process all grease trap waste, grit trap waste, and all
other liquid wastes concurrently. The average processing time for the liquid waste is
24 hours; however, waste may remain at the facility for up to 72 hours.
5.4.

Effluent Disposition

The treated liquid effluent will be used in the landfill’s enhanced leachate
recirculation system (ELR) or can be discharged into the sanitary sewer if needed;
the solids are deposited into dumpsters for disposal at a permitted Type I landfill.
5.5.

Prohibited Wastes

A waste stream will be rejected if it is hazardous, if it is not compatible with effective
treatment, or if the waste stream is not treatable. Examples of special wastes that
are prohibited from being processed at the GGTF are:


Hazardous waste and municipal hazardous waste from a conditionally exempt
small quantity generator



Class 1 non-hazardous waste



Special waste from health-care-related facilities (medical waste)
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Septic tank pumpings



Slaughterhouse wastes or dead animals



Drugs, contaminated foods, or contaminated beverages, other than those
contained in normal household waste



Pesticide containers



Regulated asbestos-containing material and non-regulated-containing material



Incinerator ash



Soil contaminated by petroleum products, crude oils, or chemicals, except where
associated with liquid waste containing hydrocarbons



Light ballasts and/or small capacitors containing polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
compounds



Waste from oil, gas, and geothermal activities subject to regulation by the
Railroad Commission of Texas



Lead acid storage batteries



Used oil filters from internal combustion engines

5.6.

Characteristics and Quantity of Waste

For the grease trap wastes, other than an annual evaluation, pre-approval of the
materials within the waste is not required because hazardous wastes should not be
present in material from restaurants or other food establishments. But, due to the
multiple sources from the grit trap waste, several requirements must be met and
approved before the waste can be accepted into the treatment facility. Annually, an
evaluation and profile of the collected grit trap waste stream from each truck must be
submitted to the facility to determine characteristics and ensure the waste stream is
not hazardous. To be approved, the stream must not exceed the limits listed in
Table 5.
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Effluent Liquids – discharged into the landfill’s enhanced leachate
recirculation system or sanitary sewer in accordance with the industrial
discharge permit.

7.

Contaminated Water Management (§330.207)

All treated liquids from the processing facility must be disposed of in a manner that will
not cause surface or groundwater pollution.

The effluent from the GGTF will be

collected and contained until properly managed as contaminated water and discharged
into the landfill’s enhanced leachate recirculation system, or when necessary, into the
sanitary sewer under the discharge limitations of the existing industrial waste discharge
permit with the City of Denton. GGTF will not discharge to a septic system in
accordance with §330.207(d). It is an accepted practice for Grease and Grit processing
facilities to discharge their treated effluent to the local wastewater system for treatment
at a wastewater treatment plant, conforming to the limits set in a discharge permit.
Discharges from the GGTF will not exceed the limits set in the facility’s discharge permit
to the City of Denton Wastewater system. Discharges will be monitored regularly by the
facility and by the City. The wastewater discharge from the facility is analyzed semiannually for compliance with discharge permit conditions. The discharged wastewaters
may not (1) interfere with or pass-through the treatment facility (2) interfere with or pass
through its sludge processes (3) otherwise be inconsistent with the prohibited discharge
standards. Oil and grease concentration leaving the facility shall not exceed 200 mg/l.
Grease trap waste is drained from tank trucks into holding tanks in the receiving area.
Any spills that occur during tank truck unloading and any wash water used for cleanup
of trucks or equipment also drain into the holding tanks. The receiving area is concrete
paved and sloped to direct spillage into the holding tanks.
Grit trap waste is transferred from tank trucks in the receiving area to the coarse
screening unit. The coarse screening unit is located within a walled, concrete
containment area. If waste spills at the coarse screening unit, it is confined within the
containment area. The spilled waste flows by gravity into a sump from the containment
area and is then pumped back to the screen to be processed.
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Storm water that accumulates in the paved sludge drying bed area drains into the
concrete sedimentation basins for processing.
The secondary containment walls will be designed and constructed to contain the
volume of the largest tank, the volume of the 25-year 24-hour storm, plus 1-feet of
freeboard. These calculations are presented below:
TABLE 8 - CONTAINMENT CALCULATIONS I
Lime Slurry Storage Tank Area
Number of Tanks to Contain

1

Total Number of Tanks

1

Volume of Tanks

1000

gal

Diameter of Tanks

5.33

ft

Length of Containment Area

23

ft

Width of Containment Area

14

ft

Surface Area of Containment Area

322

ft2

Tank volume to Contain

134

ft3

Required Depth of Containment Area

0.42

ft

Depth of 25-year, 24-Hour Rainfall Event

0.63

ft

Freeboard of Containment Area

1.00

ft

Required Depth of Containment Area

2.04

ft

Design Depth of Containment Area

2.50

ft

Design Volume of Containment Area

805

ft3

Notes:
1. Lime slurry tank is a conical tank on legs, and displaces a
negligable containment volume.
2. 25-year, 24-hour rainfall depth of 7.5 inches. Source USDA
TP40.
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TABLE 9 - CONTAINMENT CALCULATIONS II
Final Water Holding Tank Area
Number of Tanks to Contain

1

Total Number of Tanks

3

Volume of Tanks

25000

gal

Diameter of Tanks

12

ft

Length of Containment Area

36

ft

Width of Containment Area
Surface Area of Containment Area (Minus Tank
Area)
Tank volume to Contain

36

ft

957

ft2

3342

ft3

Required Depth of Containment Area

3.49

ft

Depth of 25-year, 24-Hour Rainfall Event

0.63

ft

Freeboard of Containment Area

1.00

ft

Required Depth of Containment Area

5.12

ft

Design Depth of Containment Area

5.50

ft

Design Volume of Containment Area

5263

ft3

Notes:
1. 25-year, 24-hour rainfall depth of 7.5 inches. Source USDA TP40.

TABLE 10 - CONTAINMENT CALCULATIONS III
Final Water Holding Tank Area
Number of Tanks to Contain
Total Number of Tanks
Volume of Tanks
Diameter of Tanks
Length of Containment Area
Width of Containment Area
Surface Area of Containment Area (Minus Tank Area)
Tank volume to Contain
Required Depth of Containment Area
Depth of 25-year, 24-Hour Rainfall Event
Freeboard of Containment Area
Required Depth of Containment Area
Design Depth of Containment Area
Design Volume of Containment Area

1
11
25000
12
60
45
1456
3342
2.30
0.63
1.00
3.92
4.50
6552

gal
ft
ft
ft
ft2
ft3
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft3

Notes:
1. 25-year, 24-hour rainfall depth of 7.5 inches. Source USDA TP40.
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8.

Storage Requirements (§330.209)

Grease trap waste may exhibit odors and its exposure to air shall be minimized.
Unloading will occur within the building and the waste will be immediately screened and
deposited into a closed basin. The processing of grease trap waste and any waste
containing putrescible material will be performed within closed vessels vented to a
scrubber to minimize odors. Processed and unprocessed putrescible waste and
recycled material shall be stored in closed vessel or container.
Grit trap waste is generally not characterized as producing odors. It will be discharged,
screened and routed to the open mixing and settling basins. The supernatant from
these basins will be stored in closed vessels for further processing.
Dewatered sludge from the grit trap sedimentation basins and other solids from the
dewatering process are stored at the GGTF and do not generate odors. These solids
are transferred to dumpsters for transport to the landfill for final disposal. The stored
solids do not constitute a fire, safety, or health hazard and do not provide food or
harborage for animals and vectors.
Processed oils and grease are stored at the GGTF in closed vessels until picked up by
recycling contractors.
9.

Approved Containers (§330.211)

Open-top roll-off containers are used to store dried sludge and solids from the
dewatering processes. All tanks used to store greases and oils are to be covered or
closed top. These tanks will be leak-proof, durable, and designed for safe handling and
easy cleaning to prevent contamination. The oil and grease are potentially combustible
materials; therefore, this material is housed in closed steel tanks. The containers will be
maintained in a clean condition so that they do not constitute a nuisance and to retard
the harborage, feeding, and propagation of vectors. All wastes received by this facility
are unloaded and immediately processed into the facility treatment train. Temporary
liquid waste storage and settling tanks will be open-top concrete basins below ground.
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These tanks will be lined with a 20 mil HDPE or LLDPE liner to prevent leaks from
contaminating the ground and groundwater beneath the tanks.
10.

Recordkeeping and Reporting (§330.219)

Proper recordkeeping and reporting procedures shall be conducted during waste
processing operations.

The waste management recordkeeping procedures and

reporting requirements that will be followed and met are summarized below.
10.1. Waste Management Recordkeeping
As-built set of construction plans and specification will be available for inspection by
TCEQ representatives or other interested party. In addition, a copy of the permit
and the approved application will be maintained on-site at the Landfill office. These
documents contain the facility operating record, which shall be maintained in an
organized format that will allow information to be easily updated and retrieved. All
information contained within the operating record and the different required plans will
be retained during the active life of the facility until after certification of closure.
The following records will be kept, maintained, and filed as part of the facility
operating record. Log books and schedules may be used.


Access Control Inspection and Maintenance



Access Roadway Maintenance



Waste Acceptance Plan Compliance



Class I Industrial Waste Acceptance Plan Compliance



Fire Occurrence Notices, if applicable.

In addition to the plans and documents listed above, the information listed in Table
11 will be recorded and retained in the operating record. This information will be
placed in the operating record within seven working days of completion, or upon
receipt of analytical data, as appropriate.
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TABLE 11 - OPERATING RECORD

Records to be Maintained
Location restriction demonstrations (common with Landfill
Permit)
Inspection records and training procedures
Closure Plans and any monitoring, testing or analytical data
relating to closure requirements.
All cost estimates and financial assistance documentation
relating to financial assurance for closure
Copies of all correspondence and responses relating to the
operation of the facility, modifications to the
permit/registration, approvals, and other matters pertaining
to technical assistance
All documents, manifests, shipping documents, trip tickets,
etc., involving special waste
Any other documents as specified by the approved
authorization or by the executive director
Record Retention Provisions for trip tickets as required by
§312.145(b)(8) (relating to Transporters-Record keeping)

Rule Citation
§330.219(b)(1)
§330.219(b)(2)
§330.219(b)(3)
§330.219(b)(4)

§330.219(b)(5)
§330.219(b)(6)
§330.219(b)(7)
§330.219(b)(8)

10.2. Reporting
The Plant Manager is responsible for maintaining monitoring records and preparing
the reports required by TCEQ. The Denton GGTF will provide regular reports to
TCEQ for the following facility operational areas:


Manifest

discrepancy

reports

as

required

by

§30

TAC

Discrepancies include variations to the Fingerprint Analysis.

§335.12.
If the

discrepancy is not resolved within 15 days after receiving the waste shipment,
the GGTF will report the discrepancies to the Executive Director of TCEQ by
letter.



Oral notifications as specified in §30 TAC §305.145 will be provided within 24
hours to report any noncompliance relating to solid waste releases,
discharges, fires, or explosions that may present a threat to human health or
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the environment. In addition to the oral notification, a written notification will
also be provided within five days of the discovery of the event.


Records of inspections, monitoring, and reports will be maintained at the
facility for life of the facility as specified in §30 TAC §330.219(f).

All

permanently archived records, such as closure plans, cost estimates, and
financial assurance documentation relating to closure plans, information
demonstrating

compliance

with

community

exemption

criteria,

correspondence and responses relating to facility operation, or modifications
to permit approvals, will be maintained at the Landfill Office in Denton, Texas.
o Copies of all inspections, records, and reports will be made available
for review at the facility during inspections by authorized TCEQ
personnel.

Requests for copies of the documents for purpose of

inspections may require advance notice in certain cases.
10.3. Signatories to Reports


The owner or operator will sign all reports and other information requested
from the Executive Director as described in §30 TAC §305.44(a) or by a duly
authorized representative of the owner or operator.



If an authorization under this section is no longer accurate because of a
change in individuals or position, a new authorization satisfying the
requirements of this section must be submitted to the Executive Director prior
to, or together with, any reports, information, or applications to be signed by
an authorized representative.


11.

Any person signing a report will make the certification in §30 TAC §305.44(b).

Fire Protection (§330.221)

This fire protection plan has been developed and will be implemented to minimize fire
hazards associated with this processing facility. The fire protection plan describes the
source of fire protection (City of Denton Fire Department, fire hydrants, fire
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extinguishers, water tanks, etc.). An adequate supply of water under pressure is
available for firefighting purposes, provided by an existing municipal water main and fire
hydrant.


Fire alarms shall be installed in the main buildings at the facility.
a. In the event of a fire, an alarm will sound informing all operating personnel to
evacuate the plant.
b. Fire exits will be conveniently located and distinctively indicated.



The facility is constructed entirely of fire-resistant steel and concrete.



Employees and personnel are not allowed to smoke in the waste processing
facilities, or within the landfill permit boundary.



Chemical and/or carbon dioxide fire extinguishers will be located at strategic
points within the processing facility building. ABC chemical fire extinguishers will
be located at the office and maintenance building. Powder and carbon dioxide
fire extinguishers will be located at the grease trap processing area. A carbon
dioxide fire extinguisher will be located by the oil separator tank at the grit trap
processing area.

Additional ABC chemical fire extinguishers will be located

throughout the facility.


All plant operating personnel will be trained to operate the fire extinguishers.
Also, a fire hydrant will be located within the plant site. Employees and personnel
are instructed to call the emergency telephone number (911) in the event of a
fire. A City of Denton Fire Station is located within two and a half miles of the
facility.

11.1. Fire Protection Training
Training of on-site personnel in firefighting techniques, fire prevention, response,
and the fire protection aspects of the SOP will be provided on an annual basis.
Personnel will be familiar with the use and limitations of firefighting equipment
available onsite. Records of this training will be included in the operating record for
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the facility. Firefighting by facility personnel at the GGTF will be limited to small
contained fires that can easily be extinguished with fire extinguishers. All other fire
incidents will be left to the City of Denton Fire Department.
12.

Access Control (§330.223)

The GGTF is located within the City of Denton Landfill Permit Boundary. Unauthorized
entry will be controlled by the existing fencing with locking gates and other access
control features that surround the landfill. The facility can only be accessed through the
landfill entrance, which is controlled by a scalehouse and vehicle scale attendant during
landfill operating hours. The main entrance to the facility is a two-lane paved roadway.
The access road and all interior roads are paved to minimize dust or tracking of mud
and include adequate turning radii for the vehicles using the facility. The entrance to the
landfill is controlled by a lockable gate to secure the facility from public access outside
normal operating hours. The attendant is on site during normal hours of operation.
Parking areas are provided on-site for visitors and employees
13.

Unloading of Waste (§330.225)

The Denton GGTF is a Type V Liquid Waste Dewatering Facility permitted to process
grease trap, grit trap, and Class 2 and 3 non-hazardous industrial waste. The unloading
of any prohibited waste at the treatment facility is not allowed.
Before any wastes can be unloaded, the manifest or trip ticket that accompanies the
waste load is checked by the waste receiving operator to determine the volume and
content of the waste or the identity and character of the waste as determined by the
waste inspection procedures as outlined in Section 5.5. Measures will be taken for the
prevention of indiscriminate dumping including the supervision and direction of
unloading activities by facility staff.
Upon accepting the waste for processing, the waste transport trucks are then directed to
the unloading area by facility staff for either grease trap waste or grit trap waste, to
commence unloading operations. The waste is unloaded from vacuum trucks into
holding tanks. No unloading is permitted without the approval of facility staff. A quick
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release, clip-on, flexible hose is fastened to the outlet nozzle of the waste transport
truck. During unloading, the waste flows by gravity through the hose to be screened for
large particulates. Each unloading operation is supervised by the Waste Receiving
Operator. No unsupervised unloading operations are allowed at the facility. Vacuum
trucks will drive into the grease trap waste receiving area to unload grease trap waste
through coarse screens directly into off-loading pits. Vacuum trucks back up the grit
trap waste service ramp to unload grit trap waste to the vibrating screens, which then
flows into a mixing and settling tank.
All mud and sand accumulations in the vacuum trucks will be unloaded by the hauler
onto the sludge drying area under the direction of the plant supervisor. After the mud
and sand has been removed, the hauler may rinse the vacuum tank and tailgate only at
the sludge drying area. There will be no rinsing of the interior of vacuum tanks without
tailgates until all mud and sand is removed from the vacuum tank first. This procedure is
required to facilitate dewatering of the mud and sand by reducing the quantity of water
introduced during the rinsing process.
14.

Spill Prevention and Control (§330.227)

All storage and processing areas are designed to control and contain spills and
contaminated water from leaving the facility. Worst case spill scenarios are accounted
for in the design of the containment areas. Areas not enclosed are also designed to
contain precipitation from a 25-year, 24-hour storm.
The storage tank complex located south of the grease trap waste processing building is
enclosed within a 3.5-foot-high concrete spill containment wall designed to hold 25,000
gallons, which is the capacity of the largest storage tank.
Any spillage that might result from the unloading operation would be contained on the
service ramp and in the spill containment area. The service ramp and spill containment
area is curbed and sloped to direct any spilled waste towards the floor drain. The floor
drain flows to the off load tanks. Any spill resulting from a faulty hose connection and/or
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clogging of the vibrating screen, will be contained on the service ramp and spill
containment area, respectively.
After any spill, the service ramp or spill containment area will be hosed down to wash off
any remnants of the spilled waste. The wastewater will drain to the plant off-load tanks
for treatment.
15.

Facility Operating Hours (§330.229)

The GGTF is authorized to accept and process waste 24-hours per day, as certain
collection schedules require waste collection overnight to avoid disrupting the
operations of customers business.
16.

Facility Sign (§330.231)

At the entrance to the landfill, there is an 8-foot by 4-foot sign stating the facility name,
the municipal solid waste facility type, the hours and days of operation, the permit
number of the facility, emergency 24-hour contact numbers, and local emergency
numbers.
17.

Control of Windblown Material (§330.233)

This facility receives liquid waste that is unloaded directly into receiving areas inside the
building. Dewatered sludge is dried and loaded into dumpsters. Windblown litter is not
a problem at this facility due to the characteristics of the waste. The facility will be
inspected daily for litter, and if present, it will be collected and disposed of properly.
The hydrated lime is stored in a lime silo. Pressure differential (PD) trucks unload the
lime by blowing the lime into the silo. The hydrated lime is then transferred from the silo
to the lime mixing tank with a totally-enclosed screw conveyor. In the lime mixing tank,
lime is mixed with water to form a slurry. The slurry is then pumped to its application
points at the grease trap and grit trap waste processing facilities. Therefore, the
hydrated lime is not exposed to wind effects.
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18.

Materials Along the Route to the Facility (§330.235)

All vehicles involved in transporting waste to the facility for processing are vacuum tank
trucks. Solid waste removed from the facility for disposal at a Type I municipal solid
waste landfill is transported in covered containers. Transporters are responsible for the
cleanup of any solid waste materials spilled along and within the right-of-way of public
access roads serving the facility. The roadways that are cleaned are noted in the SOP
of the Type I Facility.
19.

Access Roads (§330.237)

Access within the facility is provided by a 20-foot-wide, asphalt-paved road that is
regularly maintained. The unloading areas where the vacuum tank trucks will have
access are concrete-paved.

Consequently, there will be no mud, trash, or dust

nuisance to public roadways and surrounding areas. All on-site access roadways will
be inspected and maintained on a regular basis.
20.

Noise Pollution and Visual Screening (§330.239)

The facility is bordered to the south and west by the City of Denton Landfill and to the
north and east by the City of Denton Pecan Creek Wastewater Plant., which provide a
noise buffer to minimize the travel of sound from the facility and provides visual
screening of the facility. Additionally, the facility is over 2,500 feet from any property
boundary.
Major sources of noise within the facility come from an air compressor and vehicular
traffic on the facility access road. The air compressor is located within an enclosed
room within the processing building. Any noise generated at the processing facility is
baffled by the landfill and surrounding vegetation.
21.

Overloading and Breakdown (§330.241)

The design capacity of the facility will not be exceeded during operation. The facility will
not accumulate waste in quantities that cannot be properly managed. Waste shall be
processed within such time as to preclude the creation or cause of odors, insect
breeding, or harborage of other vectors. If such accumulations occur, additional solid
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waste will not be received until the adverse conditions are abated. Unprocessed grease
trap wastes and septage are stored in closed tanks. If those tanks are full, no further
grease trap wastes or septage are accepted. Grit trap wastes are sent to sedimentation
basins. If the process is at capacity, no further grit trap wastes are accepted until
capacity is available.

The maximum time allowed for the storage of unprocessed

grease, septage and grit trap waste is 72 hours. At that time, any unprocessed waste
will either be processed or transported off-site to an appropriate disposal facility.
Sodium hypochlorite (bleach) will be added to the stored unprocessed grit trap waste to
suppress the growth of bacteria, and thereby eliminate odor formation.
If a significant work stoppage should occur due to a mechanical breakdown or other
cause, the facility will restrict additional waste receipt.

Under such circumstances,

incoming waste will be diverted to an approved backup storage, processing, or disposal
facility. If the work stoppage is anticipated to last long enough to create objectionable
odors, insect breeding, or harborage of vectors, any accumulated waste will be removed
from the facility to an approved backup storage, processing, or disposal facility within 72
hours.
22.

Sanitation (§330.243)

The waste processing facilities are designed for proper cleaning to include:


Walls and floors in operating areas at the grease trap waste processing facility
are made of steel and concrete so that they can be pressured-rinsed and
scrubbed.



Floor drains are provided throughout the process areas that drain to the holding
tanks (grease facility) or the sedimentation basins (grit facility).

Pumps then

reintroduce the liquids to the respective sections for reprocessing.


The waste processing facilities are washed and rinsed once a week with hot
water and soap, at a minimum.



All areas are swept daily as needed and washed down as needed to maintain a
clean and orderly work environment.
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The waste wash water is drained back into the holding tanks (grease trap plant)
or sedimentation basins (grit trap plant), and reprocessed.



All storage tanks and process units at the grease trap waste processing facility
are elevated above the ground, and are enclosed in a building to prevent storm
water from entering the process facility.



All processing units at the grit trap waste processing facility are located either
above ground in covered tanks or in basins or sumps constructed of reinforced
concrete. The entire work/processing area is situated on top of a reinforced
concrete floor. There is no inflow to the concrete work area, except for direct
rainfall.



Grading around the structures directs storm water runoff away from the
structures.

23.

Ventilation and Air Pollution Control (§330.245)

The Denton GGTF is subject to the air quality program of the TCEQ and will ensure that
any unit of the facility does not violate any applicable requirement of the approved State
Implementation Plan developed under the Clean Air Act, §111 as amended.

Air

emissions from the GGTF must not contribute to a condition of air pollution as defined in
the Texas Clean Air Act.
The facility will be equipped with an odor control scrubber (designed and sized at the
time the facility is constructed) to adequately control facility generated odor and provide
for employee safety.
In the interest of odor control, all grease trap waste processing units and storage tanks
are covered and a portion of the grease trap waste processing facility is enclosed in a
building. Process areas for grease trap facility, recovering putrescible waste, will be
maintained completely within an enclosed building and openings to the process area will
be controlled to prevent releases of nuisance odor from leaving the property boundary
of the facility. The storage tanks and process units are vented to a scrubber to control
odors. All air pollution emission capture and abatement equipment or equivalent
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technology will be properly maintained and operated during the facility operation.
Cleaning and maintenance of the abatement equipment shall be performed as
manufacturer recommendations and as necessary so that the equipment efficiency can
be adequately maintained.
The grit trap waste mixing and settling basin(s) are located outdoors and the content of
oils and hydrocarbons in grit trap waste is typically very low and recovered materials do
not contain putrescible waste and thereby ventilation and odor control are not required.
At the grit trap waste processing facility, aqueous sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl, bleach)
is added to the basins to suppress the growth of bacteria, and thereby eliminate odor
formation. The liquid fraction of the grit trap waste is processed further within enclosed
tanks that are vented to a scrubber system to control odors.
Liquid waste is stored in the sedimentation basins for a period of not more than 24
hours prior to processing. This practice is implemented to avoid having the liquid waste
become a nuisance.
Ponding of water will be controlled to avoid it becoming a nuisance. All processing
areas are washed down weekly to avoid any build-up of materials that might produce
odors.
In accordance with §330.245(d) if nuisance odors are found to be passing the facility
boundary, the facility owner or operator may be required to suspend operations until the
nuisance is abated.
24.

Health and Safety (§330.247)

Facility personnel will be trained in the facility’s safety procedures including fire
protection, general safety, and spill control.
25.

Employee Sanitation Facilities (§330.249)

Sanitation facilities such wash basins, urinals, and toilets that utilize potable water
supply are provided for the employees. These facilities are installed in accordance with
the City of Denton’s building code requirements. The wastes from these facilities are
discharged into the City of Denton’s sanitary sewer system.
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1.

Background and Purpose

Per the requirements of the Texas Administrative Code §330.65(a), a Site Operating Plan
(SOP) presents instructions and procedures for the daily operation of every component
of the Landfill within the City of Denton Complex. Specifically, this Appendix C of the
SOP covers the MSW Mining operations at the City of Denton Complex, including
personnel & equipment requirements, record keeping, safety, disposal procedures,
facility access, waste movement, sanitation and pollution controls.
2.

General Requirements §330.601

Landfill mining activities shall be conducted in such a manner that they do not disrupt
landfill operations.
Leachate found while uncovering buried waste shall be properly disposed of in
accordance with the Leachate and Contaminated Water Plan or recirculated in the ELR
system, but shall not be used as a dust suppressant.
3.

Mining Operation Plan

The following section provides a description of the mining and waste processing plan
including:
•

Excavation

•

Segregation of suspicious material

•

Transportation of material

•

Processing & Sorting

•

Storage, and

•

Disposal
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The active daily mining area shall be no larger than the area which can be excavated and
processed during an operating day. A soil stockpile of sufficient volume to cover the
mining working face shall be maintained within 2,500 feet of the mining area.
At the end of each operating day, the mining area shall be covered with an alternate daily
cover (ADC) approved for use at the MSW working face, or a minimum of 6-inches of
clean soil, which may include uncontaminated soil recovered from the mining operation.
Should the mining operation not operate for a period of more than 72 hours, an additional
6-inches of clean soils shall be placed as temporary cover.
Mining activities shall not occur on days with high sustained winds (over 30-miles per
hour) or on days with precipitation expected to exceed 0.50 inches during operating
hours.
Excavation Plan
The landfill mining operation will excavate waste and soil material from existing landfill
Phases (cells). Excavation will begin with stripping cover soil from the area to be
mined during the operating Day. Wet mining shall not be employed at this facility.
Excavation of waste material shall be accomplished with a track excavator, track
loader, rubber tire loader or other excavation equipment. Excavated waste may be
fed directly into processing and sorting equipment, or stockpiled for transportation to
the processing and sorting equipment. The stockpile area shall be on an existing lined
landfill cell and shall be protected from storm water run-on and run-off by a berm equal
to that required to protect the working face. If leachate seepage is experienced from
the excavation area, the liquid shall be contained by the working/excavation face
berm. The liquids will be considered contaminated water or leachate, collected and
recirculated into the landfill ELR system, or discharged to the sanitary sewer.
Large material, such as white goods, tree stumps, or metals, shall be segregated at
the excavation area for recovery, separate processing, or disposal in a Type I Landfill.
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Estimated Material Quantities
It is estimated that the facility will excavate and process approximately 1,000 cubic
yards per day of material. Initial quantities are expected to be less than 500 cubic
yards per day, in order to improve operational efficiency based upon site specific
conditions. Based upon this estimate, Table 1 presents the expected quantities of
mined and processed materials.
Table 1 – Estimated Material Quantities by Volume Processed
Total Weight, lb/day2
Material
Classification

Approximate % by weight

500 CY/day

1,000 CY/day

Paper1

16.5%

82,375

164,750

Plastic1
Food waste
Textile/Leather
Green waste
Metal1

13.4%
0.02%
2.7%
8.4%
5.6%
0.8%
1.4%
3.3%
48.0%

66,763
113
13,321
42,221
27,804
4,117
7,192
16,279
239,904

133,525
225
26,642
84,442
55,608
8,233
14,383
32,558
479,808

250
219

500
437

Glass1
Styrofoam
C&D1
Soil and fines1

Approximate, ton/day
Potential approximate quantity recovered, ton/day

1 – These items may be recovered for beneficial re-use. The remainder may be considered the
residual fraction, and is intended to be disposed of in the Type I working face.
2 – This tables assumes an in place waste density of 1,000 lb/CY
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Segregation of Suspicious Material
Should the excavation uncover any items which present characteristics that are
indicators of a currently prohibited waste, or that may require special handling, these
items shall be isolated as necessary in a designated area in, or adjacent to the
excavation area for further evaluation. Should the material be isolated within the
excavation area, ongoing excavation shall not disturb the items.
Although encountering suspicious material is not anticipated, suitable equipment and
procedures or third party contractors shall be made available to remove and properly
dispose of such waste if it is determined to be prohibited waste. Suspicious material
may include items such as: sealed drums, electrical transformers, friable asbestos,
etc.
Transportation of Material
If waste material is not fed directly into processing and sorting equipment, it will be
transported from the stockpile to the processing and sorting equipment. Should the
processing area be within 300-feet of the stockpile, mined material may be transported
using a rubber tire loader, or other suitable equipment. Should the processing area
be located more than 300-feet from the stockpile, mined material shall be transported
in covered trucks or covered conveyors, to minimize loss of windblown material.
Processing and Sorting
Mined material will be processed and sorted at the processing area. All processing
shall occur over a lined area. Processing and sorting equipment may include, but is
not limited to:
•

Screening equipment

•

Waste sorting equipment
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•

Roll-off containers

•

Picking line and conveyor(s)

Mined material will first be screened to remove soil. Soil will be stockpiled until it is
tested in accordance with Sections 8 and 9 of this Plan.
Following the initial screening, mined material may be further sorted mechanically
through the use of magnets and/or eddy-current devices to separate ferrous and nonferrous metals. Metals will be transferred to roll-off containers or trailers for removal
and recycling at a properly authorized, Registered or Permitted Facility.
Additional material sorting may include manual picking conveyor lines where
corrugated cardboard, glass, paper, metals and plastics are sorted into roll-off
containers for removal and recycling at a Registered or Permitted Facility.
The waste fraction of the mined materials shall be collected and transported to a Type
I Landfill. If waste material is transported offsite, it shall be transported in covered
trucks in accordance with 30 TAC §330.605(b)(7).
Storage
Mined materials, other than excavated soils, may be stored at the excavation or
processing area for no longer than the operating day, unless they are stored in
containers or trailers. All excavated materials must be processed within two days of
being excavated or covered with daily cover. Runoff from the processing area will be
contained with a berm, illustrated in Figure III-16-D.1. Collected runoff which has
come into contact with mined material shall be considered contaminated water and
will be collected and recirculated into the landfill ELR system, or discharged to the
sanitary sewer.
Stockpiled mined soil may be stored for up to 30 days to allow for sampling and
laboratory testing in accordance with Sections 8 and 9 of this Plan. Mined soil that
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has not been tested within 30 days shall be transported to the working face for
disposal. Soil that has been tested and determined to be Class 1 soil may be used
for any purposes, on or off-site. Soil that has been determined to be Class 2 soil may
only be used for daily cover, where off-site runoff from the daily cover will not occur.
Soil classified as waste soil shall be disposed of at a Type I Landfill.
Recovered materials, other than soils, which have been sorted, but not stored in a rolloff container or trailer must be removed or transferred to a roll-off container or trailer
by the end of the working day. Materials shall not be permitted to be stored uncovered
outside of a roll-off container or trailer. Recovered materials which have been sorted
into roll-off containers or trailers may be stored on-site awaiting transport to an
appropriate facility.
Disposal
Mined materials which have not been processed during the working day shall be
transported either to the excavation area to be covered with daily cover, or the working
face for disposal in the Type I landfill.
4.

Air Quality §330.607

As the Denton Landfill currently operates under an existing air quality standard permit
authorization of the Texas Clean Air Act, no additional air quality permitting requirements
need to be met for landfill mining operations.
Odor Management
The landfill mining operations shall follow the guidelines presented in the Odor
Management Plan of the Landfill Site Operating Plan. Additionally, all processing
activities that could result in increased odor emissions shall comply with current rules,
manage odor emissions on-site using best management practices, and be conducted
in a manner that does not create nuisance conditions, or shall be conducted inside a
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building maintained under negative pressure and controlled with a chemical oxidation
scrubbing system or bio filter system.
Dust Suppression
The landfill mining operations shall follow the guidelines presented in the SOP Part
IV, Section 22, Site Access Roads. Additional guidelines shall be implemented as
follows:
•

All mined material shall be conveyed mechanically to the processing area in
such a manner to minimize any fugitive dust.

•

Except for initial start-up and shut-down, all processing equipment not enclosed
inside a building shall be equipped with low-velocity fog nozzles, spaced to
create a continuous fog curtain. Alternatively, the City shall have portable
watering equipment available during the processing operation. These controls
shall be utilized as necessary for maximum control of dust when loading
vehicles and stockpiling recyclable material, reusable soil, or waste material.
Excavation equipment is not considered as processing equipment. Leachate
from process water is prohibited from use as dust-suppressant.

•

All conveyors that off-load materials from processing equipment have available
a watering or mechanical dust suppression system. These controls shall be
utilized as necessary for maximum control of dust when stockpiling material.

5.

Operational Requirements §330.609

The operation of the facility shall comply with all of the following operational requirements.
Protection of Groundwater §330.609(1)
All operations of excavation shall be conducted over an existing clay or composite
lined area. All processing and stockpiling of recovered materials shall be conducted
on a previously filled waste area over either a previously constructed clay liner or on
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an area where a composite liner has been constructed and approved by a SLER
and/or GLER, in accordance with the Landfill Facility SLQCP.
Where processing and sorting occur over a lined area, but not over a composite liner,
(ie. Phase 0) a minimum 2-ft thick recompacted clay working surface (processing
area) shall be constructed in accordance with the SLQCP to control infiltration of storm
water into the un-mined waste. The clay working surface shall have a permeability of
no greater than 1x10-7 cm/sec. The recompacted clay shall be covered with a
minimum of 1-ft of material capable of withstanding normal traffic and processing
operations.

The processing area shall be sized to accommodate all screening,

sorting, and storage of minded materials, and shall have an approximate minimum
size of 210 ft by 210 ft (1 acre) when fully developed.
Storm water run-on and runoff within the processing area shall be controlled with
storm water berms as described in Sections 8.0 and 9.0, and Figure III ATT 1.9 of Part
III, and Figure III-16-D.1. Storm water that has come into contact with mined materials
will be handled as contaminated water. Uncontaminated water that is collected within
the processing area may be discharged as stormwater.
It is requested that the processing and sorting of the mined materials on a processing
area constructed of recompacted clay, in addition to being located over the existing
Phase 0 clay liner, be approved as an alternative design that is protective of
groundwater in accordance with §330.609(1)(B). The liner system has been in place
since the 1980’s and there have been no documented cases of groundwater
contamination from leachate. Additionally, Phase 0 is completely encircled by a soilbentonite slurry wall system, further reducing the potential for groundwater
contamination.

By processing and sorting the mined material adjacent to the

excavation area in Phase 0, the handling and transportation of the materials will be
limited to the smallest amount practical. Transportation of materials within the landfill
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to other processing areas increases both the number of times staff are required to
handle the material, and the risk of spillage or generation of windborne material.
All future mining areas will be in landfill phases with composite liner systems and all
processing and sorting will take place over a composite liner system with leachate
collection.
Prohibited Materials §330.609(2)
The recovery process shall be operated in a manner that will preclude the entry of
hazardous constituents. Should the mining operation unearth materials that are not
accepted for processing or disposal at the Complex, the material will be properly
contained, loaded, transported and disposed at an authorized facility.
Waste Slopes §330.609(3)
Side slopes of excavations into buried waste for the sake of obtaining material to
process shall be benched, or if sloped, no steeper than 34 degrees (1.5:1) if higher
than 5 feet (per Occupational Safety and Health Administration 1926.652) unless an
excavation plan prepared and sealed by a licensed professional engineer is prepared
for the mining operation.
Authorization of Changes §330.609(4)
The operator shall obtain written permission from the Executive Director before
changing the processing method or other significant changes to this authorized
process.
Existing Systems §330.609(5)
Care must be taken to not destroy or disrupt existing leachate collection systems,
liners, or gas collection systems that are planned to remain onsite. If it is necessary
to temporarily or permanently shut down a portion of the gas collection system, the
City will coordinate with such shutdowns with the Landfill Gas system operator.
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Soil End-Product Standards §330.609(6)
Particle sizes found in soil to be beneficially used shall not exceed the screen size and
the foreign matter criteria described in this Section 9 - Final Soil Product Grades and
Allowable Uses.
The operator shall meet processing testing requirements set forth in Section 8 Sampling and Analysis Requirements for Final Soil Product, final product grades set
forth in Section 9 - Final Soil Product Grades and Allowable Uses.
Certified Operator §330.609(7)
The City shall employ at least one agency-certified landfill operator who shall routinely
be available on-site during the hours of operation.
Health and Safety Coordinator §330.609(8)
The City shall employ at least one health and safety coordinator on a full-time basis
to be on-site at least 70% of the time during excavation and waste processing. The
health and safety coordinator shall be trained in hazardous waste and emergency
response operations. The Landfill Manager may serve as this Coordinator.
Personal Protection Equipment §330.609(9)
The City shall specify personal protection equipment and its operational
characteristics. The equipment must be located on-site.
Health and Safety Plan §330.609(10)
Operations will be conducted in accordance with the Health and Safety Plan presented
in Section 6 below, as well as the Health and Safety Plan for the Complex.
Covered Trucks §330.609(11)
Covered hauler trucks must be used for transporting excavated material off-site.
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Disease Vector Control
Disease vector control is discussed in detail in Section 19 of Part IV – Landfill Site
Operating Plan. The primary method for vector control is proper application of cover.
Ponded water at the site shall be controlled to avoid its becoming a nuisance and
attracting vectors. Areas holding ponded water for several days following rainfall
events will be re-graded to promote drainage.
6.

Health and Safety Plan (HASP)

Landfill mining operations must be conducted in accordance with an approved health and
safety plan.
This Landfill Mining Health and Safety Plan (LFMHASP) establishes the minimum
guidelines and requirements for the safety of site personnel and the public during landfill
mining activities at the Facility. The LFMHASP is provided to minimize exposures to
hazardous contaminants in the landfilled materials.

It will be supplementary to the

Landfill’s health and safety program and procedures.
LFMHASP Responsibilities
The organizational structure outlining the specific personnel responsibilities to
ensure implementation of all components of the HASP are outlined in the Table 1.
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Table 2 – Landfill Mining Health And Safety Responsibilities
Title

Landfill Manager
(May also be Health &
Safety Coordinator)

Health and Safety
Coordinator

General Description
Responsible for defining
project objectives, allocating
resources, determining the
chain-of-command and
evaluating project outcome.

Responsible for overall
implementation of the
HASP.

Specific Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mining Operation Site
Personnel

Responsible for complying
with the HASP.
•

Medical Support

Emergency response and
medical treatment

•

Provide final decision on all Health and Safety matters, as required.
Provide the necessary facilities and equipment to implement HASP.
Provide adequate personnel and time resources to conduct activities
safely.
Provide appropriate action when unsafe acts or practices occur.
Provide Health and Safety training of all on-site personnel.
Monitor implementation of HASP.
Coordinate HASP orientation of all site personnel.
Co-ordination and implementation of routine and non-routine air
monitoring and periodic site inspections
Ensure compliance with applicable safe work procedures.
Posting and maintenance of an up-to-date emergency contact list.
Taking all reasonable precautions to prevent injury to themselves and to
their fellow employees.
Complying with the HASP and all safety procedures, and reporting to a
supervisor for action any deviations from the anticipated conditions
described in the plan.
Performing only those tasks that they believe they can do safely, and
immediately reporting any accidents and/or unsafe conditions to a
supervisor.
Provide emergency treatment for the specific type of exposures and
hazards that may occur at the site.
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Hazard Potential
There may be potential for the following contaminants to be found during excavation:
•

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)

•

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

•

Heavy Metals (Cd, Hg, Pb, etc.)

•

Ammonia

•

Landfill gases

•

Untreated Medical Waste

•

Asbestos

•

Lead Acid Batteries

•

Reactive Materials

Not all contaminants are present, but for the purpose of the LFM HASP, it should be
assumed that the contaminants listed above may be present at the landfill mining
working face.
Site Health and Safety Meetings
The Health and Safety Coordinator will ensure that periodic health and safety
meetings are conducted with site personnel. Topics of discussion will include, but not
be limited to:
•

potential hazardous contaminants issues;

•

physical hazards that are anticipated to be encountered during the workday;
review of reports of current accidents, their causes and means of prevention;
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•

remedial action taken or required by the reports of investigations and
inspections;

•

and any other health safety issues.

A record of the topics discussed and who was in attendance at the meeting be kept in
the site operating record.
Site Inspections
The Health and Safety Coordinator will conduct periodic inspections of site conditions,
facilities and equipment, and activities to ensure that sound health and safety
practices are being followed where landfill mining excavation and related activities are
proceeding.
Deficiencies identified by Health and Safety Coordinator will be corrected as soon as
practical and these follow-up actions will be added to the operating record.
Training
The Landfill Manager shall ensure all landfill mining personnel are adequately trained
to safely perform their assigned job duties.
General
All landfill mining personnel are to be educated and trained in the policies and
procedures outlined in this LFM HASP as well as the job specific safe work
procedures prior to commencing work. At a minimum the training shall:
•

Ensure that they are made aware of potential hazards that might be
encountered;

•

Inform them of safe working practices that must be followed to minimize
health and safety risks;
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•

Explain the use, maintenance and limitations of personal protective
equipment; and

•

Explain emergency action plans; and

•

Provide fire training as discussed in the Landfill Site Operating Plan (Part
IV).

Monitoring of workers will be instituted by the Health and Safety Coordinator to
ensure that they implement their training.
The level of training provided should be consistent with the worker's job function
and responsibilities.
Record of Training
Documentation of training must be maintained in the operating record.
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)
Anyone entering the landfill mining area must be protected against potential hazards.
The purpose of PPE is to shield or isolate individuals from the potential hazards at a
site.
The Health and Safety Coordinator shall determine the level of worker protection
required when working with potentially hazardous materials.
A periodic re-evaluation of the type and level of worker protection will be undertaken
as the amount of information about the site increases and as the nature of worker
tasks change. The level of worker protection will be upgraded or downgraded as work
tasks and material characteristics change.
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The following PPE shall be kept in good condition, worn at all times by personnel
involved in the landfill mining operation and stored in a proper manner when not in
use:
•

Safety Glasses and/or Safety Goggles;

•

Steel Toed/Steel Shanked Leather or Rubber Boots;

•

Hard Hat;

•

High Visibility Vest, and;

•

Hearing Protection (Class A plugs or muffs);

•

Gloves.
Decontamination

The process of removing or neutralizing contaminants that have accumulated on
personnel and equipment is critical to the health and safety of workers who have
handled certain contaminants.
Decontamination:
•

Protects workers from hazardous substances that may contaminate PPE, tools,
vehicles, and other equipment used on-site;

•

Protects all site personnel by minimizing the transfer of harmful materials into
clean areas;

•

Helps prevent mixing of incompatible chemicals; and

•

Protects the community by preventing uncontrolled transportation of
contaminants from the site.
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Prevention of Contamination
The first step in decontamination is to establish procedures that minimize contact
with contaminants and thus the potential for spreading contamination. These
procedures include:
•

Work practices that minimize contact with hazardous substances (e.g., do
not walk or drive through areas of obvious contamination, do not directly
touch potentially hazardous substances), and

•

The use of disposable outer garments and use of disposable equipment,
where appropriate.
Decontamination Methods

All personnel, clothing, equipment, and samples leaving the contaminated area of
the site must be decontaminated to remove any harmful contaminants that may
have adhered to them. Decontamination methods include:
•

All personnel must thoroughly wash their hands and face with soap and
water before eating, drinking, smoking or going to the toilet. Meals must not
be eaten in the landfill mining area and PPE must be removed before
entering the lunch area.

•

At the end of each shift all field personnel will wash any areas of skin, which
may have come into contact with contaminants with soap and water. It is
recommended that work clothes (worn beneath protective equipment) be
frequently laundered,
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Emergency Decontamination Procedures
In the event of an emergency incident, the decontamination and disposal
procedures outlined above will be followed to the greatest extent possible as time
and circumstances permit.
The primary concern is to prevent loss of life or severe injury to site personnel. If
immediate medical treatment is required to save a life, decontamination should be
delayed until the victim is stabilized. If decontamination can be performed without
interfering with essential life-saving procedures or first aid, decontamination must
be performed immediately.
During emergency treatment, ensure that responding personnel (first aid,
paramedics, fire department, etc.) are aware of site hazards and are protected
from exposure to potential contaminants.
Fire Protection
Specific fire protection, prevention and procedures shall be in accordance the SOP
discussed in the Landfill Site Operating Plan (Part IV).
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Emergency Response
In the event of an emergency (accident, injury, fire, or toxic release) at the landfill
site, the following accident and emergency response procedures are to be followed.
1. Immediately call for Emergency Services at 911.
2. Evacuate public/customers from area.
3. Alert other facility personnel.
4. Shut down facility equipment.
5. Assess the situation
Within on-site capabilities:

Beyond on-site capabilities:

6a. Assess injuries sustained and treat
appropriately.

6b. Evacuate employees from area.

7a. Communicate result to Emergency 7b. Conduct headcount to ensure
Responders.

safety of all employees.
8b.

Support

Fire

Department

operations.

Following an emergency incident, the Health and Safety Coordinator will complete
an incident report and enter it into the operating record.
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Safe Work Practices
The following are general requirements for ensuring worker safety on the site:
•

Smoking is prohibited;

•

Cellular phones shall not be used when working within the landfill mining area;

•

Contaminated areas, if and when identified, shall be clearly marked and
entrance restricted only to those personnel wearing the appropriate level of
protection;

•

On-site personnel shall not eat in areas of landfill mining operations

•

All personnel working in contaminated areas shall decontaminate PPE as well
as wash their hands thoroughly with soap or mild detergent and water before
eating, drinking, smoking or using toilet facilities.

•

All equipment and tools must be used and maintained properly. Before use of
electrical equipment, including electrical power cords, they must be inspected
for damage. Damaged electrical equipment must be removed from service until
it has been repaired. All electrical equipment used outdoors or in wet weather
must be protected with a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI).

•

Loose-fitting clothing or loose long hair around moving machinery is not
acceptable.

7.

Recordkeeping and Reports §330.611

The operator shall submit all of the following:
Annual Report
The City shall submit annual written reports to the TCEQ. These reports shall at a
minimum include input and output quantities, a description of the soil end-product
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distribution, and all results of any required laboratory testing. A copy of the annual
report shall be kept on-site for a period of five years in the operating record.
Periodic Source Material Sampling
During the course of the operations of the landfill mining operation, samples of the
in place material shall be collected and analyzed using the “Test Methods for the
evaluation of Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods” (SW-846). One of each
representative type of waste (Municipal Solid Waste is the only type of waste
expected to be present) excavated during the operations, or a minimum of 5
composite samples, shall be collected and submitted to a certified laboratory at
least quarterly for a Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP) (Method
1311 from the above referenced SW-846) analysis for a period of two consecutive
years.

Should the SW-846 TCLP analysis show no hazardous constituents

present above the Reporting Limit for a period of 2 consecutive years, the quarterly
sampling and analysis may be discontinued.
Final Soil Product Testing Report
The City shall submit reports on final product testing to the executive director in
compliance with §330.613 of this title (relating to Sampling and Analysis Requirements
for Final Soil Product) on a quarterly basis.
8.

Sampling and Analysis Requirements for Final Soil Product §330.613

30 TAC §330.613 is not applicable to this mining operation, as it is authorized by Permit
and not Registration.
If the City wishes to classify soil grades for uses other than waste soil suitable for disposal
at the Type I working face, the City will test their final soil product in accordance §330.613.
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9.

Final Soil Product Grades and Allowable Uses §330.615

30 TAC §330.615 is not applicable to this mining operation, as it is authorized by Permit
and not Registration.
If the City wishes to classify soil grades for uses other than waste soil suitable for disposal
at the Type I working face, the City will test their final soil product in accordance §330.615.
Grade 1 Soil
There are no restrictions on the use of Grade 1 Soil. To be considered Grade 1 Soil,
the final product shall meet all of the following criteria:
Shall contain no foreign matter of a size or shape that can cause human or
animal injury;
Shall not exceed all Maximum Allowable Concentrations for Grade 1 Soil in
Table 2:
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Table 3 – Maximum Allowable Concentrations
PARAMETER

Grade 1 Soil

Grade 2 Soil

(mg/kg)

(mg/kg)

As

10

41

Cd

16

39

Cr (total)

180

1200

Cu

1020

1500

Pb

300

300

Hg

11

17

Mo

75

75

Ni

160

420

Se

36

36

Zn

2190

2800

PCBs

1

10

Shall not contain foreign matter in quantities that cumulatively are greater than
1.5% dry weight on a four millimeter screen;
Shall meet the requirements for pathogen reduction for Grade 1 Soil as
described in Table 3; and
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Table 4 – Allowable Final Product Standards
PARAMETER

Grade 1 Soil

Grade 2 Soil

Salinity (mmhos/cm)1

10

10

pH1

5.0 to 8.5

5.0 to 8.5

Pathogens:

less than 1,000 MPN
Fecal Coliform

per gram of solid or
meets PFRP

geometric mean density
less than 2,000,000 MPN
per gram of solids or meets
PSRP

less than 3 MPN per 4
Salmonella

grams total solid or

No maximum limit

meets PFRP

Shall meet the requirements for salinity and pH for Grade 1 Soil as described
in Table 2 of subparagraph (D) of this paragraph.
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Grade 2 Soil
To be considered Grade 2 Soil, the final product shall meet all of the following criteria:
Shall contain no foreign matter of a size or shape that can cause human or
animal injury;
Shall not exceed all Maximum Allowable Concentrations for Grade 2 Soil in
Table 2;
Shall not contain foreign matter in quantities that cumulatively are greater than
1.5% dry weight on a four millimeter screen;
Shall meet the requirements for pathogen reduction for Grade 2 Soil as
described in Table 3;
shall meet the requirements for salinity and pH for Grade 2 Soil as described
in Table 3; and
shall not be used at a residence, recreational area, or licensed child-care
facility, or for food chain crops.
Waste grade soil
Soil shall be classified as waste grade soil if:
Exceeds any one of the Maximum Allowable Concentrations for Grade 2 final
product in Table 2 are exceed for any one parameter;
Soil does not meet the other requirements of Grade 1 or Grade 2 Soil
Waste grade soil shall be used as Alternate Daily Cover, or shall be appropriately
disposed at a permitted municipal solid waste facility.
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Background and Purpose
This Special and Industrial Waste Plan (Plan) outlines the criteria for acceptance, and
the approval process required to allow the City of Denton ECO-W.E.R.C.S. Complex
(Complex) to receive and process or dispose of “special waste” as defined by the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) in §330.3. Wastes will be processed at
the Grease and Grit Trap Processing Facility, SSO Compost Facility or the Liquid Waste
Bulking Facility, or disposed of in the appropriate Class 1 (cell 6) or MSW landfill cell.
Complex staff applies this Plan to ensure that special wastes arriving at the Complex
garner the elevated level of attention necessary to properly dispose of them without
endangering human health or the environment. The Plan includes provisions for
identification of incoming special wastes and material-specific instructions for each
identified item. The Plan ensures that any special wastes accepted at the Complex will
be handled in accordance with TCEQ Rules & Regulations and only when appropriate
provisions have been made at the site for proper disposal. The facility will not accept
Class 1 industrial solid waste in excess of 20% of the total amount of the waste (not
including Class 1 wastes) accepted during the current or previous year in accordance
with §330.173(e).
The TCEQ generally defines special waste as “any solid waste or combination of solid
wastes that because of its quantity, concentration, physical or chemical characteristics,
or biological properties requires special handling and disposal to protect the human
health or the environment.” [30TAC§330.3]
Chapter 330 divides special wastes into three categories:


Allowable only with specific written authorization §330.171(b)



Allowable without specific written authorization §330.171(c)



Prohibited for Disposal §330.15(e)
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The Complex will accept wastes which require specific written authorization and wastes
which do not require specific written authorization. The Executive Direction may
authorize the receipt of special waste with a written concurrence from the facility;
however, the facility operator is not required to accept the waste.
Industrial Waste Definitions
Industrial wastes are solid wastes resulting from or incidental to any process of industry,
manufacturing, mining, or agricultural operations. In Texas, industrial waste is classified
in one of four categories: hazardous and three classes of nonhazardous. The Complex
may not accept hazardous industrial waste, as defined in §335.504, at any time for any
reason. However, they may accept nonhazardous industrial wastes subject to certain
limitations. Class 2 and Class 3 (§335.506 & 507) industrial nonhazardous wastes do
not require any special disposal procedures as long as their acceptance does not
interfere with Complex operation. The Complex will dispose of Class 1 Nonhazardous
Industrial Waste (§335.505), and must abide by the administrative requirements of
§330.173 and the operational standards stipulated in §330.179.

In brief summary,

determination of the category of industrial waste proceeds as follows:
2.1.

Industrial Hazardous Waste

An industrial waste is hazardous if it:


is listed in Part 261.D of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
[40CFR261.D]; or



exhibits characteristics in Part 261.C of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations [40CFR261.C]; and



is not excluded from the definition of solid waste or hazardous waste by
§335.1 or 40CFR261.A.
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2.2.

Class 1 Industrial Solid Waste

An industrial waste is Class 1 Nonhazardous if it:


contains constituents equal to or above levels listed in §335.521(a)(1) as
determined by the methods outlined in §335.505(1);



is Class 1 ignitable as determined by the methods outlined in §335.505(2);



is Class 1 corrosive as determined by the methods outlined in §335.505(3);



contains total recoverable cyanides above 20 mg/l (parts per million, ppm);



suffers from an absence of analytical data or process knowledge to prove the
waste is Class 2 or Class 3;



is identified as Class 1 by §335.508 (Classification of Specific Industrial Solid
Wastes); or



is not classified as hazardous as defined in §335.504, and a generator
chooses to classify it as Class 1.

2.3.

Class 2 Industrial Solid Waste

An Industrial Waste is Class 2 Nonhazardous if it is:


not classified as hazardous as defined in §335.504



is not a Class 1, nor Class 3; or



designated Class 2 by §335.508.

2.4.

Class 3 Industrial Solid Waste

An Industrial Waste is Class 3 Nonhazardous if it is


not hazardous;



not Class 1;



inert; and



essentially insoluble.
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Class 3 wastes include materials such as inert materials (rock, brick, soil, etc.) which
are not readily degradable.
Waste Allowable Without Specific Written Authorization §330.171(c)
Receipt of the following special wastes does not specifically require written authorization
for acceptance provided the waste is handled in accordance with the noted provisions
for each waste.


Treated medical waste



Slaughterhouse waste, subject to immediate cover



Dead animals, subject to immediate cover



Regulated Asbestos Containing Material (RACM)



Non-regulated asbestos containing material (non-RACM), avoiding potential
crumbling



Municipal hazardous waste from conditionally exempt small-quantity generators
(CESQGs), up to 220 pounds (100 kg) per month per generator



Sludge or liquid waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter Test



Grease or grit trap waste from municipal sources, passing Paint Filter Test



Empty pesticide (insecticide, herbicide, fungicide, or rodenticide) containers,
subject to limitations



Crushed used oil filters from household sources

3.1.

Treated Medical Wastes §330.171(c)(1)

Medical wastes from health-care related facilities which have been treated in
accordance with Subchapter Y and provisions of 25TAC1.136 will be accepted for
disposal at this site. Treated medical waste may be managed as routine municipal
solid waste per §330.1219(e).
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Medical wastes that have not been treated must not be accepted at a landfill unless
authorized in writing by the executive director (Refer to Section 4.2 of this
Document).
3.2.

Slaughterhouse Waste & Dead Animals §330.171(c)(2)

The site will receive dead animals or slaughterhouse wastes that are delivered
independently of other classed waste. Dead animals or slaughterhouse wastes that
are received in this manner will be buried and covered with a minimum of 3 feet of
solid waste or a minimum of 2 feet of soil immediately upon receipt. If dead animal or
slaughterhouse wastes are co-mingled with the solid waste when received, the
animals will be isolated as practicable and disposed as regular dead animal or
slaughterhouse waste.
3.3.

Regulated Asbestos Containing Material §330.171(c)(3)

The site will receive RACM as defined in 40 CFR Part 61 for disposal in the Type I
landfill cells. The Complex must meet the disposal requirements discussed in Part
IV – Section 30.
3.4.

Non-Regulated Asbestos Containing Material §330.171(c)(4)

Nonregulated asbestos containing materials (non-RACM) may be accepted for
disposal provided the wastes are placed on the active working face and covered in
accordance with 30 TAC Chapter 330. Under no circumstances may any material
containing non-RACM be placed on any surface or roadway that is subject to
vehicular traffic or disposed of by any other means by which the material could be
crumbled into a friable state.
3.5.

CESQG Municipal Hazardous Waste §330.171(c)(6)

Municipal hazardous waste from a conditionally exempt small quantity generator
(CESQG), as defined in §335.78(a), may be accepted at the City of Denton ECO-
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W.E.R.C.S. Complex without further approval from the executive director provided
the amount of waste does not exceed 220 pounds (100 kilograms) per month per
generator.
3.6.

Sludge, Grease and Grit Trap Waste §330.171(c)(7)

Sludge, grease trap waste, grit trap waste, or liquid wastes from municipal sources
can be accepted for disposal only if the material has been, or is to be, treated or
processed and the treated/processed material has been tested, in accordance with
Test Method 9095 (Paint Filter Liquids Test), as described in "Test Methods for
Evaluating Solid Wastes, Physical/Chemical Methods" (United States Environmental
Protection Agency Publication Number SW-846), as amended, and is certified to
contain no free liquids. The Complex shall process the grease and grit waste at their
grease and grit processing facility (GGTF) as described in grease and grit trap
processing facility’s SOP, Part IV Appendix A.

Sludge or other liquid wastes

accepted for disposal that do not pass the paint filter tests shall be mixed with
bulking agents such as sawdust, auto fluff, fly ash, concrete, dirt, or sand at the
Liquid Waste Bulking Facility, as described in Part IV Appendix E. Once the bulked
material passes the paint filter test, it is then transported to the active face for
disposal.
3.7.

Empty Containers §330.171(c)(5)

Empty containers, which have a capacity of 5 or more gallons (i.e. not household
products), that have been used for pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, or rodenticides
may be disposed of provided that:


the containers are triple-rinsed prior to receipt at the landfill;



containers are rendered unusable prior to or upon receipt at the landfill; and



containers are covered by the end of the same working day they are received.
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Those containers for which triple-rinsing is not feasible or practical (e.g., paper bags,
cardboard containers), recognized as municipal hazardous waste from a
conditionally exempt small quantity generator, may be disposed of under the
provisions of Section 3.5 of this Plan or in accordance with §330.173, as applicable.
3.8.

Used Oil Filters

Used oil filters must not be offered for disposal by a generator and/or be intentionally
and knowingly accepted for landfill disposal unless the filter has been:


crushed to less than 20% of its original volume to remove all free-flowing
used oil; or



processed by a method other than crushing to remove all free-flowing used
oil. A filter is considered to have been processed if
o filter has been separated into component parts and the free-flowing
used oil has been removed from the filter element by some means of
compression in order to remove free-flowing used oil;
o the used filter element of a filter consisting of a replaceable filtration
element in a reusable or permanent housing has been removed from
the housing and pressed to remove free-flowing used oil; or
o housing is punctured and the filter is drained for at least 24 hours.

Wastes Allowable Only With Specific Written Authorization §330.171(b)
The Complex intends to accept the following special wastes allowed by TCEQ
regulations which require written authorization from the executive director. Approval of
this Permit Amendment shall qualify as written authorization. Subsequent sections of
this Plan address each of the following special wastes intended to be accepted that are
listed in 30 TAC §330.3(148) and not addressed in Section 3 of this Plan.


Class 1 industrial nonhazardous waste



Untreated medical waste
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Septic tank pumpings



Commercial or industrial wastewaters



Air pollution control facility waste



Drugs or contaminated foods/beverages not in normal household waste



Incinerator ash



Petroleum contaminated soil

Prior to these special wastes being accepted for processing and/or disposal at the
Complex, a request for approval to accept special wastes must be submitted by the
generator to the Complex, and shall include, but not be limited to the following:


a complete description of the chemical and physical characteristics of each
waste, a statement as to whether or not each waste is a Class 1 industrial waste
as defined in §330.3 of this title, and the quantity and rate at which each waste is
produced and/or the expected frequency of disposal;



for Class 1 industrial solid waste, a hazardous waste determination as required
by §335.6(c) of this title (relating to Notification Requirements);

When such wastes are to be disposed of at the Landfill, a complete special and
industrial waste profile (Refer to Attachment IV-D-1 – Forms) will be required prior to
acceptance of the special wastes and will be maintained in the Operating Record. This
profile includes the following:


A written declaration by the generator that the waste stream is nonhazardous
waste.



Estimate of the anticipated quantity, rate, and frequency of disposal for each
special waste.

The Executive Director may revoke an authorization to accept special waste if the
owner or operator does not maintain compliance with these rules or conditions imposed
in the authorization to accept special waste.
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4.1.

Class 1 Industrial Nonhazardous Waste

Class 1 industrial nonhazardous waste shall be accepted at the City of Denton ECOW.E.R.C.S. Complex. See Section 31 of Part IV – Site Operating Plan, Disposal of
Special and Industrial Wastes for more information.
If a waste is Class 1 only because of asbestos content, the landfill is authorized to
accept regulated asbestos-containing material (RACM), and may dispose of it. All
Class 1 industrial asbestos wastes must be manifested.
4.2.

Untreated Medical Waste

Medical wastes that have not been treated in accordance with the procedures
specified in 30 TAC 330 Subchapter Y (relating to Medical Waste Management) will
be accepted if authorized in writing by the Executive Director.

The Executive

Director may provide this authorization when a situation exists that requires disposal
of untreated medical wastes in order to protect the human health and the
environment from the effects of a natural or man-made disaster.
4.3.

Septic Tank Pumpings

Septic tank pumpings shall be accepted at the appropriate facility within the
Complex for processing and disposal. TCEQ regulations define septage as “The
liquid and solid material pumped from a septic tank, cesspool, or similar sewage
treatment system.” [§330.3(138)].
Prior to acceptance of any septage, the generator must submit a request for
approval that provides information listed in Section 9 of this Plan. The generator
shall submit this request at least ninety (90) days prior to delivery.
If the waste is considered “liquid waste from municipal sources,” then it is acceptable
without written approval.
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Surveillance personnel will identify the vacuum truck transporting septage.

The

septage will be treated until it contains no free liquids either at the Grease and Grit
Trap Waste Processing Facility (Refer to Part IV Appendix A) or Liquid Waste
Bulking Facility (Refer to Part IV Appendix E).
The landfill staff will dispose septic tank pumpings in a manner that allows for
immediate covering by other MSW. Reference Section 20 of Part IV, relating odor
management for accepted sludge and septage waste.
4.4.

Wastes from Commercial or Industrial Wastewater Treatment

Wastes from commercial or industrial wastewater treatment will be accepted for
processing by solidification and subsequent disposal (Refer to Part IV Appendix E).
4.5.

Air Pollution Control Waste

Air pollution control waste is any solid waste generated as a direct result of removal
of contaminants from air which may post a threat to human health or the
environment, or with properties which make the disposal of such waste difficult to
manage.
For Disposal requirements, refer to Section 30 of PART IV – Site Operating Plan,
Disposal of Special and Industrial Wastes.
4.6.

Drugs

Drugs may be accepted for disposal at the Type 1 Landfill.
4.7.

Contaminated Food or Beverage

Contaminated food or beverage products, which are not contained in normal
household waste, will not be disposed of at the landfill unless the Source Separated
Organics Compost Facility cannot accept these wastes for composting for
operational reasons.
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Contaminated food or beverage products may be accepted for processing at the
Source Separated Organics Compost Facility (Refer to Part IV Appendix F).
Alternatively, if the SSO Compost Facility cannot accept these contaminated food or
beverage products, they may be processed at the Liquid Waste Bulking Facility
(Refer to Part IV Appendix E).
4.8.

Incinerator Ash

Ash produced by incinerators will be accepted for disposal or in some cases
stockpiled as a liquid waste bulking agent.
Should this waste be accepted for immediate disposal, refer to Section 30 of PART
IV – Site Operating Plan, Disposal of Special and Industrial Wastes for disposal and
handling information.
4.9.

Contaminated Soil 330.171(b)(4)

Contaminated soils are soils contaminated by petroleum products, crude oils, or
chemicals in concentrations of greater than 1500 ppm total petroleum hydrocarbons;
or contaminated by constituents of concern that exceed the concentrations listed in
Table 1 of 30TAC335.521(a)(1) relating to Appendices.
The Complex may accept contaminated soils if the waste is accompanied by a
waste manifest or documentation of sufficient number of samples that characterize
the chemical constituents in the waste, including concentrations and volume of each
chemical constituent.
The Complex will use the information provided in the waste manifest or
documentation accompanying the waste to identify the influent waste as
contaminated soil and proceed with authorized handling and disposal. The
procedures for handling contaminated soils are presented in Section 30.3.18 of Part
IV.
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Prohibited for Disposal §330.15(e)
The following wastes are accepted for further processing at the Complex, but are
prohibited for disposal.


Used oil;



Lead acid storage batteries;



Used oil filters from any non-household source;



Whole used or scrap tires;



Refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners, and other items with chlorinated
fluorocarbons (CFCs) still in them;



Liquid wastes, unless processed to remove free liquids;



Regulated hazardous waste;



Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) waste;



Radioactive materials, and



Explosive materials

Waste surveillance personnel may identify these wastes co-mingled with MSW. See
Section 12 relating the waste surveillance plan executed by landfill personnel.
Class 1 Waste Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements §335.15
The following are recordkeeping requirements for the Complex receiving Class 1 waste.
Unmanifested Class 1 waste shall not be accepted for disposal or processing.
The Complex shall:


Retain a copy of each manifest for a minimum of 3 years from the date of
shipment by the generator.



Prepare a complete and correct Monthly Waste Receipt Summary for all
manifested Class 1 waste shipments received.

The Monthly Waste Receipt

Summary shall be submitted to the executive director on or before the 25 th of
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each month for wastes or manifests received during the previous month. Reports
will be submitted on forms provided by the commission and will include all
information required. A Monthly Waste Receipt Summary shall be prepared and
submitted even if no waste is received.


Maintain a copy of each Monthly Waste Receipt Summary for a minimum of 3
years from the date of each Summary.
General Inspection Requirements §335.585

The Complex shall inspect the features stated in Table 1 that are important to
preventing, detecting, or responding to environmental or human health hazards; and the
inspection schedule shall be maintained at the Complex. Deterioration or malfunction of
the specified features identified by the inspection must be remedied on a schedule that
ensures that the problem does not lead to an environmental or human health hazard.
Where a hazard is imminent or has already occurred, remedial action shall be taken
immediately. The inspections shall be recorded in an inspection log or summary, and
retained in accordance with the requirements of §335.113(d). At minimum, the records
must include the date and time of the inspection, the name of the inspector, a notation
of the observations made, and the date and nature of any repairs or other remedial
actions.
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Control of liquids processed at the operation will be controlled by the procedures in
Part IV – Appendix D – Special and Industrial Waste Acceptance Plan. A more
complete discussion of the quality control process is presented in the following
sections.
3.

Description of Waste

Untreated liquid wastes which typically cannot pass the paint filter test include
nonhazardous industrial wastes and sludges, food and beverage byproducts and
other nonhazardous liquids. These liquids will generally be transported to the facility
by private haulers in vacuum trucks, tank trucks, and sealed containers in
accordance with §330.171(b)(3). The facility is approved to accept liquid waste by
approval of this permit for processing in the LWBF. The liquids will originate from
food and beverage processing plants, and other commercial and industrial facilities.
4.

Processing Method

The bulking process involves the addition of a solid material that will absorb the
liquid and form a sludge that can be disposed of in the landfill. Materials used for
bulking are described in Section 5 below. The bulking process has the advantages of
being a simple process that does not require discharge to a wastewater treatment
plant.
5.

Bulking Agents

The bulking agent used in the liquid waste solidification process will be lime, fly ash,
kiln dust, foundry dust, sawdust, wood chips, or other acceptable materials as
approved by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ). The following
is a brief description of selected bulking agents.
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Lime

Lime is a grayish-white powder, often called quicklime.

It is obtained by

heating (calcining) limestone and releasing carbon dioxide from the calcium
carbonate. Lime has been used in similar processes for many years and is very
effective in solidifying many types of sludges.
Fly Ash

Fly ash is the particulate matter collected in air pollution control equipment used
for cleaning flue gas from burning pulverized coal. It has been used in similar
processes almost as long as lime and is very effective in solidifying many types of
sludges.
Kiln Dust

Kiln dust is the particulate matter collected in air pollution control equipment
used for cleaning exhaust gases from kilns in the manufacture of cement. It is
very effective in solidifying many types of sludges.
Foundry Dust

Foundry dust is the particulate matter collected in air pollution control equipment
used for cleaning exhaust gases from the casting of metals in a foundry. It is
very effective in solidifying many types of sludges. Foundry dust mixing ratios
vary greatly depending on the foundry process.
Sawdust

Woodworking machines produce large quantities of sawdust. The particulate
matter that is removed from the air exhaust systems for these machines can be
used to solidify liquids. Other types of sawdust material with larger particles may
be placed on the waste to temporarily control odors.
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Wood Chips

Wood chips are produced through the grinding and chipping of wood material
such as trees, stumps, and clean wood products.

It has been effective in

solidifying liquids and may be placed on top of the waste to control odors.
6.

Monitoring

Incoming liquid waste will be documented on a Generator Waste Profile Sheet
(GWPS), or other required manifest. A copy of the GWPS is presented in Part
IV – Appendix D. Incoming waste will also be pre-characterized by the generator in
accordance with the facility's approved waste acceptance procedures listed in
the Part IV – Appendix D.

The pre-characterization will include analytical

analysis and/or process information as necessary to make the determination that the
waste is nonhazardous. No waste material will be accepted at the site that is not precharacterized or does not have the proper manifest(s).
The landfill may request and use additional information to assist in evaluating an
industrial or non-industrial liquid waste for management at the Facility.

Such

information includes, but is not limited to, analytical data, product and/or raw
component Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), additional waste composition data,
and pertinent letters or memoranda
Upon arrival, each load, other than food vendor grease-trap wastes shall be verified
and the shipment compared to the waste approval records for conformity.

Any

discrepancy which cannot be rectified will result in the rejection of the load.
7.

Storage and Processing

Accepted loads of liquids will be directed to the processing area for discharge into the
liquid holding tanks. Compatible liquids may be mixed in the holding tanks. The liquids
will be temporarily stored at the facility (no longer than 72 hours) and either be
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bulked and disposed of in the landfill or transported and processed at a permitted
off-site facility. Bulked wastes will pass a paint filter test (EPA SW-846/9095) before
they are transported for disposal to the landfill working face.
Operation of the facility will include the following:


Control of dust by wetting the roads and facility area and covering the bulking
agent storage tanks when not in use.



Control of odors by covering the tanks, or using sawdust or wood chips for
temporary odor masking.



Protect the health and environment of employees, citizens, and surrounding
communities by operating the facility in accordance with TCEQ, EPA, OSHA, and
other applicable regulations.



Facility personnel will be trained in the bulking procedure, acceptable testing
method, recognition of waste streams and their compatibility, daily operations,
recordkeeping and reporting, implementation of emergency procedures, fire
protection, and regulations pertaining to liquid waste disposal as set forth by
the TCEQ.

8.

Testing and Recordkeeping

The testing and recordkeeping requirements are listed below.


The Paint Filter Liquid Test (EPA Method SW-846/9095) is required immediately prior
to disposal of the waste in the landfill. Representative grab samples shall be obtained
at a rate of one per batch of treated material.



Records concerning the type, quantity, source, and test results of liquid wastes
processed shall be maintained on a daily basis, and become part of the site
operating record.
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9.

Training of Operational Personnel

Personnel involved in the bulking facility shall receive adequate training in the bulking
procedure, acceptable testing method, recognition of waste streams and their
compatibility, daily operations, recordkeeping and reporting, implementation of
emergency procedures, and regulations pertaining to liquid waste disposal.
10.

Closure

Prior to additional MSW fill being placed in the area of the Liquid Waste Bulking
Facility, the mixing area, and assorted piping and equipment will be removed. All
liquid wastes will be treated and disposed of in the landfill or an off-site permitted
disposal facility. A notice will be sent to the TCEQ and placed in the Site Operating
Record noting the specific steps taken to decommission the facility.
11.

Fire Protection

The processed and unprocessed liquid wastes from the Liquid Waste Bulking
Facility, are not flammable. Wood chips or other potential flammable bulking agent

will be stockpiled at the facility away from structures and the waste unloading area
to prevent fires, and to facilitate firefighting measures specifically related to these
materials, as discussed below.
Adequate supply of water under pressure will be available on the facility for
firefighting purposes. The site is provided with fire extinguishers as recommended
by the local Fire Department. Fire extinguishers are regularly inspected and will be
fully-charged and ready for use at all times. In the event of early fire detection, a
hand-held fire extinguisher may be able to fight the fire. Other fire-fighting methods
include smothering of soil, separating burning material from other waste, and
spraying with water from a water truck.
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1.

Background and Purpose

The City of Denton’s City Council has established a 40% waste diversion goal. One
method of achieving that goal is a successful city-wide recycling and waste minimization
program, which now includes source-separated organics (SSO) collection and
processing services to our customers.
The City completed an SSO composting pilot study in early 2011 and subsequently an
NOI to operate this facility was submitted and effective on January 9, 2012. The
facility operates under the requirements of 30 TAC §332 Subchapter B, “Operations
Requiring a Notification.”
The City receives SSO materials such as produce, meats, beverages, and other
vegetative materials at its organics composting facility. This SSO material is
incorporated with bulking materials such as ground wood, ground yard trimmings, and
the “compost overs” from the compost screening operation at the City’s yard waste cocomposting operation. No material which has come into contact with bio solids will be
incorporated into the SSO process. The SSO materials are aerobically composted using
windrow and static pile composting methods. This composting facility shall be located
above any composite lined area near the working face for operational flexibility. See
Figure IV-F.1 for the location on Cell 5.
This operating plan provides an outline for SSO materials and bulking materials to be
combined and composted using windrow and static pile aerobic composting methods.
The Plan provides a general layout concept of the composting area and provides details
related to:


Type of Feedstock



Feedstock preparation;



Windrow and static pile construction;
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Windrow and static pile turning;



Compost monitoring and testing;



Compost curing; and



Reference documents

The Plan provides details for the operation of a composting site; however, certain
operational activities may be modified to enhance operations as future experience
dictates.
This SSO Compost facility is authorized under the Landfill Standard Air Permit.
2.

Site Layout §332.34

The organic materials composting operation will be located above any composite lined
area of the landfill, and will occupy an area of approximately four acres. Additionally,
setback distance from all property boundaries to the edge of the area receiving,
processing, or storing feedstock or finished product shall be at least 50 feet. Figure IVF.1 provides the general site layout for the SSO compost facility on Cell 5. The exact
orientation and length of windrows will vary depending upon the geometry of the area
provided for the operation.
Figure IV-F.1 illustrates the layout of feedstock stockpile and windrow configuration for
composting and in-row curing areas. It is assumed that in-row curing would only occur
when the site is operating below its maximum capacity.

As the site approaches

maximum capacity, the curing piles may be placed adjacent to the active windrow area
on any composite lined area for operational flexibility. Grinding woody materials and
yard waste feedstock will be conducted within the landfill permit boundary. Screening
and stockpiling of finished compost will be conducted within the landfill permit boundary
or at the wastewater treatment plant’s compost facility.
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The general configuration shown on Figure IV-F.1 provides for ingress and egress to
the compost area with spacing between the windrows to allow for collection truck
movement around the site and access to building, turning and moving windrow by the
heavy equipment. The layout of the compost site may be modified based on facility
needs and experience as operations develop. The site layout as presented in Figure
IV-F.1 provides for the primary work and stockpile/windrow areas in addition to the
access roads.
Since ground yard waste and other ground woody feedstock will be mixed with the SSO
at a ratio of 3:1 it is prudent to keep a stockpile of this feedstock close by. An area of
approximately 11,000 square feet (SF) is identified which could easily stockpile more
than 2,000 cubic yards (CY) of this type of feedstock.
The Site Layout shows pairs of windrows constructed approximately 16 feet wide next
to each other with a five-foot gap and then 20 feet of work area between the windrow
pairs. This will allow windrow construction with a front end loader and turning with a selfpropelled windrow turner or front end loader. A 50-foot break is shown within the length
of the windrow for access to windrows constructed after the initial pair. It is anticipated
that during initial operations, the quantity of material available will not be sufficient to
construct windrows the full length of the composting area. Once a windrow is
constructed and begins the curing process, subsequent windrows bill be built with a 50foot break to permit construction and vehicle circulation between windrows in various
stages of curing. At higher capacities, the 50-foot break will not be required, as
windrows will be constructed in greater lengths. However, at the maximum operating
capacity, the City would not need these 50 foot breaks. Therefore, there would be
approximately 2,600 linear feet of windrows at maximum capacity.
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It is estimated that the City could accept up to 79 tons per week of SSO based on this
maximum capacity. Under this scenario, the City would turn over the entire site every
six weeks, which is the amount of time the compost needs to be in windrows before
being moved to a cure pile.
Based on a configuration of 16-foot wide windrow pairs with 20-foot wide spacing
between, the 50-foot breaks, a windrow height of five feet and assuming a trapezoidal
shaped windrow, the site will have a total capacity of approximately 4,300 cubic yards of
incoming material (SSO and yard trimmings combined). This increases to 5,300 cubic
yards without the 50-foot breaks.
Daily operations will consist of preparing feedstock, building windrows and static piles,
monitoring active compost piles, turning windrows and static piles, moving compost to
curing piles, and then screening and stockpiling final compost for distribution.
3.

Composting Process §332.34(12)(A)

Per the requirements of §330.65(a), Part IV presents instructions and procedures for the
daily operation of every component of the City of Denton Complex. Specifically, the
SOP covers the operations of composting unit at the City of Denton Complex in
accordance with §332.34(12). The composting unit will operate according to all
applicable state and federal laws.
3.1.

Feedstock Identification §332.34(12)(A)(i)

All feedstock materials will be managed in accordance with 30 TAC §332. The
facility shall not cause endangerment of human health and welfare, or the
environment. The process will provide aerobic decomposition of organic,
non-hazardous feedstocks. The feedstock to be utilized for this SSO composting
process includes:
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Source-separated meat, fish, dead animal carcasses, oils, greases, or dairy
materials.



Source-separated yard trimmings, clean wood material, vegetative material,
paper, or manure.
o Yard trimmings and clean wood material includes: yard waste, brush,
and ground wood, stumps, and root balls.
o Vegetative material includes: liquids and beverages which incorporate
plant based ingredients (also refer to Definitions in this Plan).

The following sections more fully describe each of these bulleted items. Feedstocks
specifically listed in 30 TAC §332.31(a) shall not be accepted for composting at this
facility.
3.1.1. Source-Separated Organic Waste
Source-separated organic (SSO) waste is being collected by the City and other
authorized haulers from designated locations. The City is providing generators
with the appropriate containers and collection is provided once per week. The
initial volume of SSO so far has been 15 tons per week. Composting operation
volumes are anticipated to increase as the City expands its organics customer
base.
3.1.2. Ground Wood, Stumps and Root Balls
Ground wood, stumps and root balls that are collected by the City or delivered to
the site may be used as feedstock for the compost operation. Stumps and root
balls are stockpiled until they are ground. These materials are incorporated into
the compost operation along with yard waste, with a general ratio of three to one.
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3.1.3. Yard Waste
The City collects yard waste, brush, and tree trimmings (green waste) as part of
the solid waste collection services for the area. Additional green waste is brought
to the City waste management property from the region and stockpiled until it is
ground. Ground yard waste becomes a feedstock for the compost process and is
moved to the composting area for use as needed. The general mixture ratio of
yard waste feedstock to SSO for composting is three to one.
3.1.4. Liquids
Liquids (as defined in the Definitions) which are appropriate for the support of
aerobic composting may be incorporated into the SSO Composting operation.
Leachate from landfills and mixed municipal solid waste composting operations
will not be used on composting process.
3.1.5. Bulk Foods and Vegetative Material
Bulk source-separated foods and vegetative material may be accepted as
feedstock. The bulk material will be added to the yard waste feedstock in the
windrow or static pile.
3.2.

Tipping Process §332.34(12)(A)(ii)

The feedstock to be utilized for this organic waste composting process in conjunction
with the SSO includes yard trimmings consisting of grass, leaves, tree trimmings,
brush collected by the City as part of their solid waste collection services, and other
organics. Other haulers and landscapers also deliver yard waste for use in this
process. This source-separated organic waste collection is part of a special service
being provided by the City and other non-city service providers.
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When feedstock materials are delivered to the site, staff will direct the haulers to the
SSO composting area for unloading.
Yard waste and woody waste materials may be unloaded and stockpiled adjacent to
active compost windrows or static piles for incorporation into new windrows or static
piles as needed.
The SSO operators receive SSO on a set schedule and will be prepared to accept
the SSO prior to its arrival. When SSO material is delivered to the compost site, the
haul truck will drive onto the layer of woody feedstock and unload the SSO material
onto the constructed layer of woody feedstock.
The City of Denton shall obtain written permission from the Commission before
significantly changing the process.
3.3.

Process Description §332.34(12)(A)(iii)

Any SSO composting unit that will be operated on the permitted landfill will always
take place entirely an improved concrete surface, or within the lined landfill disposal
footprint and within the area of active stormwater collection and management.
Stormwater from the compost area will be collected in a runoff/ stormwater collection
pond lined with a geosynthetic liner and recirculated to the composting process or
incorporated in the leachate management system. The pond is sized to
accommodate runoff from the 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event, with 1-foot of
freeboard. The detailed pond sizing calculation is included in Appendix III-B-1.10.
Stormwater from the SSO Composting area will not be discharged to surface water
or groundwater. As the landfill is developed, it will be necessary to move the SSO
compost operation to another suitable lined area to allow for landfill filling operations
to continue uninterrupted.
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3.3.1. Feedstock Preparation
Feedstock preparation for this compost operation will be related to grinding and
mixing of yard waste, brush, wood, stumps, and root balls. This material is
delivered to the Facility via the City solid waste collections and other authorized
haulers. Stockpiles of yard waste, wood and brush are then prepared (ground)
and moved into large stockpiles for use by the SSO composting operation.
Except for initial start-up and shut-down, the receiving chamber on all grinders
shall be adequately filled prior to commencement of grinding and remain filled
during grinding operations to minimize emissions. The grinder(s) shall be
equipped with low-velocity fog nozzles spaced to create a continuous fog curtain
or the operator shall have portable watering equipment available during the
grinding operation. If used, conveyor(s) shall be equipped with a water or
mechanical dust suppression system. These controls shall be utilized as
necessary for maximum control of dust when stockpiling ground material. The
ground woody feedstock will be moved by loader and/or dump truck to the
designated area of the composting site for stockpiling and use as necessary. The
City's SSO collections may also deliver SSO feedstock, other than woody waste,
to the compost site for direct incorporation into the windrows and static piles as
they are being constructed. SSO feedstock will not be stored on site, mixed with
other woody feedstock, or used as a bulking material, prior to windrow or static
pile construction. The SSO feedstock will be incorporated into the windrow or
static pile during its construction and subsequently mixed into the static pile or
windrow by turning the material, on the day it is received. Odor and vector control
from the SSO feedstock will not be necessary since the SSO feedstock will not
be stored on-site, as it is directly incorporated into woody feedstock on the day it
is received.
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The initial volume of SSO waste so far has been approximately 15 tons per week
(T/Wk). Composting guidelines call for a mixture ratio of three parts ground wood
and yard waste (woody feedstock) to one part SSO waste on a weight per weight
basis to obtain a proper carbon to nitrogen ratio. The reasonable range of carbon
to nitrogen is between 20:1 and 40:1 for composting. Raw materials should
normally be blended to approximately 30:1 (weight:weight) carbon-to-nitrogen
ratio. This will require approximately 45 T/Wk of woody feedstock to mix with the
SSO waste. Assuming a density of 625 pounds per cubic yard for woody
feedstock approximately 150 cubic yards of woody feedstock will be required per
week for the 15 T/Wk of SSO waste. For the purpose of estimating the volume of
SSO waste received, an estimated density of 1,200 pounds per cubic yard is
used. At 15 T/Wk this calculates to a volume of approximately 25 cubic yards.
The windrow or static pile will be constructed by placing an initial layer of woody
feedstock on the surface, approximately 2 feet thick with a length commensurate
with the amount of organics being added. When SSO material is delivered to the
compost site, the haul truck will drive onto the layer of woody feedstock and
unload the SSO material onto the constructed layer of woody feedstock,
spreading the organic material approximately one foot thick over the surface of
the woody feedstock. The SSO material will then be covered with an addition two
to three feet of woody feedstock. After the windrow or static pile is constructed
and settles, mixing of the waste is conducted within a day or two using a front
end loader or windrow turner. The City will monitor odors after the first time the
windrow or static pile is turned and add a thin layer of woody feedstock if
significant odor is present. A windrow or static pile may need to be turned two to
three times within the first week to obtain a homogeneous mixture of material to
maintain the aerobic process.
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As an alternative approach to the method described in the preceding paragraph,
the City may also choose to designate a pre-mixing area where SSO and woody
feedstock are mixed (using a front-end loader) prior to placing the material in
windrows. If the City chooses this method, a thin cover of yard trimmings should
be placed on the windrow once it is constructed. Pre-mixing should be done
immediately after the SSO is unloaded from the collection vehicle to minimize
odors.
A break of approximately 50 feet within the length of the windrow may be
necessary for collection trucks to drive or back onto and off of the constructed
windrow base when the City is only constructing one to two windrows per week.
The spacing may be modified in the future as volumes increase.
It is anticipated that SSO materials will be collected and delivered to the compost
site during the normal operating hours of the landfill.
3.3.2. Monitoring
Monitoring of the compost windrow or static pile provides the data necessary to
manage composting operations and to determine when compost should be
moved to another location, to a curing pile and/or when composting is completed.
The active composting period for most windrows and static piles are generally
three to six weeks followed by compost curing. The compost curing period is
generally between two to six months to achieve final compost suitable for
screening and product utilization as Grade 1 or 2 compost.
Temperature
Temperature within a composting windrow can be checked daily with a digital
read-out or dial thermometer with a probe. The general guideline for temperature
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monitoring is to insert the thermometer at 1- and 3-foot depth of the static pile or
at 20-foot intervals for a windrow. Temperatures should be checked in the same
general location each day.
TCEQ composting rules require temperature within the composting pile or
windrow to be maintained at approximately 130°Farenheit (F) (54.5°C) for a
minimum period of 15 days. This is to ensure the destruction of pathogens and
weed seeds. Aerobic composting systems are operated in the general range of
temperature from 130°F (54°C) to 140°F (60°C). Temperatures between 113°F
(45°C) and 138°F (59°C) generally provide the highest rates of decomposition. It
is important to understand that excessively high temperature (greater than 160°F
(71°C)) inhibits microbial activity and at temperatures above 179°F (81.5°C)
biological activity to achieve a compost final product is compromised. At
temperatures of 204°F (95.5°C) or more, spontaneous combustion can occur in
the presence of oxygen.
Daily records and graphs can be kept to record temperature trends for better
process management. As a general rule, windrows and static piles should be
turned:


At approximately 150°F (65.5°C);



If the temperature drops without cause;



If the difference between the 1- and 3-foot temperature reading is greater
than 20°F (10°C).

Most composting windrow and static pile temperatures will peak after
approximately 15 days of active composting. Thereafter, decomposition rates
and temperature decreases, marking the end of active aerobic digestion and the
beginning of curing. Although temperature is important, it is only one of several
indicators used in windrow and static pile compost process management.
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Consistent with the requirements of TAC Title 30, Chapter 332, Subchapter B,
Rule §332.23 Operation Requirements: (2) Pathogen reduction. The City shall
maintain the temperature of the composting materials at 55ºC (131°F) or higher
for 15 days or longer in its windrows or static piles and a minimum of five turnings
of the windrow or static pile.
Moisture
The optimal moisture range for composting is 46 - 64 percent by weight. Optimal
moisture is achieved through the addition of liquids, high moisture content
materials compatible with the process, and various types of water. Low moisture
hinders the composting process because:


Microbes need liquids to metabolize the organics; and



Low moisture content in compost windrows and static piles result in
reduced levels of metabolism, and the lowered biological activity of the
aerobic micro-organism population, thus slowing the composting process.

Moisture content greater than 64 percent adversely impacts the pore spaces
within the windrow or static pile by displacing all or part of the air with liquid. This
results in:


insufficient oxygen to maintain aerobic digestion at an adequate metabolic
rate to achieve compost process performance criteria;



producing anaerobic conditions which result in a loss of optimal process
temperature range; and



in the production of nuisance odors that may manifest themselves as a
result of anaerobic digestion.

Moisture content can be determined by testing a collected representative
compost sample. To collect a sample:
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Collect 4-6 representative samples from the windrow or static pile; dig into
the windrow or static pile at various locations to collect compost from
within the pile. A small shovel or handful of compost from each location is
sufficient.



Place samples in a large container, such as a 5-gallon bucket



Mix the four to six samples within the container and remove composite
sample and place the composite sample in a sealed container.



To determine the percent moisture of the composite sample, it should be
tested for moisture content in a laboratory in accordance with the most
current ASTM standards.



For rapid onsite testing, ASTM D4643 may be used to determine moisture
content by microwave oven heating.

Oxygen
Windrow and static pile composting being conducted in this operation is an
aerobic process; therefore, oxygen is necessary for the aerobic digestion
process. The concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere is 21 percent. Optimal
oxygen concentrations for composting should be 10 to16 percent. Oxygen levels
should not drop below 6 percent or anaerobic activity may take over. Odors
associated with anaerobic activity are minimized when oxygen concentrations
are above 15 percent. It is important to remember that as the windrow or static
pile heats up and temperatures increase, oxygen will be consumed at a faster
rate as a result of the increased rate of aerobic metabolism and the oxygen
concentration may begin to fall.
Windrow and static pile oxygen concentrations can be measured using a portable
analyzer equipped with a perforated probe and a digital readout. The general
guideline for oxygen monitoring is to insert the probe at 1- and 3-foot depths in
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the static pile or windrow, sampling the windrow at 20-foot intervals. Oxygen
concentrations should be checked in the same general location each day.
Density
The bulk density of the compost mix in windrows or static piles should be in the
range of 700 to 800 pounds per cubic yard; it is necessary to reduce the bulk
density of the SSO waste when received to less than 1,000 to 1,200 pounds per
cubic yard so that compaction does not cause windrows and static piles to
become difficult to aerate. To determine the bulk density of the compost pile a
sample of known volume can be collected and weighed.
If the density of the compost windrow or static pile is greater than 1,200 pounds
per cubic yard, a bulking agent (e.g., wood chips, mulch, or other bulking agent)
may need to be added to the compost to increase porosity and reduce density.
3.3.3. Low Volume Operations
When SSO materials collection is in the range of 15 tons per week, only one
windrow per week will be constructed. As space allows, multiple windrows can be
constructed in line to allow the windrow turner to make a continuous run without
the need for multiple turns. During periods with this low rate of SSO material
acceptance, static piles may be the preferred composting method.
With turned windrows, initial mixing must proportion the raw materials and blend
them to achieve consistency. The City will need to observe the windrow after
construction and initial turning to determine the need for additional turning to mix
the raw materials.
Turning mixes the composting materials, rebuilds and increases the porosity of
the windrow and releases heat, water vapor and gases. It is important to restore
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the air voids in the windrow that are lost to decomposition and settlement and
improve the passive air exchange. Turning should not pulverize the material and
reduce porosity, but rather fluff the pile.
3.3.4. Compost Curing
After approximately 15 days of active composting, compost temperature normally
begins to fall. As temperatures cool to below approximately 122°F (50°C), the
diversity of beneficial bacteria, actinomycetes, and fungi increases. At this stage
the biological activity of the windrow or static pile is slow enough to allow curing
of the piles or windrows for extended periods of time without the piles
overheating or developing an anaerobic condition that may produce odor.
Generally, in turned windrows and static piles, the failure of the compost to
reheat after turning is an indication that decomposition has slowed enough for
the compost to be moved into the curing stage. Care must be taken that the
decreases in temperature in an active windrow or static pile are not the result of
other process limitations, i.e. reduction in biological activity due to lack of
moisture. To check this:


Thoroughly wet a small sample of compost and place it in a sealed bag.



Store the sample at room temperature for one week.



If the compost does not emit a foul smell after a week in the bag, the
compost can be considered stable enough for curing.

After the initial construction of the windrows and static piles for active
composting, there will be a reduction in their volume as a result of organic
decomposition and loss of moisture. Windrows can be rebuilt or consolidated at
this time to make more efficient use of the space allocated for active composting.
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During the curing stage, porosity should remain above 30 percent to provide
adequate free airspace and water-hold capacity. Moisture levels should be
maintained in the range of 45 - 50 percent by turning, mixing and adding
make-up liquid as necessary.
The site layout (Figure IV-F.1) for the curing stage shows the compost remaining
in the original windrow for curing during initial operation. Throughout the
composting process, volume of material is lost through the loss of moisture, and
decomposition of organic materials. Therefore, windrow and static pile volumes
will shrink and the windrow or pile may be reshaped and/or combined during the
curing process to free space for new windrows or piles. As the City approaches
the maximum capacity of the site, the material in cure piles may be moved to
another area on a composite lined area of the landfill.
When compost has been determined to be stable, the curing process is complete
and compost may be screened to remove oversized (“Overs”) and/or
un-decomposed material and then stockpiled for future use or distribution.
3.4.

Post Processing §332.34(12)(A)(iv)

Active aerobic composting will take from three to six weeks to complete and then the
compost may cure another two to six months before being considered stable and
ready to be screened and stockpiled as a finished product. Based on the initial
volume of 15 tons per week of SSO, the dimension of the site, the weekly volume of
incoming feedstock and the time necessary for composting and curing, the site
should have sufficient volume for six months of active composting and curing before
material would need to be moved to stockpiles. However, this will change as the City
increases the amount of SSO hauled to the site.
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Final products shall be regularly tested in accordance with §332.71 in order to be a
marketable product for sale at the City’s Compost and Mulch Sales Center. It will be
classified by this testing as one of three grades: Grade 1, Grade 2, or Waste Grade.
Grade 1 Compost
The final Grade 1 compost product has reached maturity, been screened to remove
overs, and tested to ensure it meets the requirements of §332.71 & 72. Grade 1
Compost may be stored on site or at the City’s Compost and Mulch Sales Center for
up to six months, and will be segregated from other forms and grades of compost.
Grade 2 Compost
The final Grade 2 compost product has reached maturity, been screened to remove
overs, and tested to ensure it meets the requirements of §332.71 & 72. Grade 2
compost may be stored onsite or at the City’s Compost and Mulch Sales Center for
up to six months, and will be segregated from other forms and grades of compost.
Waste Grade Compost
Compost which does not meet either Grade 1 or Grade 2 may be stored at the SSO
compost facility for up to 6 months. Waste grade compost may either be
incorporated into new or existing active windrows or static piles, or disposed of at the
Type 1 working face of the landfill.
3.5.

Product Distribution §332.34(12)(A)(v)

The finished compost products will be sold through the City’s Compost and Mulch
Sales Center, located at the wastewater plant’s bio solids composting operation.
Products from the SSO compost facility shall be segregated from products produced
at the bio solids composting operation.
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The operation is initially expected to continue to receive 15 T/Wk of SSO and
incorporate 45 T/Wk of woody waste, with a total initial weekly volume of 175 cubic
yards. Assuming a conservative 50 percent volume reduction factor through the
composting process, the site will generate approximately 4,550 cubic yards of
finished compost annually.
The finished compost will be distributed to appropriate customers according to
30 TAC §332.73 and will be suitable for unrestricted use as Grade 1 product. Should
the compost meet Grade 2 standards and not Grade 1 standards, it will not be
allowed for use at a residence or licensed child-care facility. Any product not meeting
Grade 1 or Grade 2 standards will be re-incorporated into an active windrow or
disposed of at the landfill.
Grade 1 and 2 compost will be sold in bulk on a retail and wholesale basis through
the City’s Compost and Mulch Sales Center and will not be packaged. As all the bulk
material is sold on-site, no tracking of the disposition of bulk material will be made.
The facility will utilize heavy equipment to load the bulk products into customer
vehicles.
3.6.

Process Diagram §332.34(12)(A)(vi)

The Compost Process Diagram is provided as Figure B.
4.

Personnel §332.34(12)(B)

The personnel requirement to operate a compost facility is dependent on the feedstock
volume to be processed by the operation. Personnel will be shared with other
operations within the Complex. The majority of the time spent on a compost operation
involves the use of a front-end loader. A loader operator will construct compost piles,
may turn compost piles if a windrow turner is not available, may consolidate compost
piles, move compost from windrow to curing pile and load finished compost. It is
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anticipated that composting operations will be minimal at the start of this phase of
operation due to the limited waste being moved into the area. Additional time will be
spent monitoring and turning windrows until compost is moved to a curing pile. The
personnel requirements for this phase of the project are described below in Table 3-1.
TABLE 1 – Personnel Requirements

Responsibilities

Supervisor

Oversee operations including: grinding yard
trimmings, feedstock delivery, mix compost,
monitor and troubleshoot compost operation.

0.2

Loader Operator

Construct windrows, move materials, i.e.
ground yard trimmings to compost area, move
compost to curing stockpile and move finished
compost to storage stockpiles.

0.2

Wet windrows as necessary.

0.1

Windrow Turning

Turn windrows after initial construction to mix
feedstock, turn established windrows one to
two times per week.

0.1

Screen Operator

Screen finished compost to remove debris.

0.2

Water Truck
Operator

5.

Full-Time Employees

Position

(minimum)

Equipment §332.34(12)(C)

A variety of heavy equipment can be used in the composting process. The Complex has
the necessary equipment to process the feedstock delivered to the site. Equipment is
shared with other operations at the Complex. The following equipment and associated
tasks are described below in Table 4-1.
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TABLE 2 – Equipment Requirements
Equipment

Process

Front End Loader

Build windrows and static piles. Move cured and finished
compost. Turn windrows and static piles if necessary.

Windrow Turner or Bucket Loader

Turn constructed windrows and static piles to mix
feedstock and increase porosity and oxygen within the
windrow. Control temperature and maintain moisture
levels for composting microbes.

Screening Equipment
Water Truck or Water Source

6.

Screen oversized particles from finished compost.
Provide water for compost to maintain moisture content
between 40% and 60%. Firefighting activities.

Security and Access Control §332.34(12)(D)

Site access control shall be maintained to prevent unauthorized persons from entering
the facility. The main

entry to the complex is secured using chain link fence or

equivalent secured gate. Access will be further restricted by a perimeter security fence
along the western and southern boundaries of the complex. During operating hours,
facility personnel will regularly watch for unauthorized individuals in the vicinity of SSO
composting facility. Vehicles transporting source separated organics will be directed to
the unloading area by on-site personnel or signs.
7.

Feedstock Screening§332.34(12)(E)

The facility will maintain control of unloading of feedstock within designated areas, and
screening for unprocessable, prohibited, and unauthorized waste in the facility.. Trained
landfill personnel will be monitoring the unloading of source separated organics in the
facility to prohibit unloading of unauthorized wastes.
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8.

Fire Prevention Plan §332.34(12)(F)

The City of Denton has established fire protection procedures for the Facility as
described in Part IV, Section 8 - Fire Prevention Plan,.

The following firefighting

procedures apply to the SSO compost facility.


If the fire is contained within a vehicle or piece of equipment, the first step is to
bring the vehicle or equipment to a safe stop, away from fuel supplies, compost,
feedstock, and other vehicles. The engine will be shut off and the brake engaged
or other methods will be used to prevent subsequent movement of the vehicle;



Fire-fighting methods include smothering with soil, separating burning material
from other waste, and spraying with water under pressure from a water truck. If
detected soon enough, a small fire may be fought with a hand-held extinguisher;
and



If the fire is in a wind row or static pile, the burning area should be isolated or
pushed away quickly before the fire can spread. If this is not possible or is
unsafe, efforts to cover the fire with earth must be initiated immediately to
smother the fire.



The site is provided with fire extinguishers as recommended by the local Fire
Department. Each piece of heavy equipment has a fire extinguisher. Fire
extinguishers are regularly inspected and will be fully-charged and ready for use
at all times. The MSW Facility Manager shall be notified when any fire
extinguisher is discharged so that it may be refilled.

9.

Control of Windblown Material §332.34(12)(G)

Control of windblown material will be maintained in accordance with Part IV, Section 13
- Control of Windblown Waste and Litter, of the TCEQ MSW Facility Permit #1590A.
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10.

Vector Control §332.34(12)(H)

Vector control will follow the procedures outlined in Part IV, Section 19 - Vector Control,
of the TCEQ MSW Facility Permit #1590A.
Staff will minimize the need for extensive vector control (control of rodents, flies, and
mosquitoes) through proper site operation. Vector attraction reduction will occur
simultaneously with pathogen reduction. Organic compost feedstock with the potential
to attract vectors will be incorporated into windrows as soon as practical, where high
temperatures and mechanical processing will prevent development of vector habitat for
feeding. Compost facility operators will make daily checks for insects or rodents
associated with the operations and will report problems to the Compost Supervisor.
If insects or rodents become a nuisance, Landfill staff will eliminate the problem through
appropriate use of insecticides and/or pesticides. If necessary, they will procure the
services of a licensed pest control professional.
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11.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control §332.34(12)(I)

The Facility will comply with the provisions of §332.71 regarding sampling and analysis
for final product. The facility will not receive municipal sewage sludge; and therefore, the
requirements of 30 TAC §312 do not apply.
The Facility shall maintain records onsite, available for inspection by the TCEQ, for a
period consisting of the three most recent calendar years 332.71(e)(i). The record shall
consist of:


Facility authorization obtained from the Commission;



Log of abnormal events at the facility, including but not limited to process
disruption, extended equipment failures, injuries, and weather damage; and



Results of final product testing required by 30 TAC Section 332.71(c) and
332.72.



A file showing compliance with §332.8(a) and (c).

Facility shall maintain copies of the annual report onsite for the five most recent
calendar years.
12.

Equipment Failure §332.34(12)(J)

Equipment required for operations at the Compost Facility are described in Section 4 of
this Plan. In the event of equipment failure, replacement equipment will be obtained
through the City of Denton, borrowed from other operations on site, or leased from an
outside service provider. Should essential replacement equipment not be available,
compost operations will cease until such time that the equipment is obtained. In general,
the same procedures will be followed, as outlined in Part IV, Table 5.1 - Minimum
Equipment, of the TCEQ MSW Facility Permit #1590A.
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13.

Material Grade §332.34(12)(K)

The finished compost material will fulfill the requirements of §332.72 for Grade 1 or
Grade 2 compost for any compost products sold on the retail or wholesale market.
Grade 1 compost will be distributed according to §332.73 and suitable for unrestricted
use.
Grade 2 compost will be distributed according to §332.73 and not used at a residence
or licensed child care facility.
13.1. Products not meeting Grade 1 or Grade 2
Waste Grade compost is a compost that: (A) exceeds any one of the Maximum
Allowable Concentrations for Grade 2 final product in Table 1 of 30 TAC 332.72; and
(B) does not meet the other requirements of Grade 1 or Grade 2 Compost. Waste
Grade compost will be reincorporated into an active windrow or static pile, or
disposed of at the landfill. It will have a beneficial impact on the anaerobic digestion
process involved in the ELR process being implemented within the landfill because
of its moisture and nutrient content.
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14.

Reference Documents

Several sources of composting information and management practices provided below:


The Practical Handbook of Compost Engineering, Haug, Roger T. (1993).



Composting for Municipalities, Planning and Design Considerations, Natural
Resources, Agriculture, and Engineering Service Cooperative Extension (1998).



US

Composting

Council

Website,

Factsheets

and

Free

Reports:

http://compostingcouncil.org/factsheets-and-free-reports/


US Composting Council Webinar: Adding Food Residuals to Yard Trimmings
Compost

Facilities;

http://compostingcouncil.org/adding-food-residuals-to-yard-

trimmings-compost-sites/
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1.

Introduction

The City of Denton may utilize alternate daily cover materials at the City of Denton
Landfill as site conditions warrant. The TNRCC and TCEQ have previously approved
two types of ADC for use at this site in 1994 and 2002 (see attached letters of approval)
for use of tarps and sprayed slurry materials. Updates to this plan may be periodically
submitted for TCEQ approval as new products and uses become known. The facility will
submit request for temporary authorization to use contaminated soil as an alternative
daily cover material.
This Alternate Daily Cover Operating Plan (ADCOP) has been prepared for the Denton
Landfill in accordance with §330.165(d). The purpose of this ADCOP is to address the
following issues:


Description and thickness of each ADC material.



Chemical composition of the material and the MSDS(s) for the ADC (if
applicable).



Operation methods to be utilized at the site when using the ADC.



Effect of the ADC on vectors, fires, odors, and windblown litter.

As specified in Part IV - SOP, Section 28.3 – Daily Cover, and Section 28.5 – Alternate
Daily Cover, ADC may not be used to cover exposed waste except when the landfill is
to be closed for a period of greater than 24 hours, or an alternate period if approved in
advance by the TCEQ.
2.

Material Characteristics

These types of ADC materials or similar materials may be used at the City of Denton
Landfill:
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2.1.

Fabrene Fabric Landfill Cover - Tarps

The Fabrene Fabric Landfill Cover (FFLC) is a 24 mil polyethylene coated fabric
panel manufactured by Fabrene, Inc. The FFLC is deployed in approximately
40x100-foot panels. The TNRCC (currently the TCEQ) approved the use of FFLC
as an ADC for The City of Denton Landfill in a letter to the City of Denton dated
February 18, 1994. The City may use an equivalent product as an alternate to this
manufacturer-specific product, as needed. In case of the equivalent product as an
alternate to this manufacture, a minimum thickness of 24 mil be maintained and
ensure that the ADC material is in good condition to control vectors, fire, odor,
windblown litter, and waste.
2.2.

ProGuard SB Slurry Material

ProGuard SB is a blend of polymers and recycled fibers like newspaper.

The

ProGuard SB is mixed with water to create a slurry and sprayed on the waste.
Typically ProGuard SB slurry is applied to a thickness of approximately 0.25 inch.
The TCEQ approved the use of ProGuard SB as an ADC for City of Denton Landfill
in a letter to the City of Denton, dated January 11, 2002. The City may use an
equivalent product as an alternate to this manufacturer-specific product, as needed.
In case of the equivalent product as an alternate to this manufacture, a minimum
thickness of 0.25 inch will be maintained and ensure that the ADC material is in
good condition to control vector, fires, odors, windblown litter and waste.
3.

Chemical Composition

The use of high density polyethylene coated fabric and ProGuard SB slurry as ADC
material is permitted via 1994 and 2002 permit modification submittal. The ADC
materials for use at the City of Denton Landfill are not reactive, ignitable, or corrosive.
The 1994 and 2002 ADC permit modification approval letters are attached.
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4.

Operational Methods

The following are the operational procedures that are used to employ the ADC material.
Landfill personnel will verify that the waste fill area has been covered with the minimum
required thickness at the completion of each working day.
The Fabrene Fabric Landfill Cover or alternate material will be deployed as follows:


Panels of ADC material are pulled or rolled out over the working face.



The perimeter of the panels is anchored approximately every 20 feet with tires,
plastic bags filled with stone or heavy material, or integrally weighted.



The panels are folded or rolled back and removed the following morning and
stored in an inactive area.

The ProGuard SB slurry or alternate material shall be deployed as follows:


Sprayed over the working face to the limits of the exposed waste. The material
will be applied in accordance with the Manufacturer's recommendations. A copy
of the Manufacturer’s recommendations is on file at the site.

5.

ADC Verification and Inspection Procedures

At the end of each working day, landfill personnel will inspect the working face to verify
that the approved ADC or equivalent has been placed over the exposed wastes in
accordance with this ADCOP. Landfill personnel will routinely assess the effectiveness
of each ADC in controlling vectors, fires, odors, and windblown waste. The Executive
Director may require the facility to test runoff from ADC areas for compliance with Texas
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System storm water discharge limits or manage the
runoff as contaminated water.
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Observations during the use of the Fabrene Fabric Landfill Cover conclude that there
were no vectors, no windblown material, no odors, and no fires during the last 18 years
of use. Any equivalent material use will also have the same effect on vector, fires, odors
and windblown waste.
Observations during the use of the ProGuard SB slurry conclude that there were no
vectors, no windblown material, no odors, and no fires during the last 10 years of use.
Any equivalent material use will also have the same effect on vector, fires, odors and
windblown waste.
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